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Preface

The current trend in the oil industry is to drill more difficult wells in a more cost effective
way. To be able to reach these goals, both the planning and the drilling operation need
continuous improvement. Although modern computer systems give us access to more
data than ever, both cost and well failure statistics show that there is a considerable
potential for improvements. It is my belief that the basic understanding of both the
geology and the wells is the most important element in making progress. The purpose
of this book is to present a unified picture of the well process.

The main idea behind this book is to provide a systematic approach to improve
the planning and the design of wells. To be able to improve, each new well should
be designed individually, and should be based on experiences from earlier wells. This
book will treat the subject as a design process, attempting to bring forward some of
the improvements seen in recent years.

In particular, practical borehole stability analysis, and methods to derive geome-
chanical prognosis, are new subjects. Also, the book suggests ways to present well
design, for easy verification and modification. Therefore, in addition to being used as
a textbook, it is also intended to be used as a guide by well designers.

Many people have stimulated the writing of this book. First of all the many students
that I have trained in well design over the years, and also my many friends and former
colleagues at Saga Petroleum, have made significant contributions as many of the topics
of this book have been implemented in the field.

Stavanger, August 2010
Bernt S. Aadnøy

  



Symbols and units

Symbols

The general symbols used in this book are listed below. In addition, specific nomen-
clature and subscripts are listed in each chapter to quickly identify the variables
used.

D depth (m)
P pressure (bar) or pressure gradient (s.g.)
h distance or height (m)
Diam. Diameter (m)
d pressure gradient as specific gravity to water
s.g. specific gravity relative to water
V volume (m3)
A area (m2)
L length (m)
T temperature (◦C)
σ stress (N/m2)
q flow rate (litres/min)
µ viscosity (cP)
F force (N)
E modulus of elasticity (N/m2)
ν Poisson’s ratio
LOT leak off pressure test (s.g.)
FIT formation integrity test (s.g.)
RKB drill floor depth reference point
MSL mean sea level depth reference
SF sea floor depth reference
ROP rate of penetration for drill bit (m/hr)
WOB weight on drill bit (N)
N rotational speed (revolutions/min)
ECD equivalent circulating density
HP hydraulic horsepower at drill bit
t time (hrs), or thickness (m)
γ wellbore inclination (degrees)
φ wellbore azimuth (degrees)

  



x Symbols and un i t s

δ difference between two readings of a parameter
s.g. specific gravity relative to water
ρ density (kg/m3)
q flow rate (litre/min)
f Fanning friction factor
α temperature expansion coeficient (1/◦C)
c fluid compressibility (1/bar)

Uni ts

In this book we have adapted the units commonly used in drilling operations. Because
pressures often are related to the density of the drilling fluid in the well, we are usually
referring to equivalent mud density or specific gravity instead of a pressure or a pressure
gradient. The following equation is used for these calculations throughout this book:

P (bar) = 0.098 × d (s.g.) × D(m)

  



Chapter 1

Introduction to the well
design process

Petroleum wells have changed character in recent decades, as compared to earlier times.
We have had a considerable improvement in equipment and technology, but we are
also facing wells which are more difficult to drill, and we are required to make the
wells more cost effective. The result of these requirements is to put more emphasis on
the well design process. Wells should preferably be designed for easy implementation.
The design should also provide flexibility if changes are introduced during the drilling
operation. One of the key elements in any design is cost-effectiveness. This is of course
an element that should be considered in all parts of the design process.

There are many computer programs available for well design purposes. However,
the quality of designs from software depends on the knowledge of the well designer.
The objective of this book is to provide basic knowledge and design examples, and
to approach the construction of the well as a systematic design process. First, the
objectives and the design premises have to be established before the actual design is
carried out. In the numerous examples given in this book, certain assumptions are
made. It is the intention that these should always be re-evaluated and changed when
new conditions arise. This book also uses simple physics principles. Usually this is
adequate. However, in certain instances more detailed studies are required. It is fully
in line with the intention of the book to start the design process in a simple way, but
to increase the complexity when needed.

The second chapter deals with two important elements when drilling a well; mud
weight and hydraulic design. The mud weight schedule is designed from a simple
principle called the median line principle. By keeping the mud density close to the
virgin in-situ stress, it has been demonstrated that borehole stability problems have
been minimised. The main intention of the hydraulic design is to provide sufficient
flow rate to obtain good hole cleaning. The two elements covered in chapter two are
very critical for a successful and problem-free drilling operation.

Chapter three deals primarily with borehole stability-related issues. Firstly, meth-
ods to normalise field data to the same reference level are derived. The second
sub-chapter defines methods to derive field stresses and fracture gradients. The basic
idea is to normalise the data and obtain correlations, rather than carry out conven-
tional modelling. A fracture model for shallow depth is also given. If a borehole
caliper log is available, simple correlations are defined to obtain the critical mud
density required to minimise mechanical hole collapse. The drillability log is dis-
cussed as an important tool for field interpretation. Finally a generalized fracture
model is presented which is applicable at any water depth. All these elements serve
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to provide a simple basis for well design and to give simple tools to analyse drilling
problems.

The design premises are treated in chapter four. Of particular interest is the con-
nection to the geomechanical evaluation. In addition to defining the minimum fracture
pressure and kick margins required to drill a section of the hole, the maximum leak-off
value is also used. Part of this chapter is devoted to demonstrating various method-
ologies to select depths for casing strings, and finally the long term perspective of the
well is considered by defining completion and production requirements.

In casing design, chapter five, the design criteria and the failure mechanisms are
first defined. Design of the casing test pressure is also covered, with an example of ways
to test critical wells. A complete well design example is presented. The last section of
chapter five deals with 3-dimensional tubular design.

Chapter six is a continuation from the previous chapter. Here the particular con-
siderations for critical wells are discussed. A high-pressure high-temperature (HPHT)
well is used as a design example. It is handled in three parts, the shallow casing strings,
the intermediate, and the deep casing strings. Part of the chapter is devoted to estab-
lishing fracture prognosis for use in design and operation. This chapter is intended to
identify many of the problems encountered in the design of HPHT wells.

There are certain operational issues also to consider. Therefore chapter 7 is
intended to define issues related to platform types, execution of drilling operations
and aspects of well friction. The emerging issue of well integrity is also presented.

In order to improve well planning, post analysis of earlier failures is required.
Appendix A shows an evaluation of six wells. This is used to establish a drilling time
curve based on realistic data. This chapter also shows a summary of borehole stability-
related problems, and gives a simple system for experience transfer.

Appendix B discusses another aspect of these wells, namely the volumetric behavior
of the drilling fluid, which may disturb kick control, and also change the effective
bottom-hole pressure of the well.

  



Chapter 2

Drilling design

2.1 SELECTION OF OPTIMAL MUD WEIGHT

2.1.1 Introduction

The specific nomenclature used in Section 2.1 is as follows:

ECD = equivalent circulating density
σr = Pw = borehole pressure
σθ = tangential (hoop) stress
σv = vertical stress
σa = average horizontal in-situ stress
Pwf = fracturing pressure
Po = pore pressure.

In this section borehole problems such as fracturing, collapse, lost circulation, differ-
ential sticking and others are discussed in a rock mechanical context. It is shown that
by maintaining the mud weight close to the level of the in-situ stresses, most of the
borehole problems will be minimised. A design methodology called “the median line
principle’’ is derived. The field case included in this chapter also demonstrates a reduc-
tion in drilling problems by using this methodology. In addition to problems during
drilling, zonal isolation in the reservoir is identified as a crucial consequence of hole
problems.

Figure 2.1 specifically shows the aim of this chapter. The low mud weight schedule
has traditionally been used mainly for pore pressure estimation purposes, but also
because one believed that a low mud weight increased the drilling rate. The high mud
weight schedule has been used in problem wells, and in highly deviated wells, but to
a limited extent because of fear of losing circulation, and of differential sticking. We
will demonstrate that neither of these two approaches are preferred from a borehole
stability point of view. In fact, the “median line’’ mud weight also shown in Figure 2.1
is beneficial, and will provide a common optimum for many of the parameters of the
drilling process.

2.1.2 Borehole problems

Many elements affect the success of a drilling operation. Since the main function of
a drilling rig is to penetrate and to seal off formations, any single technical failure
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Pressure Gradient

Depth

Pore
pressure
gradient

Fracture
gradient

Low mud
weight

“Median-line”
mud weight

High mud
weight

Figure 2.1 Typical mud weights used.

may halt this progress thereby causing additional expenditure. The cost of an off-
shore drilling operation is dictated by the rig rate. Therefore, the success of a drilling
operation is strongly dependent on avoiding problems which cause down time.

Bradley et al (1990) brought borehole problems into a wider perspective by identi-
fying the human element as a key factor in avoiding stuck pipe situations. In addition to
sound engineering practices, the operational culture may therefore also strongly affect
the outcome of a potential borehole problem. Furthermore, we will point out technical
aspects of borehole problems not covered in this chapter. Although the mud weight
selection is a key factor, related elements require good planning as well. Examples are
torque and drag considerations in well path planning as discussed by Sheppard et al
(1987), and evaluation of stuck pipe experience as discussed by Hemkins (1987). Of
course hole cleaning and reaming practices must also be adequate. We will not give
a detailed discussion of all the other elements, only point out the fact that no single
element will replace good overall well planning.

With the above view in mind, we will proceed to the main topic, optimal mud
weight selection.

Higher mud weight , the who le t ruth?

The mud weight is a key factor in a drilling operation. The difference between success
or failure is nearly always tied to the mud weight program. Too low a mud weight
may result in collapse and fill problems, while too high a mud weight may result in
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Table 2.1 Effects of high mud weight.

Element Advantage Debatable Disadvantage

Reduce borehole collapse X
Reduce fill X X
Reduce pressure variations X
Reduce washout X X
Reduce tight hole X X
Reduce clay swelling X X
Increase differential sticking X X
Increase lost circulation X
Reduced drilling rate X X
Expensive mud X
Poor pore pressure estimation X X

mud losses or pipe sticking. In an attempt to tie effects of high mud weight to drilling
problems, Table 2.1 was defined, showing some beneficial effects of mud weight.

The elements of Table 2.1 will briefly be discussed below:

Borehole collapse. It is well known that borehole collapse occurs when the mud
weight is too low because the hoop stress around the hole wall is very high, often
resulting in rock failure (Aadnoy & Chenevert, 1987). The most important remedy is
often to increase the mud weight.

Fill. Fill is the problem of cleaning the well. Cuttings or collapsed fragments may
accumulate in the lower part of the well and lead to problems such as inability to
reach bottom with the casing. Fill is commonly associated with the flow rate and the
carrying capacity of the mud. There is also a strong connection to mud chemistry.

An increased mud weight should therefore reduce the potential for borehole
collapse, thereby reducing the potential for fill.

Pressure variations. If the mud weight is kept more constant, the well is subjected to
more static pressures. As pressure variations may lead to borehole failures (a fatigue
type effect), a higher and more constant mud weight should be preferred. In addition
to maintaining a more constant mud weight, the equivalent circulating density (ECD)
and the surge and swabbing pressures should be kept within limits.

Washouts. The theory behind borehole washout is that the jet action through the bit
nozzles hydraulically erode the borehole wall away. The result is often believed to be
an enlarged borehole of considerable size.

We believe that it is difficult to hydraulically wash out a consolidated rock at
several kilometres depth. What sometimes may happen is that the mud weight is too
low, resulting in a failed hole wall. The washout is therefore often actually a collapse.
The hydraulic action just removes already broken fragments. Field studies have shown
that by increasing the mud weight by a small amount, the result is an in-gauge hole,
despite the same high flow rate.
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Tight hole. A high mud weight will balance the rock stresses and keep the borehole
more in-gauge. However, it is still likely that the hole will decrease in diameter the first
day after it is drilled by swelling, still requiring wiper trips or back-reaming. Therefore,
we propose to allow for an increase in mud weight, but not a reduction. Tight hole
may also be caused by fill packing around the bottom-hole-assembly, combined with
doglegs.

As shown later in this paper, the tight hole conditions may be reduced or elimi-
nated by increasing the mud weight. However, sound wiping or back-reaming practices
should still be maintained.

Clay swelling. Changes in fluid chemistry philosophy have been seen (Clark (1976),
O’Brien & Chenevert (1973), Simpson et al (1989) and Steiger (1982)). A good review
of fluid chemistry is given by Santarelli & Carminati (1995). One key problem has been
to inhibit reactive clays, as they often contribute to borehole problems such as collapse.
However, field experience indicates that a sufficiently high mud weight may in some
wells keep the hole stable even with a reduced degree of chemical inhibition, provided
that the open hole exposure time is short. Therefore, the clay swelling problem should
be reduced by increasing the mud weight. However, some wells seem to show hole
enlargement irrespective of borehole pressure.

Differential sticking. An increased mud weight will lead to a higher pressure over-
balance, and the drilling assembly will be more easily subjected to differential sticking.
From this point of view a high mud weight is detrimental.

However, it is also becoming clear that what we sometimes believe is differential
sticking is often something else. Collapse and fill may pack around the bottom-hole-
assembly resulting in sticking, and tight hole may be another contributor. Also, if
we have intermittent layers of shales and sandstones, the shales may often collapse,
exposing the sands directly towards the drilling assembly.

Figure 2.2a illustrates a borehole section where there are breakouts in the shale
layers, but in-gauge sand stringers in between. This situation is highly sensitive to
differential sticking due to sand exposure. Figure 2.2b illustrates the same situation
with an ingauge hole. Since all layers now are in-gauge, it is possible that the contact
between the hole and the drilling assembly occurs in the shale layers as well, reducing
the potential for differential sticking in the sand layers.

Shale

Sand

a) Collapse in shale stringers b) In gauge hole

Figure 2.2 Partial collapse in mixed lithology.
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A high mud weight is preferred from a collapse point of view. However, a high
mud weight may, in general, increase the likelihood for differential sticking. Here is a
potential conflict, which can be handled by keeping the mud weight below the critical
level for differential sticking.

Lost circulation. Sometimes a weak stringer or a fault is penetrated resulting in loss
of drilling fluids. In general, the mud weights must be kept below this critical limit.
Also fractured formations may set restrictions on the mud density, as discussed by
Santarelli & Dardeau (1992).

Reduced drilling rate. It is commonly believed that a high overbalance results in a
slow drilling. It is our opinion that the drilling rate is mainly a formation characteristic
and that the effect of overbalance is of lesser significance. A reduction in drilling rate
should also be measured against the cost of borehole problems.

Mud cost. A higher weight mud program is often more expensive. This additional
cost is usually negligible if it results in less drilling problems.

Pore pressure estimation. During drilling the geologist estimates the pore pressure
using various criteria. One factor of particular concern is the recording of excess gas.
This helps to quantify the pore pressure at the particular depth. A high mud weight
may suppress high gas readings. A high mud weight may therefore not be preferable
during wildcat drilling. During production drilling this requirement is often relaxed.

Mud Weight Summary. From the above discussion it may be concluded that a rel-
atively high mud weight is acceptable and preferable from many points of view.
However, particular concern has to be paid towards:

• lost circulation
• differential sticking
• background gas readings in exploration drilling
• naturally fractured formations

Also, the mud chemistry must not be neglected. We have assumed an inhibited
mud system in the above discussion. Table 2.2 summarises some likely connections
between various borehole problems. Please observe that the mud weight is a common
denominator between these.

From the above discussion, it is clear that the mud weight should preferably be on
the high side. However, we still have a wide mud weight window. Figure 2.3 shows the
allowable mud weight range. In many wells this allowable range may be very wide, so
there is a definite need to limit this range further. This will be pursued in the following.

Mud proper t ies

Important mud properties to minimise hole wall problems include:

• chemical inhibition
• low filtrate loss in permeable zones
• coating in impermeable zones
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Table 2.2 Likely relations between some borehole problems.

Problem Collapse Fill Washout Tight hole Diff. stick Lost circ.

Collapse X
Fill X X X
Washout X X
Tight hole X X X
Diff. stick. X X X X
Lost circ. X

Fracturing

Overburden

Differential
sticking

Lost
circulation

Pore pressure Collapse

Pressure Gradient

Allowable mud weight rangeDepth

Figure 2.3 Allowable mud weight range considering common borehole problems.

Another very important property of the drilling fluid can be described as follows.
Experience shows that new drilling fluid exacerbates fracturing/lost circulation situa-
tions. During leak-off testing it is our experience that used mud gives higher leak-off
values than new mud. This is believed to be caused by the solids content from drilled
cuttings. Therefore, one design criterion applied is to increase mud weight gradually to
ensure that there are drilled solids present. In a new hole section one therefore usually
starts out with a lower mud weight. After drilling out about 100 m below the previous
shoe, the mud weight is gradually increased. It is believed that by using this procedure
we have avoided potential lost circulation situations. In Section 2.1.3 the practical
applications of these observations will be demonstrated.
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2.1.3 Rock mechanics

Stresses act ing on the boreho le wal l

The Kirsch equation is commonly used to calculate the stresses around the borehole.
The stress level defines the loading on the borehole wall, and the rock strength defines
the resistance to withstand this load. A number of publications have been written on
this subject, and McLean & Addis (1988) and Aadnoy & Chenevert (1987) give a
good overview.

It is well established that the stability of a borehole falls into two major groups:

• Borehole fracturing at high borehole pressures. This is actually a tensile failure,
where the consequence may be loss of circulation. In a pressure control situ-
ation this is of concern, and further drilling may be halted until circulation is
re-established.

• Borehole collapse at low borehole pressures. This is a shear failure caused by high
hoop stress around the hole, exceeding the strength of the rock. There are many
variations of the collapse phenomenon. In some cases the rock may yield resulting
in tight hole. In other cases a more catastrophic failure may occur resulting in
collapse, which again may lead to hole cleaning problems.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the stresses acting on the borehole wall when the mud pressure
is varied. Figure 2.4a shows the three main stresses acting on the borehole. The radial
stress acting on the borehole wall is actually the pressure exerted by the drilling fluid.
The axial stress is equal to the overburden load for a vertical well. However, around
the circumference of the hole the tangential stress is acting. This is also called the hoop
stress. This stress depends strongly on the borehole pressure. As equations, these three
stresses can in their simplest form be expressed as:

Radial stress: σr = Pw

Tangential stress: σθ = 2σa − Pw

Vertical stress: σv = constant
(2.1)

Figure 2.4b helps to understand the borehole failure mechanisms in the context of the
borehole stresses. The three stress components are plotted as a function of borehole
pressure. The vertical stress, or the overburden, is not influenced by the mud weight
and remains constant. The radial stress is equal to the borehole pressure and has
therefore a unit slope in the diagram. The tangential stress decreases with increased
borehole pressure.

At low borehole pressures, the tangential stress is high. Since there is a significant
difference between the radial and tangential stress, a considerable shear stress arises.
It is this shear stress that ultimately results in borehole collapse. At high borehole
pressure, on the other hand, the tangential stress goes into tension. Since rocks are
weak in tension, the borehole will fracture at high borehole pressures, usually resulting
in an axial fracture. These two failure types are indicated in Figure 2.4b. More complex
failure modes can be evaluated (Maury, 1993), but this will not be pursued here.

From the discussion above, we observe that low and high borehole pressures pro-
duce high stress conditions, and bring the hole towards a failure state. By further
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Radial Tangential

Vertical

Figure 2.4 Borehole stresses with varying mud weight.

inspection of Figure 2.4b we see that at a given point the radial and the tangen-
tial stresses are equal. Here the mud weight is equal to the in-situ stress, and there
are no longer abnormal stresses. This will be further discussed in the following
section.

The in -s i tu s t ress s tate

We will assume a relaxed depositional basin with a so-called hydrostatic stress state.
That is, around a vertical hole, the horizontal stress level is the same in all directions.
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Borehole
remains in gauge

Collapse
or tight hole

Hole
enlargement
or fracturing

(c) Mud weight higher than
     the horizontal stress

(b) Mud weight lower than
     the horizontal stress

(a) Mud weight equal to
     the horizontal stress

Figure 2.5 Effects of varying the borehole pressure.

Having a leak-off pressure and a pore pressure, the fracturing pressure is reached when
the effective hoop stress is zero, or σθ − Po = 0 from Equation (2.1). The following
equation results (Aadnoy & Chenevert, 1987):

σa = 1
2

(Pwf + Po) (2.2)

The average horizontal stress is equal to the average pressure between the fractur-
ing and the pore pressure. A tectonic stress situation with non-hydrostatic horizontal
stresses gives a more complex picture. A short example is given at the end of the chapter.
However, the proposed method could also be used in this case, as the fracturing gra-
dient implicitly takes both the actual stress situation and the borehole inclination into
account. For example, for a deviated well the design fracture gradient may be corrected
for borehole inclination (Aadnoy & Larsen, 1989). This will be further discussed in
Section 3.2.

Equation (2.2) can explain several of the borehole problems we have just discussed.
Let us first discuss the implications. We assume that the elements of Equation (2.2)
are known, and will, in the following, discuss what happens if the actual mud weight
is equal to, lower than, or higher than the in-situ stress of Equation (2.2). Figure 2.5
illustrates the responses of varying mud weight.

Fig. 2.5a. Using a mud weight equal to the horizontal stress σa, the immediate
surrounding rock is undisturbed by the drilling of the hole. This is the ideal mud
weight, and the hole diameter will remain constant.

Fig. 2.5b. Using a mud weight lower than the horizontal stress σa, the stress will
locally change. A hoop stress is created causing the borehole to decrease in diameter.
This can result in either:

• borehole collapse, or
• tight hole
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Fig. 2.5c. Using a mud weight higher than the horizontal stress σa, the borehole pressure
will tend to increase the hole diameter, ultimately causing fracturing if the mud weight
becomes too high.

As implied from the above discussion, mud weight/borehole stress relationships
can be used to describe common borehole problems. This can be defined as the median
line principle, which is defined by Equation (2.2):

The mid-point between the fracturing pressure and the pore pressure defines the
borehole pressure that is equal to the ideal in-situ stress. Maintaining the mud
pressure close to this level causes least disturbance on the borehole wall.

The median line principle will in the following be used to define the actual mud weights
to be used in a drilling operation.

The median l ine pr inc ip le

Figure 2.6 shows pressure gradient plots for a well. This will first be used to give a
general description, then be used in a discussion of drilling problems in Section 2.1.4.
Shown are five pressure gradients. The median line is drawn using the previously
defined Equation (2.2). The casing seats are selected based on:

• Fracture gradient and pore pressure gradient prognosis
• Kick scenario
• Seal off likely lost circulation intervals
• Minimising effects of borehole stability problems
• Casing landing considerations

In the following the mud weight selection for each of the intervals will be described.
Details on the geology can be found in Dahl & Solli (1992).

The 26/24 in. hole. The 30 in. conductor casing is set with about 100 m penetration.
The fracture gradient below the 30 in. casing is fairly low. Therefore, in the 26/24 in.
hole the mud weight is below the median line during most of the interval.

The 16 in. casing interval. Drilling out below the 18-5/8 in. casing, the mud weight
of Figure 2.6 is below the median line for two main reasons:

• To give the open hole time before increasing mud weight to minimise the risk of
breaking down below the casing shoe.

• It is preferable to have a low mud weight during leak-off testing. The leak-off
pressure plot covers a larger pressure range, improving the interpretation.

After drilling below the 18 5/8 in. casing at about 100 m, the mud weight is gradually
increased to exceed the median line, and kept above for the rest of the section. The
main reason for staying above the median line is to minimise tight hole conditions.

The 12-1/4 in. hole. When drilling out below the 13-3/8 in., casing circulation was
lost in several wells. Figure 2.6 shows the current approach where the mud weight is
initially below the median line. After drilling out 100 m, one attempts to keep the mud
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Figure 2.6 Pressure gradients for a well.

weight above the medium line for the rest of the section. However, at the bottom, the
mud weight of Figure 2.6 drops below the medium line for the following reasons:

• To minimise the risk of lost circulation.
• To minimise the risk for differential sticking.

The 8-1/2 in. hole. The last section of Figure 2.6 penetrates the reservoir. In this case
the mud weight is maximum, and it is kept constant throughout the section. Lost
circulation and differential sticking experiences has resulted in using a mud weight
lower than the median line in the reservoir section.

A final comment on the application: In an open hole section the mud weight should
only be increased, and not decreased, as tight hole may result. Furthermore, we have
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chosen to increase the mud weight in steps of 0.05 g/cm3, for the convenience of the
mud engineer.

2.1.4 Field case studies

Of the six pre drilled wells, three were drilled according to the high mud weight profile
shown in Figure 2.1, and the last three wells were drilled according to the median line
principle. In the following, the three bottom sections of one of each group will briefly
be discussed from a drilling problem point of view.

Well 3 (high mud weight profile). In the 16 inch section, the mud weight was initially
1.2 s.g., but increased towards 1.45 s.g. at about 1300 m. Tight hole was not observed
during drilling, but at about 1500 m a wiper trip showed a 50 ton overpull. After
drilling to final depth of the section, a wiper trip to 1400 m showed a 30 ton overpull.
A final wiper trip after logging resulted in severe tight hole problems, and the hole
had to be reamed. After increasing the mud weight to 1.51 s.g., the hole was not tight,
except for the bottom 100 meters. Because of these problems, the casing was installed
79 m above planned shoe depth.

It was believed that a more gradual mud weight increase would successively push
the hole open, resulting in less tight hole. Actually this strategy was used on wells 4, 5
and 6, the latter being discussed in the following.

Well 6 (median line principle). The pressure gradients for this well are shown in
Figure 2.6. This was the last of the six wells pre-drilled. Therefore, many parameters
are optimised such as the drilling mud composition, chemistry, operational practices,
and many other factors. The mud weight schedule is also optimised based on previous
experiences.

Figure 2.6 shows the resulting pressure gradients on well 6. Just before finishing
this well the casing program was altered to eliminate the 7 in. liner, which resulted in
setting the 9 5/8 in. casing to TD. In addition, the coring program was dropped.

The 16 in. section was drilled and cased off with no reported problems. The mud
weight was gradually increased, contrary to well 3 where a more constant high mud
weight gave tight hole conditions.

In the 12 1/4 in. section, only minor tight hole conditions were reported, but a
slight mud weight increase and reaming cured the problems. The mud weight was
kept below the median line during most of the 12 1/4 in. section because of the fear
of differential sticking. No lost circulation incidents were reported. The tight hole
conditions identified in well 3 are much more severe than those reported in well 6. In
well 3, the casing point had to be changed, but similar effects were not observed in
well 6.

In the reservoir section, the mud weight was also kept below the median line.
Significant tight hole was not reported. However, there were several signs of possible
differential sticking, which indicates that the mud weight is possibly on the high side.
However, the riser margin (at a water depth of about 300 m) restricts the mud weight
reduction possibilities considerably, because it limits the operating window between
the pore pressure and the fracturing pressure gradients. The riser margin is discussed
in Section 4.2.4.
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Figure 2.7 Specific reaming time for each well.

The mud weight schedule has been varied during drilling of the six production
wells. The last three wells have been drilled using the median line mud weight design.
Figure 2.7 shows the specific reaming time for each of the six wells. A considerable time
was spent reaming the open hole sections of the first three wells, while the last three
wells only needed a little reaming. A gradual reduction is apparent, with the last well
having only minor reaming. We believe that the mud weight program is a significant
contributor here. The amount of reaming necessary is considered a measure of the
general condition of the borehole.

2.1.5 Application of the median line principle

Common borehole problems are discussed and evaluated in a rock mechanics context.
The result is the “median line principle’’, which simply says that the mud weight should
be kept close to the in-situ stress field in the surrounding rock mass. In this way the
borehole problems are minimised since a minimum of disturbance is introduced on the
borehole wall.

The mud weight methodology was applied in the three last wells in a field study
of six wells. The enclosed field study shows a considerable reduction in tight hole
conditions, which is considered a good indicator of the general condition of the hole.

The median line mud weight design methodology can be summarised as follows:

1 Establish a pore pressure gradient curve and a fracturing gradient curve for the
well. The fracture gradient curve should be corrected for known effects like
wellbore inclination and tectonic stresses.
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2 Draw the median line between the pore and the fracture gradient curve.
3 Design the mud weight gradient to start below the median line immediately below

the previous casing shoe.
4 Mark out depth intervals prone to lost circulation and differential sticking, and

their acceptable mud weight limits, if known.
5 Design a stepwise mud weight schedule around the median line, that also takes

into account limitations from 3 and 4 above.
6 Avoid reducing the mud weight with depth. If a median line reversal occurs, keep

the mud weight constant.

2.1.6 Tectonic stresses

This section is intended for those who are more interested in the rock mechanics aspect,
and who want to work in more detail.

In this chapter the mud weight is designed based on an assumption of equal hor-
izontal stresses in the formation. This should always be a starting point, and will for
most applications provide a reasonable mud weight schedule.

However, the reader will observe that in Section 3.2, methods are given to deter-
mine anisotropic stresses. For these cases, the median line principle can be modified.
Assuming that the two horizontal stresses are of different magnitude and given by
σH and σh, the fracturing pressure is given by (Bradley, 1979, Aadnoy & Chenevert,
1987):

Pwf = 3σh − σH − Po (2.3)

An example will demonstrate the effect of stresses. The first case assumes equal
horizontal stresses and the optimal mud weight is defined by Equation 2.2, which is:

σa = 0.5(Pwf + Po) (2.2)

This will be compared to the second case. Now assuming anisotropic horizontal
stresses, for example σh = 0.8σH , Equation 2.3 can be solved for the smallest horizontal
stress as follows:

σh = 0.571(Pwf + Po)

Assuming all factors are equal, except the horizontal stresses, the two cases illustrates
that for an anisotropic stress state the ideal mud weight should be higher. However, for
this case, the difference between the fracturing pressure and the minimum horizontal
stress is smaller than for the first case.

For anisotropic, or unequal horizontal in-situ stresses, the mud weight should
actually be higher than for equal horizontal stresses. However, the example above also
demonstrates that this situation may easily be subject to circulation losses. In general,
high in-situ stress anisotropy usually leads to a smaller mud weight window.
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2.2 MUD LOSSES DURING DRILLING

2.2.1 Introduction

The two most costly drilling problems are stuck pipe and circulation losses. Statistics
show that these unplanned events may take 10–20% of the total time spent on a well.
Very high cost is therefore associated with these problems.

We will in this section address the problem of circulation losses. They can occur
at any time during a drilling operation and are very common in depleted reservoirs.
Usually the loss problem must be cured before drilling can resume. Using water-
based drilling fluids the problem is often reduced by pumping lost-circulation-materials
(LCM) into the wellbore. In some cases cementing is required. Using oil-based drilling
fluids is much worse. If circulation losses occur with oil mud it can be difficult to
control the losses, and large amounts of mud may be lost before control is regained.
This is believed to be related to wettability contrast between the rock and the mud. A
capillary barrier prevents filtrate losses to the rock, maintaining the low viscosity of
the mud and thereby allowing for further fracture propagation.

Mud companies have many recipies to stop mud losses. Basically all of these use
particles in various combinations as bridging materials. These are often proprietary
and will not be addressed further here. Instead we will explain the mechanisms believed
to cause circulation losses. A research program has been carried out at the University
of Stavanger over many years. Some of this work is described by Aadnoy et al (2008).
This section will mainly report results from this work. A new mechanistic model for
fracturing called “the elastoplastic barrier model’’ evolved from this work.

Nomenc lature

σy = yield stress of bridging particles
σa = horizontal in-situ stress
t = barrier thickness
a = borehole radius
Pwf = Fracturing pressure
Po = Pore pressure
LCM = Lost Circulation Material

2.2.2 Experimental work

Figure 2.8 shows a fracturing cell where specially prepared hollow concrete cores are
fractured. The setup also allows for mud circulation to ensure that mud particles are
well distributed inside the hole. The cell is rated to 69 Mpa, and the axial load, the
confining pressure and the borehole pressure can be varied independently. Many oil-
and water-based drilling fluids have been tested, as well as novel ideas like changing
rock wettability or creating other chemical barriers. Cores with circular, oval and
triangular holes have also been tested to study effects of hole geometry.

Figure 2.9 shows typical results from the fracturing experiments. The commonly
used Kirsch equation is used as a reference. The Kirsch equation defines the theoretical
fracture pressure with a non-penetrating situation such as when using drilling muds.
From Figure 2.9 it is seen that only one of the measured fracture pressures agrees with
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the theoretical model, the two others are much larger. Several conclusions have come
out of this research:

• The theoretical Kirsch model underestimates the fracture pressure in general, and
• There is significant variation in fracture pressure depending on the quality of

the mud.

This shows that the fracture pressure can potentially be increased by designing
a better mud. Actually the results of Figure 2.9 explain the variability we observe in
the field – sometimes a higher leak-off is observed. For some reason the mud is more
optimal in these cases. Aside of standard mud measurements like filter cake thickness,
the types of measurements taken nowadays do not adequately show the fracturing
resistance of a drilling mud.

Figure 2.10 shows a mud cell provided with six outlets containing artificial frac-
tures of various dimensions. The mud is circulated with a low-pressure pump to develop
a filter cake across the slots. At this stage a high-pressure pump increases the pressure
until the mud cake breaks down. In this way we can study the stability and the strength
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Figure 2.10 Apparatus to determine fracture strength of mud cake.

of the mud cake. We have used common muds and additives and observed that reducing
the number of additives often gives a better mud. We have also studied non-petroleum
products to look for improvements. Some of this will be discussed later.

2.2.3 Fracturing models

The socalled Kirsch equation is almost exclusively used to model fracture initiation in
the oil industry. It is a linear elastic model which assumes that the borehole is penetrat-
ing, that is fluid is pumped into the formation, or, it is non-penetrating which means
that a mud cake prevent filtrate losses. The latter gives a higher fracture pressure.
In the following we will only presents the simplest versions of the fracturing equa-
tions, applicable for vertical holes with equal horizontal stresses, typically for relaxed
depositional basin environments. Tensile strength assumed negligible in the following.

Penetrat ing mode l

This is the simplest fracture model, which is defined as:

Pwf = σa (2.4)

For well operations like hydraulic fracturing and stimulation, the penetrating model
applies. It requires a clean fluid with no filtrate control such as water, acids and diesel
oil. It simply states that the borehole will fracture when the minimum in-situ stress is
exceeded.

All of our fracturing experiments confirm that this theoretical model works well
using pure fluids. It should therefore be used in well operations involving clean fluids
such as stimulation and acidizing. Please note that Equation 1 is valid for fracture
initiation. Fracture propagation requires other models.
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Non-penetrat ing mode l

In a drilling operation the fluids build a filter cake barrier. For this case the Kirsch
equation becomes:

Pwf = 2σa − Po (2.5)

This equation in general underestimates the fracture pressure as demonstrated in
Figure 2.9. The problem rest with the assumptions of a perfect (zero filtrate loss)
mudcake.

We found that the mud cake behaves plastically. The new model therefore assumes
a thin plastic layer which is the mud cake, followed by a linearly elastic rock. This is
called an elasto-plastic fracture model. The explanation for the higher fracture pressure
is that when a fracture opens, the mud cake does not split up, but deforms plastically
maintaining the barrier. This model can be described as(Aadnoy and Belayneh, 2004):

Pwf = 2σa − Po + 2σy√
3

ln
(

1 + t
a

)
(2.6)

The additional strength obtained with the elasto-plastic model is directly proportional
with the yield strength of the particles forming the barrier. This model describes
accurately the measured data shown in Figure 2.9.

2.2.4 Description of the fracturing process

In Figure 2.11 we have shown the various steps in the fracturing process.

Event 1: Filter cake formation. A small filtrate loss ensures formation of a filter cake.
During mud flow a thin filter cake builds up. The thickness of the cake depends on the
equilibrium between the filtrate attraction and the erosion due to the flow.

Event 2: Fracture initiation. By increasing the borehole pressure, the hoop stress in
the rock goes from compression towards tension. The filtrate loss ensures that the filter
cake is in place. The in-situ stresses, which control the borehole hoop stress, resist the
pressure. At a critical pressure the borehole starts to fracture.

Event 3: Fracture growth. A further increase in borehole pressure results in an
increase in fracture width. In-situ stress is opposing this fracture growth. The filter
cake will remain in place because a stress bridge is formed across the fracture. This
is the plastic part of the elasto-plastic model. This bridge acts as a natural rock road
bridge, the higher the top load, the higher the compressive forces inside the curvature.
The factor that prevents this bridge collapsing is the mechanical strength of the par-
ticles of the filter cake. In this phase both the rock stress and the filter cake strength
resist failure.

Event 4: Further fracture growth. Further pressure increase leads to further fracture
opening. The stress bridge expands and become thinner. Due to the geometry increase
it becomes weaker.
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Figure 2.11 Qualitative description of the fracturing process.

Event 5: Filter cake collapse. At a critical pressure the filter cake is no longer strong
enough, and the “rock bridge’’ collapses. This occurs when the yield strength of the
particles is exceeded. At this point communication is established and we have mud
losses towards the formation.

2.2.5 Some research findings

Proper t ies of the mud cake

Our research has concluded that two main characteristics of a filter cake can give a
high fracture pressure. These are related to the filtrate properties required to form
a filter cake, and also the strength of the particles in the mud. The bridge model
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Figure 2.12 Barrier strength versus Moh’s scale.

presented in the previous section depends on the mechanical strength of the particles.
For this reason, the choice of lost circulation material determines the maximum fracture
pressure that can be obtained.

Figure 2.12 shows some results of fracturing under similar condition as a function
of Moh’s number (hardness or compressive strength). Clearly calcium carbonate is the
weakest particle. In addition to the particle strength, shape and size distribution are
important factors. In general we find that a steep particle size distribution curve works
best. Although the data presented show that calcium carbonate is weakest, it is still a
good LCM material for wells with low pressure overbalance. For higher overbalance
situations, stronger particles are recommended.

Synergy between var ious LCM addi t i ves

Usually several additives are used in a drilling fluid with the function of resisting fluid
losses. In some cases up to 10 different additives are included in a mud. Our research
has shown that in many cases too many additives give a poor mud. We have car-
ried out test programs varying both the number of additives and the concentration of
each. After carrying out many tests we concluded that some were useless or actually
detrimental, some were good, while others were good or bad depending on the combi-
nation and concentration of additives. We also observed that there is synergy between
the additives: two poor additives can be good when combined.

Ef fec ts of carbon f ibres

In addition to the commercial mud additives, a number of non-petroleum additives
have been tested to search for additives that improve the drilling operation. One of the
issues is to build a bridge in a fractured rock. This may require relatively large particle
sizes in some instances, affecting both mud weight and rheology. Searching for alter-
natives, we tested out various carbon fibres. Polymer-type particles are not sufficiently
strong, so we searched for additives with a high mechanical strength. Carbon fibres
worked quite well as they have high mechanical strength, are relatively non-abrasive,
and have relatively low density.
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Genera l observat ions

• To create a stable bridge to prevent losses, the largest particle diameter should be
equal to or exceed the fracture width. However, at present we do not have reliable
methods to determine fracture widths.

• A minimum particle concentration is required to provide sufficient bridging
material.

• If a high differential pressure is expected in the well, particles with high compressive
strength (high Moh’s numbers) should be used.

• There is strong synergy between various additives. Two poor additives may work
well in a mixture. The only way to determine this synergy effect is by laboratory
testing.

• The number of additives to the mud should be kept to a minimum.
• There is large discrepancy between new and used mud with a large potential for

improvement.
• Particle placement is important.
• A stronger fracture healing is seen with water-based mud than with oil-based mud.

It is believed this is due to water-wet rock, allowing filtrate losses. Water-based
muds are preferred from this perspective.

• The fracture propagation pressures for water- and oil-based muds are similar.
However, due to the healing effect, propagation pressure increases during losses for
water-based fluids, as opposed to oil-based fluids where the fracture propagation
pressure is nearly constant.

2.2.6 Shallow well f ield study

A shallow well was drilled and the operator expected loss and well integrity problems
during the operation. The mud was designed and tested at the fracturing lab at the
University of Stavanger. Mud samples were sent onshore, tested, and recommenda-
tions were implemented during the operation. The project was quite successful, as the
mud quality was ensured during the entire operation. Figure 2.13 show the LOT data
obtained from the well as compared to reference wells, showing a clear improvement.
This demonstrates that it is possible to improve the fracture strength of the borehole.

2.2.7 Examples of recommended mud recipies

In the following some mud recipies will be proposed. Because conditions vary in drilling
operations, these should be used as guidelines only; the correct recipe is only obtained
after laboratory testing.

Application of LCM material is typically a reactive event; a cure is required after
the loss event has taken place. A proactive approach requires a mud of such quality that
a loss may not occur. The following exemplifies mud designs for both cases. Table 2.3
shows that a good filter cake is obtained with only a few additives. In particular, adding
carbon fibre has a positive effect.

Table 2.4 shows a pill designed to stop circulation losses. The operator’s recipe
was tested in our lab and was not found to behave in an optimal way. Our proposed
pill does not contain calcium carbonate and graphite. Adding small amount of carbon
fibres has a significant effect on stopping mud losses.
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Figure 2.13 LOT data from reference wells and new well.

Table 2.3 Proposed additives for drilling mud to minimize losses.

CaCO3 Mica Carbon
Additive coarse Graphite fine Cellulose fibre

Our proposal 3 – 3 – –
(6 ppb) – 3 3

2 2 – – 2
2 2 – 2 –

Table 2.4 Design of a lost circulation pill.

Operators recipie Our proposal
Additive: Consists of: (ppb) (ppb)

A CaCO3 coarse 15
B CaCO3 fine 15
C Fine polymer 20 30
D Medium polymer 20 20
E Graphite 40
F Mica fine 20 20
G Mica medium 20
H Cellulose 30 45
Carbon fibre Some
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2.3 HOLE CLEANING

2.3.1 Introduction

It is important to bring the drilled cuttings out of the wellbore. If they accumulate the
drillstring may get stuck. Also, excess cuttings in the annulus may lead to an increase
in bottomhole pressure, that again may lead to circulation losses.

When a wellbore increases in size due to wellbore collapse, larger rock pieces must
be transported out of the wellbore for the same reasons as given above.

The flow rate and the drilling rate must stay within certain limits to ensure good
hole cleaning. Usually hydraulic simulators are used to determine the minimum flow
rate. In this chapter we will present a simpler approach using a few charts and
equations.

2.3.2 Hole cleaning

Luo, Bern and Chambers (1992) wrote an excellent paper on hole cleaning, where they
presented the physics of hole cleaning but also a practical way to apply the models.
They refined and expanded this work in Luo, Bern, Chambers and Kellingray (1994).
This section is based on the information given in these publications. These papers still
capture the state of the art to a large extent as seen in the recent API (2006). The
papers strictly address hole cleaning for wells exceeding 30 degrees inclination. For
lower angle inclinations, we have extrapolated the angle factor of Table 2.5 to vertical.

Cutt ings t ranspor t mechan isms

The cuttings will sink due to gravity. The fluid velocity and the viscosity will tend to
carry them up the well. In addition to these opposite effects on particles, there are
depositional/erosional forces acting on cuttings beds. The complete model is complex
and requires numerical solutions. Luo, Bern and Chambers (1992) used experimen-
tal data from flow loops to determine the parameters of the model. The following
controllable variables were found:

• Mud flow rate
• Rate of penetration (ROP)
• Mud rheology
• Mud flow regime
• Mud weight
• Hole angle
• Hole size

Table 2.5 Angle factors for deviated holes, AF.

Hole angle (deg) 0 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70–80 80–90

Angle factors,AF 2.03* 1.51 1.39 1.31 1.24 1.18 1.14 1.10 1.07 1.05 1.02 1.0

*Extrapolated value
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They also defined some uncontrolled variables such as:

• Drillpipe eccentricity
• Cuttings density
• Cuttings size

These were put into seven dimensionless groups that were fitted to experimental data.

Hole c lean ing mode l

The following Figures 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 provides the results of these studies. The
procedure for using these figures are as follows.

1 Enter the plastic viscosity (PV) and yield point (YP) values on the Rheology factor
chart and read off the value of the Rheology Factor (RF).
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2 Get the angle factor AF from Table 2.5
3 Calculate the Transport Index, TI based on RF, AF and MW

TI = RF × AF × MW (2.7)

4 Enter the appropriate ROP chart with the TI and the desired (or maximum) flow
rate, read off the CFR for hole cleaning (or the maximum safe ROP).

5 If the hole is washed out, find the flow rate correction α from Table 2.6. Then use
Equation 2.8 to calculate the CFR for the washout hole section.

CFRwashout = α × CFRgauge (2.8)

The following example is also adapted from Luo et al (1994).
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Figure 2.16 Rheology and hole cleaning charts for the 8-1/2 in. section. From Luo, Bern, Chambers
and Kellingray (1994).

Table 2.6 Flow rate correction factors for washout holes.

8-1/2′′ 12-1/4′′ 17-1/2′′

Washout Washout Washout
size, in. α size, in. α size, in. α

9 1.12 13 1.10 18 1.03
10 1.38 14 1.24 19 1.09
11 1.65 15 1.39 20 1.16
12 1.94 16 1.53 21 1.22
13 2.24 17 1.68 22 1.28
14 2.55 18 1.82 23 1.34
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Example

A horizontal 8.5 in. section is to be drilled with a 1.45 s.g. mud where PV = 25cP and
YP = 18 lbf/100 ft2. We want to know:

• What is the maximum safe ROP if the mudpumps can deliver a maximum
450 GPM?

• If it is anticipated that we can drill at a ROP of 20 m/hr, what flow rate will be
required to clean the well?

• If we suspect that the hole has been washed out to 10 in., what flow rate should
we pump?

So lut ion

Maximum safe ROP. From the rheology factor chart Figure 2.16, it may be found
that RF = 0.91. From Table 2.5, the angle factor AF = 1. The transport index comes
from Equation 2.7:

TI = 0.91 × 1.0 × 1.45 = 1.32

Then from the ROP chart of Figure 2.16 at a TI of 1.32, it can be found that, if the
maximum achievable flow rate is 450 GPM; the maximum ROP which can be drilled
without causing hole cleaning problems is about 23 m/hr.

Flow at 20 m/hr. If we anticipate we can drill at a ROP of 20 m/hr, then the flow
required to clean the hole is 440 GPM.

Washed out hole. However, if the hole is suspected of being washed out to 10 in. and
we still plan to drill at a rate of 20 m/hr, it may be found from Table 2.31 that the flow
rate should be corrected by a factor of α = 1.38, i.e.:

CFRwashout = 1.38 × 440 = 607 GPM

Under this circumstance, measures must be taken either to increase the maximum
achievable flow rate (e.g. by using larger drillpipes), or to adjust drilling parameters
(e.g. mud YP).

The following figures are used to determine the flow rates and rate of penetration.

2.4 HYDRAULIC OPTIMISATION

2.4.1 Introduction

Traditional selection of the hydraulics parameters of a drilling system often involves an
optimisation procedure. Typically, the flow rate directly beneath the drill bit is selected
to be optimised. Typical optimisation criteria are the maximisation of the hydraulic
energy delivered through the bit nozzles, or the maximisation of the jet impact force.
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Although these criteria seem reasonable at a first glance, a closer look at the total
hydraulic system reveals that they may have limitations.

In this section we will approach the hydraulic optimisation problem in a non-
traditional way. We will use a semi-empirical approach for the pressure drop
model. Furthermore, in addition to the classical optimisation methods like maximum
hydraulic horsepower and jet impact, new criteria are derived which take the flow rate
and cuttings transport into account. The reason is that the classical criteria have not
been adequate in the evolution of deeper and long reach wells.

2.4.2 The hydraulic system

Pressure losses

We will in this chapter define some simple equations to perform pressure drop cal-
culations in the hydraulic system. First we will investigate some properties about the
various flow regimes. Bourgoyne et al (1986) give a good overview of equations needed
to calculate friction losses in tubing and annuli for non-Newtonian fluids.

In general we deal with two flow regimes. In the laminar flow regime the fluid
moves along defined paths, and the flow equations are determined analytically. In the
turbulent flow regime, on the other hand, fluid moves in a chaotic manner. There are no
analytical models available for this case; therefore correlations have to be established
using the friction factor concept. In general, we can say that the following relations
exist between pressure drop and flow rate for Newtonian fluids:

For laminar flow:

P ∼ µq (2.9)

For turbulent flow:

P ∼ ρfq2 (2.10)

where: P = pressure drop
q = flow rate
µ = viscosity
ρ = fluid density
f = friction factor

Note that the pressure drop for flow in pipes depends on the flow regime; in
laminar flow the pressure drop is proportional to the viscosity and the flow rate,
and in turbulent flow the pressure drop is proportional to the density and the flow
rate squared. Equations (2.9) and (2.10) are valid for Newtonian fluids. For non-
Newtonian fluids more complex relations exist, as described by Bourgoyne et al (1986).
However, the trends are similar, and since we are not going to use these equations in
the analysis below, they will not be further addressed here.

Figure 2.17 illustrates the hydraulic system on a floating drilling rig. Inside the
drillpipe the flow velocity is high because of a small cross-sectional area. The velocity
increases significantly over the bit nozzles. The inside of the drill string is usually in
turbulent flow. In the annulus, the section along the bottom-hole-assembly may be in
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Figure 2.17 The hydraulic system.

turbulent flow or in laminar flow, but the rest of the annulus, including the riser, is
usually in laminar flow.

Seen in context of Equations (2.9) and (2.10), we observe that we have a mixture of
flow regimes. Therefore, the total pressure loss consists of a mixture of Equations (2.9)
and (2.10).

From a functionality point of view, the flow across the bit nozzles should remove
drilled cuttings away from the drill bit. The flow in the annulus has the function of
transporting these cuttings up the wellbore to be disposed of on the drilling rig. The
pressure drop can be split into two groups:

• The pressure drop across the nozzles, which is aiding the drilling process by
providing cleaning and hydraulic power.
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• The pressure drop in the rest of the system, or the system pressure drop. This
is also called the parasitic pressure drop as it does not contribute to the drilling
process.

If we consider the hydraulic system of Figure 2.17 as a whole, we can split the total
pressure drop into a useful and a parasitic group as follows:

P1 = P2 + P3 (2.11)

where: P1 = pump pressure
P2 = pressure drop across bit nozzles
P3 = parasitic pressure loss, or system losses

For a moment we will consider the parasitic pressure loss. We observe from Equa-
tions (2.9) and (2.10), and Figure 2.17 that we have a mixture of flow regimes. Instead
of modelling each element of the system and adding the contributions, we will use one
simple equation that describe the whole system.

P3 = Cqm (2.12)

where: C = proportionality constant
m = flow rate exponent

Typically the pressure losses in the annulus, or the laminar parts of the system are
of the order of 10–20% of the total pressure drop. The losses inside the drill string
dominate the parasitic pressure loss. Since this usually is turbulent, Equation (2.10)
dominates the process. Therefore, Equation (2.12) is dominated by turbulent flow,
which results in an exponent slightly less than two.

The pressure drop across the drill bit nozzles must also be evaluated. The flow
rate through the nozzles is given by the continuity equation:

q = vaAa = vbAb = constant

or: va = q
Aa

, vb = q
Ab

(2.13)

where v is velocity and A is area. Using the conservation of energy principle, and
assuming an incompressible and frictionless system, the pressure drop across the bit
nozzles is: (subscript a refers to the drillpipe and b to the nozzles, ρ is fluid density and
g is the gravitational constant).

v2
a

2
+ Pa

ρ
= v2

b

2
+ Pb

ρ

P2 = Pa − Pb = ρ

2
(v2

b − v2
a )

Two simplifications will now be introduced. Firstly, the velocity inside the drill string
is negligible compared to the nozzle velocity. Therefore the drill string flow velocity is
neglected. Secondly, from experimental measurements, we have found that the flow
is not ideal, and somewhat lower than predicted by the equation above. A discharge
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coefficient of 0.95 is often used. Introducing these elements and the continuity relation,
the above equation can be expressed as:

vo = 0.95

√
2P2

ρ

or:

P2 = ρq2

2A20.952
(2.14)

We have now defined all elements required to use the total pressure drop equation,
Equation (2.11). In the following, an example will demonstrate the application.

Example

From an exploration well, the following system losses or parasitic losses have been
measured at different well depths (Table 2.7).

It is difficult to show the continuous pressure drop-flow rate behavior on a plot
because we have only few discrete measurements. However, taking the logarithm on
both sides of Equation (2.12), we obtain:

ln P3 = ln C + m ln q

If the logarithmic relationship given by Equation (2.12) is correct, the data should
plot as straight lines on a log-log plot, with a slope equal to m. This is performed in
Figure 2.18. The numerical value of the slope can be obtained by using the equation
above on two data sets and subtracting, as exemplified with the two first entries of the
data set above:

m = ln(100/173)/ln(2228/3000) = 1.84

Repeating this process for the two other depth intervals yields the same value. Inserting
this value, and a data set from Table 2.7 into Equation 2.12, we obtain an equation

Table 2.7 Parasitic pressure losses.

Depth (m) Pressure Drop (bar) Flow rate (l/min)

1200 100 2228
173 3000

2200 103 2000
218 3000

3200 123 2000
259 3000
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Figure 2.18 System pressure losses for various depth intervals.

for each of the three depth intervals:

P3 = 6.92 × 10−5q1.84 at 1200 m depth

P3 = 8.72 × 10−5q1.84 at 2200 m depth

P3 = 10.36 × 10−5q1.84 at 3200 m depth

The three pressure-flow rate functions are shown in Figure 2.18. We see clearly the
advantage of using a log-log plot. Having only two measurements, the complete
pressure range can be established.

We also observe that it is only the scaling factor in front of each of the three
expressions above which are different. A plot showed furthermore that this constant is a
linear function with depth. Solved as a depth-dependent function, the three expressions
above can therefore be presented in a single equation as follows:

P3 = (4.86 + 0.00172D)10−5q1.84

A few words about the equation above need to be said. If based on a few measurements
as in the example, care should be taken to avoid extrapolating beyond the range of the
measurements. If measurements are not available, hydraulic modelling can be used.

The equation above is linear with depth. This is expected in general as we typically
use one type of bottomhole assembly, and only add drillpipes when deepening the well.
The pressure drop increase from adding drillpipes is a linear function with constant
flow rate.
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Finally, the exponent m, contains both a viscosity and a density element as indi-
cated in Equations (2.9) and (2.10). If significant changes are introduced in the fluid
properties or in the equipment, this exponent is no longer expected to stay constant.

We will in the continuation use the parasitic pressure loss function above, but point
out the fact that the same ideas can be approached with more complex modelling.

Class i ca l opt imisat ion cr i ter ia

Now we will briefly derive the two classical hydraulic optimisation criteria that have
been used for decades, the maximum hydraulic horsepower, and the maximum jet
impact.

The hydraulic horsepower across the bit nozzles is given by:

HP = P2q (2.15)

We can replace the pressure drop across the bit as the difference between the pump
pressure and the parasitic pressure losses, Equations (2.11) and (2.12):

HP = (P1 − Cqm)q

To find the maximum hydraulic horsepower across the bit, the equation above is
differentiated and set equal to zero:

d(HP)
dq

= P1 − C (m + 1) qm = 0

qm = P1

C(m + 1)

The fraction of parasitic pressure loss over total pump pressure to obtain maximum
hydraulic horsepower can be expressed as:

P3

P1
= 1

m + 1
(2.16)

This process is repeated for the jet impact criterion. Imagine that a jet impinges
the bottom of the hole. If the fluid momentum is destroyed in the impact, then the jet
impact force is given by:

F2 = mv = ρqv (2.17)

Inserting Equation 2.14, the impact force can be expressed in terms of bit pressure loss
and flow rate:

F2 = 1.344
√

ρq2P2

Again inserting Eqns. (2.11) and (2.12), we obtain:

F2 = 1.344
√

ρq2(P1 − Cqm)
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Differentiating this equation and setting equal to zero yields:

dF2

dq
= 2P1 − C(m + 2)qm = 0

qm = 2P1

C(m + 2)

and the fraction parasitic pressure loss for the maximum jet impact force is:

P3

P1
= 2

m + 2
(2.18)

Equations (2.16) and (2.17) define the fraction parasitic pressure losses that give the
maximum hydraulic horsepower and jet impact beneath the drill bit. An example will
demonstrate the application of these concepts.

Example

Assume that we consider the hydraulic system used in the previous section. The
exponent is here m = 1.84. The fractions of pressure drops are then given by
Equations (2.16) and (2.18):

For maximum hydraulic horsepower:

Fraction parasitic pressure drop:
P3

P1
= 1

1.84 + 1
= 0.35

Fraction pressure drop across drill bit: 1 − 0.35 = 0.65

For maximum jet impact:

Fraction parasitic pressure drop:
P3

P1
= 2

1.84 + 2
= 0.52

Fraction pressure drop across drill bit: 1 − 0.52 = 0.48

When using these criteria, the drill bit nozzles have to be selected to satisfy the fractions
defined above.

We observe that there is a considerable spread in the pressure loss fractions depend-
ing on the criterion chosen. A pertinent question to ask is which criterion is best? Is
there physical significance in these criteria? In all analytical and experimental work
seen so far, these two criteria have been used. We will expand with new criteria, but
will first investigate some cases in an attempt to evaluate shortcomings.

Example of shor tcomings wi th the c lass i ca l approach

The two classical optimisation criteria defined in the previous chapter have been used
extensively. A key assumption is that the drill bit works best under these conditions.

We will investigate this further.
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Figure 2.19 The total, parasitic and bit pressure loss at 1200 m depth.

A numerical example is shown in Figure 2.19. The equation for parasitic pressure
loss from the previous section is plotted. Also, it has been assumed that the pump is
working under a maximum constant pressure. This is often the case for the deeper
sections of the well.

The total pressure is 300 bar. The difference between the total pump pressure and
the parasitic pressure is equal to the pressure drop across the nozzles. We observe
that for low parasitic pressure loss, the bit loss is high, and vice versa. Also indicated
are the maxima for the two previously defined optima. If a high bit nozzle pressure
loss is wanted, the flow rate must be low. To summarise, we have so far compared
three criteria, the max. hydraulic horsepower, the max. jet impact force, and the max.
pressure drop. They all result in different flow rates.

Next, let us consider another element, which has not been addressed yet, namely
the carrying capacity of the drilling fluid.

Lermo (1993) investigated the relationships between the hydraulic optimalization
criteria and the cuttings transport in the wellbore. Figure 2.20 shows an example
from a simulation of a deep well. Shown are two curves for parasitic pressure losses,
one for a standard rotary assembly and one for application with a downhole motor.
Also shown are the two pressure levels defining the optimum conditions from the
previous discussion. We observe that the max. jet impact force has optima at 2520
and 1800 l/min, while the max. hydraulic power has optima at 2520 and 3190 l/min.
However, also shown is a line at 2720 l/min which is the minimum flow rate to ensure
hole cleaning. In this case the flow rates given by the two classical criteria will be
insufficient to clean the well, except for the case with a rotary assembly and max. jet
impact criterion.
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Figure 2.20 Example case showing need for carrying capacity.

To summarise this discussion, the following elements may have importance in
hydraulic optimisation:

Cleaning or provide impact beneath the drillbit: -maximum hydraulic horsepower,

-or maximum jet impact force

-or maximum pressure

Transporting drilled cuttings out of well: -minimum flow rate

Regarding the hydraulic process beneath the drill bit, we will not draw any firm conclu-
sion. Probably some optimum exist regarding the interaction between the rock and the
drill bit, but it is not certain which physical mechanism dominates. There are several
functions, such as pure cleaning beneath the bit, or mechanical work on the rock itself.
Experience from metal work suggest also that there may be various optima depending
on the rock properties.

Regardless of the criteria chosen for the drill bit, the cuttings must not be allowed
to accumulate in the annulus. Therefore, the minimum transport flow rate must be
used, even if it violates other hydraulic criteria. For some years the shortcomings of
the classical optimisation criteria have been noted. For deep, inclined and long reach
wells, the flow rates used are often higher than predicted by the classical models. The
industry has, however, lacked some systematic way to handle this issue, and in the
following a model to solve the problem will be proposed.
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The hole cleaning issue will not be pursued further here, but the reader is
referred to publications by Zamora & Hanson (1990), Sifferman & Becker (1992)
and Hemphill & Larsen (1993).

2.4.3 Hydraulic optimisation

Hole c lean ing

As shown in the previous section, the flow rate might be a limiting factor for cutting
cleaning purposes. Before proceeding, let us briefly investigate the hydraulic system on
a rig.

With reference to Figure 2.17, we will investigate the various elements of the
hydraulic system and the effects of the flow rate on each component.

A brief discussion about the elements above would include the aspect of wear. The
majority of the pressure losses occur in front of the drill bit. A too high flow rate gives
rise to pressures that may promote premature drill string failure or so-called washout.
It should therefore be mentioned that there could be a penalty from loading the system
too much.

The system behind the drill bit is mostly limited by the cuttings transport process.
This is a central problem and must be properly handled. Therefore, this element must
always be satisfied regardless of other optimisation criteria.

The central issue in this section are the new optimisation criteria. However, in the
practical application of these criteria, one must use cuttings transport models to define
the minimum flow rates for a given well. Please refer to Section 2.3 for assessment of
flow rate.

A new method for hydrau l i c opt imisat ion

Traditionally, performance criteria that relate to the physical process are chosen. Com-
monly used are the maximum hydraulic horsepower and the maximum jet impact force,
as discussed in the foregoing.

The flow rate is believed to be the critical parameter to enhance transport of drilled
cuttings. Recent trends in offshore drilling is also towards higher flowrates than those
recommended by the traditional criteria. However, the flow rate itself is not suited as
a performance criterion, as it does not take into account other sides of the process.

Table 2.8 Overview over the hydraulic system.

Position Flow regime Limitation Critical parameter

1. Surface piping Turbulent Wear
2. Inside drill string Turbulent Wear
3. Inside drill collars Turbulent Wear
4. Through nozzles Turbulent Wear
5. Outside drill collars Turb./laminar Washout? Flow rate
6. Outside drill pipe Laminar Cuttings transport Flow rate
7. Inside riser Laminar Cuttings transport Flow rate
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We need some criteria to select hydraulic parameters in a systematic way in a
drilling operation. In the following another way to approach the problem will be
proposed.

Hydraulic horsepower spent across the bit nozzles is equal to the product qP2, and
its maximum is defined by Equation (2.16).

The jet impact force is obtained by multiplying the flow rate with
√

P2 instead of
P2 as for the hydraulic power, as shown in Equation (2.17).

We will take advantage of the pattern indicated above and define a non-physical
variable which is the product of qn/2

√
P2, where the parameter n is defined as a

performance index.
Differentiating this function and setting equal to zero gives the optima:

d(qn/2
√

P2)
dq

= 0

Equations (2.11) and (2.12) express the nozzle pressure drop as pump pressure and
parasitic pressure:

P2 = (P1 − Cqm)

Combining the two equations above, and solving we obtain a general equation for
optimisation criteria as follows:

qm = nP1

C(m + n)
(2.19)

P3 = P1n
m + n

A number of performance criteria can be derived using the performance indices. The
table below summarises this:

The following steps define the application of the hydraulic optimization principles
outlined here:

• Determine the flow rate q that ensure proper cleaning of the borehole.
• Select performance index.

Table 2.9 Overview over optimization criteria.

Performance index Equation Criterion Fraction parasitic pressure loss Flow rate

1 qP2 Max. HP
1

m + 1
P1

C(m + 1)

2 q
√

P2 Max. jet impact
2

m + 2
2P1

C(m + 2)

3 q3/2
√

P2 New A
3

m + 3
3P1

C(m + 3)

4 q2
√

P2 New B
4

m + 4
4P1

C(m + 4)

5 q5/2
√

P2 New C
5

m + 5
5P1

C(m + 5)
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Table 2.10 Summary of earlier bit runs.

Bit no. Nozzles q (l/min) ROP (m/hr) Remarks

1 5 × 16, 1 × 12 2960 1.5 Plugged center nozzle
2 5 × 19, 1 × 12 2660 9.8
3 5 × 16, 1 × 12 2600 13.6
4 5 × 19, 1 × 12 2300 18.2
5 5 × 18, 1 × 12 2400 14.9 Plugged center nozzle
6 6 × 12 2600 18.3
7 5 × 14, 1 × 12 2400 15.4
8 5 × 15, 1 × 12 2450 24
9 5 × 14, 1 × 12 2400 4.8
10 5 × 14, 1 × 12 2350 23.8
11 5 × 19, 1 × 12 20 Plugged center nozzle
12 5 × 19, 1 × 12 30
13 5 × 18, 1 × 12 10
14 5 × 18, 1 × 12 22 Plugged center nozzle
15 5 × 19, 1 × 12 7 Plugged center nozzle
16 5 × 18, 1 × 12 27 Plugged center nozzle
17 5 × 19, 1 × 12 16 Plugged center nozzle
18 5 × 19, 1 × 12 19 Plugged center nozzle

• Compute system loss P3 and bit loss P2.
• Compute nozzle area A.

2.4.4 Field case study

The well which is studied in the field case is vertical, and classified as a wildcat well.
The problem to be addressed is the design of the hydraulics for the 12-1/4 in. section
in the interval 1200–3200 m. A PDC bit was chosen to drill this section. This bit had
one centre nozzle and five nozzles between the blades.

First a study was conducted to summarise past experiences with this particular
drillbit. Table 2.10 summarises some of the parameters. Of particular interest was the
observation that 8 of the 18 drill bits were pulled with plugged centre nozzles. For this
reason, the standard 12/32 in. centre nozzle was recommended to be increased in size
so as to improve cleaning beneath the bit. There is no correlation between the drilling
rate and the number of plugged centre nozzles. The experience is that once the centre
nozzle is plugged, the drilling rate decreases significantly, resulting in pulling of the
bit. Table 2.10 can be used to argue that the centre nozzle is particularly sensitive in
this drill bit design, and that this must be addressed further in the hydraulics design.

Figure 2.21 shows the parasitic pressure losses at 1200 m depth, at 2200 m. and at
3200 m. Also shown is the maximum allowed pump pressure at 290 bars. Three other
criteria are shown, namely the minimum flow rate acceptable for the measurement-
while-drilling system (MWD), the flow rate at which the flow becomes turbulent
around the bottom hole assembly, and the minimum flow rate to ensure good hole
cleaning. It is the latter factor that dominates this design, and this is usually the case;
therefore we will accept turbulent flow around the bottom-hole-assembly.

These data are redrawn to a log-log scale in Figure 2.22. For this well, the slope
is: m = 1.84. Furthermore, the five optimisation criteria of Table 2.5 are shown.
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Figure 2.21 Parasitic pressure losses and flow rate constraints.
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Figure 2.22 Determination of flow ranges and optimisation criteria.

Criteria New B was chosen for the operation, mainly because the flow rate was
attempted to be kept above the critical flow for cuttings transport, 2520 l/min. From
Figure 2.22 we also see that the flow rate should ideally vary from 3250 l/min. at
1200 m. to 2580 l/min. at 3200 m., with about 2880 l/min. at 2200 m. The classical
criteria recommend a lower flow rate as shown. These data are summarised in
Table 2.11.
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Table 2.11 Hydraulic parameters for the field case.

Criterion Percent parasitic press. loss Flow range (l/min)

Max. hydraulic power 54 2800–2220
Max. jet impact 52 2850–2280
New A 63 3070–2450
New B 69 3250–2580
New C 73 3370–2800

The result of the bit run was 1238 m drilled, a company record with this particular
bit type. No nozzle plugging was observed. Although this field case is no proof for
the new models presented here, it shows that sound pre planning does give results. In
this case two changes were introduced; a higher flow rate in the whole system, and an
increased flow rate in the centre nozzle of the bit.

The three lines of Figure 2.22 defines the depth levels 1200, 2200 and 3200 m. As
the well deepens, the parasitic pressure loss increases due to the added drill pipe. To
avoid exceeding the maximum pump pressure of 290 bar, the flow rate has to be grad-
ually decreased. From Table 2.11, and the New B criterion, we see that the proposed
flow rate is 3250 l/min at 1200 m depth, decreasing to 2580 l/min at 3200 m. During
an actual drilling operation, the flow rate will gradually be reduced by monitoring the
pump pressure.

The actual nozzle selection process will be demonstrated with the following
example:

At 1200 m depth, the flow rate is 3250 l/min, and the fraction parasitic loss is from
Table 2.9:

4
m + 4

= 4
1.84 + 4

= 0.69 or, 0.69 × 290 bar = 200 bar

and the pressure loss across the nozzles: 290 − 200 = 90 bar

The nozzle area required can be calculated with Equation (2.14):

A = q
√

ρ

2P2

1
0.95

Using the units of: density (kg/l), flowrate (l/min) and pressure (bar), the nozzle area
in in2 can be obtained by dividing the equation above with 376. The result is:

A = 3250

√
1.65

2 × 90
1

0.95 × 376
= 0.87 in2

Using five 13/32 in nozzles and one 16/32 in nozzle, this area is approximately
obtained:

A = 5
π

4

(
13
32

)2

+ π

4

(
16
32

)2

= 0.85 in2
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Table 2.12 Optimal nozzle selection for New B criterion.

Depth (m) Nozzles (in)

1200 five 13/32, one 16/32
2200 five 12/32, one 16/32
3200 five 11/32, one 16/32

Repeating this process at the two other depths, we can define the nozzle program as
follows, if we assume a drill bit with six nozzles (Table 2.12).

In an practical application we have to consider the penetration length of each drill
bit, as we can only change nozzles when pulling the drill bit. If we assume one drill
bit for each of the intervals of Table 2.8, five 13/32 in. and one 16/32 in nozzles may
be used in the interval 1200–2200 m. However, since we are approaching the critical
flow rate for cuttings transport in the bottom interval, we will recommend using the
nozzles designed for 3200 m depth.

If more or less bit runs are expected, the nozzle selection must be evaluated
accordingly.

2.4.5 Proposed optimisation criteria for various
well types

Lermo (1993) undertook a larger analysis of the cuttings transport velocity and the
optimisation criteria. He evaluated various well types and depths and arrived at the
following tabulated recommendation. For cuttings transport analysis, he used several
commercially available simulators, which are considered the state of the art. We will
not address this in detail but show some conclusions of Lermo’s work.

Table 2.13 shows some results for the 12-1/4 in. hole section. Although the table
defines criteria suitable for drilling of the wells, the right hand column proposes a
stronger criterion if hole cleaning is believed to be a problem. If significant hole collapse
takes place, for example, a stronger requirement may be applied to ensure good cuttings
transport.

For the 17-1/2 in. sections the cuttings carrying capacity became more critical. For
vertical wells, the criteria of Table 2.9 ensured adequate cuttings transport. However,
when wells were inclined with deviation exceeding 45 degrees, a significant increase in
flow rate was required. Lermo recommended use of three mud pumps instead of two,
and the optimisation procedure also involved pump liner size selection. In general, the
two criteria New B and New C were the result of the optimisation process.

The effects of changing drill pipe size was also investigated. By increasing the drill
pipe size, the parasitic pressure losses decreases and the flow velocity in the annulus
increases, both improving the total process. Figure 2.23 illustrates this in a parasitic
pressure drop-flow rate plot. The three curves represent the system losses for three
drill pipe sizes. The criterion new C is applied in each of the cases, and we observe that
a higher flow rate results with a larger drill pipe, mainly because of reduced parasitic
pressure losses. The following flow rates resulted from the analysis in Table 2.14.
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Table 2.13 Proposed optimization criteria for typical 12-1/4 in. hole.

Deviated wells Deviated wells Stronger
Hole length Vertical holes drilled with motor without motor requirements

Less than 2500 m Max. HP or Max. Max. HP or Max. Max. Jet Impact New A
Jet Impact Jet Impact

2500–4000 m Max. HP or Max. Max. Jet Impact New A New B
Jet Impact

Deep (5000 m) Max. HP or Max. Max. Jet Impact New B New C
Jet Impact or New A

Other data: Drillpipe: 675 m of 5 in., rest 6-5/8 in. Drill collars: 120 m 8-1/8 in. OD, 2.81 in. ID Mud density: 1.65 s.g.
Yield point: 32 lbf/100 sqft. Plastic viscosity: 42 cP.

Table 2.14 Minimum flow rate versus drill pipe size.

Drill pipe size (in) Minimum flow rate (l/min)

5 3490
5-1/2 3800
6-5/8 4370

400

Parasitic pressure
drop (bar)

350

300
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100

6-5/8 inch drill pipe

5-1/2 inch drill pipe

5 inch drill p
ipe

50

0
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Flow rate (l/min)

4500

Figure 2.23 Pressure losses and flow rates with different drill pipe sizes, using the New C criterion.
Other data:

Hole size: 17-1/2 in.
Drill pipe length: 2323 m
Drill collars: 177 m 8 in. OD, 2.81 in.ID.
Mud density: 1.50 s.g.
Yield point: 28 lbf/100 sqft
Plastic viscosity: 29 cP
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By increasing drill pipe size we also add flexibility to the hydraulic design.
In this section we have shown that the two classical hydraulic optimisation criteria

may be inadequate for some wells. Since experience shows that poor hole cleaning often
is associated with borehole problems, new optimisation criteria are needed. Therefore,
in this chapter new criteria are derived. These are aimed at providing sufficient flow
rate to clean the wellbore, and should provide a methodology to design the complete
hydraulic system.

Before closing this chapter, a couple of elements related to the hydraulic system
should be mentioned. An emerging mechanism is the effect of drill string rotation on
the pressure drop. Rotation typically lead to increased pressure loss, and the reader is
referred to publications by Lockett et al (1993), Marken & Saasen (1992), Oudeman &
Bacarreza (1995) and Cantalos & Dupuis (1993).

Finally, more recently the understanding has emerged that the element of hole
cleaning is an important factor for drill string torque and drag. For long reach wells,
good hole cleaning must be obtained in order to reach the target. Aarrestad & Blikra
(1994) and Alfsen et al (1995) give field cases demonstrating this.

Prob lem

During drilling of the 12-1/4 in. section of an exploration well, it was decided to use
the maximum hydraulic horsepower criterion. The data are:

Flow rate exponent m = 1.67
Mud density 1.25 kg/l
Mud pump pressure 300 bar
Flow rate 2430 l/min

a) Using Table 2.9, determine the parasitic pressure loss.
b) Determine the pressure drop across the bit nozzles.
c) Determine the nozzle sizes, assuming that a 3-cone rock bit is used.

During the operation drilling problems were observed. It was concluded that the hole
cleaning was not adequate, and that the flow rate had to be increased to clean the hole.
Based on a hydraulic simulator, it was decided to increase the flowrate to 3400 l/min.
The parasitic pressure loss was now 196 bar.

d) Calculate the percentage parasitic pressure loss. Using Table 2.9, determine which
optimization criterion which best fits the system now.

e) Determine the pressure drop across the bit nozzles.
f) Determine the nozzle sizes for the 3-cone bit.
g) Compare and discuss the two optimization criterion used.

  



Chapter 3

Geomechanical evaluation

3.1 DATA NORMALISATION AND CORRECTION

3.1.1 Introduction

In addition to the general nomenclature defined under Symbols and Units, the following
specific nomenclature is used in this chapter:

sf = sea floor reference level
hf = distance from sea level to drillfloor, m.
hw = water depth, m.
δh = difference in drill floor elevation between two platforms, m.

The petroleum industry uses pressure gradients to a large extent. One key reason is
that the hydrostatic mud weight plays a central role in the drilling operation. It is
therefore simple to refer to a density instead of a pressure, which would vary with
depth. By presenting all pressure data as gradients the element of depth is removed.
However, by dividing the pressure with a depth, the actual choice of reference level
becomes important. In this chapter we will therefore look into various ways to ensure
data consistency.

If we are using data from the same field or platform, we may use them without
corrections. However, we are often compiling data from floating rigs, fixed rigs with
various drill floor elevations and data from wells with significant difference in water
depths. Also, drilling personnel often use the drill floor as a reference (RKB), while
geologists often use the mean sea level (MSL) as a depth reference.

Obviously, using data of various origins may introduce significant errors. In this
chapter we will show how to make the data consistent in a simple manner. However, the
key is to select a reference system, and to normalise all data to this common reference.

The data we are mainly considering at this point is the mud weight, the frac.
gradient, the overburden stress gradient, the horizontal stresses and the pore pressure
gradient. However, all other pressure gradient data should also be corrected to a
common reference.

3.1.2 Selecting a depth reference

Correct ing to mean sea leve l

As already mentioned in the introduction, geologists often adjust the data to the mean
sea level. This has the advantage of removing the effects of various drill floor elevations.
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MSL

RKB

hw

sf

hf

Figure 3.1 Definition of references.

Consider a scenario as shown in Figure 3.1. A drilling rig has an elevation hf from
the sea level to the drill floor. Assume that at a given depth D, the pressure is P. This
can be either the static mud pressure, a frac. pressure or a pore pressure. Expressed as
a gradient relative to the drill floor, this pressure can be expressed as:

P = 0.098dRKBD

We want to express this pressure relative to the mean sea level. The pressure must be
the same, but the gradient must be different due to a different reference level:

P = 0.098dMSL(D − hf )

Equating the two equations results in an expression to correct the RKB data to a MSL
reference:

dMSL = dRKB
D

D − hf
(3.1)

If instead we want to convert MSL data to RKB we can write:

dRKB = dMSL
D − hf

D
(3.2)
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Figure 3.2 Definition of various drill floor elevations.

In these examples, the reference depth D is chosen from the drill floor. Other refer-
ence levels can be used, the important factor is that the bottomhole pressure remains
constant regardless of choice of reference level.

Correct ing to another dr i l l f l oor leve l

One common problem is that parts of the field data are compiled during exploration
drilling and parts during drilling from a production platform. Often the two have
significant different drill floor elevations. Figure 3.2 illustrates the problem.

Since for future work we are most likely going to use the production platform drill
floor as a reference (RKB2), we will define this as our reference level. A pressure P at
depth D can be expressed as:

P = 0.098dRKB2D = 0.098dRKB1(D − δh)

The correction equation is then:

dRKB2 = dRKB1
D − δh

D
(3.3)

or, if we want to use RKB1 as a reference:

dRKB1 = dRKB2
D

D − δh
(3.4)
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3.1.3 Using the sea-floor as a reference

Trad i t iona l correc t ion

Again referring to Figure 3.1, a pressure P at depth D would, if expressed as a pressure
gradient, result in:

P = 0.098dRKBD = 0.098dsf (D − hf − hw)

dsf = dRKB
D

D − hf − hw
(3.5)

This equation is not much used. At shallow depth in deep water we will obtain very
high gradients with little comparison to the mud weights used during the actual drilling
operations. Therefore, in the next chapter we will define another way to handle the
conversion.

Remov ing the water head

The main purpose of this chapter is to present methods to make leak-off related data
consistent. If we compare two shallow leak-off data from very different water depths,
the water has only an effect of providing a constant hydrostatic head on top of the
rock. Therefore, we may choose to use the seafloor as a reference. By subtracting the
water head from each pressure reading we have removed the effect of water. Again
referring to Figure 3.1, we can express the net pressure at depth D as:

P − Pwater = 0.098dRKBD − 0.098 × 1.03hw

The gradient from the seafloor is then:

P − Pwater = 0.098dsf (D − hw − hf )

Equating the two results in:

dsf = dRKBD − 1.03hw

D − hw − hf
(3.6)

This approach is used for small rock penetration only. Note, however, that this
approach is not consistent with the other approaches outlined, so the results cannot
be mixed. In Sections 3.3.2 and 6.3.1 examples of its application are presented.

Prob lems

In Table 3.1 some data are given for a number of wells. The data are: well number,
casing size, depth, water depth, drillfloor elevation, leak-off pressure, pore pressure
and overburden stress. Please do the following:

a) Correct and plot the data to the mean sea level reference. Remember to plot all
data relative to the new depth reference.
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Table 3.1 Field data.

Well Csg (in) Depth (m) hw (m) hf (m) LOT (sg) Po (sg) σo (sg)

34/7-2 20 848 245 25 1.58 1.06 1.83
13 3/8 1549 1.69 1.42 2.00
9 5/8 2031 1.88 1.63 2.00

34/7-8 20 848 286 25 1.62 1.04 1.72
13 3/8 1859 1.83 1.42 1.93

34/7-14 20 491 148 25 1.49 1.00 1.49
13 3/8 1559 1.75 1.09 1.70
9 5/8 1988 1.80 1.53 1.92

b) Assume that we will use the data from a future platform with a 60 m drill floor
elevation. Correct all data for this and show them on the same plot.

c) Correct the same data for a sea-floor reference and show on the same plot.
d) Correct all data to sea floor by removing the water head and show on a plot.
e) In your own words compare and discuss the above corrections.

3.2 INTERPRETATION OF FIELD DATA

3.2.1 Introduction

In addition to the symbol list defined in this book, the following specific nomenclature
is used in this chapter:

Po = Pore pressure at point of interest
P∗

o = Pore pressure constant
Pwf (γ) = Frac. pressure for a hole inclined an angle γ from vertical
Pwf (0) = Frac. pressure for a vertical hole
σa = Average horizontal stress
σH = Maximum horizontal stress
σh = Minimum horizontal stress
σo = Overburden stress

A common problem in field modelling involving leak-off data, is to handle a consider-
able spread. The task must be to transform these data into a form where interpretations
can be made. In this chapter we will investigate several ways to model and normalise
the data, and we will propose ways of interpretation. Also, by introducing several
parameters it is possible to find trends not apparent in the raw data.

Basically we have the following key parameters:

Leak-off pressure (LOT): This is the key parameter in stress modelling and borehole
integrity evaluation. Typically a leak-off test is performed after each casing is set to
ensure integrity before proceeding with the next hole section. Sometimes, especially
when using oil-based mud, the hole is not pressurised towards leak-off, and this is
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called a formation integrity test (FIT). A minifrac test is another kind where fluid is
injected into the fractured hole. However, although all these tests can be analysed, it
is important to use the data consistently, for example not to evaluate a FIT test as a
measure of fracture strength. The leak-off pressure is commonly defined as the critical
pressure where fracturing initiates.

Formation pressure Po: The pore pressure associated with each leak-off test is impor-
tant to record. However, since most casing shoes are placed in impermeable competent
shale sections, there is some inaccuracy associated with the pore pressure prediction,
as direct measurements are not available.

Overburden pressure (σo): The weight of the overlying sediments are usually obtained
from integration of density logs. In the shallow parts of the hole, density logs are often
not run. Here the density can be obtained from sonic log correlations, lithology and
mineralogical evaluation or by other methods. The overburden stress is an important
parameter since it can be used as a measure of the stress state at any depth.

Lithology: We can group the leak-off data into several groups depending on the
lithology of the rock. Usually the casing shoe is placed in a competent shale section,
resulting in leak-off data for an impermeable rock. On the other hand, sometimes we
lose circulation in permeable rocks. Therefore, it seems reasonable to group the data
into two groups, one high leak-off group for shales and one low leak-off group for
other rock types like sand, coal and chalk.

3.2.2 Definition of basic concepts

Process

The process to perform a field analysis is first to collect the raw data. The modelling
procedure is first of all to normalise these data for known factors. Examples are to
adjust the data for various drill floor elevations, for various water depths or for other
differences, as described in Section 3.1. Secondly, if the data set consists of data from
vertical and inclined boreholes, they could be grouped accordingly. Thirdly, if there
are known differences in lithology, the data should preferably be grouped in the two
groups defined above.

With a consistent data set at hand, the next step is to model these. Actually this
process is to normalise the data to identify similarities or differences. The examples
that follow will demonstrate a number of ways in which this can be performed. We
will first look at the raw data, then study the effective stresses, evaluate the horizontal
stress field, and remove depth effects. More complex modelling will be discussed later.

Eva luate leak-of f data

The leak-off data often shows considerable spread. By evaluating only this single
parameter it is often difficult to obtain good correlations. However, as a starting place
for an analysis one should always start with a plot of the LOT-data versus depth.
Remember, the quality of the analysis results mainly from demonstrating an improved
degree of correlation when additional factors are considered.
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Ef fec t i ve s t resses

The effective stress principle simply says that the stress in the rock matrix is the total
stress minus the pore pressure. This is often used in rock mechanics as we are concerned
with the rock itself, and the strength of the rock matrix. In mathematical terms, the
effective stress principle can be expressed as:

σ ′ = σ − Po (3.7)

Hor izonta l s t resses

As the LOT test is not a direct measure of the stress state of the rock, we have to
develop an expression for the in-situ stresses. We assume that the LOT data are either
valid for vertical boreholes or adjusted to represent vertical holes. Furthermore, we
assume that the in-situ stress field is oriented in the vertical and horizontal plane, and
finally we assume that the two horizontal stresses are equal. The last condition is often
defined as a hydrostatic stress state in the horizontal plane. The coupling between the
LOT value, the stress field and the pore pressure for these conditions are given by
Aadnoy & Larsen (1989):

LOT = 2σa − Po (3.8)

The horizontal stress can simply be found by solving for:

σa = 1
2

(LOT + Po) (3.9)

This equation is very interesting. It simply says that the horizontal rock stresses can be
expressed as the average between the leak-off value and the pore pressure. In Section
2.1 this concept is defined as the median line principle. We can furthermore evaluate the
effective horizontal stress by subtracting the pore pressure as defined in Equation (3.7)
resulting in:

σ ′
a = 1

2
(LOT − Po) (3.10)

Normal i s ing wi th overburden st ress

In the above section, several relationships were shown to evaluate the in-situ stress
field from leak-off data.

Now we will expand these concepts a little. The leak-off pressures typically increase
with depth, because the stress state increases with depth. This can be seen from
Equation (3.9). The weight of the overburden load also increases with depth. If we
assume that for a relaxed depositional basin the horizontal stress is proportional to
the overburden stress, e.g.:

σa = Kσo (3.11)
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Equations 3.9 and 3.10 can then be expressed as:

σa

σo
= LOT + Po

2σo
(3.12)

σ ′
a

σ ′
o

= LOT − Po

2(σo − Po)
(3.13)

3.2.3 Field case study

Numer ica l example

An example will demonstrate the application of the concepts outlined above. Assume
that we have the following data set (see Table 3.2).

Leak-of f data eva luat ion

The LOT data are shown in Figure 3.3. Also shown are the pore pressure gradient and
the overburden stress gradient associated with each leak-off point. We are commonly
using gradients instead of pressures, because we then have a direct comparison to the
mud weight. This is allowed providing one is consistent. Several observations can be
made. First of all, the LOT data show an increase with depth. This is expected since the
stress state has to increase with depth, mainly caused by added weight of the overlying
rock mass. The second observation is that the LOT data do not fall on a straight line.
In fact, if a best fit curve is drawn, there is some spread around this curve. Thirdly, the
overburden and pore pressure gradients also varies considerably.

Although Figure 3.3 should always be the starting point, further analysis should
be performed in an attempt to find geomechanical similarities that could be used to
compare various wells or fields, and also to provide modelling tools for planning of
new wells.

The leak-off data given in Table 3.2. are converted to pressures and plotted in
Figure 3.4. Apparently a reasonably linear correlation is obtained. In many cases
correlations like this are sufficient, providing that the new well has similar pore pressure
and overburden stress states compared to the reference wells. If the new well has
different pore pressure/overburden stress state compared to the reference well, these
pressures should be included in the analysis, as demonstrated in the following.

Table 3.2 Field data.

Well Dataset Depth (m) LOT (s.g.) Po (s.g.) σo (s.g.)

A 1 899 1.46 1.04 1.63
2 1821 1.74 1.28 1.81

B 3 901 1.55 1.04 1.60
4 1153 1.56 1.04 1.73
5 1907 1.81 1.34 1.82
6 2753 1.95 1.52 1.96
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Figure 3.3 Leak-off data and the associated pore pressure and overburden stress gradients versus
depth.
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Figure 3.4 Leak-off pressure versus depth.
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Figure 3.5 Average horizontal stress and horizontal effective stress versus depth.

Hor izonta l s t resses

Equation (3.9) gives an expression for the horizontal stresses derived from LOT data.
We observe that the estimated horizontal stress for an assumed hydrostatic horizon-
tal stress state is simply the average of the leak-off pressure and the associated pore
pressure. In Section 2.1 this concept is defined as the “median line principle’’. By per-
forming the calculation from Equation (3.9) we attempt to evaluate two parameters
instead of one as in the previous example. The first entry of Table 3.2 calculated with
Equation (3.9) looks as follows:

σa = 1
2

(1.46 + 1.04) = 1.25 s.g.

All datasets from Table 3.2 were computed in this manner. The result is shown in
Figure 3.5. We observe that there is still some spread around the trend line, but possible
a little less. However, there is still an increasing trend with depth as expected. For the
data set of Figure 3.3 we have still not arrived at a satisfactory trend correlation and
will therefore pursue further analysis.

Ef fec t i ve hor izonta l s t resses

The horizontal stresses generated from Equation (3.9) are the total stresses acting in the
horizontal direction. However, the pore pressure gradient provides another variable in
this picture. Of main interest is the stresses acting on the rock matrix, since fracturing
is a phenomenon acting on the matrix itself. The effective stress principle says that the
matrix stress is simply the total stress minus the pore pressure. Invoking this principle,
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Figure 3.6 Horizontal stress normalised with overburden stress.

Equation (3.10) is generated. Applying Equation (3.10) to the first entry of Table 3.2,
we obtain:

σa = 1
2

(1.46 − 1.04) = 0.21 s.g.

The left hand side of Figure 3.5 show the effective horizontal stress generated for
Table 3.2. Apparently we observe an even smaller spread, and the data show a nearly
vertical trend. If we neglect the very top data point a very good correlation can be
obtained. If we decide to use this correlation, an expression for this trend line should
be derived, inserted into Equation (3.10) and solved for LOT. However, at this stage
we will investigate a few more solutions.

Hor izonta l s t resses normal i sed wi th overburden st ress

In the previous analysis we have investigated possible correlations using one and two
parameters. We have, however, three parameters at our disposal as we also have a
measurement of the overburden stress. One argument for why there is not a perfect
correlation in the previous plots could be that the overburden stress varies. Thus by
normalising with respect to overburden stress hopefully a better correlation could
arise. Equation (3.12) gives the horizontal stress normalised with overburden stress.
Here we are using all three parameters. Equation (3.13) gives the effective horizon-
tal stress/overburden stress calculation. Using the data from Table 3.2 in these two
equations, letting K = 1, the result is shown in Figure 3.6.
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The total horizontal stress/overburden stress ratio is shown on the right hand
side. We observe that there is still some spread, and, there is still not a vertical trend.
Calculating the effective stress ratio, given to the left, the spread is even larger.

Summary of the numer ica l example

In the example given above we have investigated several physical relationships between
the frac. pressure, the pore pressure and the overburden stress gradients. The objective
was to look for a trend in the data to provide a more general relationship.

In the raw data plot of Figure 3.3, a straight line through the leak-off data would
result in some spread about this line, not a satisfying correlation. Further analysis was
conducted to attempt to reduce this spread. In Figure 3.5, the horizontal stress field
was investigated. The effective horizontal stress was nearly vertical and shows little
spread. Dividing by the overburden stress gradient in Figure 3.6, even more spread
about the trend line was observed.

An overall evaluation of Figures 3.3–3.6 for the particular data from Table 3.2,
results in the effective horizontal stress in Figure 3.5 having least spread around the
trend line. Also, this trend is for this case nearly vertical, that is, depth independent.
For this example we will derive a simple model. From Figure 3.5 we see that the
effective horizontal stress is nearly vertical and equal to 0.23. Setting this value into
Equation (3.10):

σ ′
a = 1

2
(LOT − Po) = 0.23 or: LOT = Po + 0.46

This is the final model for this example. Figure 3.7 shows the initial data and the
modelled data in the same plot. Note, however, that we could have constructed more
complex models from e.g. Figure 3.6, but for this particular case the spread would
increase.

In this example we started out inspecting the leak-off pressures (Figure 3.4) and
concluded the modelling by studying the pressure gradients. Looking for straight line
correlations, one should be aware of some fundamental differences between the two
approaches. A straight line in a pressure plot starting at zero would give a constant
gradient regardless of depth. If a pressure plot is giving a straight line offset zero, as in
Figure 3.4., a gradient plot would actually be given by a non-linear curve. Therefore,
if a straight line is not obtained using a pressure or a gradient plot, one should try the
other.

Also, we have for simplicity inspected the plots visually for best correlation. With
today’s availability of computers, one could easily compute all correlations and make
comparisons as in Figure 3.7 to ensure that the best correlation is found.

3.2.4 More advanced modelling

Boreho le inc l inat ion , re laxed depos i t iona l bas in

From solid mechanics it is known that the frac. gradient may depend on the inclina-
tion and the azimuth of the borehole. This effect is mainly dependent on the relative
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Figure 3.7 Comparison measured vs. modelled leak-off gradients.

magnitudes of the three principal in-situ stresses. For the general anisotropic in-situ
stress case, a method of solution will be presented later in this chapter.

In a relaxed depositional basin environment, we typically assume that the two hor-
izontal principal in-situ stresses are equal, or, in other words, we assume a hydrostatic
stress field in the horizontal plane. For this case there will be no dependence on the
azimuth angle, in other words, for a given inclination the frac. pressure will be the
same in all geographical directions. Aadnoy & Chenevert (1987) defines an equation
for this case. In Aadnoy & Larsen (1989) a field method is derived to use this approach.
The coupling between the frac. gradient for an inclined and a vertical hole, is given by
the following expression:

Pwf (γ) = Pwf (0) + 1
3

(Po − P∗
o)sin2γ (3.14)

This equation can be used in a number of ways. We will illustrate the application by
using it to normalise leak-off data for inclined holes to that of equivalent vertical holes.

Example

Table 3.3 below defines leak-off pressure data from a production field. Assuming a
relaxed depositional environment, we will normalise the data by calculating the frac.
gradients for vertical holes.
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Table 3.3 Field data.

Depth (m) Frac. grad. (s.g.) Po (s.g.) σo (s.g.) Inclination (◦)

1610 1.66 1.08 1.79 0
1671 1.64 1.32 1.80 10
1792 1.63 1.44 1.81 24
1914 1.58 1.51 1.83 46

1900

1800

1700

1600
1.5 1.6 1.7 LOT (s.g.)

Depth (m)
Normalised to vertical
Uncorrected data

Figure 3.8 Leak-off data corrected for borehole inclination.

Rearranging the equation as follows, and assuming a pore pressure constant of
2.09 s.g., the third entry looks:

Pwf (0) = 1.63 − 1
3

(1.44 − 2.09)sin224◦ = 1.67 s.g.

Both the raw data and the inclination normalised data are shown in Figure 3.8. We
observe that the normalised data show a better trend than the raw data. Also, when
corrected toward vertical, the frac. pressure gradient increases with depth as expected.

In the previous discussion, Equation (3.14) was actually used to normalise both
the pore pressure and the inclination of the borehole. As will be seen later in the chapter
on compaction modelling, the scaling factor of 1/3 is consistent with the scaling factor
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for the pore pressure effect. In the following will we develop an equation which is
useful for normalisation of the borehole inclination.

In the following analysis, we assume equal horizontal principal stresses and a
relaxed depositional basin environment. From Aadnoy (1990), Appendix B, we can
express the fracture gradient in terms of stresses on the borehole wall:

Pwf = 3σy − σx − Po (3.15a)

The stress components can further be expressed with the above assumptions as
(Aadnoy & Chenevert, 1987):

σx = σacos2γ + σosin2γ (3.15a)

σy = σa (3.15b)

Combining the expressions above, we may obtain an expression for the fracture
gradient for any inclination as:

Pwf = 2σa − Po − (σo − σa)sin2γ (3.16)

Now let us assume that we have fracturing data for inclined boreholes, which we want
to make comparable by calculating the equivalent fracturing gradient for a vertical
hole. By setting up two equations (Equation 3.16) one for an inclined hole and one for
a vertical hole and combining, the result is:

Pwf (0) = Pwf (γ) + (σo − σa)sin2γ (3.17)

Evaluating field data we see that we need an estimate for the average horizontal stress
to use the equation above. However, by setting up an equation for fracturing of a
vertical hole, the horizontal stress can be eliminated in Equation (3.17). The result is:

Pwf (0) =
Pwf (γ) + (σo − 1

2
Po)sin2γ

1 + 1
2

sin2γ

(3.18)

Equation (3.18) is the final result. We will in the following demonstrate its application.

Example

You are asked to normalise the data of the previous Table 3.3 towards that of a vertical
hole. The result from Equation (3.18) on the fourth entry is:

Pwf (0) =
1.58 +

(
1.83 − 1

2
1.51

)
sin246◦

1 + 1
2

sin246◦
= 1.70 s.g.

The above example demonstrates an alternative normalisation if we assume no changes
in pore pressure. Also, the overburden stress is here coupled into the fracture equation
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by the stress transformation equations. The significance of establishing the horizontal
and the vertical stress ratio is also clear from the above example. The above normalised
data can be plotted into Figure 3.8 and evaluated as an exercise.

Compact ion mode l

The modelling shown in the previous chapters is mainly based on the effective stress
principle. This principle simply decomposes the total stress into a rock matrix stress
and a pore pressure component. This principle basically determines the stresses with
no reference to history, and therefore has limitations.

By introducing a simple compaction model, we will have a tool to perform stress
history calculations. If the pore pressure has changed over time, we can estimate what
effect this will have on the fracturing pressure. One example is to normalise all leak-off
data to a given reference pore pressure. If all data then form a trend, we may interpret
this as that all data have the same origin. In this chapter we will first define a simple
compaction model, then use an example to illustrate the application.

Crockett et al (1986) gives a more general derivation of the so called “backstress’’
concept, which is the influence of changed pore pressure on the fracturing pressure.
Morita et al (1988) also address the same problem. Aadnoy (1991) derives this concept
in a simpler way. Figure 3.9a and b shows a rock before and after the pore pressure

′

′

P01

P02

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9 Illustration of the compaction model: a) The initial stress state, b) After the pore pressure
is reduced increases the horizontal stress, while the overburden remains constant.
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has been changed. Assuming that the overburden stress remains constant, and that no
strain is allowed on the sides of the rock, we can calculate the changes in the horizontal
rock stress. Since the overburden stress is constant and the pore pressure is e.g. lowered,
the rock matrix must take the load held by the initial pore pressure. This increased
vertical matrix stress will via Poisson’s ratio also increase the horizontal stress. This
horizontal stress increase is (Aadnoy, 1991):


σa = 
Po
1 − 2ν

1 − ν
(3.19)

Inserting this matrix stress change into the general frac. equations, the corresponding
change in frac. pressure can be calculated. The following equation results:


Pwf = 
Po
1 − 3ν

1 − ν
(3.20)

As an example, Table 3.4 shows some leak-off data and their associated pore pressure
gradients. If we decide to normalise the data to the same pore pressure gradient, arbi-
trarily chosen to 1.80 s.g., and with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25, the third entry looks
like:

Pwf − 1.98 = (1.80 − 1.44)
1 − 3 × 0.25

1 − 0.25
Pwf = 2.10s.g.

The raw data and the pore pressure corrected data are shown in Figure 3.10. It is
observed that the raw data show hardly any correlation. The compaction corrected
data, on the other hand, falls nearly on a line, with a reasonable correlation. One
interpretation is that the data are very similar, or have the same origin. The initial
stress state for the four wells were possibly similar, but the variations observed in the
frac. pressures are mainly dependent on local variations in the pore pressures. In other
words, the pressure depletion history is also reflected in the frac. pressure.

Assuming that the vertical trend line of Figure 3.10 (at 2.11 s.g.) reasonably well
describes the frac. pressure, the compaction equation can be expressed as:

2.11 − Pwf = (1.80 − Po)
1 − 3 × 0.25

1 − 0.25

Table 3.4 Field data.

Depth (m) LOT (s.g.) Po (s.g.)

3885 2.10 1.79
3821 2.13 1.84
3818 1.98 1.44
3914 2.06 1.58
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Data corrected to a 1.80 s.g. pore pressure
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Figure 3.10 Frac. Data shown uncorrected and corrected with a compaction model.

or, rearranged, the frac. equation looks like:

Pwf = 1.51 + 1
3

Po

If Table 3.4 is used to reconstruct the data with this equation, the result is very close
to the initial raw data.

Another example is that in a field the initial frac. gradient during exploration
drilling was 1.70 s.g. After the field has been put on production, the overall reservoir
pressure gradient declines from 1.5 to 1.3 s.g. What is the expected change in the
horizontal stresses and the frac. pressure in the reservoir?

The change in the horizontal stress gradient would be:


σa = (1.5 − 1.3)
1 − 2 × 0.25

1 − 0.25
= 0.13 s.g.

If an infill well was drilled at a later stage, the estimated frac. pressure gradient
would be:

Pwf = 1.7 − (1.5 − 1.3)
1 − 3 × 0.25

1 − 0.25
= 1.63 s.g.
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Figure 3.11 Expected leak-off behaviour for a relaxed depositional basin.

Anisot rop ic hor izonta l s t resses

In a relaxed depositional environment we often neglect tectonic effects, and assume
that the horizontal in-situ stress field is due to compaction only. It is often called a
hydrostatic or isotropic stress field in the horizontal plane. That implies the same
horizontal stresses in all directions. If deviated boreholes are drilled, there are no
directional abnormalities for the same wellbore inclination, and the same leak-off
value is expected in all geographical directions. Since the horizontal stresses in a relaxed
depositional environment are lower than the overburden stress, the fracture gradient
will decrease with hole angle as illustrated in Figure 3.11. This situation has been
addressed earlier in this paper, and is relatively simple to analyse. However, even though
a relaxed environment exists, this ideal stress situation is not always the case. Often
a more complex situation exists. However, one should always start a field analysis
with the simple approaches shown earlier in this chapter. If the correlations are not
satisfactorily, more complex approaches should be used.

The horizontal stress field often varies with direction, and we have two different
horizontal stresses. This stress state is called anisotropic. This may be caused by global
geologic processes as plate tectonics, or due to local effects like salt domes, topography
or faults. The resulting stress state varies over the area. Figure 3.12 shows an example
from a field in the North Sea. Two immediate observations are: -there is a considerable
spread in the leak-off data and: -there is no apparent trend with respect to wellbore
inclination. It is obvious that the isotropic model is not adequate for this case. The
answer is that there are several stress states for the wells of Figure 3.11.

A method is derived to model the anisotropic stress field (Aadnoy, 1990). The so
called leak-off inversion technique uses leak-off pressure, pore pressure, overburden
stress, borehole inclination and borehole azimuth to estimate the principal stress field.
The method can use any number of data sets. This model was used in the following
example the following way.
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Figure 3.12 Snorre leak-off data and wellbore inclinations, showing the effect of stress anisotropy.

First all data were used (42 data sets) to estimate the average stress level. Then
the data were grouped both depth-wise and sector-wise to determine local stress fields.
The result is a stress model that varies with depth and over the field. In this manner
we were able to model the leak-off data from Figure 3.11 with a reasonable degree of
accuracy.

Example

The following data set gives leak-off data for three wells, and some data for a new
well. The objective is to use the inversion technique to determine the in-situ stresses
and to use these to predict the leak-off values for the new well.

The data from Table 3.5 were simulated in various combinations resulting in a
reasonable field model. The estimated stresses were as follows.

The results can be interpreted as follows. Table 3.6 shows the ratio of the two hor-
izontal stresses divided by the overburden. In addition the direction is shown. For the
first entry the maximum horizontal in-situ stress is pointing at 44 degrees north-east,
or 44 degrees clockwise as per convention in surveying. The stress field is increasing
with depth as expected. Furthermore, it is clear that the stress field is anisotropic.
The shallow stress model shows a nearly isotropic stress model, as expected from
younger sediments. However, the two lower stress levels shows anisotropy with the
maximum horizontal principal stress pointing approximately East-West. The program
also estimated the leak-off gradients for the new well. These data will be used in the
design of the new well.
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Table 3.5 Data for anisotropic case.

Data set Well Casing Depth (m) LOT (s.g.) Po (s.g.) σo (s.g.) γ φ

1 A 20 1101 1.53 1.03 1.71 0 0
2 13 3/8 1888 1.84 1.39 1.82 27 92
3 9 5/8 2423 1.82 1.53 1.89 35 92
4 B 20 1148 1.47 1.03 1.71 23 183
5 13 3/8 1812 1.78 1.25 1.82 42 183
6 9 5/8 2362 1.87 1.57 1.88 41 183
7 C 20 1141 1.49 1.03 1.71 23 284
8 13 3/8 1607 1.64 1.05 1.78 48 284
9 9 5/8 2320 1.84 1.53 1.88 27 284
10 New 20 1100 ? 1.03 1.71 15 135
11 13 3/8 1700 ? 1.19 1.80 30 135
12 9 5/8 2400 ? 1.55 1.89 45 135

Table 3.6 Results from simulations.

Depth interval (m) σH/σo σh/σo Direction Leak-off, new well

1100–1148 0.754 0.750 44 1.53
1607–1812 0.854 0.814 96 1.71
2320–2423 0.927 0.906 90 1.86

West

West

(a) (b)

Well C Well A

Well A
Well BWell C New well

Well B
New well

East

East

1000 m

2000 m

North

South

Figure 3.13 Field layout for example. a) Placement of wells in the field, b)Vertical west-east projection
of the wells.

Figure 3.13 shows the location of the wells in the field. Figure 3.14 shows the
estimated stress fields at the various depth levels. This example shows only a moderate
degree of stress anisotropy. In many fields the anisotropy can be much stronger. In
certain fields the maximum horizontal stress can even exceed the overburden stress.
For further details on application, Aadnoy et al (1994) gives a detailed stress analysis
of the field using the leak-off inversion technique.
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Figure 3.14 The three stress levels and their direction. a) predicted stress field at 1100–1148 m,
b) predicted stress field at 1607–1812 m, c) predicted stress field at 2320–2423 m.

Prob lems

Problem 1. Table 3.7 gives the field data from some exploration wells.
In order to evaluate and model the data from Table 3.7, you are asked to do the

following:

a) Plot the leak-off data versus depth.
b) Plot both the horizontal stresses and the effective horizontal stresses versus depth.
c) Normalise the horizontal stresses from b) with overburden stress and plot versus

depth.
d) Evaluate the correlations on each plot, and propose the best correlation.
e) Using the best correlation, derive an expression for the frac. pressure. Make a

plot comparing the raw data against the modelled data.
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Table 3.7 Leak-off data from some exploration wells.

Well Csg Depth (m) LOT (s.g.) Po (s.g.) σo (s.g.)

34/7-1 20 1071 1.57 1.03 1.62
9 5/8 1844 1.93 1.29 1.81

34/7-2 20 848 1.58 1.03 1.41
13 3/8 1549 1.69 1.13 1.63
9 5/8 2031 1.88 1.48 1.75

34/7-3 20 1153 1.56 1.03 1.73
13 3/8 1922 1.77 1.36 1.83
9 5/8 2753 1.95 1.51 1.96

34/7-4 20 953 1.53 1.04 1.63
13 3/8 1915 1.78 1.35 1.92
9 5/8 2745 1.90 1.52 1.95

34/7-5 20 913 1.52 1.03 1.60
9 5/8 1844 1.80 1.30 1.81

34/7-6 20 935 1.55 1.04 1.55
13 3/8 1876 1.91 1.33 1.82
9 5/8 3000 2.01 1.40 1.84

34/7-7 20 969 1.50 1.04 1.65
13 3/8 1862 1.90 1.32 1.82
9 5/8 2750 1.85 1.51 1.95

Problem 2. Using the data from the table in the previous problem, you are now asked
to normalise the data with respect to compaction. Specifically, normalise each leak-off
data to a pore pressure gradient of 1.03 s.g. for the shallow data, 1.30 s.g. for the
intermediate data and 1.5 s.g. for the deep data.

Plot the compaction-corrected data on the same scale as the raw data. Compare the
two. If an improved correlation exists at any depth level, derive a correlation equation.

Problem 3. Assume that the total overburden weight is given by the equation:

σo = 0.098{1.03hw + ρrock(D − hw − hf )}

The density gradient from the drillfloor is σo = 0.098doD. The average rock density
is 2.0 s.g.

a) Plot the overburden gradient for a land well.
b) Plot the overburden for a land well where the drill floor is 10 m above surface.
c) Plot the overburden gradient for an offshore well where the water depth is 200 m

and the drill floor is 25 m above sea level.
d) Plot the overburden gradient for an offshore well in a water depth of 500 m and

a drill floor at 25 m above sea level.
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3.3 FRACTURING PRESSURES FOR SHALLOW PENETRATION

3.3.1 General

The nomenclature for this chapter is as defined in Section 3.1, and is shown in
Figure 3.15.

There exists little compiled information for fracture strength in shallow layers. The
reason is mainly that the shallow casing strings are usually not critical, and also that
the shallow holes are often drilled without blow-out preventers, thereby not allowing
for pressure integrity testing. Yet there is a need from a well design point of view to
establish fracture gradient curves in order to optimise casing setting depths, especially
with respect to shallow gas zones.

Aadnoy et al (1991) showed that the spread in fracture gradients usually decreases
with depth. For depths down to 1000 meters, the spread is considerable, and it has
so far not been possible to model this total span. We usually assume a pore pressure
equal to that of hydrostatic sea water, so a pressure normalisation provides no improve-
ment. Using this assumption, we have no benefit from the effective stress principle.
Figure 3.15 defines the physical setting of the problem. Figure 3.16 shows some of
the shallow fracture gradients for the Sleipner field (Aadnoy et al, 1991). The before-
mentioned spread is very pronounced, and several models can be defined, e.g. giving
average, low or high leak-off values.

At very shallow depths pressure control is of little concern, and the high frac.
gradient has little interest aside of providing an excess integrity for the mud weight.
The average value could be of more practical use. However, using the average value,
one will usually not know whether the actual leak-off values for future wells becomes
lower or higher than the average. If a significantly lower value occurs, the casing design

sf

Dsf  � hf �hw

D

MSL

RKB

hw

hf

P

Figure 3.15 Definition of references.
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may have to be altered. The approach taken here will be to define the low frac. gradient
with reasonable accuracy. There is little likelihood of obtaining an even lower value in
future wells.

From a practical drilling point of view, a reasonably accurate prediction of the
low side of the frac. gradient plot would have significance, as a more marginal casing
program could be developed with potential for optimisation, and with a small likeli-
hood for mud loss problems. Therefore, in this analysis we will attempt to model lost
circulation behavior, that is, the high fracture points are neglected, and the low points
are modelled.

A similar collection and evaluation of leak-off data covering deeper depths was
done by Breckels & van Eeckelen (1982). Also Daines (1982) developed a correlation
method for deeper intervals.

3.3.2 Depth-normalised shallow frac. data

Figure 3.16 shows data from the Sleipner field only. The water depth here is 118 m.
The shallow fracture data from other fields are recorded for various water depths.
Therefore to make the data consistent they are normalised to seabed by subtracting
the water pressure, following the principles outlined in Section 3.1.3. Furthermore, we
have collected four data sets and used only the low side of these, to approach the low
frac. gradient, or critical lost circulation gradients as stated above. The data are:

• Saga Petroleum seabed diverter obtained data.
• General soil strength data from various platform studies.
• Shallow leak-off data from unidentified exploration wells.
• Low frac. data from a study of the Sleipner field (Aadnoy et al, 1991).

800

600

400

200

8 10 12 14 16 18 Pwf (kPa/m)

1000

Depth (m) Design curve

Average fracture
gradient curve

Figure 3.16 Example of shallow fracture gradients from the Sleipner field. Observe the large variation,
and the design curve that defines the low points.
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The result is shown in Figure 3.17. We observe that there seems to be consistency in
the data. However, one pertinent question is whether these can be used in a general
sense, since they come from various sources. Another, but opposite argument is that the
very shallow deposits are very young and unconsolidated and have similar properties
regardless of location, which is the approach we will take. We will not accept this
without criticism, but use the following model as a design tool.

The generalised frac. curve of Figure 3.17 can be expressed as equations for an
arbitrary water depth and height of drill floor, referred to RKB. Here we have added
a general water pressure and used the drill floor as the reference level instead of the
sea bed.

d = 1.03
Dsf − hf

D
+ 1.276

D − Dsf

D
for: 120 m > D − Dsf > 0 (3.21a)

d = 1.03
Dsf − hf

D
+ 1.541

D − Dsf

D
− 33.16

D
for 600 m > D − Dsb > 120 m

(3.21b)

For shallow formations we assume a hydrostatic pore pressure. This implies that the
pressure gradient is equal to 1.03 s.g. both in the sea water and inside the formation. If
the reference level is the sea level, the pore pressure would simply be obtained by using
the saltwater gradient. However, the drilling rigs have always the drill floor above the
sea level, providing a different reference point. In order to use gradient plots, we have
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70 80
Sea bed
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Sleipner data (low)
Exploration well data

Figure 3.17 Low shallow frac. Data normalized to sea bed level, and by subtracting pressure of sea
water.
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to correct for drill floor elevation. Assume a pressure P at depth D from the drill floor.
If the drill floor is used as a reference, the pressure can be expressed as:

P = 0.098dRKBD

The same pressure can be expressed from the mean sea level as:

P = 0.098dMSL(D − hf ) = 0.098 × 1.03(D − hf )

Equating the two expressions results in an expression for the normal pore pressure
gradient from any elevation:

dRKB = dMSL
D − hf

D
= 1.03

D − hf

D
(3.22)

3.3.3 Estimation of shallow fracture gradient for a
semi-submersible and a jack-up rig

In the example shown in Figure 3.18 we assume a water depth of 68 m. In addition are
we considering two drilling rigs, a semi-submersible rig with drill floor 26 m above sea
level, and a jack-up rig with the drill floor 42 m above sea level. Generating gradient
curves, this air gap reflects the results. Using Equations (3.21) and (3.22), Figure 3.18
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Figure 3.18 Fracture and pore pressure gradients for two drillfloor elevations. Example: water depth
68 m, semi-sub elevation 26 m, and jack-up elevation 42 m from sea level to drill-floor.
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was made. The frac. gradient curves for the two rig types are shown. In addition the
gradient curves for the pore pressure are shown. We have assumed the static weight of
sea water according to Equation (3.22).

Prob lem

You are planning two wells which are going to be drilled with the semi-submersible
drilling rig Wildcat. The drill floor elevation is 22 m. One well will be drilled in 56 m
water depth while the other will be drilled in 172 m water depth.

a) Use Equations (3.21) and (3.22) and make a plot for the shallow frac. gradient
and pore pressure gradients down to 600 m below sea bed for both wells.

b) Make a plot of the frac. gradients and pore pressure gradients from a mean sea
level reference.

c) Plot the difference between the pore pressure gradients and the frac. gradients for
the cases above.

3.4 FIELD EVALUATION OF BOREHOLE COLLAPSE

3.4.1 Introduction

The following specific nomenclature is used in this chapter:

σr = Pw = borehole pressure gradient
σθ = tangential stress gradient
σa = estimated average horizontal stress gradient
σv = overburden stress gradient
Po = pore pressure gradient
Pwf = fracturing pressure gradient
Pwc = critical collapse pressure gradient
D′

h = bit diameter

Borehole stability is a very central issue, as wells in recent years have become longer and
with higher inclination. For years people have estimated the time loss associated with
unexpected borehole stability problems to account for 10–15% of the time required
to drill a well. Since the rig time is the major cost factor in a drilling operation, we
understand that borehole stability problems are very costly for the industry.

Problems encountered may be unexpected circulation losses that take time to
cure, or have to be handled by using contingency casing strings. However, another
class of problems are associated with borehole collapse. Very often tight holes occur,
which require frequent wiper trips or reaming. This can in certain wells lead to stuck
drill string or difficulties in landing of the casing string. There are many reasons for
tight hole, for example dog-leg severity can contribute, or simply inward creep of the
borehole wall, also aided by shale swelling.

Most boreholes will enlarge over time. This is often a time-dependent collapse
phenomenon. Problems caused by hole enlargement are difficulties in removing rock
fragments and drilled cuttings from the borehole, or a reduced quality of the cement
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placement behind casing strings. It is important to understand that tight hole and
borehole collapse are similar events, in one case the hole may yield while in the latter
case an abrupt failure may occur. Borehole collapse is possibly the most costly single
problem encountered during drilling of a well, and, there does not exist a simple cure
for the problem.

3.4.2 Collapse mechanisms

The concept of borehole collapse will be used to demonstrate the borehole prob-
lems and their dependence on the borehole pressure. There are two aspects, namely
mechanical failure and chemical effects. We will discuss the former.

Field personnel have for many years known that borehole collapse is most severe at
low mud weights. Yet, low mud weights have often been used for reasons of pore pres-
sure estimation and maintaining the drilling rate. These concepts have been discussed
in Section 2.1 on mud weight selection. Although a high mud weight may not eliminate
hole enlargement, we believe that enlargement can be minimised by maintaining the
mud weight above a critical level.

We will briefly look at the stresses acting on the borehole, and show the effects of
the mud weight on these. The most important stress component is the hoop stress, or
the tangential stress. On the borehole wall we have three normal stress components,
which in its simplest form can be defined as follows for a vertical well:

Radial stress: σr = Pw = borehole pressure

Tangential stress: σθ = 2σa − Pw

Vertical stress: σv = overburden = constant

Pore pressure: Po

(3.23)

In geosciences we must also take the formation pressure into account. The effective
stress principle simply says that the total stress is the sum of the pore fluid pressure
and the stress taken up by the rock matrix itself. We are here considering the failure of
the rock matrix, and must therefore use the effective stresses, which can be written as:

Radial effective stress: σ ′
r = Pw − Po

Tangential effective stress: σ ′
θ = 2σa − Pw − Po

Vertical effective stress: σ ′
v = σv − Po

(3.24)

Figure 3.19a shows these stresses on the borehole wall and Figure 3.19b shows a
numerical example. Field data are inserted into Equation (3.24), and the three stress
components are shown as a function of borehole pressure. Three borehole pressure
levels are shown. Table 3.9 gives the stress magnitudes at these borehole pressures.

We observe from the example above that the vertical (axial) stress component is
constant regardless of the borehole pressure, while the radial and tangential stress
varies with the borehole pressure. Of course the radial stress is given by the borehole
pressure itself, so the key parameter is the tangential stress, or the hoop stress. In the
following we will illustrate how these stresses relate to failure of the borehole.
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Figure 3.19 Example of wellbore stresses. Data: σa = 1.5 s.g., σv = 1.7 s.g., Po = 1.03 s.g.

Table 3.9 Numerical example of wellbore stress gradients.

Borehole pressure gradient (s.g.) Pw1 = 1.1 Pw2 = 1.4 Pw3 = 1.75

Radial effective stress 0.07 0.37 0.72
Tangential effective stress 0.87 0.57 0.22
Vertical effective stress 0.77 0.77 0.77

Figure 3.19b shows these borehole pressures. Common to these is the difference
between the radial and the tangential effective stresses. This stress contrast gives rise to
shear stresses. We see that for the lowest borehole pressure gradient (Pw1) this difference
is largest. At Pw2 the difference is smaller, but we observe that at high pressures Pw3

the stress difference again increases.
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Figure 3.20 Mohr-Coulomb representation of the three cases in the numerical example.

The three cases from Figure 3.19b are shown in a Mohr-Coulomb plot in Fig-
ure 3.20 The straight line is a failure envelope obtained from tri-axial testing of cores.
We se that Pw2 and Pw3 are well below the failure envelope, and the hole should
therefore be stable for these borehole pressures. However, Pw1 approaches the failure
envelope, and at this point the stress loading is equal to the strength of the rock. The
borehole will fail at this point.

From the two previous figures we see that by lowering the borehole pressure,
the tangential stress will increase, ultimately resulting in borehole failure. Also from
Figure 3.19, we observe that the stress contrast can be minimised by selecting a proper
mud weight. This is addressed in Section 2.1 about mud weight selection. Furthermore,
we see that high shear stresses arise also for high mud weights. This is not commonly
considered today, but should be kept in mind. The median line principle derived in
Section 2.1 takes this into account.

In this section we will address borehole collapse. Since we have presented field
data we may briefly also evaluate the fracturing pressure for the example. Fracturing
is a tensile failure defined as taking place when the effective tangential stress of Equa-
tion (3.24) equals zero. Using the numbers given in Figure 3.19, we find a fracturing
pressure gradient of 1.97 s.g.

We will not pursue this modelling approach further, but move into the main topic
of this chapter, evaluation of field data. For more details on modelling, please refer to
Aadnoy & Chenevert (1987).

3.4.3 Interpretation of caliper logs

We have just shown that the borehole pressure plays a key role in collapse failures of
boreholes. Often the remedy is to increase the borehole pressure, that is to lower the
shear stress as shown in Figure 3.20. We have also briefly introduced the elements of
stresses and rock strength. Unfortunately, often we do not have sufficient stress and
rock strength information to perform a reliable collapse analysis.

However, we have many caliper logs from boreholes, showing hole enlargement.
In this chapter we will take advantage of these to analyse the field data in an empirical
way. First we will analyse a vertical exploration well in the southern North Sea.
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Figure 3.21 Pressure gradients for the exploration well.

Explorat ion we l l example

During drilling of a well some borehole collapse took place. Although the collapse
was not very pronounced, it was difficult to land the production casing and the liner.
Remedial work such as reaming, hole cleaning and under-reaming took considerable
time before the well was successfully finished.

Figure 3.21 shows the stresses and pressures in the well. We observe that the
12-1/4′′ hole section is abnormally long, 2000 m. Also, the pore pressure is hydro-
static sea water down to 2800 m. The well has a low pore pressure gradient profile.
Also shown are the mud weights used, the overburden stress gradient obtained from
integration of density logs, and the measured leak-off values below each casing shoe.

We have in the foregoing seen that the well will reach a critical pressure and collapse
as the mud weight is lowered, and we have seen that the tangential (or hoop) stress
is the key parameter. We will now calculate the hoop stress for this well and correlate
with the caliper log. We will use the results of an analysis of the well, which concluded
that the horizontal stress level is about 80% of the overburden stress for this well. The
effective stresses from Eqn. 3.24 can then be written:

σr′ = Pw − Po

σ ′
θ = 2σa − Pw − Po = 2 × 0.8 × σv − Pw − Po

σ ′
v = σv − Po

(3.25)
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We want to depth-normalise the data. If we for example calculate the effective
hoop stress and divide by the effective overburden stress we expect a vertical trend
(see Section 3.2.2). This ratio can be obtained from Equation 3.25 as follows:

σ ′
θ

σ ′
v

= 1.6σv − Pw − Po

σv − Po
(3.26)

Figure 3.22 shows Equation (3.26) plotted using the field data. Also, the caliper log
is shown. We observe that there is a very good correlation as the hole is collapsed
for σ ′

θ/σ
′
v > 1, but basically in-gauge if this ratio is lower. At the bottom of the 12-

1/4′′ section of Figure 3.21 we observe that the mud weight has been increased. The
result is an in-gauge hole However, in the 8-1/2′′ section below the mud weight was
temporarily reduced, and some collapse took place. Maintaining a higher mud weight
for the remainder of the drilling operation, resulted in an in-gauge hole.

From the evaluation of Figure 3.22 we can state that the critical collapse pressure
was reached when σ ′

θ/σ
′
v = 1. Solving Equation (3.26) for this condition results in:

Pwc = 0.6σv (3.27)
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Figure 3.23 Results of the analysis showing critical mud weight to avoid collapse.

Actually the solution to this evaluation of this particular well is that the mud weight
should be higher than 60% of the overburden stress. This curve is shown in Figure 3.23.
It is seen that only a slight increase in mud weight would probably have resulted in a
more in-gauge hole. Also from Figure 3.23 we see that the overburden stress gradient
is systematically increasing with depth, which is also reflected in the horizontal stress
state. The mud weight, however, is kept nearly constant, which implies that the stresses
acting on the hole wall are increasing with depth. The optimal choice of mud weight
has been addressed in Section 2.1.

The lithology of the collapsed intervals of Figure 3.23 covers Upper Jurassic to
Upper Cretaceous. A comparison between the caliperlog and the lithology did not
result in a correlation.

Deep wel l example

We will now look at another case, which is a little more complicated, but which can
be analysed using the same approach.

The lower portion of the 12-1/4 in. section of a deep well experienced a consider-
able collapse. The depth interval is 4200–4630 m, well below where we expect reactive
clays. We believe therefore that it is a mechanical hole collapse, and that the remedy
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Figure 3.24 Stress and pressure gradients for the deep well.

would have been to use a slightly higher mud weight. Figure 3.24 shows the pressure
gradients, and Figure 3.25 shows the resulting collapse from two different calliper log
runs. Figure 3.26 shows the open hole exposure time.

In order to perform modelling, the in-situ stress state must first be established.
A study showed that the fracture gradient could be approximated as equal to the
overburden stress gradient at this depth (Pwf = σv). Using this equation and setting
the effective tangential stress equal to zero (Equation (3.24)), the horizontal stress is
estimated from:

σ ′
θ = 2σa − Pwf − Po = 0

= 2σa − σv − Po = 0 (3.28)

or: 2σa = σv + Po
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Following the process derived earlier, we will compute the effective hoop/overburden
stress ratio by using the horizontal stress from Equation 3.28.

σ ′
θ

σ ′
v

= 2σa − Pw − Po

σv − Po

= {(σv + Po) − Pw − Po}
σv − Po

(3.29)

σ ′
θ

σ ′
v

= σv − Pw

σv − Po

Figure 3.25 shows this ratio computed for both caliper log runs. We have a problem,
however. No section of the caliper is in-gauge, so we have no reference depth with
transition for in-gauge/collapsed hole. However, by comparing Figures 3.25 and 3.26
we may get a clue. In Figure 3.26 we observe that the open hole exposure time is about
200 hours more for the second logging run above 4500 m. Yet, the two caliper logs
are nearly identical. One interpretation of this may be as follows:

When drilling below 4500 m, the mud weight is gradually increased. This means
that the section from 4200 to 4500 m is now exposed to a higher pressure than when
the section was drilled. Since no additional collapse has taken place in the upper part,
possibly the mud weight was above a critical level. In other words, for the hole section
above 4500 m the initial mud weight was too low (caliperlog 1), while the mud weight
used when drilling the last part was above the critical collapse level (caliperlog 2).
However, during drilling of the section from 4500–4632 m, the mud weight was too
low for this bottom part. This is a zone of increasing pore pressure. At about 4420 m,
both caliper curves show a minimum collapse. This may suggest that here we are close
to the critical collapse pressure.

If we use the definitions above, then the correlation of the effective stress ratio
of Figure 3.24 will be between the two curves. Since the effective stress ratio is depth
normalised, we choose a vertical trend of ratio 0.82 as our design line, which crosses
the second stress ratio curve at 4220 m. Inserting this value into Equation (3.29) yields
the following equation for the critical collapse pressure:

σ ′
θ

σ ′
v

= σv − Pwc

σv − Po
= 0.82

Pwc = 0.18σv + 0.82Po (3.30)

Equation 3.30 defines the critical mud weight. This is indicated in Figure 3.24. If
another well will be drilled in the same area, this critical mud weight should be used
as a minimum value. Note, however, that this equation is valid only for the conditions
met in this well. If for example another pore pressure regime is met in another well,
the in-situ stress state should probably be normalised for those conditions. We have
not shown the lithology in Figure 3.25, but the rock above about 4450 m is chalk, and
below it is shale.

In this chapter we have demonstrated that even if in-gauge portions of the caliper
log are missing, we may still be able to estimate the critical collapse pressure. In this case
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we used a second caliper log to identify that the collapse had stopped. This problem
also led us towards time-dependent borehole collapse, which will be discussed in the
following chapter.

3.4.4 Time dependency

In the previous example we only considered the stress state versus failure. From
field experience we know, however, that borehole stability problems are clearly time-
dependent. If a well can be drilled and cased off in a short time, we usually have no
problems. If, on the other hand, the borehole is allowed to stay open for some time,
problems like difficulties to land the casing string may arise.

Figure 3.25 demonstrates the time dependency on hole enlargement below 4420 m.
We will in the following compare four production wells.

Figure 3.27 shows four wells. The open hole exposure time is different for these
wells mainly because the coring programs were different. Figure 3.28 shows the time
curves for the various parts of the boreholes, which is the time from drilling to logging.

From Figure 3.28 we see that the bottom section of each well has stayed open
approximately the same time, from 30 to 60 hours. This is consistent with the caliper
logs of Figure 3.27 which shows similar, but little, collapse for all four wells. Further
up, the open hole exposure times are quite different, since various coring programs have
been implemented, and the wells have also been temporarily abandoned because of
bad weather conditions, as indicated with waiting on weather (WOW) in Figure 3.27.
Well A has been open for 650 hrs with a maximum collapse of 4.5 in. Wells B and C
have been open for 320–350 hrs giving a maximum collapse of more than 2 in., while
well D has been open 100 hrs, with a collapse less than 2 in.

The above example illustrates the time dependency of borehole collapse.
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Figure 3.27 Caliperlogs for four production wells.
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Berland (1993), performed an analysis of time-dependent borehole collapse of a
North Sea oil field. The following main elements were investigated:

• the anisotropic stress field
• the overburden stress
• the time of open hole exposure
• the depth
• the lithology
• the effects of KCl inhibition
• effective stresses of the elements above

Since 41 different analyses were performed we will not discuss all aspects of the
modelling, only point out some of the observations, which can be given as:

• although the use of anisotropic horizontal stress for the field gave best results,
a reasonable correlation was obtained using the overburden stress as external
loading.

• the collapse is clearly lithology-dependent, with the following order from most
collapse to less: paleosol, mudstone, siltstone and sandstone.
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Figure 3.28 Open hole exposure time for the four wells.
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Figure 3.29 Collapse versus lithology and thickness of lithological unit. From Berland(1993).

• a new parameter was found that dominated the extent of the collapse. The collapse
extent seemed to be proportional to the thickness of each lithological group.

The last element requires some explanation. Figure 3.29 shows a portion of a caliper-
log. Also shown are the lithological groups. We observe that the sandstone sections are
basically in-gauge, while the clay sections are collapsed. Berland (1993) observed that
the collapse was proportional to the thickness of the lithological unit. Or put another
way, if sand stringers occur within a clay sequence, the effect is that the collapse is
reduced. The mechanisms are not fully understood.

To resolve the problem with unit thickness, Berland introduced a depth dependent
collapse model. The principle is shown in Figure 3.30. For a clay sequence, the upper
and lower sandstone boundaries are marked out. The collapse in between is represented
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by an ellipse or some other function. In our example we have used two straight lines.
The collapse within this triangle can be calculated from the following equation:

X = Dh − D′
h

H
(3.31)

Using this model, Berland derived a time-dependent collapse model of the following
form:

Dh

D′
h

= Xσv
(
a + bDTVD

)
ln(t) (3.32)

where the following notations are used:

Dh = hole diameter, where Dh = Dh(t)
D′

h = bit diameter
DTVD = true vertical depth of well
X = geometrical factor
t = time
a, b = constants

Using this approach Berland managed to model the collapse quite well.
It must be pointed out that Berland (1993) performed both modelling and hypoth-

esis testing. The data had possibly too little variations to develop a general model.
Future work will refine this.

We have now shown that borehole collapse or borehole enlargement is a com-
plex issue. Although simple stress and material models describes how the borehole
behaves with respect to varying borehole pressures, they are often inadequate to sim-
ulate real borehole behavior. We have shown that the open hole exposure time may
be a governing parameter, and that unit thickness of the rock may also be a governing
parameter.
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However, we have demonstrated that simple correlations can be established
between the caliper log and the mud weight used to establish critical mud weights.
These can be important tools for field applications. Furthermore, this analysis can be
expanded when other data become available.

3.5 DRILLABILITY EVALUATION

3.5.1 Introduction

The nomenclature used in this chapter is:

ROP = rate of penetration of the drill bit.
WOB = weight applied on the drill bit.
N = rotary speed.
de = drillability called the d-exponent.
Dl = linear drillability
Dln = normalised linear drillability
D′

h = diameter of the drill bit.
σv = overburden stress gradient
D = well depth
t = time

In petroleum engineering we have relatively few data available compared to the vast
coverage of our wells. Logging of the well is important to determine the petrophysical
parameters for further evaluation. One drawback is that the logs are always delayed in
time, even the measurement-while-drilling tool (MWD) is lagging 5–10 meters behind
the drill bit. However, the drill bit is at the very bottom of the hole. If we can utilise
the drillbit information we will instantly know changes as they occur. Also, the drilling
information is an under-utilised source of information with a large potential for cor-
relations. In the future a high-quality drillability log will be generated which is used
with the electrical logs. At the present time improvements in drilling data are being
made, which will give us a higher quality drillability log in the future. Kyllingstad et al
(1993) addresses some of the recent improvements in drilling data.

The d-exponent is actually a drillability which is used for pore pressure estimation.
The interpretation techniques have not advanced significantly in the past 20 years. The
common interpretation is to look for deviations from a straight line, which is often
interpreted as an indicator for increasing pore pressure. The d-exponent is a logarithmic
function, as illustrated below:

ROP = N
(

WOB
D′

h

)d

or :

de =
log

(
ROP

N

)

log
(

WOB
D′

h

) (3.33)
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We know that the drilling rate depends on the loading and the rotary speed. The
simplest drilling model can then be expressed as:

ROP = d1
WOB × N

D′
h

Here we have used (dl) to define the drillability, which is actually a scaling factor for
the coupling between the rock and the drill bit. From the drilling data all parameters
are available except the drillability. This is expressed as:

d1 = ROP
D′

h

WOB × N
(3.34)

We see that both Equations (3.33) and (3.34) actually define drillabilities. The draw-
back of the d-exponent is that the logarithmic scale is non-linear. There is also little
evidence that this logarithmic dependence is related to the real physics of the drilling
process. In the following examples we will use only Equation (3.34).

3.5.2 Clay diaper example

During drilling of production wells in a North Sea oil field losses of circulation were
experienced in the 1100–1200 m depth interval. An investigation concluded, from
evaluation of cuttings and electrical logs, that the loss interval is identical to the rocks
above and below, that is silty clay. There were no indicators to distinguish the loss
interval, and also faulting and tectonics were ruled out.

A drillability analysis was performed for four of the wells. Figure 3.31 shows the
result. The drillability logs are generated using Equation (3.34). It was found that the
drillability was higher in the loss interval in all four wells considered. In Figure 3.31a we
observe that the drilling rate increases by a factor of 5–10 in the interval 1138–1212 m.
In Figure 3.31b, this effect is less pronounced, but an increased drillability is seen in
the interval 1167–1232 m. Figure 3.31c shows an increased drillability in the interval
1095–1185 m, and Figure 3.31d shows an increase in the interval 1162–1210 m. In
the last well a sand stringer is penetrated just below the interval investigated. Often
sand stringers have higher drillabilities than shale intervals in this field. Please observe
that these wells are inclined and that the depth shown is along the well path.

The problem observed was that weaker rocks existed in the middle of a clay
sequence. From cuttings measurements and electrical logs we were unable to distin-
guish this interval from the surrounding. However, the drillability analysis showed
that this interval drilled easier than the surroundings. It was also found that a clay
diaper existed at this depth interval. It is therefore reasonable to tie this weaker zone
to the properties of the diapir. It is believed that all formations at this shallow depth
are normally pressurised. Since the fracturing pressure was also reduced in this inter-
val, possibly a reduced horizontal stress state is the primary mechanism causing the
problem. Another explanation is that the clay diapir has higher water content than
the surroundings, causing a higher porosity. However, at this stage we do not have the
full understanding of the problem, but have demonstrated the potential of using the
drillability logs for empirical correlations.
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Figure 3.31 Drillability logs for four production wells. a) well A, b) well B, c) well C and d) well D.

3.5.3 Relief well example

The underground blowout in problem well 2/4-14 took nearly a year to control. A
relief well, 2/4-15s, was drilled in 1989 to nearly 5000 m depth, and communication
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Figure 3.32 Drillabilities for the blowing well (2/4-14) and the relief well. FromAadnoy & Bakoy (1992).

established with a successful killing operation as a result. Rock mechanics consid-
erations are discussed by Aadnoy & Bakoy (1992). In particular, the mechanism
of breakthrough was identified as a collapse rather than a fracture, which was the
conventional belief at that time.

At the time of breakthrough, well 2/4-14 had been subjected to an underground
flow which was estimated at 18 000 barrels of oil/condensate per day, for nearly a
year. The reservoir below therefore had a reduced pressure, and the rock around the
blowing wellbore had been subjected to high hoop stresses due to the bottom hole
drawdown pressure. In other words, stress and pressure changes had taken place in
the neighbourhood of the well.

As part of the post evaluation, drillability logs were made for both wells. Near
bottom, the two wells were just a few meters apart. Therefore, it was assumed that the
virgin rock was identical around the two wellbores, and that any difference should be
attributed to effects of the underground blowout.

Figure 3.32 shows the resulting drillability curves. The dotted line shows the drilla-
bility for the initial well. The drillability was approximately constant down to 4714 m,
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where the weaker Mandal sand was penetrated. The drillability increased here by a
factor of six. During further drilling, the drillability again increased when the reservoir
was penetrated at 4732 m, causing an underground blowout to the Mandal formation,
and also to a shallower sand stringer at about 900 m depth.

The solid curve shows the drillability for the adjacent relief well. Down to 4673 m
the drillabilities of the two wells are nearly identical. However, at this depth, the
drillability of the relief well increases significantly over the curve for the initial well.
4673 m defines the depth at which there are changing properties due to the under-
ground blowout. At this depth the formations and the pressure regime have undergone
alterations. At 4673 m the distance between the two wells was about 6.4 m. The con-
clusion from Aadnoy & Bakoy (1992) is that the underground flow that took place
over a year caused changes which penetrated 30 borehole radii away from the well-
bore, which was by far exceeding the 5 borehole radii which was predicted by rock
mechanics theory. This is important in planning the target size in relief well drilling.

These two examples demonstrate that the drillability log can provide significant
information in rock mechanics evaluations. Other aspects like pore pressure estimation
will not be addressed at this time. A refined drillability log may also in the future be
able to provide better information about formation tops and cap rock tagging.

3.5.4 Drill ing time curve

The top hole is drilled with a larger drillbit than the deeper parts of the well. Yet
the top layers are easier and quicker to drill. The rock is more compacted and has
undergone diagenetic changes with depth, which makes it harder. The in-situ stress is
also increasing with depth. There is of course a coupling between the stress state and
the rock properties.

Figure 3.33a illustrates a drilling time curve, with a significant increase in time
with depth. The flat sections represent operations with no drilling like casing landing
and cementing. If we remove the casing operations time, we obtain an effective drilling
time curve as indicated in Fig. 3.33b. We observe that the shape of this curve can be
approximated as some power of depth.

That the drilling time increases with depth means that the drilling rate decreases
with depth. The following coupling between drilled depth, drilling rate and time can
be established:

δD = ROP δt (3.35)

We will now assume that the overburden stress gives a reasonable magnitude of the
general stress state at any depth, in the absence of more detailed stress information.
We usually have an overburden stress curve for all wells. Fig. 3.33c shows a typical
overburden stress curve. Although some deviations occur in surface layers, it can be
approximated as a straight line, that is, a nearly constant gradient.

We observe that the overburden stress increases with depth, while the drilling rate
decreases. Therefore, we will assume that an inverse relation exists. (The overburden
stress is the gradient multiplied by the depth).

ROP = 1/σvD (3.36)
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Figure 3.33 Visual comparison between drilling time and integrated overburden time.

Eliminating the drilling rate by combining the two equations above results in:

δt = σvDδD

The time required to drill a given distance can be obtained by integrating this equation.

t =
∫ D1

D0

σvDdD (3.37)

If we assume a linear overburden stress function then the drilling time becomes
proportional to the squared depth, i.e.

t = σvD2 (3.38)

Figure 3.33d shows the integrated overburden curve. Comparing the effective drilling
time curve in Figure 3.33b with the integrated overburden stress curve of Fig-
ure 3.33d, we see a good resemblance. Equation (3.37) can therefore be used to model
drilling time.
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Equation (3.37) can also be described by an analogy description.
The integration of the drilling time from t0 to t1 is equivalent to the drillbit working

through the stress field from D0 to D1. The mechanical work spent is equivalent to an
integration in time.

3.5.5 Depth normalisation of dril labil ity

We have just demonstrated that there is an apparent correlation between the over-
burden stress and the drilling time. One application of this concept is to establish
correlations for drilling time modelling and optimisation. Another aspect will briefly
be outlined in the following.

Equation (3.36) defines an inverse relationship between the drilling rate and the
overburden stress. This will be used to depth-normalise the drilling rate. We will use
this relation to define a pressure and depth-normalised drillability:

dln = dlσvD

If we insert this expression into Eqn. 3.34, the normalised drillability becomes:

dh = ROP
σvD × D′

h

WOB × N
(3.38)

In traditional drillability evaluation, e.g. when calculating the d-exponent, there is a
declining trend with depth. By stress and depth normalisation, we expect a straight
vertical trend, this means that the normalised drillability from the top hole can be
compared against the normalised drillability at depth. This will therefore provide a
framework with increased potential for interpretation.

Readers are also referred to Hareland & Hoberock (1993) for drillability
interpretation.

3.6 A GENERAL FRACTURING MODEL

3.6.1 Introduction

In Section 3.1 general normalization equations are derived for arbitrary drillfloor
height. In Section 3.3 an empirical frac. model is derived based on shallow frac. data. In
the application of the latter, a normalization procedure is applied for varying seawater
depth.

The above normalization concepts have been extended to deep water wells.
Aadnoy (1998) showed that the fracture pressure is basically related to the effective
overburden stress, and presented a general model which gave good results when applied
to wells in various parts of the world, such as the North Sea, Gulf of Mexico, Brazil,
Angola and so on. It was therefore termed a “worldwide model’’. In particular it was
found that the model works for any water depth, deep or shallow. The major aspect of
the model is to properly normalize for the water depth. Kaarstad and Aadnoy (2008)
summarize this model. In the following a general presentation will be given as well as
several examples of application.
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3.6.2 Development of the model

The overburden st ress

The fracture pressure of a borehole depends on the in-situ stress state, which is defined
in terms of a 3-parameter tensor; the overburden stress σo and the two horizontal
stresses σH and σh. The overburden stress is defined as the cumulative weight of
sediments above at a given depth. In integral form:

σo = g
∫ Dw

0
ρswdD + g

∫ D

Dw

ρbdD (3.39)

A constant seawater density is a good approximation, whereas for the bulk rock den-
sity this may not always be the case. For example if constant densities are assumed,
Equation 3.39 can be formulated as:

dob = 1.03
Dw

D
+ ρb

(
1 − Dw

D

)
(3.40)

Figure 3.34 shows overburden gradient curves for various water depths using Equa-
tion 3.40. It is observed that the overburden gradient reduces with increased water
depths because of the low density of water.

0
1.0 1.5 2.0

Eaton.s model

Linear approximation

Overburden stress grad (s.g.)

1000

2000

3000

Depth (m) Water depth

2000 1500 1000 500 0

Figure 3.34 Overburden stress gradient curves for various water depth.
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Kaarstad and Aadnoy (2008) showed that that applied on deepwater wells, there
is a strong correlation between the fracture pressure and the overburden stress. This
correlation will be used in the following to derive general normalization equations.
The purpose is to be able to use data from one water depth to predict the fracture
pressure at another water depth.

The Fractur ing Equat ions

Reference is given to Section 3.2 where the elementary equations relating to borehole
fracturing are presented. The following derivations are valid for:

• Relaxed depositional basin environments or fields with equal horizontal in-situ
stresses

• Normal pore pressure
• Abnormal pore pressure, but the same pore pressure in the two cases considered
• Vertical boreholes. Inclined boreholes can be handled by first deriving the solu-

tion for vertical holes, then transforming the solution to the wellbore direction of
interest.

Normal izat ion of f rac . pressures

The fracturing pressure is normalized to seabed and correlates to the respective overbur-
den pressure for relaxed depositional basin environments. Figure 1 shows normalized

RKB RKB

MSL MSL

D1

D2

hf1

hw1

hf 2

hw2

dwf 2

dwf1

Figure 3.35 Depth references used when data are normalized to various water depths. Subscript 1
refers to reference, while subscript 2 refers to the prognosis.
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pressure from seabed of two offshore locations. Seawater pressure is subtracted and
the depth is also calculated from seabed.

The zero reference is the drill floor. The following definitions apply:

hf = air gap from drill floor to sea level (m)
hw = water depth (m)
D = depth (m)
Dsb = depth of rock below seabed (m)
P = pressure (MPa)
d = gradient with reference to water (s.g.)
db = bulk density gradient (s.g.)
dsw = relative density of sea water (s.g.)

In the general case, a new well (index 2) will have different rock penetration below
seabed, varying bulk densities, different water depth, and different air gap to drill
floor compared to a reference well (index 1). Applying the direct correlation between
fracture pressure and overburden yields:

Pwf = constant.σo (3.41)

When solving for the fracture pressure gradient, the normalization equations for the
prognosis become, assuming a variable bulk density:

Dwf 2 = Dwf 1 + 
hw + 
hf + 
Dsb

dwf 2 = dsw
hw2

Dwf 2
+

(
dwf 1

Dwf 1

Dwf 2
− dsw

hw1

Dwf 2

) ∫
Dsb2

db2dD∫
Dsb1

db1dD
(3.42)

This equation requires detailed information about the bulk density profile, and is
applicable when significant reference data exist. However, simplifying assumptions
often apply, and can be categorized as follows:

Dif ferent , but constant bu lk dens i t ies

Applying constant bulk densities to Equation (3.42), the integrals are reduced and the
normalization equations can be expressed as follows:

Dwf 2 = Dwf 1 + 
hw + 
hf + 
Dsb

dwf 2 = dsw
hw2

Dwf 2
+

(
dwf 1

Dwf 1

Dwf 2
− dsw

hw1

Dwf 2

)
db2Dsb2

db1Dsb1
(3.43)

Constant bu lk dens i t y

For wells in the same area it may often be assumed that the bulk density is equal for
the different wells. Equation 3.42 is then further simplified, and the normalization
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equations become:

Dwf 2 = Dwf 1 + 
hw + 
hf + 
Dsb

dwf 2 = dsw
hw2

Dwf 2
+

(
dwf 1

Dwf 1

Dwf 2
− dsw

hw1

Dwf 2

)
Dsb2

Dsb1
(3.44)

These equations are used to normalize between varying water depths, platform
elevations and rock penetrations.

Same rock penetrat ion be low seabed for data and
prognos i s and constant bu lk dens i t y

When setting 
Dsb = 0, the following normalization equations result:

Dwf 2 = Dwf 1 + 
hw + 
hf

dwf 2 = dwf 1
Dwf 1

Dwf 2
+ dsw
hw

Dwf 2
(3.45)

These equations are used to normalize between varying water depths or platform
elevations. The overburden pressure at depth D1 is given by:

Pwf 1 = 0.098dsw1hw1 + 0.098db1(Dwf 1 − hw1 − hf 1) (3.46)

or

Pwf 1 = 0.098dwf 1Dwf 1 (3.47)

The depth of the rock below seabed is:

Dsb1 = Dwf 1 − hw1 − hf 1 (3.48)

3.6.3 Field cases

Five deep-water wells and one shallow-water well offshore Norway are analyzed in
detail in Kaarstad and Aadnoy (2008). The lithology and the bulk densities were
analyzed to provide an accurate overburden stress curve in each well. Because the
overburden stress serves as a fracturing gradient reference, it is important to obtain
bulk density data as accurate as possible.

Analyzing leak-off data and overburden stress gradient for the five deep-water
wells gave a fracture prognosis of 98% of the overburden stress gradient with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.049, and errors ranging from 0 to 5%. The overburden, leak-off
data, and resulting fracture pressure gradient curve for one of the wells are shown in
Figure 3.36.

Example of use of normal izat ion methods

Data normalization is an indispensable method to compare data sets with different
references. Equations 3.42 define the general normalization equations used to compare
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Figure 3.36 Example of application of generalized frac. model.

pressures (e.g. overburden, leak-off pressure, in-situ stresses, etc.) with differences in
bulk density, rig floor height, water depth and depth of penetration. To demonstrate
the application we present two examples:

Example 1

The reference well is drilled in 400 m of water. The following data will be used to
derive a prognosis for a well in 1100 m water depth. Assume that the rig floor height,
the bulk density, and the penetration depth remain unchanged.

• Drill floor height: hf = 25 m
• Total depth of well 1: D1 = 900 m
• Water depth for well 1: hw1 = 400 m
• Leak-off pressure for well 1: d1 = 1.5 s.g. @ 900 m
• Water depth for well 2: hw2 = 1100 m
• Seawater density: dsw = 1.03 s.g.

Given the assumptions of this example we can apply Equation (3.43) to calculate the
prognosis for the leak-off pressure gradient for the new well. First we calculate the
new depth reference:

D2 = D1 + 
hw + 
hf

= 900 m + (1100 m − 400 m) + (25 m − 25 m)

= 1600 m

  



Chapter 4

Well design premises

4.1 WELL INTEGRITY

4.1.1 Definitions

During drilling of a well the design must ensure that the well can withstand abnormal
events. Two incidents that can create severe problems are significant loss of mud return,
and taking a high pressure kick.

Loss of circulation may halt the operation since it usually has to be cured either
by plugging with lost circulation material (LCM) or by cementing, or by sealing off
the loss zone with a casing string or a liner. Usually loss of circulation delays further
drilling since a hydrostatic pressure balance is difficult to obtain in the annulus. In
extreme cases, loss of circulation may initiate a well pressure control problem for the
same reason. From a casing design point of view the major impact of circulation losses
is an increased collapse loading on the casing.

A kick can develop either as a consequence of circulation losses, by reduced hydro-
static head in the annulus, or by drilling into a high pressure reservoir with insufficient
mud weight. As long as the well is open there will be low loading on the casing. How-
ever, if the well is shut in, when partially or fully filled with gas, a significant pressure
may develop in the shallower parts of the well. In the following we will describe three
different scenarios that may arise after a gas-filled well is shut in.

Figure 4.1 illustrates a well which is filled with gas and shut in. At the bottom the
formation pressure is acting. Since the formation fluid is often light, the wellhead is
exposed to a considerable pressure, which is the formation pressure minus the weight
of the gas column.

Figure 4.1a illustrates the full well integrity case. The burst loading of the casing
is the inside pressure minus the outside pressure. Here the burst strength is exceeding
the load. Also, the critical fracturing pressure below the casing shoe is higher than the
pressure inside the well. In other words we have full well integrity over the casing and
also over the open hole interval.

Figure 4.1b illustrates the same loading scenario, only in this case the open hole
below the casing is too weak, and the well may fracture. In this case we have a reduced
well integrity, since a flow may take place between the reservoir and the casing shoe
further up. This scenario is called an underground blowout, and even if it is not wanted,
it may be acceptable temporarily as long as the flow is confined to the casing shoe and
if the drilling fluid level above the shoe is maintained. However, in some instances, a
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Figure 4.1 Definitions of well integrity.
a) Full well integrity. Both open hole below casing and the casing can handle gas filled well.
b) Reduced well integrity. Casing can handle gas filled well, but formation below is too weak.
c) Reduced well integrity. Now the open hole below the casing has sufficient strength, but
the casing is too weak resulting in burst below the wellhead.

leak may occur behind the casing, or a fracture may move towards the surface, leading
to more severe problems.

Figure 4.1c also shows the same scenario as before. In this case the casing is too
weak, and it will burst just below the wellhead when the well is shut in. The critical
fracture pressure below the shoe may or may not exceed the annulus pressure, but is
higher than the strength of the casing. This situation is completely unacceptable, since
a failure below the wellhead will almost certainly result in a full blowout, a possible
disaster both for personnel and equipment. In fact, as shown later we will always
design the well such that the upper part of the casing can withstand the full reservoir
pressure. If a weak point is required, this must always be below the casing shoe.

Figure 4.2 further illustrates the integrity issue. This shows the frac. pressure, the
pore pressure, and the pressure inside the borehole if the well is filled with formation
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Figure 4.2 Examples of full and reduced well integrity for an shut-in oil filled well.

fluid and shut in. We observe that the 7′′ and 9 5/8′′ intervals have full integrity, as the
hole will not fracture if the well is shut in. The 13 3/8′′ hole interval, on the other hand,
has reduced well integrity as the inside oil pressure exceeds the fracturing pressure at
a depth of 1300 m.

4.1.2 Well integrity

Fu l l we l l in tegr i t y

The production casing, which is the last casing string installed before installing the
production tubing always need full well integrity. (Figure 4.1a). During production,
a leak in the top of the production tubing may give the production casing a loading
corresponding to Figure 4.1c with full well integrity; both the casing and the open hole
can withstand gas-filled casing exposed to full reservoir pressure. For this case, the
following design premise must be met:

• The minimum frac. gradient required to ensure full well integrity and to reach the
end of the next open hole section.
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Reduced wel l in tegr i t y

All casing strings, except the production casing, may be designed for reduced well
integrity. For this case, the well cannot handle a shut-in when the well is completely
filled with gas. An important condition is that the casing (which usually is weakest just
below the wellhead), must not burst. In other words, one must ensure that the open
hole below the casing represents the weakest point. A failure in the top of the casing
can be disastrous for personnel and equipment, while a failure in the rock below the
casing may result in an underground blowout with less impact on the surface. For the
reduced integrity case, the following design conditions must be established:

• The minimum frac. gradient required to reach next casing setting depth.
• The maximum allowable frac. gradient to ensure that the weak point stays below

the casing.
• The maximum kick size that can be handled without fracturing below the casing.

In other words, provided that the maximum kick size is not exceeded, full well integrity
is obtained.

4.1.3 Example

Figure 4.3 shows the pressure prognosis for a well under planning. Also shown are the
leak-off values for the reference wells. The problem at hand is to determine the deepest
setting point for the 18 5/8′′ casing shoe, using the concept of reduced well integrity.
Also the kick margin will be calculated.

Solution:
Inspection of Figure 4.3 shows that the open hole below the 18 5/8′′ shoe is planned to
3400 m, which is the setting depth for the 14′′ casing. At this depth the pore pressure is:

0.098 × 1.5 (s.g.) × 3400 (m) = 500 bar

Figure 4.4 shows the pressure profile in the well if it is shut-in when filled with
0.188 s.g. methane gas. The surface pressure will be:

500 bar − 0.098 × 0.188 (s.g) × 3400 (m) = 437 bar

Also shown in Figure 4.4 is the burst strength of the 18 5/8′′, X-70, 84.5 lbs/ft
casing chosen. Using a 10% safety factor, maximum allowable surface pressure in this
casing is:

197 bar/1.10 = 179 bar

As this allowable pressure is significantly lower than the gas-filled casing pressure,
we have a reduced integrity case. At a pressure of 179 bar at the wellhead, the following
pressure will be seen at the shoe:

179 bar + 0.098 × 0.188 (s.g.) × 1000 (m) = 198 bar
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Figure 4.4 Design pressures for a reduced integrity case.

This pressure is equivalent to a gradient of:

198 bar/(0.098 × 1000 (m)) = 2.02 s.g.

If the actual frac. gradient is lower than 2.02 s.g., the open hole below the casing
will fracture, which is the acceptable solution. A frac. gradient higher than 2.02 s.g.
will result in a bursted casing below the wellhead, which is not acceptable. Since we
want to investigate the integrity over a depth interval, this calculation is repeated for
1200 and 1400 meters depth resulting in:

179 + 0.098 × 0.188 × 1200/(0.098 × 1200) = 1.71 s.g.

179 + 0.098 × 0.188 × 1400/(0.098 × 1400) = 1.49 s.g.

These three points are plotted and connected in Figure 4.3. This curve may be
interpreted as follows. If the actual frac. gradient is lower than this line, the formation
below the casing string will represent the weak point and the design is acceptable.
Conversely, if the actual frac. gradient is higher, the casing just below the wellhead is
the weak point, and this is not acceptable.

At 1100 m, this design line crosses the frac. gradient curve at a value of 1.86 s.g.
However, at this depth the frac. gradient may exceed the design curve, resulting in an
unacceptable design. We will therefore place the casing at 1000 m depth, where the
weak point will stay below the casing shoe provided that the frac. gradient is less than
2.02 s.g.
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The actual kick margin depends on the actual frac. gradient obtained. We will
assume the design gradient of 1.83 s.g. at 1000 m. The fracturing pressure at 1000 m
then becomes:

0.098 × 1.83 (s.g.) × 1000 (m) = 179 bar

Now assume that the well has been shut in with a gas bubble at the bottom. At a
critical gas height h, the frac. pressure will be reached at the shoe, as determined from
the pressure balance:

179 bar = 500 bar − 0.098 × 0.188 × h − 0.098 × 1.70(3400 − 1000 − h)

or : h = 533 m

Assuming a 16′′ hole and a 5′′ drillpipe the annular capacity is 0.117 m3/m, which
yields a kick margin of 62.4 m3.

To summarise, the results of the reduced well integrity design are:

• Setting depth of casing: 1000 m
• Maximum allowable frac. gradient to ensure that the formation below the casing

shoe represent the weak point: 2.02 s.g.
• Minimum frac. gradient to be able to drill next open hole section to 3400 m:

1.50 s.g.
• Kick margin, maximum allowable gas influx to avoid fracturing below casing

shoe: 62.4 m3.

Prob lems

Problem 1. You are asked to perform a reduced integrity design for the next casing
string, the 14′′ casing (Figure 4.3) that will be set in the interval 3000–3400 m. The
open hole below the 14′′ string is planned to extend to 4730 m. The 14′′ casing chosen
is a grade P-110, 86 lbs/ft , with a burst pressure of 569 bar. Using a 10% safety factor,
perform the reduced well integrity design for the two cases:

a) Assuming methane gas with density of 0.267 s.g.
b) The geologists have convinced you that only a heavier formation fluid of 0.547

s.g. will be encountered.

Problem 2. The 17-1/2 in. section of a well is just drilled. Due to operational prob-
lems, combined with a gas-bearing permeable formation, a kick occurs at the bottom
of the well. Well data are:

Depth of well 1700 m
Pore pressure 1.56 s.g. assuming weightless gas
Previous casing 20 in. set at 1100 m. Burst strength 190 bar
Leak-off below 20 in. 1.62 s.g.
Mud density 1.60 s.g.
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The 20 in. casing is cemented to the wellhead; we will therefore assume that
effective casing back-pressure is equivalent to seawater gradient.

a) Prepare a figure over the well.
b) Compute bottom-hole pressure, the leak-off pressure and effective burst pressure

for the casing at the surface and at the casing shoe.
c) Determine if the well has reduced integrity. Where is the weak point, if any?
d) If it has reduced integrity, determine the kick margin.

4.2 CASING SIZES AND SETTING DEPTH

4.2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will first define some requirements for the casing, then look at the
process of setting depth selection. A field example will be used to demonstrate the
process. In particular, we will show that the casing seat selection is mainly dependent
on the pore pressure, the fracturing pressure, and the mud weight. Handling of well
kicks imposes little constraint in the process, as we will use the concept of kick margins.

4.2.2 Casing Strings

Types

The following standard types of casing strings are commonly used:

• Conductor casing: 30 in. diameter
• Surface casing: 20 in. diameter
• Intermediate casing: 13-3/8 in. diam.
• Production casing: 9-5/8 in. diam.
• Production liner: 7 in. diameter

Other sizes may also be used. Examples are:

• Surface casing: 18-5/8 in. diam.
• Intermediate casing: 16 in. diam.
• Production casing: 10-3/4 in. diam.
• Production liner: 5-1/2 in. diam.

With the increased attention to slim hole drilling and other means of cost reduction,
we will probably see a trend towards smaller strings or elimination of, for example,
the intermediate string.

Funct iona l requ i rements

The most important requirements for each string can be identified as follows.
Conductor casing:

• Isolate unconsolidated layers below seabed.
• Support template and marine riser on floating rigs, and mudline suspension/riser

system on jack-up rigs. Extend the well to deck on fixed platforms.
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• Support surface casing and wellhead.
• Sufficient internal diameter to accommodate surface casing and provide efficient

cement displacement.
• Outer diameter or connections shall allow for installation through the rotary

table.
• Conductor shall be deep enough and sufficiently strong to safely handle a gas kick

if a diverter system is planned to be used.

Surface casing:

• Isolate weak formations down to a depth where the formation integrity is sufficient
to ensure proper control of abnormally pressured formations in the hole below.

• Support the wellhead and the blow-out-preventer.
• Isolate the formations down to any potential shallow gas zone or isolate such zones

in order to establish integrity for further drilling.

Intermediate casing:

• Isolate all formations up to the surface casing shoe so that the next hole section
can be drilled safely and efficiently through the pay zone.

• Due to abnormally pressurised zones, weak zones, and zones with lack of stability,
more than one intermediate casing may be required. The sizes of the casings must
therefore be selected such that the pay zone later can be isolated by a casing with
sufficient internal diameter, even if a second casing is used.

• Give sufficient well integrity for drilling the pay zone or any abnormally pressurised
zones as requested by the drilling program.

• Fulfil production casing design requirements if only a production liner is planned
below.

Intermediate liner:

• Has the capability of being set between two ordinary strings of casing if hole
conditions call for an intermediate isolation of the wellbore.

• Dimensions that give sufficient clearances for the previous and the next casing
strings.

Production casing:

• Shall isolate the productive zones.
• Ensure proper cementing of the annulus across the productive zones, so that fluid

cannot migrate along the wellbore.
• Be able to withstand mechanical and chemical wear from formation- and

completion- fluids over the planned production lifetime of the well.
• Be designed to maintain well integrity during all planned production and workover

periods.
• Shall be designed and set to allow for further deepening of the hole if specified in

the drilling program.
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Production liner:

• Shall isolate the productive zones if a production casing is not used, or if the
production casing is set only to the top of the reservoir.

• All casing strings and liners exposed to production activities shall fulfil the pro-
duction casing requirements with respect to well integrity during all phases of the
productive life of the well.

Tieback casing:

• The tieback casing has the same functional requirements as the production liner
except that the axial load from testing is not present.

• The tieback casing is used to increase the well pressure integrity, often in connection
with options such as flow testing of the well. Also, it may be installed to increase
the corrosion resistance if H2S and CO2 gases are present.

Dimens iona l requ i rements

The casing clearances are always governed by the connector/coupling configuration.
Strength requirements may require coupling with larger outer diameter and smaller
inner diameter than the casing itself. We will in the following define some important
dimensional requirements.

The conductor casing dimensions:

• Outer diameter relates to the rotary table opening, opening of the temporary guide
base if used, and flow area and top hole diameter.

• Inner diameter relates to flow area between conductor and surface casing.
• Wall thickness relates to stiffness for support of wellhead, blow-out-preventer and

marine riser, to resist buckling if drive pipe is used, and to handle fatigue stresses
for subsea production wells due to bending and thermal expansion. Thick wall
conductors are often required for the upper joints.

The surface casing dimensions:

• Outer diameter relates to the flow area between the casing, connectors and the
hole.

• Inner diameter relates to clearance for next drill bit, and outside diameter of a
possible intermediate liner hanger system.

• Wall thickness of upper joints relates to fatigue stresses for subsea production wells
due to bending and thermal expansion.

The intermediate casing dimensions:

• Outer diameter relates to the flow area between casing, connectors, and hole, and
the smallest inner diameter in the intermediate liner system if installed.

• Inner diameter relates to the next drill bit size, and the outside diameter of a
possible liner hanger system.
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The intermediate liner dimensions:

• Same requirements as for the intermediate casing.

The production casing and liner dimensions:

• Outer diameter relates to the flow area between casing, connectors and hole. Annu-
lar space for proper cementing of the productive interval, and the smallest inner
diameter in the intermediate liner system if such is installed.

• The inner diameter relates to the next drill bit size if further drilling will be per-
formed. Clearance required for logging, perforating and well testing equipment
to be run, and clearance required for completion- and possible gravel packing
equipment installation.

The dimensions of any other type of string:

• If casing strings or liners other than those mentioned above are to be used,
considerations shall always be given to diameters and clearances.

4.2.3 Setting depth

Factors to be eva luated

The following main elements should be evaluated and used as a basis for the casing
design. The list may be changed according to particularities in each individual well
design.

Hole stability:

• unconsolidated formations
• swelling clays
• fractured formations
• collapse/washout
• fluid loss zones
• plastic formations
• subsidence
• zone isolation

Formation pressure and integrity:

• high integrity formations
• low integrity formations
• high pressure formations
• charged formations
• highly permeable formations
• well control integrity and margins

Drilling fluids, hole cleaning and cementing precautions:

• pressure losses, circulation densities and pump performance
• hole cleaning capabilities
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• cementing of permeable intervals
• H2S and CO2 bearing intervals
• formation temperature
• mud system chemical/physical tolerances
• differential sticking
• reservoir invasion and damage

Hole curvature:

• kick-off points
• drop-off points
• hole angles
• dog leg severity
• build-up/drop-off rates
• potential side tracks

Mechanical equipment:

• drilling rig hoisting/rotating capability
• drill string and bottom-hole-assembly capability
• casing tensile strength, burst and collapse capability
• mechanical wear on previous casing
• equipment availability

Economy:

• equipment cost
• penetration rate
• pilot holes
• time versus depth profile
• probability and consequences of hole problems
• primary and secondary objectives
• formation evaluation and geological markers

The evaluation of risk is an important element when performing the well design,
in which the casing setting depth evaluation is essential.

Set t ing depth eva luat ion

The process of evaluating casing setting depths is briefly outlined below:

• Determine primary and secondary well objectives.
• Identify factors to be given special emphasis.
• Determine cementing requirements.
• Determine objectives for each proposed hole interval based on the factors listed

above.
• If the hole cannot be drilled with standard sizes of casing strings, an extra

intermediate or production liner can be installed.
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• If the above mentioned liner does not solve the problem, then consider a non-
standard casing program.

• Perform the design.
• If the casing design results in unfavourable casing qualities, then re-evaluate the

setting depths prior to confirming the required qualities.

An evaluation of the well control capabilities and kick margins should always be
performed for each hole interval below the surface casing after the setting depths have
been determined.

A check on the availability of the selected casing should always be performed
immediately after the casing has been designed. Lack of availability may lead to a
re-evaluation of the setting depths or the use of higher quality casing than strictly
required by the design.

4.2.4 Example of setting depth evaluation

In this example calculation we will investigate various ways to evaluate the setting
depth of each casing string. The two key parameters are the fracturing pressure and
the pore pressure. The relationship between these two parameters determines the
maximum length of each open hole section.

Given a pressure prognosis, the casing seats are always determined starting at the
bottom of the well and working upwards. In this manner the minimum number of
casing strings will be determined. First we will look at the simplest case.

Set t ing depth l imi ted by mud weight

Figure 4.5 shows the pressure gradients for a well. At about 2400 m the reservoir
is penetrated, causing the regression on the pore pressure gradient. In the fracture
gradient curve two potential loss zones are shown, these are the Utsira sand and the
Balder tuff. We will assume that the 9-5/8 in. production casing is set just above the
reservoir, and that the 7 in. liner will be set through the reservoir.

At 2400 m the minimum mud density is 1.6 s.g. A vertical line upwards crosses
the fracture gradient prognosis at 1300 m, which is the shallowest setting depth of
the 13-3/8 in. casing. The two shallower casing strings can be set over a wide range,
as there is a wide margin between the two gradient curves. From Figure 4.5 we have
determined the setting depths as follows:

Casing size (inch) Depth (m) Mud weight (s.g.)

7 2700 1.60
9 5/8 2400 1.60
13 3/8 1300 1.30
18 5/8 700 1.20
30 400 Sea water

Please observe that even if the Balder zone locally is weaker, it is not critical in this
design. The top of each open hole section is critical, that is at 1300, 700 and 400 m.
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Figure 4.5 Casing depth limited by mud weight.

Set t ing depth l imi ted by mud weight and r i ser marg in

If we decide to drill from a floating drilling rig, we are required to take the riser
margin into account. The purpose is to keep the well stable if, for example, the riser
has to be disconnected in an emergency situation, as bad weather conditions. Figure
4.6 illustrates the problem.

During the drilling operation, drilling mud is filling the hole all the way to the
drill floor as shown in Figure 4.6a. However, during disconnect, the hydrostatic head
caused by the elevation from the drill floor to the sea level is lost, and the mud inside
the marine riser is now replaced by sea water, as shown in Figure 4.6b.

During disconnect, the pore pressure must be balanced by the total hydrostatic
pressure, which is:

Po = 0.098{ρ(D − hf − hw) + 1.03hw} (4.1)
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Figure 4.6 Drilling and abandonment scenarios to define the riser margin. a) During drilling and b) after
abandonment.

Because of this loss of hydrostatic head, we will during regular drilling use an over
pressure, called the riser margin. The bottomhole pressure is then:

P = 0.098ρ × D (4.2)

and the pore pressure at depth D can be expressed as:

Po = 0.098dpD (4.3)

Now we want to determine the minimum mud weight used to ensure that there is
a riser margin. If we equate Equations (4.1) and (4.3), we can calculate this minimum
mud weight, which is expressed as:

ρ = dpD − 1.03hw

D − hf − hw
(4.4)

Figure 4.7 shows the same data as Figure 4.5, except that the minimum mud weight
curve calculated from Equation (4.4) is shown. The mud weight used must at least have
this value to include the riser margin. The casing evaluation process is now repeated.
Since the minimum mud weight allowed at 2400 m now is 1.69 s.g., the previous open
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Figure 4.7 Casing depth limited by mud weight and riser margin.

hole section must now at least pass 1700 m. From Figure 4.7 the following setting
depths are suggested:

Casing size (inch) Depth (m) Mud weight (s.g.)

7 2700 1.69
9 5/8 2400 1.69
13 3/8 1700 1.40
18 5/8 900 1.20
30 440 Sea water

Set t ing depth l imi ted by k ick cr i ter ia

Kick control is a critical element in all casing design, and also when it comes to setting
depth. When doing this evaluation it is important to use pressures, and not pressure
gradients. Remember that the well is exposed to a pressure. The gradient is introduced
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Figure 4.8 Setting depth from kick criteria.

as some kind of depth normalisation. If a gas is allowed to migrate up the hole with
constant pressure, the gradient is going to increase.

Figure 4.8 shows a pressure plot for the same well. From the reservoir geology
section we have learned that the formation fluid expected is a condensate with density
0.76 s.g., and calculations have shown that the pressure will exceed the bubble point at
all phases of the circulation of a kick. The density can therefore be assumed constant,
and we assume that no expansion takes place during circulation.

Assuming that the 12-1/4 in. section has been drilled to 2400 m, and the well takes
a kick. The well is filled with 0.76 s.g. condensate, and pressure up the hole is reduced
by the weight of this fluid. A gradient corresponding to the condensate density is drawn
from 2400 m upwards, and it crosses the fracture pressure line at 1960 m. Repeating
this process upwards yields the minimum setting depths of:

Casing size (inch) Depth (m)

7 2700
9 5/8 2400
13 3/8 1960
18 5/8 1450
30 750
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Figure 4.9 Problem 1 of Section 4.2.4.

We observe that if we want to ensure full well integrity in all hole sections, we
end up with an unacceptably long casing string. This will be further discussed in the
following.

Summary of example case

The first and second cases above are similar, except that the first case applies to jack-
up rigs and fixed installations, while the second case applies to mobile drilling rigs.
The depths determined from mud weight considerations must always be considered.
However, if we considered a kick scenario, we found that we obtained unrealistically
long casing strings. To overcome this problem, we will therefore use the definitions of
well integrity defined in Section 4.1. The casing seat selection would look as follows:

• The casing seats are selected from mud weight considerations as shown in the
examples above.

• The production casing must always have full well integrity, that is the capability
of handling a kick.
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• The shallower casing strings will not be designed for full well integrity because
this requires unacceptably long casing strings. Instead we will here use the concept
of reduced integrity, defined in Section 4.1. Reduced well integrity means that a
kick margin is introduced. If this kick volume is not exceeded, the well will remain
stable.

Prob lems

Problem 1. In Figure 4.9 is a prognosis for an exploration well. You are asked to
determine the setting depth of each casing string. The 9-5/8 in. casing is set at 1900 m,
and a 7 in. liner is set through the reservoir.

The water depth is 150 m, and the drill floor elevation is 25 m above sea level.
Perform another casing seat evaluation by including the riser margin.

Using the “median line principle’’ from Section 2.1, propose a mud weight schedule
for this well.

Problem 2. In Figure 4.10 is a prognosis for a high pressure well in the Central Graben
area. The 9-5/8 in. casing will be set at 4730 m, and a 7 in. liner will be set through
the reservoir. Perform the following setting depth evaluations:

a) Using the fracture gradient curve.
b) Using the frac. gradient curve for weak zones.
c) Using the frac. grad. curve and the median line for the mud weight.

4.3 COMPLETION AND PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS

4.3.1 Introduction

A number of pressure tests are usually performed during completion and workover
operations. The objective is usually to check production tubing and packer for leaks.
Also, plugged perforations and fracturing operations may result in excessive pressures.
These may exceed the pressures the casing is designed for. Therefore, the maximum
pressures arising during completion and workover operations should be established as
design parameters for the production casing, and included in the design.

This chapter addresses also other effects which should be evaluated in the well
design process, in an attempt to bring more long term elements into the evaluation
process.

4.3.2 Particular conditions

Wel lhead des ign pressure

The wellhead design pressure is often higher than the maximum pressures expected in
the field. One reason is that the wellhead is designed in pressure classes, i.e. 5000 psi.
Another reason to use a higher wellhead design pressure is to allow for a higher pump
pressure during bullheading and fracturing operations. For these reasons it is often
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Figure 4.10 Problem 2 of Section 4.2.4.
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practice to design the production casing to withstand the wellhead design pressure,
even if it exceeds the pressures in the formation.

Per forat ion gun f i r ing pressure

Tubing conveyed perforation guns often uses pressures to trigger the charge. In some
instances this pressure exceeds the design pressure for the production casing. The
highest physical pressure occurring should always be used as the design pressure for
the production casing.

P lugged per forat ions dur ing bu l lhead ing

When bullheading the well after a flow test, the perforations may become plugged.
In that case, the pressure acting below the production packer is the hydrostatic head
inside the string plus the surface pump pressure. If this scenario is considered realistic,
the maximum permissible pump pressure should be evaluated.

4.3.3 Other effects

Separate des ign for dr i l l ing and wel l tes t ing

The production casing design for the drilling phase involves a gas filled casing scenario
for the burst evaluation, which usually gives the highest load just below the wellhead.
In case of well testing, a tubing leak below the wellhead will result in a similar pressure
in the wellhead area, but also to a considerable pressure on top of the production
packer, as the production casing has a significant head of mud.

In exploration drilling, well tests are sometimes not performed. In these cases the
production casing could be designed for drilling only, and during an eventual well test
a tieback string could be installed.

Temperature ef fec ts

During well testing and production a considerable amount of heat is transported
from the reservoir up to the wellhead, resulting in a higher temperature profile. This
increased temperature results in volume expansion of the fluids behind the casing
strings. If these annuli are closed, a considerable pressure can develop, resulting in
collapse or burst of one of the casings. Usually this problem is avoided by ensuring
that there always is some open hole exposure in each annulus. In other words, keeping
the cement level below the previous casing shoe.

For wells where the bottomhole temperature exceeds 100◦C, a derating of the
casing strength is required. The derating should follow the casing manufacturer’s rec-
ommendations. When derated field values are determined, derating of the collapse
rating can be done as described in API bulletin 5C3(1990).

Long t ime ef fec ts

The main emphasis in this book is exploration drilling, where the time frame is short.
In production wells, which may have a life of 20–30 years, long time effects should be
considered, especially for the production casing. Some factors are:

• Particle settling behind the casing.
• Subsidence and compaction.
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• Corrosion below the production packer.
• Pore pressure reduction over time.

4.3.4 Examples

Test pressures dur ing complet ion and workover

During design of a well, the drilling department used a reservoir pressure of 194 bars
as a design parameter. The wellhead had a 5000 psi (345 bar) rating. It was questioned
whether one could install weaker casing that satisfied drilling requirements, or whether
the wellhead design rating should be used. The completion group evaluated various
test scenarios, and concluded that the full 345 bar design pressure was required. The
elements considered were:

1. Weakness evaluation of casing and tubing.
2. Pressure testing of tubing before setting production packer.
3. Pressure testing after setting production packer.
4. Performing scale inhibitor squeeze, or fracturing.
5. Temperature expansion.

We will in the following perform a brief discussion about each element, and
perform simple calculations.

Scenario 1: Weakness evaluation of casing and tubing. Figure 4.11 defines the data
used in the example case. We are mainly concerned about the integrity of the production
casing. If excessive pressures arise inside the production casing, then the casing may
burst, or the production tubing may collapse. In our case the tubing collapse pressure
is 433 bar and the casing burst pressure is 473 bar, resulting in the tubing being the
weakest element. The production tubing may in other words act as a safety element
for the casing. The exception is when the pressure inside the tubing is higher than the
pressure inside the casing.

Scenario 2: Pressure testing of tubing before setting packer. This scenario is just a
test of the production tubing integrity. We assume that if leakage occurs, the operation
will be stopped before higher pressures build up inside the production casing.

Scenario 3: Pressure testing after setting production packer. During pressure testing
of the integrity of the packer, on the other hand, the production casing will be pres-
sured. Figure 4.11 illustrates the problem, and we will in the following perform simple
calculations:

The actual pressures at the depth of 2365 m are:

Pore pressure: 0.098 × 1.57 × 2365 = 364 bar

Frac. pressure: 0.098 × 1.87 × 2365 = 433 bar

Pressure behind casing: 0.098 × 1.03 × 2365 = 239 bar
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Production casing
9-5/8”, 47 lb/ftL80
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2365 m Production packer

Pore press. grad. 1.57 s.g.
Frac. press. grad. 1.87 s.g.

5-1/2�, 17 lb/ftL80
Collapse: 433 bar

Figure 4.11 Illustration of completed well.

We have assumed that the effective pressure behind the casing is hydrostatic sea
water, since this is the only mobile phase when particles have settled and the cement
hardened. However, we are fully aware that this is a conservative assumption.

If the production casing above the packer is filled with sea water, maximum
differential pressure across the packer is:

0.098(1.57 − 1.03)2365 = 125 bar

If we instead assume reservoir fluid with density 0.76 s.g., maximum differential
pressure across the packer is:

0.098(1.57 − 0.76)2365 = 188 bar

and if we assume gas filled annulus above the packer, maximum differential pressure is:

0.098(1.57 − 0.20)2365 = 317 bar
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The test pressure is defined as 50 bar more than the maximum pressure occurring.
The first case above is most realistic, but if we assume the third case is unrealistic then
the second case represents the worst case. The maximum test pressure required is:

188 + 50 = 238 bar

The conclusion is that the packer does not have to be tested to 345 bar from a
formation pressure point of view. However, the packer is usually tested to full design
pressure, that is 345 bar, because well operations may give pressures higher than the
formation pressure. Both when testing from the upper and lower side, the pressure
is 345 bar, which exceeds the requirement of the highest physical pressure + 50 bar,
which is 238 bar. The design pressure is significantly lower than the burst strength of
the casing, which is 473 bar.

Scenario 4: Performing scale inhibitor squeeze, or fracturing. During this process
we are pumping fluids down the production string and into the reservoir. There are
two main sources of excessive pressures, the frictional losses call for a higher surface
pressure, and if the perforations become plugged, higher pressures arise under the
packer.

Assume that the production tubing is filled with 0.76 s.g. fluid, and we pump to
fracture behind the perforations. The perforations become plugged, and we pump until
the casing burst below the packer with 473 bar. The static surface pressure is then:

473 bar = 0.098 × 0.76 × 2365 + P

P = 297 bar

Assuming the same fluid density on both inside and outside of the production
tubing, we have considerable margin against burst above the packer, but below the
packer the casing may burst. We have not evaluated frictional pressure losses, but this
is often used as an argument to design the casing for full wellhead design pressure.

Scenario 5: Temperature expansion. This element will be addressed in more detail
in the next chapter. During production, heat will be transported upwards inside the
well. The annulus between the tubing and the production casing is actually a closed
chamber. When heating occurs, expansion takes place, causing pressure build up. On
jack-up rigs and on production platforms, this annulus can be vented to relieve the
pressure, but on present sub-sea wellheads used in exploration drilling, there are no
venting capabilities.

In scenario 1 we found that if a high annulus pressure arises, the tubing will
collapse before the casing bursts. This is the preferred solution if that occurs.

To summarise, we observe that most scenarios give lower pressures than the well-
head design pressure. However, during injection and other operations, failures like
plugged perforations, combined with high frictional losses may result in considerable
pressures. Therefore, it is conventional practice to design the production casing of the
well for full wellhead design pressure.
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Figure 4.12 Situations where temperature induced pressure may/may not cause casing failure.

Temperature induced B-annu lus pressure

During well testing and production a significant amount of heat is transported up
the wellbore. The temperature will increase throughout the well. If closed annuli are
present, the temperature expansion of fluids inside these can cause significant pressure
rise. In extreme cases, temperature expansion can cause burst or collapse of casing
strings.

Figure 4.12 illustrates the problem. In Figure 4.12a the inner casing string is
cemented above the previous casing shoe. Provided a high quality cement job is per-
formed, this annulus (B-annulus) is considered closed. In sub-sea exploration wells
there are usually no venting possibilities. Therefore, one must always check the
expected pressures and the casing strength in these cases.

The common way to reduce temperature-induced pressures is shown in Figure
4.12b. The cement for the next casing string is not covering the previous shoe. It is
believed that the exposed open hole section may allow for a small fluid loss, which will
lead to a reduced pressure. The pressures should also be checked against the fracturing
gradient of the section, which should act as a safety valve. In the following we will
demonstrate the temperature-induced pressures with an example.

Figure 4.13 shows the temperature profiles during casing installation, and also the
profile during a well test. These are considered the two extreme cases. Assuming a
linear temperature profile, the changes in temperatures can be expressed as:

at well head: 
T1 = T3 − T1

at well bottom: 
T2 = T4 − T2
(4.5)
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Figure 4.13 Simplified temperature profiles in a well during various phases.

Having a total volume V in the annulus, free expansion of this volume subjected
to the temperature change of Equation (4.5) yields:


V
V

= 1
2

α (
1 + 
T2)

or if we insert the actual temperatures from Equation (4.5), we obtain:


V
V

= α

{
T3 + T4

2
− T1 + T2

2

}
(4.6)

We observe that the volume change is proportional to the average temperature
change.
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Figure 4.14 Data for an exploration well.

To consider the pressure element, first imagine that the fluid is allowed to expand
freely according to Equation (4.6). Then, the fluid is compressed back to its initial
volume. The pressure required is:


P =
(−1

c

)

V
V

or by inserting Equation (4.6),


P =
(−α

2c

)
{(T3 + T4) − (T1 + T2)} (4.7)

where: c = compressibility of the fluid
α = heat expansion coefficient

Equation (4.7) gives an estimate for the temperature-induced pressure in a closed
annulus, assuming that the mass of the fluid remains constant. In the example above,
only the fluid behavior is studied. Although the casing and the rock have less effect,
their compressibilities could be included as well.

Figure 4.14a shows an example from an exploration well. Figure 4.14b shows the
estimated temperature profiles before and after testing. The expected pressure increase
from Equation (4.7) is:


P = 3 × 10−4

2 × 3 × 10−5
{(134 + 180) − (4 + 180)} = 650 bar
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Comparing this excessive pressure to the strength of the casings, results in:

Collapse strength of 7-5/8 in casing: 985 bar > 650 bar
Burst strength of 10-3/4 in. casing: 835 bar > 650 bar

We conclude that the design is acceptable because both casing strengths exceed the
expected pressure increase. Also, the 7-5/8 in. production casing is considered most
critical, and we observe that failure would in any case occur in the outer intermediate
string before the production casing.

Halal & Michell (1994) propose a casing design procedure for trapped annular
pressure buildup.

  



Chapter 5

Casing design

5.1 DESIGN CRITERIA

The selection of the design criteria is the most critical activity in the design of a well. All
relevant criteria should be evaluated and used in the design. Often several criteria can
be used for each design, and from these the most realistic scenario must be established.

The casing design basically involves strength assessment of burst, collapse and
tensional loads on the string. In the following each of these elements will be discussed.

In addition to the general nomenclature, the following specific symbols are used
in this chapter:

σt tangential stress on casing due to inner pressure
σa axial stress on casing due to inner pressure
L length of casing
Pburst critical inner pressure when casing will fail in tension
σtensile tensile strength of casing material
Di, Do inner and outer diameter of casing
Pcollapse critical outer pressure when casing will collapse
dsw specific gravity of sea water
dce specific gravity of cement
dmw specific gravity of drilling mud

5.1.1 Burst mechanism and design criteria

The pipe body will have a tendency to burst when the difference between the internal
and the external pressures exceeds the mechanical strength of the pipe. Burst is a
tensile failure, resulting in rupture along the axis of the pipe. Figure 5.1 illustrates a
thin-walled pipe, and the following example shows the failure mechanism.

A pipe, or a casing string can be considered as a thin-walled vessel. Figure 5.1a
shows such a vessel. It consists of a tube, with both ends closed. Imagine that this
vessel is being pressurised in the interior. We will now briefly investigate the stresses
that arise during pressurisation. We will investigate the stresses in the two directions,
axially, and circumferentially (the tangential or hoop stress).

Figure 5.1b shows the tangential stress case, and we have indicated a plane which
we will investigate. The total force acting on this plane is the internal pressure P
multiplied with the projected area, or: Ft = PDiL. The area that takes this force is
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Figure 5.1 Stresses and failure of thin-walled vessel pressured from the inside.

given by the wall thickness on both sides, or: At = 2tL. The stress acting on the tube
wall is:

σt = Ft

At
= 1

2
P

(
Di

t

)
(5.1)

Figure 5.1c shows the axial stress case, and now we will investigate a plane cutting
across the vessel. The force acting on this plane is equal to the end loads of the vessel,
or: Fa = PπD2

i /4, and the area that holds this load is the total wall thickness: Aa = πDt.
The axial stress in the vessel is:

σa = Fa

Aa
= 1

4
P

(
Di

t

)
(5.2)
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Taking the ratio of these two stresses, we obtain:

σt = 2σa (5.3)

This is a very interesting equation. If a thin-walled vessel is pressurised from the
interior, the stress acting around the circumference is twice the axial stress. This is
well known in pressure vessel technology, and if such a vessel fails, it usually opens up
along the axis as indicated in Figure 5.1a.

What we have described above is the tensile failure mechanism which in petroleum
terminology is called bursted casing. A number of complications can be introduced,
such as: added axial load due to string weight, bi-axial or tri-axial stress conditions,
thick-walled stress analysis, elastoplastic analysis, and so on. Payne & Swanson (1990)
gives a probabilistic approach, while Kastor (1986) and Johnson et al (1987) perform
triaxial casing design. However, we will in this chapter use the simple definition of
Equation (5.1), which results in the following burst equation if the tangential stress is
set equal to the tensile material strength:

Pburst = 2σtensile

(
t

Di

)

or, if we use the outer diameter:

Pburst = 2σtensile

(
t

Do

)
(5.4)

Example

Given the following data for a casing (IFP, 1991):

Size: 9-5/8 in. outer diameter (244.5 mm)
Inner diameter: 226.6 mm
Wall thickness: 8.94 mm
Grade: C95
Weight: 36 lbs/ft
Cross-sectional area: 66.23 cm2

Burst strength: 419 bar
Collapse resistance: 169 bar
Yield strength: 433000 daN

Calculate the burst strength with Equation (5.4) and compare with manufacturer’s
data.

So lut ion

The yield strength of the pipe is:

σtensile = F
A

= 433000 daN
66.23 cm2

= 6538 bar
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Equation (5.4) gives:

Pburst = 2 × 6538 bar
(

8.94 mm
244.5 mm

)
= 478 bar

The manufacturer defines the burst strength of this casing to be 419 bar, and we
observe that Equation (5.4) gives a higher burst value. We have also used the outer
diameter of the casing in the calculation above, to reduce the difference. However, for
practical applications we are always using the manufacturer’s data. Equation (5.4) will
be used to adjust these for wear and corrosion, and is considered sufficiently accurate
for that purpose.

As an example, assume that the same casing has been installed in a well. However,
during drilling of the next section, a considerable wear arises. A casing caliper log
shows that the thinnest section of the casing has been reduced from the nominal value
of 8.94 mm to 5 mm. Estimate the reduced burst strength of the weakest point in the
casing.

We observed in the previous example that a perfect match was not obtained. Since
the manufacturer’s recommendation is the base value, we will simply use Equation
(5.4) as a proportionality relation, that is:

Pburst

t
= 2σtensile

Do
= constant

419 bar
8.92 mm

= Pburst

5 mm

Pburst = 235 bar

There are numerous situations where pressure conditions arise that can result in a
bursted pipe. The following list identify some:

a. The hydrostatic mud pressure inside the casing exceeds the formation pressure or
the hydrostatic pressure outside the casing.

b. During well shut-in, the differential borehole pressure allows formation fluid to
enter the wellbore.

c. A gas bubble, caused by a kick, is allowed to migrate up the casing with or without
limited expansion.

d. During kick circulation.
e. The casing is filled with gas migrating up the wellbore during a temporary

abandonment or disconnect in an emergency situation.
f. During testing or production a leak occurs in the tubing just below the wellhead.
g. Temperature expansion of fluid in closed annuli between casing strings.
h. When squeeze cementing.

Although the situations above are all different, the pressure picture is similar for
several of the operations. From a design point of view, the following main categories
can be established:

1. Gas-filled casing. This is a conservative design criterion. It assumes that the well is
completely filled with gas or formation fluids, and then shut in. Figure 5.2a illustrates
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Figure 5.2 Pressure regimes causing gas filled casing and leaking tubing failures.

this. The inside pressure below the wellhead will be the formation pressure minus the
weight of the gas column, and the outside pressure on the casing will usually be the
hydrostatic weight of the fluids behind the casing string. Also shown is the difference
between these two pressures, which gives the load on the casing string. The gas-filled
casing criterion must be applied to the production casing since the well is tested and
produced, and therefore potentially is exposed to a gas-filled case. For shallow or
intermediate casing strings, with no flow test options, the gas-filled casing criterion is
too conservative. Here we introduce the concept of reduced well integrity, which sets
an upper limit for the size of an eventual kick allowing us to use weaker casing strings
in the design.

2. Leaking tubing criterion. During well testing or production a leak may occur at
the top of the production tubing just below the wellhead. Figure 5.2.b illustrates this.
Now we have added another component to the system, namely the production string,
which at bottom usually is installed on a packer. This packer isolates the annuli above
or below. First we will study the pressure across the tubing wall. The inside pressure
is gas-filled similar to case 5.2a, but outside the tubing the pressure is caused by a
completion fluid. If a leak occurs in the top of the tubing, this inside tubing pressure is
superimposed on top of the casing/tubing annulus. Therefore, due to the hydrostatic
head, a significant pressure arises in the casing annulus. The top of the packer usually
becomes the critical element under these circumstances. Also note that the leaking
tubing criterion also implicitly includes the gas-filled casing criterion.

3. Maximum gas kick This criterion is based on the largest gas influx volume
which can enter the wellbore at next casing setting depth and be circulated out with-
out fracturing the formation at the previous casing shoe. In Section 4.1 the concept
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of reduced well integrity is defined. The design premises results in the following
constraints:

• the minimum leak-off value to reach next casing shoe
• the maximum acceptable leak-off value to ensure that weakest point in the well

stays below the casing shoe.
• the maximum influx size that can safely be handled without fracturing the hole.

This criterion is commonly used for casing strings which are not intended to be
production casings. In other words, this criterion is valid for all strings except for the
production casing. A maximum kick size must be chosen. The following guidelines are
based on the kick volume detection accuracy on present day drilling rigs:

• Floating units, kick size: 1–8 m3.
• Fixed installations, kick size: 0.2–4 m3.

Furthermore, to avoid having the weakest point below the wellhead, a maximum
leak-off value is determined. This maximum leak-off value depends directly on the
casing strength chosen.

5.1.2 Collapse mechanism and design criteria

When a tubing collapses due to external loading, it changes shape from circular to
elliptical or some other non-circular form. The main problem is that equipment may
no longer pass through the interior of the pipe.

The casing will have a tendency to collapse when the external pressure acting on
the casing body exceeds the internal pressure. The external pressure is caused by pore
pressure, drilling fluid pressure or temperature expansion, and the internal pressure
is defined equal to the hydrostatic pressure exerted by a mud or saltwater column.
The collapse is a deformation of the casing, and is a geometric failure rather than a
materials failure.

The collapse is actually a stability problem. At a critical pressure, only a slight
imperfection in circularity or loading leads to deformation and a shape change. The
derivation of the collapse equations is a formidable task. Also there are complications
such as elastoplasticity. We will use the following linear elastic equation, which is con-
sidered sufficiently accurate for our purposes (API Bulletin 5C3,1990, Holmquist &
Nadia, 1939):

Pcollapse = 2CE
1 − ν2




1(Do
t − 1

)2 Do

t


 (5.5)

Actually the diameter/wall thickness ratio determine the particular collapse type,
which are defined as yield collapse, plastic collapse, transitional collapse and elastic
collapse. Equation 5.5 is called elastic collapse and is valid for large D/t ratio. For
more details on collapse performance, the reader is referred to a publication by Fowler
et al (1983).
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As steel usually has the same elastic properties regardless of quality, we observe
that the collapse resistance largely depends on the diameter-thickness ratio. An example
illustrates this:

Example

Assume the same casing that was studied under the previous burst discussion. This
casing had a collapse pressure of 169 bar given by the manufacturer. Determine the
constant C from Equation 5.5. Assume further that: E = 2.07 × 106 bar, ν = 0.3.

Inverting Eqn. 5.5:

C = Pc
1 − ν2

2E

{
Do

t
− 1

}2 Do

t

= 169 bar
1 − 0.32

2 × 207 × 106 bar

{
244.5 mm
8.94 mm

− 1
}2 244.5 mm

8.94 mm

C = 0.705

Assume furthermore that Equation (5.5) is valid also for estimating effects of casing
wear. What will the collapse resistance be if the casing locally is worn from 8.94 mm
to 7 mm?

Pcollapse = 2 × 0.705 × 2.07 × 106 bar
1 − 0.32




1
244.5 mm

7 mm
− 1




2

1
244.5 mm

7 mm
Pcollapse = 80 bar

We observe that casing wear can have considerable impact on the collapse resis-
tance. The application of Equation (5.5) implicitly assumes that the wall thickness is
evenly reduced. It is not known what the reduction in collapse resistance would be if a
smaller portion is worn, but it is reasonable to expect that the reduction is less severe.

Examples of situations that may lead to casing collapse are:

a. The mud level inside the casing drops due to lost circulation, which can be caused
by high mud weights, natural fractures or extremely high permeability.

b. During cement squeeze jobs through perforations, high pressures may arise behind
the casing.

c. During primary cementing of the casing, the high cement density on the outside
exceeds the internal pressure of the displacing fluid, resulting in collapse.

d. During drilling through salt sections, the plastic properties of salt may cause a
significant load on the casing, which may collapse.

e. If the casing is emptied, the external pressures may exceed the collapse resistance.
One example is if the well is swabbed in for production, another example is if
serious circulation losses take place.

f. The casing string is not properly filled with mud. This can create high collapse
loading in deep water.

g. Temperature expansion on closed liquid-filled annuli between casing strings.
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We will in the following define two criteria, which incorporate most examples
above:

1. Mud losses to a thief zone. During drilling, sometimes mud losses occur unexpect-
edly. In severe cases, the fluid level in the annulus may drop. If a permeable formation
is exposed, a well control problem can evolve as well. When mud is lost, the pressure
outside the casing remains constant, but the inside pressure decreases, developing a
collapse pressure. Many criteria have been proposed to model this situation. We will
use a simple definition for all cases, but this should of course be modified if other
information becomes available. Please note that there are several realistic mud loss
scenarios, some of which are:

• Losing mud at the bottom of the present hole section. This could be related to the
drilling or the cementing operation.

• Losing mud at the bottom of next openhole section. This is a post-installation
scenario where the annulus level may drop and cause collapse loading. For this
case we may assume that the cemented part of the casing is mechanically fixed,
and assume that a collapse eventually arises in the fluid-filled annulus above.

• Penetrating a overpressurized reservoir, we may also assume that the mud losses
stabilize when the annulus pressure equals the pore pressure.

• Other realistic scenarios can be developed and used as basis for the collapse design
of the casing. In the following field examples only a few of these are applied.

From practical experience in the North Sea, pore pressures lower than the hydro-
static saltwater pressure are seldom reported. This will be used as a lower limit for the
mud loss pressure. In other words, if mud losses occur, the annulus level will stabilise
when the bottom hole pressure is equal to the weight of a saltwater column to that
depth. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3a.

The pressure of this saltwater column is:

P = 0.098dsw(D − Da)

We have here assumed a floating rig with a drill floor elevation above the sea level.
If a mud loss situation occur, the pressure at the bottom is:

P = 0.098dmw(D − h)

Equating the two pressures, the depth to the mud level in the annulus is:

h = D − (D − Da)
dsw

dmw
(5.6)

Assuming drilling mud both outside and inside the casing, Fig. 5.3a illustrates the
collapse pressure that arises. The equations governing these pressures are as follows:

Outside pressure:

Po = 0.098dmwD
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Inside pressure:

Pi = 0.098dmw(D − h) = 0.098dsw(D − Da) for D > h

= 0 for D < h

The collapse loading is:

Pcollapse = Po − Pi = 0.098{dmwD − dsw(D − Da)} for D > h

= 0.098dmwD for D < h
(5.7)

From this evaluation, the collapse pressure is constant in the interval (h, D).

2. Collapse during cementing. Immediately following cementing, there is a hydro-
static wet cement pressure along the whole surface casing. The external pressure is
then the sum of the weight of the sea water to seabed and the cement below in the
annulus. This situation is shown in Figure 5.3b.

Let us now for simplicity assume that the outside of the annulus is completely filled
with cement, and the inside is filled with displacing mud. The pressures are then:

Outside pressure:

Po = 0.098{dsw(Dsb − Da) + dce(D − Dsb)}

Inside pressure:

Pi = 0.098dmwD

Collapse loading:

Pcollapse = Po − Pi = 0.098{(dsw − dce)Dsb + (dce − dmw)D − dswDa} (5.8)

The maximum collapse load will typically arise at the casing shoe for this example.
Usually this criterion applies for casing strings that are cemented all the way to sea
bed, like the conductor casing and the surface casing.

5.1.3 Tension mechanism and design criteria

Tension failure occurs when the axial loads exceed the material strength, resulting in
a parted pipe or connection. Tension loads will be imposed on the casing at any time
by some or all of the following:

a. Dynamic forces or shock loads. While lowering the casing through tight spots or
dog-legs, stick-slip effects on the casing string can induce tensional shock loads.
Abrupt changes in the running speed will also induce similar loads. Such loads
may be excessive on floating rigs when the casing string is supported on the drill
floor when the rig heaves.
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Figure 5.3 Two central casing collapse scenarios. a) collapse loading due to mud losses to a thief zone
and b) collapse loading due to cementing.

b. Movements to free a differentially stuck pipe may induce considerable tensional
loads.

c. When pressure testing, high internal pressure will induce tensional stress loads
in the casing string, as will be the case when pressure testing the casing after a
cementing job, before the cement sets.

d. The static weight of the casing string.
e. Buoyancy, that reduces the effective weight of the string, reduces tension.
f. Bending loads due to dog-leg severities.
g. Drag forces.
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The maximum load during installation of a casing string should be evaluated. This
must also take into account drag forces if the casing will temporarily be pulled. The
following defines typical forces considered:

• Weight in air minus buoyancy force, plus bending forces, plus drag forces, plus
load from pressure testing, or:

• Weight in air minus buoyancy force, plus bending force, plus drag force, plus
shock load.

5.1.4 Temperature effects

The strength of the casing decreases as the temperature increases. Figure 5.4 shows a
curve for a C 110 material as supplied by the manufacturer. For shallower wells with
a maximum temperature in the order of 80–100◦C, no correction is usually applied.
In deeper, high pressure wells, the margins are often small, and a temperature strength
reduction is called for. For these wells a strength-depth curve is made, showing the
local strength at each depth interval. To obtain this, temperature curves are used, one
showing the static well temperature, and one higher curve showing the temperature
profile during testing and production.

Another problem caused by temperature change is pressure build-up in closed
annuli. This has been discussed under Section 4.3: Completion and Production
Requirements.

5.1.5 Biaxial loading

There are three main stresses acting on the casing string, the axial load, the radial
load and the tangential load (the hoop load). We have studied each of these in the
foregoing. However, we also know that all of these are present simultaneously in a
casing string. In this chapter we will briefly investigate the coupled behavior. We know
that real materials often yield before failure. For example, a casing subjected to external
loading may start to yield on the inner surface before it collapses.

The classical Hencky-von Mises maximum distortion energy theory says that a
critical yield limit exists in the casing, regardless of direction. Mathematically it can
be expressed as:

(σ1 − σ2)2 + (σ1 − σ3)2 + (σ2 − σ3)2 = 2σ2
yield (5.9)

Here the three subscripts refer to the axial, tangential and radial stress components.
The equation above simply says that the material will start to yield when the shear, or
the deviatoric loading of the material has reached a certain value. The casing material
has been uniaxially tested, and has a yield strength σ = σyield.

Looking back on the earlier definitions, we remember that the tensional strength
depends on the axial tension, while both the burst and the collapse were functions of the
hoop stress. In other words, the hoop and axial stresses govern all failure mechanisms
evaluated so far. The radial stress is of course a loading factor, but no radial failure
mechanisms have been addressed. From a failure point of view we can neglect radial
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depth.
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failure. Usually the radial stress component is neglected in the analysis, as it has little
effect. This result in the following simplified two-dimensional equation:

σ2
t + 2σtσa + σ2

a = σ2
yield (5.10)

This is an elliptic equation which defines the relationship between the tangential
and axial stress conditions and the yield strength of the material. If solved for the
tangential stress, the equation results in:

σt

σyield
= 1

2
σa

σyield
±

√
1 − 3

4

(
σa

σyield

)2

(5.11)

The above equation is now in a dimensionless form, and one ellipse can in a
generalised form be used for all loading conditions. This ellipse is shown in Figure
5.5a in a general form. The quadrant of most interest in our well design applications
is reproduced in Fig. 5.5b. It shows the reduction in collapse strength as a function of
axial tension.

It must be emphasised that in casing design practice, the ellipse of plasticity cannot
be applied unless the assumption of a yield-strength mode of failure is known to be
valid. If a very high grade casing is used, the string may fail in a brittle manner, before
any significant yield takes place.

An example of using the biaxial ellipse follows:
A 18-5/8 in., X-70, 84.5 lbs/ft casing has a collapse resistance of 43 bar and a yield

strength of 800 × 103 daN. What will the collapse strength be if the casing is loaded
axially to 400 × 103 daN?

The ratio between the axial load and the yield strength is 400 daN/800 daN = 0.5.
Entering Figure 5.5b, we read a scaling factor for collapse of 0.65. The reduced

collapse resistance under this axial load is therefore 0.65 × 43 bar = 28 bar.

5.1.6 Sour service

The topic of corrosion is a complex issue. Here we will only briefly discuss two aspects
of sour service, that is, presence of corrosive gases in the borehole. These are:

• corrosion, that lead to long-term material failure, and
• hydrogen embrittlement, that may lead to failure on a short term basis.

If a well is planned for production over a 20-year period, the production casing
should last the whole period. Typically a production packer is set just above the reser-
voir, isolating the annulus above. The fluid in the annulus above the packer is usually
non-corrosive. The casing below the packer, on the other hand, is exposed to reservoir
fluids and therefore subjected to corrosion. If corrosive elements are expected, typi-
cally the bottom part of the production casing is made of a stainless steel quality, and
often with an increased wall thickness as a corrosion allowance. There are no simple
methods to design the production casing for corrosive environments. Judgement and
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Figure 5.5 Ellipse of plasticity.

experience often form the basis for materials selection. However, the correct choice of
casing is important, because a premature failure of the production casing is very costly
to repair.

The other element of sour service discussed is hydrogen embrittlement. This is
an important element during drilling of the well. Sour gases are natural gases with a
defined hydrogen sulphide content (H2S). Dry sour gases are normally not corrosive,
but as soon as hydrogen sulphide or carbon dioxide gas is introduced into water, its
pH value drops, which means that the water becomes acidic or sour. When exposed to
aqueous solutions, carbon and low-alloy steels undergo weight loss corrosion. Addi-
tional damage in the form of crack formation in the material microstructure can only
occur in hydrogen sulphide water.
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In general, soft steel casing is not as susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement
because of its ductility. High grade casing, on the other hand, is highly sensitive to
embrittlement, and exposure to hydrogen sulphide water must be avoided. Wells have
been lost due to total failure of the casing.

Very little presence of hydrogen sulphide is required to generate potential for
embrittlement. In practical well applications, as little as 50 ppm is sufficient. How-
ever, this problem is usually present at low temperatures. Above 80–100◦C, hydrogen
embrittlement is usually discarded because the casing becomes more ductile.

Some selected references relating to sour service are given by Ikedo (1992),
Marshall et al (1994), Monrose & Boyer (1992) and Stair & McInturff (1986).

5.1.7 Time scenario

We have in general two different well types. Exploration wells are drilled and aban-
doned within a few months, while production wells may be designed for a lifetime of
twenty years or more. The time frame of the wells should be addressed in the design
criteria.

One aspect of time is the corrosion problem. In an exploration well, corrosion is
normally not a concern beyond the sour service requirements discussed in Section 5.1.6.
A production well, on the other hand, may be exposed to corrosive fluids over decades.
In order to minimise costly workover operations, proper corrosion allowance should be
taken into account. However, remember the functionality requirements of each casing
string. The conductor casing is usually giving support to the wellhead equipment. The
production casing provides the pressure integrity throughout the life of the well. The
surface and intermediate casing strings have a more temporary function, namely to
provide integrity while drilling the well. Corrosion allowance is usually included in the
production casing design, but often not for the other casing strings.

Another element of time is the state of the fluid behind each casing string. For
burst design, the fluid density may be a critical element for certain wells. Once the
cement is set, the only mobile phase is water. Mechanical support is usually not taken
into account, as any deficiency inside the cemented interval may be a weak spot. We
recognise this as a conservative criterion.

Exploration wells have a short time frame. In these wells the fluid pressure behind
the casing strings consist of drilling mud above the cement, and water density in the
cemented interval.

In production wells, it is expected that the particles in the fluid behind the casing
strings will settle, leaving a water phase on top. Typically one neglects mechanical
support from settled particles, and considers the pressure behind each casing string
to be caused by the density of the water phase. Since the production casing has the
long-term integrity requirement, this should be designed taking settling into account.
The other casing strings, with a more short-time function, may be designed using the
full mud density.

From the discussion above we understand that the design premises are an impor-
tant input. In optimisation one should always re-evaluate these conditions. If changes
can be justified, these may become important for the casing design optimisation
process.

  



Table 5.1 Common design criteria for exploration wells.

Design criteria: Burst Design criteria: Collapse
Design criteria:

Casing Outside Inside Outside Inside Tension

Conductor None* None* None* None* None*
Surface Seawater Fracture pressure at Hydrostatic seawater plus Thief zone drains mud to Buoyed weight, running

casing shoe mud, wet cement balance seawater gradient, mud resistance, testing
Intermediate Seawater column Reservoir pressure, next Mud column Thief zone drains mud to Buoyed weight, running

hole section balance seawater gradient resistance, testing
Production casing Seawater column Leak in test string or gas Mud column or cushion Thief zone or well flow Buoyed weight, running
without liner filled casing fluid resistance, testing
Production casing Seawater column, Leak in test string or gas Mud column or cushion Thief zone or well flow, Buoyed weight, running
with liner one string* filled casing, one string** fluid, one string** one string** resistance, testing

*Unless particular conditions arise. **Production casing and liner should be regarded as one string.
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5.1.8 Casing wear

Casing wear may become important in some cases. One example is an HPHT well
where wear may reduce the burst strength of the production casing. It is difficult to
predict wear, but it is often related to the number of hours the drillstring is being rotated
inside the casing. For further discussion about casing wear, the reader is referred to
publications by White & Dawson (1987) and Schoemaker (1987).

5.1.9 Summary of design criteria

The different casing strings have different functions as discussed previously. The con-
ductor casing has the function of supporting the wellhead. The other casing strings
have a more temporary function, except for the production casing, which must ensure
the integrity of the well over its life time. In other words, the intermediate strings have
no functionality once the next string is set.

In the following will we list the most common design criteria for well design. Of
course these must be changed if specific conditions arise.

Prob lem

During drilling of an production well a severe dog-leg occurred about 200 m above
the shoe when a casing was set. A combination of high load due to the well profile,
and extensive drilling in the following openhole section resulted in considerable casing
wear. A wear log was run, and it indicated a reduction in wall thickness of 15% of the
casing. Because this is a production casing you are requested to evaluate the remaining
strength of the casing. Casing data are:

9-5/8 in. P110 61.1 lbs/ft
Burst strength 862 bar
Collapse resistance 747 bar

Assume that the collapse strength reduction is approximately to the third power
of the remaining wall thickness.

a) Compute the burst and the collapse strength of the casing at the position of
excessive wear.

b) Discuss the consequences of the reduced collapse strength.
c) Discuss the consequences of the reduced burst strength.
d) Propose adjustments to the completion design to compensate for the reduced

casing strength.

5.2 CASING TEST PRESSURE

5.2.1 General test requirements

The casing must be tested after it is cemented. There are two purposes for this, namely
the casing itself must be tested to withstand the design pressure, while the quality of
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the cement on the outside and the formation strength is tested with a so-called leak-off
test.

The casing integrity can be tested either after the cement is set, or during cementing
when the cement plug lands in the float collar. The latter is called bumping of plug.
According to regulations (NPD, 1991) the test pressure should:

• Be equal to the maximum burst pressure defined in the test scenario
• Not exceed 85% of the internal yield pressure of the casing string.

In the following, we will briefly outline the test pressure design process. Since
we have different fluids in the well during testing compared to when a well control
situation arises, we also need to perform a test design. We will investigate two common
scenarios to illustrate the process.

Test pressure of sur face cas ing

The surface casing is typically installed before the marine riser is installed. In the
following we will determine the surface test pressures for two cases, during cementing
and after the cement is set.

If the cement plug is landed (bumped) during cement placement, the casing can be
tested immediately. The advantages are: saving time, and obtaining a better test since
the cement is not set, creating a well-defined hydrostatic pressure profile. However,
the large diameter surface casing gets a high tensional load during pressure testing.
Therefore, testing is often delayed until the cement is set.

Figure 5.6a illustrates the situation when testing a surface casing from a floating
rig. During plug bumping, the external hydrostatic pressure is:

Po = 0.098{dsw(Dsb − Da) + dce(D − Dsb)}
The inside pressure is:

Pi = 0.098dmwD

If a test pressure is applied inside the casing, the burst loading is:

Pburst = Pt + Pi − Po = Pt + 0.098{(dmw − dce)D + (dce − dsw)Dsb + dswDa}
Often, sea water is used as a displacing fluid, reducing the above equation to:

Pburst = Pt + 0.098{(D − Dsb)(dsw − dce) + dswDa}
Inspection of this equation reveals that the test pressure is first reached under the

wellhead, resulting in a test pressure of:

Pt = Pburst − 0.098dswDa (5.12)

Now we will investigate the test pressure after the cement is set. The surface casing
is typically cemented along its whole length. After the cement is set, its weight is no
longer providing hydrostatic pressure. However, some water exists in the cement, and
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Figure 5.6 Test scenarios for surface casing and deeper casing strings.

possibly also in voids and cracks around the wellbore. We may therefore imagine that
a saltwater pressure is the only mobile component that may transmit pressure after the
cement is set. The pressures then become:

Outside pressure:

Po = 0.098dsw(D − Da)

Inside pressure:

Pi = 0.098dmwD
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If a test pressure is applied inside the casing, the burst loading is:

Pburst = Pt + Pi − Po = Pt + 0.098{(dmw − dsw)D + dswDa} (5.13)

Inspection of this equation reveals that for this case, the burst pressure is first
reached at the casing shoe. Again, if sea water is used as the displacing fluid, the test
pressure becomes identical to that of the bumping plug case. The only difference is
that the test pressure is first reached in the top of the casing when bumping the plug,
but at the bottom of the casing when testing after the cement is set.

Test pressure of deeper cas ings

The deeper casing strings are set through a marine riser, as shown in Fig. 5.6b. They
are not cemented to the wellhead, but have a drilling fluid or a completion fluid above
the top of the cement. In this demonstration we assume that the mud outside and inside
the casing string have the same densities.

When bumping the plug, the following pressures arise:

Outside pressure:

Po = 0.098{dmwDce + dce(D − Dce)} in the cemented interval
Po = 0.098dmwD above the cemented interval

Inside pressure:

Pi = 0.098dmwD

If a test pressure is applied inside the casing, the burst loading is:

Pburst = Pt + Pi − Po = Pt + 0.098{(dce − dmw)(Dce − D)
in the cemented interval (5.14)

Pburst = Pt above the cemented interval (5.15)

If the cement is heavier than the mud, the critical burst pressure will first be reached
at the wellhead, which gives a surface test pressure of:

Pburst = Pt (5.16)

Finally we will investigate the pressure testing of deeper casing strings after the
cement is set. In this case we assume drilling mud over the cement, and a hydrostatic
sea water pressure as the only mobile phase inside the cement itself. The pressures are:

Outside pressure:

Po = 0.098{dmwDce + dsw(D − Dce)} in the cemented interval
Po = 0.098dmwD above the cemented interval

Inside pressure:

Pi = 0.098dmwD
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If a test pressure is applied inside the casing, the burst loading is:

Pburst = Pt + Pi − Po = Pt + 0.098{(dmw − dsw)(D − Dce)

in the cemented interval (5.17)
Pburst = Pt at the wellhead (5.18)

We observe that for deeper casing strings the design test pressure was identical for
the bumping plug and cement set cases, and both tests resulted in the test pressure
being reached at the wellhead.

This chapter shows the methodology when designing test pressures. We observe
that if different conditions exist, the test pressure must be redesigned. Examples are
fixed platforms and cement programs involving several cement densities.

Another aspect is shown with the examples above. The kick scenario in the casing
design results typically in the top or the bottom of the string becoming the most loaded
position. In this chapter we have calculated the test pressure without comparison to
the design scenario. We will find in some well designs, that the casing is not fully tested
at its most severe position according to the design. This seems to be accepted practice
in the industry. In the next chapter we will address this further.

5.2.2 Special pressure tests for critical wells

It is clear that the casing will burst when the pressure exceeds the strength at any depth.
In the previous discussion we calculated a test pressure, but did not compare this to
the casing design scenario. In this chapter we will enlarge on this by designing a test
pressure that simultaneously tests the whole casing string to its design pressure.

The problem is the different fluids in the well during testing and during an eventual
kick situation. For critical wells we may require a fully tested casing. The following
example demonstrates this process.

Example

In an exploration well the 9-7/8 × 9-5/8 in production casing was considered very
critical since it had to handle the drilling of a high pressure reservoir below. Also,
this casing is considered the most critical issue in high-pressure (HPHT) wells. It was
decided to test it above the design pressure along the whole length of the casing. To
obtain this, the following scenarios were investigated:

1. To bump the cement plug during cementing. Since this is a 5000 m deep well, the
differential pressure across the cement plug would be in the order of 700 bars.
No supplier could guarantee that the plug would withstand such a pressure, so
this concept was abandoned.

2. The design assumed a salt water pressure across the cemented interval. Although
many people claim that this is a very conservative criterion, there were no rational
arguments to deviate from this assumption, which therefore was maintained.

3. A packer could be set in the middle of the well, and the over- and underside tested
in two sequences. The operational staff were afraid of damaging the casing in this
process, so it was abandoned.
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4. A back-pressure could be established behind the casing. This is a real possibility,
but one would have to compare the pressures to the strength of the formations
exposed behind the casing. It was not performed because a simpler solution
came up.

5. During testing, the upper half of the casing was evacuated to sea water, while the
bottom part contained mud. This is the solution that was chosen.

The data are as follows:

Casing: 9-7/8 in SMC 110, 66.4 lbs/ft in the interval 0–2400 m
Burst strength: 889 bar

9-5/8 in. Q 125, 53.5 lbs/ft in the interval 2400–4730 m
Burst strength: 854 bar

Reservoir pressure gradient: 2.11 s.g. at 5042 m
Formation fluid density: 0.547 s.g.

Maximum reservoir pressure at 5042 m: 0.098 × 2.11 × 5042 = 1043 bar
Pressure of column of reservoir fluid in well: 0.098 × 0.547 × 5042 = 270 bar
Wellhead pressure if gas filled casing: 1043 − 270 = 773 bar.

These are the design pressures that the casing will be tested for, and we will in the
following calculate the test pressures.

We assume that there is no pressure behind the casing just below the wellhead. At
3692 m the transition between mud and cement is giving a pressure of:

0.098 × 1.9 × 3692 = 687 bar

From 3692 to 4700 there is cement. Assuming that the effective pressure in
this interval is equal to sea water weight after the cement is set, this pressure
amounts to:

0.098 × 1.03(4700 − 3692) = 102 bar

The pressure on the outside of the casing at the shoe is then: 687 + 102 = 789 bar.
Figure 5.7a shows these pressure profiles. Also, the difference between the inside and
the outside pressure is shown over the well depth.

This difference curve is the burst design pressure for the casing string. The most
severe loaded position is just below the wellhead. The loading decreases with depth,
because of the increased outside pressure.

Figure 5.7b shows the burst strength for the casing strings in question. The right
hand curve shows the burst strength given by the manufacturer. Because of increased
temperatures with depth, this curve is temperature-corrected for the static well temper-
ature. Finally, the solid line shows the 85% level of this temperature-corrected burst
strength curve, which must not be exceeded according to regulations (NPD, 1991).
This is the design strength curve we will use.
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Next, assume that we perform a pressure test with a 1.9 s.g. drilling mud, and
apply a surface pressure equal to the surface design pressure of 773 bar. The pressure
inside the casing at the shoe is:

773 + 0.098 × 1.9 × 4700 = 773 + 875 = 1648 bar.

We subtract the external pressure and obtain the test load curve as shown in Figure
5.8a. Two observations are clear; 1) the design strength exceeds the design load curve
throughout the well, so the casing is sufficiently strong, and 2) the test load exceeds
the design strength throughout the interval, so the test cannot be performed.

The task at hand is to design a test which exceeds the design curve in the whole well,
but which does not exceed the design strength of the casing. This will be performed in
the following.

From Figure 5.8a we observe that the largest difference between test pressure and
design strength is at the casing shoe. Actually here the difference is 200 bar. Now
we want to pump in some saltwater in the top of the well to reduce the bottom hole
pressure with 200 bar. The minimum depth of this salt water pill is:

200 bar = 0.098(1.9 − 1.03)h or : h = 2346 m

For design purposes we decide to set the salt water pill to 2500 m, and the 1.9 s.g.
drilling mud from 2500 m to 4700 m. The inside pressure at 2500 m is:

773 + 0.098 × 1.03 × 2500 = 1025 bar

and the inside pressure at 4700 m is:

1025 + 0.098 × 1.9(4700 − 2500) = 1435 bar

Again subtracting the outside pressure from the inside pressure, the test design
curve is shown in Figure 5.8b. We observe that the test curve falls between the design
curve and the strength curve over the whole depth range. This will therefore test the
casing fully.

Before leaving this subject one must be aware that by evacuating the upper part
of the production casing to sea water, the collapse load on the casing is increased. At
2500 m depth, a pressure difference exists:

0.098(1.9 − 1.03)2500 = 213 bar

The collapse loading is shown in Figure 5.9. Also shown is the temperature-
adjusted collapse strength curve. At 2500 m the collapse strength-collapse load
ratio is 499 bar/213 bar = 2.34. There is sufficient margin to perform the pressure
test.
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5.3 CASING DESIGN EXAMPLE

5.3.1 Summary

The example presented is for a subsea well: see Figure 7.1.
The enclosed casing design for a small field results in the following design:

• The 30 in. conductors will be batch set to 300 m
• The 18-5/8 in, X-70, 84.5 lbs/ft. casing will be set in the Hordaland group at

approximately 1100 m. depth.
• The 13-3/8 in., P-110, 72 lbs/ft. casing will be set into the Lista/Sele formation at

approximately 1820 m. depth.
• The 9-5/8 in., L-80, 47 lbs/ft. casing will be set through the reservoir in the produc-

tion wells, and above top reservoir in the injection wells. This is at approximately
2365 m. depth for both cases.

• A 7 in. L-80, 32 lbs/ft. liner will be set in the injection wells at 2625 m depth. The
liner is also a contingency option for the production wells if problems arise during
drilling.

5.3.2 Selection of casing setting depths

The methodology of casing setting depth evaluation is described elsewhere in this book.
Here we will present the results, and some of the arguments.
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Figure 5.10 Casing program for the field.

Figure 5.10 shows the setting depths selected for the field. There are two designs,
one for production wells and one for injectors. Furthermore, Figure 5.11 shows the
pressure prognosis for the field. Since all wells are drilled from one template location,
the top layers are nearly identical. However, at reservoir level, the formation tops are
located at different depths. This is illustrated with a range in the formation types. The
base design uses the deepest depths shown.

Specific points in selection of casing setting depths are as follows:
30 in. casing. The main functional requirements for the conductor casing is covered

by a 75 m long string.
18-5/8 in. casing. The purpose of the surface casing is to seal off the Utsira forma-

tion (Figure 5.11), which is a potential lost circulation formation, to provide sufficient
integrity for the next hole section. The leak-off value below the surface casing should
yield a value exceeding 1.57 s.g., while the maximum mud weight required in the next
hole section will be 1.50 s.g. The design setting depth is 1100 m.

13-3/8 in. casing. The purpose of the intermediate casing is:

• to seal off the Hordaland group which is normally pressurised but contains reactive
clays.

• to seal off weak sand stringers and the potentially weak Balder formation.
• to provide sufficient shoe integrity for the drilling of the 12-1/4 in. section.

The selection of the intermediate casing setting depth is not critical with respect
to casing design loads. At the recommended setting depth at 1820 m, the prognosed
leak-off value is 1.77 s.g.
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9-5/8 in-casing. Current planning is to drill all reservoir sections in the production
wells with 12-1/4 in. holes, and to install a 9-5/8 in. casing. In the injection wells, this
casing string will be set above the reservoir, and a 7 in. liner set through the reservoir.
The 9-5/8 in. casing is intended to isolate the Shetland and Cromer Knoll formations
prior to penetrating the reservoir for wells with a liner. For all wells, the 9-5/8 in.
casing will isolate the Shetland formation. The design setting depth is 2365 m.

Special casings are required below the production packer. In the two injection
wells, L80 grade will be sufficient, while in the production wells 13 Cr. casings will be
installed. There is a corrosion allowance added for all wells.

7 in. liner. The liner is intended to seal off the reservoir sections in the deeper
injection wells. The design setting depth is 2625m. Also, the liner will serve as a
contingency string if hole problems arise during drilling of the production well.
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5.3.3 Design basis

30 in. casing. Collapse, burst, and compression and bending forces are usually
not a problem for the conductor casing. Therefore, no design calculations will be
performed.

18-5/8 in. casing. The collapse design criteria are as follows:
Collapse during cementation is evaluated by assuming cement along the outside

and sea water inside. The wet cement consists of 100 m of 1.90 s.g. tail cement slurry,
with the remaining annulus to sea bed filled with 1.45 s.g. lead cement slurry. Sea
water is assumed to be the displacing fluid.

Fluid level drop assuming a thief zone, after the casing string is landed, is also
checked. The inside fluid level drops until the bottom hole pressure is equivalent to a
sea water column. The fluid outside is mud up to sea bed. Since both collapse scenarios
take place prior to drilling out, the collapse calculations have been adjusted for biaxial
stress, but not for wear, because this will occur in the following drilling.

The burst design criteria are as follows:
It is assumed that the maximum possible internal pressure is equivalent to the maximum
pore pressure in the next open hole section. Although there are no reservoir zones in
the following 16 in. section, an oil gradient has been assumed. Since the burst has a
post-installation perspective, it is assumed that the cement is set and that the particles in
the mud behind the casing are settled. The only mobile phase is water (see production
casing scenario, section 5.1.7), and we therefore assume hydrostatic weight of saltwater
behind the whole casing string. The burst calculations include an allowance for casing
wear.

The tension design criteria are:
The weight of the casing in mud is the key criterion. In addition are bending effects
included plus the forces arising when pressure testing the casing. Maximum tensile
loading occurs during installation, so the calculations have not been adjusted for later
wear.

The 13-3/8 in. casing. Mud loss to a thief zone is considered the worst case sce-
nario for casing collapse. The inside fluid level drops until the bottomhole pressure is
equivalent to a sea water column. The fluid outside the casing is mud. Again the cal-
culations allow for biaxial stresses, but not for casing wear since this is an installation
scenario.

The burst design is based on an oil-filled casing scenario. The calculations
are adjusted for later casing wear. The external pressure is assumed to be caused
by a sea water gradient, according to the production casing scenario discussed in
Section 5.1.7.

The tension design criteria are the weight of the casing in mud, plus the bending,
plus the forces created during pressure testing of the casing. Maximum tensile loading
is expected to occur during installation, so the calculations have not been adjusted for
later wear.

9-5/8 in. casing. The collapse design involves a thief zone scenario as for the
previous casing strings. The fluid outside the casing is assumed to be mud. Again the
calculations allow for biaxial stresses but not for casing wear since this is an installation
scenario.
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In addition collapse potential due to plugging of perforations during well flow is
checked. During production, the perforations are assumed to be plugged by particles
coming from the formation. There will be a pressure difference across the casing.
The external pressure is the formation pressure in the reservoir interval. The internal
pressure is assumed to be caused by the hydrostatic weight of formation fluids inside
the production tubing plus the separator pressure at surface. Since this is a post-drilling
scenario, the collapse calculation has been adjusted for corrosion.

The burst design criteria are:
The oil-filled casing scenario assumes that the reservoir pressure reduced by a hydro-
static column of oil creates a maximum burst loading below the wellhead. The external
pressure is assumed to be a hydrostatic column of sea water. The burst calculations
includes corrosion and wear allowance.

The tubing leak criterion assumes a leak in the production tubing just below the
wellhead. This creates a maximum burst loading at the production packer. There is
assumed to be oil in the tubing and a 1.10 s.g. packer fluid in the annulus above the
packer. A sea water gradient is assumed on the outside of the casing, according to
production casing scenario of Section 5.1.7. The calculations includes corrosion and
wear adjustments.

The tension design criteria are weight in mud, plus bending, plus forces created
during pressure testing. Maximum load occurs during installation, so the calculations
have not been adjusted for wear and corrosion.

The 7 in. liner. The collapse design scenario involves reservoir pressure acting
on the liner due to plugged perforations during well flow. The inside of the liner is
assumed to be filled with produced oil, which gives an hydrostatic pressure added to
the separator pressure. The outside is assumed to be reservoir formation pressure. The
collapse calculations have been adjusted for estimated corrosion.

The burst design criterion for the liner below the production packer is based on
a bull heading operation. The internal pressure is defined by the maximum expected
fracturing pressure in this interval. The external pressure is assumed to be a sea water
gradient all the way. The calculations are adjusted for estimated corrosion, but not for
wear since no drilling will take place after the liner is installed. Since the production
packer is planned set in the 9-5/8 in. casing above the liner, leaking tubing criterion is
not used for the liner.

The tension design criteria are the weight in mud plus bending. Maximum tensile
loading occur during installation, so corrosion adjustment is not included.

Corrections for wear and corrosion. After the casing strings are installed, con-
tinued drilling may result in wear. Long time exposure with various fluids may also
result in corrosion damage. A scenario is designed to take wear and corrosion into
consideration in the design, resulting in derating of the casing strengths as follows:

• 18-5/8 in. casing, derated in burst strength for 10% wear
• 13-3/8 in. casing, derated in burst and tension for 10% wear
• 9-5/8 in. casing above production packer, derated for 10% wear in tension, and

in burst.
• 9-5/8 in. casing below production packer and 7 in. liner, derated for 10% corrosion

in burst and collapse.
• 7 in. liner in injectors, derated for 10% corrosion in burst and collapse.
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5.3.4 Casing design

In this chapter we will perform design calculations for each of the casing strings of the
field case. The calculations for each string will be performed separately.

The 18-5/8 in. surface casing.
The design parameters are as follows:

Depth of casing: 1100 m
Depth to seabed: 225 m
Depth to sea level: 25 m
Depth to top of tail cement: 1000 m
Depth to top lead cement: 225 m
Depth next open hole section: 1820 m
Design fracture gradient at casing shoe: 1.57 s.g.
Pore pressure gradient, casing shoe: 1.03 s.g.
Pore pressure gradient, next section: 1.40 s.g.
Formation fluid density: 0.76 s.g.
Mud density: 1.20 s.g.
Mud density, next open hole section: 1.50 s.g.
Lead cement density: 1.45 s.g.
Tail cement density: 1.90 s.g.

The casing data are:

18-5/8 in. grade X-70, 84.5 lb/ft. casing
Weight: 186 kg/m
Cross-sectional inner area: 1527 cm2

Burst strength: 197 bar
Collapse resistance: 43 bar
Pipe body yield strength: 800 × 103 daN

Note that both the 30 in and the 18-5/8 in hole sections are drilled without riser.
The BOP and the marine riser are installed after the 18-5/8 in casing is installed.

First we will calculate the collapse loading during cementation. The external load
is cement all along the outside of the casing and sea water as a displacing fluid inside
the casing. The pressures are:

External casing pressure at drillfloor: = 0
at seabed: 0.098 × 1.03(225 − 25) = 20 bar
at top of tail cement: 20 + 0.098 × 1.45(1000 − 225) = 130 bar
at casing shoe: 130 + 0.098 × 1.90(1100 − 1000) = 149 bar

Internal pressure at drillfloor: = 0
at shoe: 0.098 × 1.03 × 1100 = 111 bar

The pressure profiles are shown in Figure 5.12a. We observe that the maximum
collapse load occurs at the shoe, and is 149 − 111 bar = 38 bar.
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Figure 5.12 (a) 18-5/8 in. casing collapse design. (b) 18-5/8 in. casing burst design.
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The collapse strength is derated due to bi-axial forces. As shown later, the
axial design load becomes 398 × 103 daN and the axial load/strength ratio is
395/800 = 0.49. From Figure 5.5b, this gives a collapse strength reduction factor of
0.66, and the derated collapse pressure is 0.66 × 43 = 28 bar. At the casing shoe, there
is no axial load, and no correction applies. Since the axial load is a linear function
with depth, a straight line connects the two extreme collapse strength points. The most
severe loading is at the casing shoe (Figure 5.12a), where the collapse strength-load
ratio is: 43 bar/38 bar = 1.13.

Also the fluid level drop case must be checked. We here assume a thief zone at the
bottom of the well. If losses occur to a thief zone, the inside mud level may stabilise at
a depth equal to a hydrostatic sea water pressure, or:

0.098 × 1.03(1100 − 25) = 0.098 × 1.20(1100 − h)

The height of mud from the drill floor is 177 m. The maximum collapse load at this
position is equal to the external pressure, since the inside is air. The collapse load is:

0.098 × 1.03 × 177 = 18 bar, which is less than in the previous case.

For burst design, we assume a production casing scenario with sea water behind
the casing and obtain the following pressures:

External pressure at wellhead: 0.098 × 1.03 × 225 = 23 bar
at the casing shoe: 0.098 × 1.03 × 1100 = 111 bar

Pressure at bottom of next open hole section: 0.098 × 1.40 × 1820 = 250 bar

Assuming oil filled casing, the internal pressures are:
at casing shoe: 250 − 0.098 × 0.76(1820 − 1100) = 196 bar
at wellhead: 196 − 0.098 × 0.76(1100 − 225) = 131 bar

The pressure profiles are shown in Figure 5.12b. We have also shown the burst
strength, which is corrected for 10% wear by using Equation (5.4). Since all elements
of this equation are constant except the burst pressure and the wall thickness, a pro-
portionality relation gives us: Pburst = 0.9 × 197 = 177 bar, which also is shown in
Figure 5.12b. We observe that the highest burst load occur below the wellhead, with
a burst load of: 131 − 23 = 108 bar. This furthermore results in a strength/load ratio
of: 177/108 = 1.84.

For the tensional load design, the weight of the string is:

186 kg/m(1100 − 225)m × 0.981 daN/kg = 160 × 103 daN

The casing is landed in a 1.20 s.g. mud, providing buoyancy. The net weight in
mud is:(

1 − 1.2 s.g.

7.8 s.g.

)
160 × 103 daN = 135 × 103 daN

Additional tension due to bending is estimated from other wells to 260 × 103 daN.
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Based on the definitions in chapter 5.2 the casing test pressure for both the bumping
plug case and the cement set case is:

108 − 0.098 × 1.03 × 25 = 106 bar

This test pressure causes tension in the casing, which is a closed chamber during
testing. The axial force is:

106 bar × 1527 cm2 = 162 × 103 daN

The design tensional load is the sum of the weight in mud, the bending and the
pressure testing, or:

(135 + 260 + 162)103 = 557 × 103 daN

The strength/load ratio in tension is then: 800 × 103 daN/557 × 103 daN = 1.44
For the bi-axial collapse correction, only the buoyed weight and bending tension

applies, giving a design load of:

(135 + 260)103 = 395 × 103 daN

Finally, a evaluation of well integrity is required. Following Section 4.1 we will
consider the integrity of this section of the well.

If the well is filled with oil and shut in, the pressure at the 18-5/8 in. casing shoe
will be equal to 196 bar, as calculated above. This pressure is equal to a gradient of: 196
bar/0.098 × 1100 m = 1.82 s.g. The prognosed fracture gradient at the casing shoe is
1.57 s.g. Clearly, if such a well control event took place, the shoe would not withstand
the pressure, and an underground blowout would result. However, introducing a kick
margin, this problem can be avoided. Assuming that we take in a volume of formation
fluid at the bottom of the well, a height h from bottom of next hole section, the
prognosed fracture gradient is reached at:

0.098 × 1.57 × 1100 = 250 bar − 0.098 × 0.76h − 0.098

× 1.50(1820 − 1100 − h)

The maximum height of formation fluid influx is h = 346 m, which in a 16 in. open
hole amount to 44.9 m3 of influx.

The last point to check is to ensure that the weak point in the system is at the casing
shoe, and not below the wellhead. The X-70 casing selected has a burst resistance of
197 bar. The operator uses a minimum factor of safety of 1.18, such that maximum
allowable pressure is 197 bar/1.18 = 167 bar.

Now assume that the well is filled with formation fluid and shut in, and the
pressure at the wellhead is maximum allowable, 167 bar. The pressure at the shoe
would then be:

167 bar + 0.098 × 0.76(1100 − 225) = 232 bar
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This is equivalent to a gradient at the casing shoe of: 232 bar/0.098 ×
1100 m = 2.15 s.g. The prognosed fracture gradient is 1.57 s.g. We observe that the
pressure gradient that would result in a bursted casing below the wellhead is much
higher than the prognosed fracture gradient. The casing shoe therefore represents the
weak point in the system. According to the definitions of Section 4.1, the 18-5/8 in.
casing represents a reduced well integrity case.

The 13-3/8 in. intermediate casing.
The design parameters are as follows:

Depth of casing: 1820 m
Depth to seabed: 225 m
Depth to sea level: 25 m
Depth to top of cement: 1685 m
Depth of next open hole section: 2365 m
Pore pressure gradient, next section: 1.55 s.g.
Fracture design gradient at shoe: 1.77 s.g.
Formation fluid density: 0.76 s.g.
Mud density: 1.50 s.g.
Cement density: 1.45 s.g.

The casing data are:

13-3/8 in. grade X-70, 72 lbs/ft. casing
Weight: 107.1 kg/m
Cross-sectional inner area: 772 cm2

Burst strength: 510 bar
Collapse resistance: 199 bar
Pipe body yield strength: 1016 × 103 daN

First we will calculate the collapse loading during installation. If losses occur to
a thief zone, the mud level may stabilise at a depth equal to a hydrostatic sea water
pressure, or:

0.098 × 1.03(1820 − 25) = 0.098 × 1.50(1820 − h)

The height of mud from the drill floor is 587 m.
The external pressure at the casing shoe is: 0.098 × 1.50 × 1820 = 268 bar
The internal pressure at the casing shoe: 0.098 × 1.03(1820 − 25) = 181 bar
Figure 5.13a shows these pressures. The collapse loading is constant from 587 to

1820 m, and is 268 − 181 = 87 bar.
The collapse strength is derated due to biaxial forces. As shown later, the axial

load becomes 244 × 103 daN, and the axial load/ strength ratio is: 244/1016 = 0.24.
From Figure 5.5b, this results in a collapse reduction of 0.87, and the derated
collapse pressure is 0.87 × 199 = 173 bar. The collapse strength is also shown in
Figure 5.13a. Below the wellhead the derated collapse strength applies. At the cas-
ing shoe, there is no axial load, so no correction applies here. Since the axial load
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Figure 5.13 (a) 13-3/8 in. casing collapse design. (b) 13-3/8 in. casing burst design.

in the casing string is a linear function with depth, a straight line connects the
two extreme collapse points. The most severe loading is at 587 m depth. Interpo-
lation of the collapse resistance results in 179 bar, and the strength/load ratio is
179 bar/87 bar = 2.06.
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For burst design, we will use an oil-filled casing criterion, and we assume a pro-
duction casing scenario with sea water behind the casing and obtain the following
pressures:

External pressure at wellhead: 0.098 × 1.03 × 225 = 23 bar
at the casing shoe: 0.098 × 1.03 × 1820 = 184 bar

Pressure at bottom of next open hole section: 0.098 × 1.55 × 2365 = 359 bar

Assuming oil filled casing, the internal pressures are:
at casing shoe: 359 − 0.098 × 0.76(2365 − 1820) = 318 bar
at wellhead: 318 − 0.098 × 0.76(1820 − 225) = 199 bar

The pressure profiles are shown in Figure 5.13b. We have also shown the burst
strength, which is corrected for 10% wear by using Equation (5.4). Since all elements
of this equation are constant except the burst pressure and the wall thickness, a pro-
portionality relation gives us: Pburst = 0.9 × 510 = 459 bar, which also is shown in
Figure 5.13b. We observe that the highest burst load occurs below the wellhead, with
a burst load of: 199 − 23 = 176 bar. This furthermore results in a strength/load ratio
of: 459/176 = 2.61.

For the tensional load design, the weight of the string is:

107.1 kg/m(1820 − 225)m × 0.981 daN/kg = 168 × 103 daN

The casing is landed in a 1.50 s.g. mud, providing buoyancy. The net weight in
mud is:

(
1 − 1.5s.g.

7.8s.g.

)
168 × 103 daN = 136 × 103 daN

Additional tension due to bending is estimated to 108 × 103 daN.
Based on the definitions in Section 5.2 the casing test pressure for both the bumping

plug case and the cement set case is 176 bar.
This test pressure causes tension in the casing, which is a closed chamber during

testing. The axial force is:

176 bar × 772 cm2 = 136 × 103 daN

The design tensional load is the sum of the weight in mud, the bending and the
pressure testing, or:

(136 + 108 + 136)103 = 380 × 103 daN

The casing strength is derated 10% due to wear during continued drilling, which
yields a design strength of 0.9 × 1016 × 103 daN = 914 × 103 daN.

The strength/load ratio in tension is then: 914 × 103 daN/380 × 103 daN = 2.41
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For the biaxial collapse correction, only the buoyed weight and bending tension
applies, giving a design load of:

(136 + 108)103 = 244 × 103 daN

Finally, a evaluation of well integrity is required. Again following Chapter 4.1 we
will consider the integrity of this section of the well.

If the well is filled with oil and shut in, the pressure at the 13-3/8 in. casing shoe
will be equal to 318 bar, as calculated above. This pressure is equal to a gradient
of: 318 bar/0.098 × 1820 m = 1.78 s.g. The prognosed fracture gradient at the casing
shoe is 1.77 s.g. If the fracture gradient obtained during drilling exceeds 1.78 s.g. we
actually have a full well integrity case. If it is lower than 1.78 s.g. we have a reduced
well integrity case. Since the allowable kick volume will nearly fill the well also for this
case, we will define this casing as a full well integrity case.

The last point to check is to ensure that the weak point in the system is at the casing
shoe, and not below the wellhead. The X-70 casing selected has a burst resistance of
510 bar. The operator uses a minimum factor of safety of 1.18, such that maximum
allowable pressure is 510 bar/1.18 = 432 bar.

Now assume that the well is filled with formation fluid and shut in, and the
pressure at the wellhead is maximum allowable, 432 bar. The pressure at the shoe
would then be:

432 bar + 0.098 × 0.76(1820 − 225) = 551 bar

This is equivalent to a gradient at the casing shoe of: 551 bar/0.098 ×
1100 m = 3.09 s.g. The prognosed fracture gradient is 1.57 s.g. We observe that the
pressure gradient that would result in a bursted casing below the wellhead is much
higher than the prognosed fracture gradient. The casing shoe therefore represents the
weak point in the system. According to the definitions of Section 4.1, the 13-3/8 in.
casing represent a reduced well integrity case.

The 9-5/8 in. production casing.

The design parameters are as follows:

Depth of casing: 2365 m
Depth to production packer: 2200 m
Depth to seabed: 225 m
Depth to sea level: 25 m
Depth to top of cement: 2060 m
Pore pressure gradient: 1.55 s.g.
Formation fluid density: 0.76 s.g.
Mud density: 1.70 s.g.
Cement density: 1.90 s.g.
Completion fluid density: 1.10 s.g.

The casing data are:

9-5/8 in. grade L-80, 47 lbs/ft. casing
Weight: 69.9 kg/m
Cross-sectional inner area: 382 cm2
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Wall thickness: 0.472 in
Burst strength: 473 bar
Collapse resistance: 328 bar
Pipe body yield strength: 483 × 103 daN

First we will calculate the collapse loading during installation. If losses occur to
a thief zone, the mud level may stabilise at a depth equal to a hydrostatic sea water
pressure, or:

0.098 × 1.03(2365 − 25) = 0.098 × 1.70(2365 − h)

The height of mud from the drill floor is 947 m.
The external pressure at the casing shoe is: 0.098 × 1.70 × 2365 = 394 bar
The internal pressure at the casing shoe: 0.098 × 1.03(2365 − 25) = 236 bar
Figure 5.14a shows these pressures. The collapse loading is constant from 947 to

2365 m, and is 394 − 236 = 158 bar.
The collapse strength is derated due to biaxial forces. As shown later, the axial

design load during installation is 165 × 103 daN, and the axial load/ strength ratio is:
165/483 = 0.34. From Fig. 5.15b, this results in a collapse reduction of 0.77, and the
derated collapse pressure is 0.77 × 328 = 252 bar. The collapse strength is also shown
in Fig. 5.14a. Below the wellhead the derated collapse strength applies. At the casing
shoe, there is no axial load, so no correction applies here. Since the axial load in the
casing string is a linear function with depth, a straight line connects the two extreme
collapse points. The most severe loading is below 947 m, where the strength/load ratio
is 278 bar/158 bar = 1.76.

We will also calculate a collapse loading in the event of plugged perforations during
production. This post-drilling scenario assumes the formation pressure as external
loading in the reservoir interval, and formation fluid density inside.

The external pressure (pore pressure) at the casing shoe is: 0.098 × 1.55 × 2365 =
359 bar

The internal pressure is a column of formation fluid: 0.098 × 0.76 × 2365 =
176 bar

The resulting load on the casing at the casing shoe is 359 − 176 = 183 bar
This calculation applies only at reservoir level. Below the packer we have to con-

sider 10% corrosion allowance over time. Using Equation (5.22a), we see that the
only parameter which changes with corrosion is the wall thickness, which initially was
0.472 in., but reduces to 0.9 × 0.472 = 0.425 in. Using Equation (5.22a) to set up a
proportionality relation, we obtain:

2CE
1 − ν2

= Pc

(
Do

t
− 1

)2 Do

t

328 bar
(

9.625 in
0.472 in

− 1
)2 9.625 in

0.472 in
= Pc

(
9.625 in
0.525 in

− 1
)2 9.625

0.472

which gives a derated collapse pressure of 238 bar. The strength/load ratio for this case
becomes 238/183 = 1.30.
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Figure 5.14 (a) 9-5/8 in. casing collapse design. (b) 9-5/8 in. casing burst design. Oil filled casing scenario.

For burst design, we will first calculate the oil filled casing scenario, and we assume
a production casing scenario (see section 5.1.7) with sea water behind the casing and
obtain the following pressures:

External pressure at wellhead: 0.098 × 1.03 × 225 = 23 bar
at the casing shoe: 0.098 × 1.03 × 2365 = 239 bar
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Figure 5.14 (c) 9-5/8 in. casing burst design. Leaking tubing scenario.

Assuming oil-filled casing, the internal pressures are:
at casing shoe: 0.098 × 1.55 × 2365 = 359 bar
at wellhead: 359 − 0.098 × 0.76(2365 − 225) = 200 bar

The pressure profiles are shown in Figure 5.14b. We have also shown the burst
strength, which is corrected for 10% wear by using Equation (5.4). Since all elements
of this equation are constant except the burst pressure and the wall thickness, a pro-
portionality relation gives us: Pburst = 0.9 × 473 = 426 bar, which is also shown in
Figure 5.14b. We observe that the highest burst load occurs below the wellhead, with
a burst load of: 200 − 23 = 177 bar. This furthermore results in a strength/load ratio
of: 426/177 = 2.41.

The tubing leak criterion will be evaluated next. Assume that the production tubing
is filled with formation oil and then shut in. The pressures will be as shown in Figure
5.14c. Now assume that a tubing leak occurs in the production tubing just below the
wellhead. The pressure inside the production tubing will now also act on the outside,
which is the annulus for the production casing. This annulus is filled with completion
fluid.

Pressure in casing annulus below wellhead: 200 bar
on top of packer: 200 + 0.098 × 1.1(2200 − 225) = 413 bar

Pressure outside casing at packer level: 0.098 × 1.03 × 2200 = 222 bar

The burst load above the packer will be 413 − 222 = 191 bar. In this case,
we observe that the leaking tubing gives a higher loading than the oil-filled casing
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criterion. Figure 5.14c therefore shows the final burst design. The strength/load ratio
is 426/191 = 2.23

For the tensional load design, the weight of the string is:

69.9 kg/m(2365 − 225)m × 0.981 daN/kg = 147 × 103 daN

The casing is landed in a 1.70 s.g. mud, providing buoyancy. The net weight in
mud is:(

1 − 1.7 s.g.

7.8 s.g.

)
147 × 103 daN = 115 × 103 daN

Additional tension due to bending is estimated to 50 × 103 daN.
Based on the definitions in chapter 5.2 the casing test pressure for both the bumping

plug case and the cement set case is 192 bar. For the previous surface and intermediate
casing strings, the test pressures from the burst evaluation were applied. The produc-
tion casing, on the other hand, will be subjected to extensive testing and loading during
completion and production. To allow for excessive pressures during workover oper-
ations, the production casing will be tested to full wellhead design pressure. For this
case a 5000 psi wellhead is installed. The casing will therefore be tested to 5000 psi or
345 bar.

This test pressure causes tension in the casing, which is a closed chamber during
testing. The axial force is:

345 bar × 382 cm2 = 132 × 103 daN

The design tensional load is the sum of the weight in mud, the bending and the
pressure testing, or:

(115 + 50 + 132)103 = 297 × 103 daN

Due to wear during continued drilling for the wells which will have liner installed,
the tensional strength has to be derated 10% or, 0.9 × 483 × 103 = 435 × 103 daN

The strength/load ratio in tension is then: 435 × 103 daN/297 × 103 daN = 1.46
For the biaxial collapse correction, only the buoyed weight and the bending tension

applies, giving a load of:

(115 + 50)103 = 165 × 103 daN

The 7 in. injection/production liner.

The design parameters are as follows:

Depth of casing: 2365 m
Depth of liner: 2625 m
Depth to production packer: 2580 m
Depth to seabed: 225 m
Depth to sea level: 25 m
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Depth to top of cement: 2300 m
Pore pressure gradient at 2365 m: 1.55 s.g.

at 2640 m: 1.50 s.g.
Formation fluid density: 0.76 s.g.
Design fracture gradient: 1.87 s.g.
Mud density: 1.70 s.g.
Cement density: 1.90 s.g.
Completion fluid density: 1.10 s.g.

The casing data are:

7 in. grade 13Cr, 29 lbs/ft. casing
Weight: 43.2 kg/m
Cross-sectional inner area: 194 cm2

Wall thickness: 0.407 in
Burst strength: 562 bar
Collapse resistance: 484 bar
Pipe body yield strength: 301 × 103 daN

We will calculate a collapse loading occurring if the perforations get plugged during
production. This post-drilling scenario assumes the formation pressure as external
loading in the reservoir interval, and formation fluid density inside.

The external pressure at the casing shoe is: 0.098 × 1.55 × 2365 = 359 bar
at the liner shoe: 0.098 × 1.50 × 2625 = 386 bar

The internal pressure is a column of formation fluid: 0.098 × 0.76 × 2365 = 176 bar
0.098 × 0.76 × 2625 = 196 bar

The resulting load on the casing at the casing shoe is 359 − 176 = 183 bar
at the liner shoe 386 − 196 = 190 bar

This calculation applies only at reservoir level. There is no need to derate the
collapse rating for biaxial stresses, as the axial load is small, and the liner is cemented
along its full length providing mechanical support. Also, there will be no drilling below
the liner, so it is not necessary to adjust the collapse pressure for wear.

However, below the packer we have to consider a 10% corrosion allowance over
time. Using Equation (5.5), we see that the only parameter which changes is the wall
thickness, which initially was 0.407 in., but reduces to 0.9 × 0.407 = 0.367 in. Using
Equation (5.5) to set up a proportionality relation, we obtain:

2CE
1 − ν2

= Pc

(
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t
− 1

)2 Do

t

484 bar
(

7 in
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− 1
)2 7 in
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which gives a derated collapse pressure of 351 bar. This scenario is shown in Fig. 5.15a.
The strength/load ratio for this case becomes 351/190 = 1.85.

Burst during bull heading will be evaluated next. While pumping fluids into the
formation, the perforations may plug off, resulting in a build-up of pressure across the
casing wall. We assume that the production packer is set above the liner. Furthermore,
we assume that the bull heading fluid is formation fluid. The maximum pressure inside
the liner is defined equal to the fracturing pressure of the formation behind the casing.
The internal pressure then becomes:

0.098 × 1.87 × 2365 = 433 bar

0.098 × 1.92 × 2625 = 494 bar

On the outside, we use the very conservative assumption that a sea water gradient
exists behind the casing, giving a pressure of:

0.098 × 1.03 × 2365 = 239 bar

0.098 × 1.03 × 2625 = 265 bar

The net burst pressure is: 433 − 239 = 194 bar at 2365 m, and 494 − 265 =
229 bar at 2625 m

The burst load has to be derated for corrosion. Assuming a 10% allowance, the
derated burst strength is 0.9 × 562 = 506 bar, and the strength/load ratio becomes
506/194 = 2.61.

For the tensional load design, the weight of the string is:

43.2 kg/m × 365 m × 0.981 daN/kg = 15 × 103 daN

The casing is landed in a 1.70 s.g. mud, providing buoyancy. The net weight in
mud is:(

1 − 1.7 s.g.

7.8 s.g.

)
15 × 103 daN = 12 × 103 daN

Additional tension due to bending is estimated to 23 × 103 daN.
Based on the definitions of the 9-5/8 in. casing string, the casing test pressure for

both the bumping plug case and the cement set case is 345 bar.
This test pressure causes tension in the casing, which is a closed chamber during

testing. The axial force is:

345 bar × 194 cm2 = 67 × 103 daN

The design tensional load is the sum of the weight in mud, the bending and the
pressure testing, or:

(12 + 23 + 67)103 = 102 × 103 daN

The strength/load ratio in tension is then: 301 × 103 daN/102 × 103 daN = 2.95.
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Figure 5.15 (a) 7 in. liner collapse design. (b) 7 in. liner burst design.
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Table 5.2 Design factors from the design.

Casing (inch) Burst Collapse Tension Max. kick size (m3) Max. frac. Grad (s.g.)

18-5/8 1.84 1.13 1.44 44.9 2.15
13-3/8 2.61 2.06 2.41 – 3.09
9-5/8 2.41 1.30 1.46 – –
7 2.19 1.92 2.95 – –

5.3.5 Design factors

The design factors from the foregoing analysis are shown in Table 5.2. For this
particular field, the operator has the following minimum requirements for design
factors:

Burst design factor > 1.18
Collapse design factor > 1.10
Tension design factor > 1.10

This design is therefore acceptable based on the operator’s requirements.

5.3.6 Connectors

The actual connectors selected depends on the choice of manufacturer. The tensile
requirement of all connectors is that the tensile strength must exceed that of the casing.
Other requirements are:

• the 30 in. connectors should be of snap-on type
• the 18-5/8 in. connectors should be of easy make-up type
• the 13-3/8 in. connectors should be of standard buttress type
• the 9-5/8 in. casing connectors and the 7 in liner connectors should be of premium

type, gas tight with metal to metal seal

5.3.7 Discussion

In the following a complete casing design is carried out for a well. This chapter is
intended to provide a basis for well design of other wells. Now we will briefly discuss
the results and the implications.

From Table 5.2 we see that only the 18-5/8 in. hole section had reduced well
integrity. This could have been shown in a simpler way. In Figure 5.16 we have shown
the reservoir pressure as a function of well depth. From each casing point we plot the
gradient of the formation fluid. This is the pressure that would arise if the well was oil
filled and shut in. Clearly we observe the conclusion from Table 5.2. Figure 5.16 is also
useful if we are designing wells for specific conditions, i.e. flow testing of shallower
secondary objectives. We can select casing setting depths to obtain full well integrity
using this type of figure.

Inspection of Table 5.2 also reveals that we have the potential of using weaker
tubing types, since we far exceed the minimum requirements. However, in the North
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Sea region one attempts to standardise on a few casing types for reasons of cost,
storage and transportation. Based on this condition we will expect to see some
over-design.

We see clearly from the above example that the design factors are not the only gov-
erning parameters. As important are the design input data such as: density of formation
fluid and density of fluids behind the casing. In traditional casing design one often used
methane gas as formation fluid as it was the lightest gas type encountered. However,
if geological knowledge can rule out this assumption one should use other fluid or gas
densities as demonstrated in this chapter. The effective pressure in a cemented interval
is often assumed to be equal to sea water pressure, as water is the only mobile phase.
This assumption totally neglects mechanical support from the cement. As this is often
a constraint, this issue should also be further addressed in well design.

A related issue is the effective density of the drilling mud behind the casings. In a
short time perspective, the actual mud density can be used. If it is a production well
with a long time frame, particle settling may be assumed, resulting in water being the
only mobile phase providing pressure behind the casings.

Bending resistance during landing of the casing is included in the calculations. This
is another issue that should be further addressed. Actually this is coupled to the drag
problem in wellbores.
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In the example presented, the intermediate casing string could handle a gas-filled
situation. The reason is that we assumed oil as reservoir fluid instead of gas. Often, sur-
face and intermediate casing strings cannot handle a gas-filled case. In these instances
one must introduce a maximum allowable kick volume in the design. Examples of
these are presented in Sections 6.6.4 and 6.7.2.

We now understand that when performing optimal well design, we need to work
on the design premises, which actually govern the quality of the design. Therefore,
post analysis of previous failures are key elements. Also, it is important to establish
realistic design scenarios.

Prob lems

Problem 1
A 24 in. intermediate surface casing is planned to be installed in a well. Please perform
burst and collapse calculations, and determine the design factors. No corrections for
biaxial forces and derating of casing strength is required.
The data are:

Casing depth: 580 m
Depth to seabed: 110 m
Water depth: 68 m
Pore pressure gradient at casing shoe: 1.03 s.g.

next hole section at 1000 m: 1.03 s.g.
Fracture gradient at shoe: 1.39 s.g.
Mud density: 1.03 s.g.
Mud weight next section: 1.15 s.g.
Cement density: 1.70 s.g.

The casing data are:

24 in. grade X-52
Outer diameter: 610 mm
Wall thickness: 15.88 mm
Burst strength: 168 bar
Collapse resistance: 60 bar

Problem 2
A 14 in. intermediate casing should be designed. Please perform burst, collapse and
tension calculations, and calculate the design factors. Perform biaxial derating of the
collapse strength, but no derating otherwise. If the well cannot handle a gas-filled
situation, use kick margins in the design.

The data are:

Casing depth: 3100 m
Frac. gradient at 3100 m: 2.06 s.g.
Pore press. gradient at next hole, 4730 m: 1.84 s.g.
Density of formation fluids: 0.547 s.g.
Mud density: 1.65 s.g.
Mud density next section: 1.90 s.g.
Depth to top cement: 2100 m
Cement density: 1.90 s.g.
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The casing data are:

14 in. Grade P-100, 86 lbs/ft
Weight: 127.4 kg/m
Outer diameter: 355.6 mm
Inner diameter: 325.1 mm
Burst strength: 569 bar
Collapse strength: 268 bar
Tension strength: 1235 × 103 daN

Other data needed can be taken from problem 5.1.

Problem 3
You are asked to design a production casing string. This string is intended for drilling
only. However, also check if the casing is capable of handling flow testing, i.e. by
evaluating the leaking tubing design scenario. Perform burst, collapse and tension
calculations and calculate the design factors. Perform corrections for biaxial loading
on the collapse resistance, and a linear temperature degrading by applying a factor of
1.0 at surface and 0.9 at the casing shoe.
The data are:

Casing depth: 4730 m
Frac. gradient at 4730 m: 2.24 s.g.
Pore press. gradient at next hole, 5100 m: 2.16 s.g.
Density of formation fluids: 0.547 s.g.
Mud density: 1.90 s.g.
Mud density next section: 2.20 s.g.
Depth to top cement: 4000 m
Cement density: 1.90 s.g.

The casing data are:

9-5/8 in. Grade SMC-110, 66.4 lbs/ft
Weight: 102.4 kg/m
Outer diameter: 250.8 mm
Inner diameter: 218 mm
Burst strength: 889 bar
Collapse strength: 797 bar
Tension strength: 936 × 103 daN

5.4 THREE-DIMENSIONAL TUBULAR DESIGN

5.4.1 Purpose

In the previous derivations the burst pressure model is one-dimensional, whereas the
collapse pressure calculations are one- or two-dimensional (biaxial correction). This
implies that the other dimensions are neglected. This raises several questions such as
what is the error and why not always perform three-dimensional tubular designs? This
is often performed today, but there are issues that need to be discussed.
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One and two dimensional burst and collapse designs clearly identify the failure
modes. In burst most often an axial rupture occurs but with high axial load the pipe
can also part in two. In collapse the pipe deforms into a non-circular shape. Because
the failure is so clearly defined these models serve well as educational tools.

A three-dimensional design can in simple terms be described as a vector summation
of various loads. The resultant stress is then compared to the yield strength of the
material. The ellipse shown in Figure 5.17 actually represents the yield strength of the
material. When the applied load is inside the ellipse, failure has not occurred. Once the
load exceeds the ellipse, failure occurs. In a 3-dimensional load case it can be difficult
to determine the actual failure mode. This is the problem with 3-dimensional tubular
design. To better understand the failure we therefore recommend that all tubular design
is performed in one or two dimensions, followed by a 3-dimensional design as outlined
in this section.

Nomenc lature

DF Design factor
F Axial pipe force
Pi Fluid pressure inside the pipe
Po Fluid pressure outside the pipe
Di Inside pipe diameter
Do Outside pipe diameter
t Pipe wall thickness
x, y Dimensionless parameters
β Geometry factor
σa Axial stress
σt Hoop (tangential) stress
σr Radial stress
σy Yield strength
σVME Equivalent stress

5.4.2 Triaxial design

Aasen and Aadnoy (2007) derived a dimensionless model for tubular stresses in 3
dimensions. This model can be used for all pipe materials and pipe dimensions. The
model is also valid for cases with applied torque, bending or buckling. It is based on
incipient yielding at the inside pipe wall, and the collapse predictions from the model for
diameter-to-thickness ratios less than 14 are in agreement with experimental evidence.
For large casing strings, the model should be used with caution for collapse predictions.
The model is valid for burst calculations for all pipe sizes.

Reference is made to Equation (5.9) which is the Hencky-von Mises yield theory.
For the biaxial corrections of Section 5.1.5 this failure model is applied in a two-
dimensional problem.

Three-dimensional analysis includes all three dimensions such as the axial stress
σa, the radial stress σr and the hoop stress σt. These stresses may be combined to a
single equivalent stress (σVME) using the Henky-von Mises distortion energy theorem:

2σ2
y = (σa − σr)

2 + (σa − σt)
2 + (σr − σt)

2 (5.19)
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We define the design factor (DF) as the ratio of the allowable yield stress to the
applied stress. The resulting design factor must be greater than one and is:

DF =
√

2σy√
(σa − σr)

2 + (σa − σt)
2 + (σr − σt)

2
(5.20)

Using the Lamé solution for radial and hoop stresses in a thick-walled pipe, it is
found that burst or collapse failures would initiate on the inner surface of the pipe.
The following geometry factor is introduced:

β = (Do/t)2

2 (Do/t − 1)
(5.21)

The radial and hoop stresses at the inside pipe wall become:

σr = −Pi (5.22a)

σt = β (Pi − Po) − Pi (5.22b)

In absence of bending, the axial stress is calculated as:

σa = F
A

(5.23)

Introduce the following dimensionless variables:

x = Pi + σa

σy
(5.24a)

y = β
Pi − Po

σy
(5.24b)

Inserting these equations into Equation (5.20) the design factor becomes:

DF = 1√
x2 − xy + y2

or

y = x
2

±
√

1
DF2

− 3
4

x2

(5.25)

Equation (5.25) defines an ellipse as seen in Figure 5.17. The plus sign is selected
for burst calculations, while the negative sign is used for calculating collapse pressure.
Substituting for x and y in this equation gives the following expression for the collapse
pressure for (DF=1):

Pcollapse =
Pi(2β − 1) − σa +

√
4σ2

y − 3(Pi + σa)2

2β
(5.26)
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Figure 5.17 Three dimensional design factors projected onto a zero axial stress plane.

The burst pressure is:

Pburst =
βPo(2β − 1) − σa(β − 2) +

√
4σ2

y (β2 − β + 1) − 3β2(Po + σa)2

2β(β2 − β + 1)
(5.27)

These two equations define the collapse and burst pressure of a tubular loaded in
3 dimensions. The presented model is valid for collapse of drill pipe, snubbing pipe,
production tubing and small casing strings. For large pipe sizes (diameter-to-thickness
ratios greater than 14), other collapse formulas should be employed. The burst theory
is valid regardless of pipe size. Aasen and Aadnoy (2007) also included torsion and
bending.

5.4.3 Comparing 1D, 2D and 3D models using
HP/HT well cases

We consider three design examples from HPHT wells. In the two first cases, the concern
is the pressure integrity of the 10¾′′ × 97/8

′′ production casing. The third example is
collapse pressure during a snubbing operation.

Input data for the design examples are summarized in Table 5.3. Reservoir temper-
ature is 170◦C and wellhead temperature at full production is 155◦C. Yield strength
values are derated according to prevailing temperature and are named σy in the table.
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Table 5.3 Data for HPHT well.

Case Pipe do/t β Pi (bar) Po (bar) σa (bar) σy (bar)

1 10¾′′, 85.3 lb/ft, C110 13.51 7.292 717 36 −634 6750
2 97/8

′′, 62.8 lb/ft, Q125 15.80 8.434 1230 451 −2140 7850
3 5′′, 23.2 lb7ft, C95 10.46 5.783 0 683 −1970 5770

Table 5.4 Comparison of design factors.

Case 3-D model Uniaxial burst Biaxial collapse

1 1.37 1.44
2 1.10 1.17
3 1.69 1.64

In the examples, we calculate the design factors based on the 3-dimensional model.
These results are then compared to the design factors obtained using biaxial and
uniaxial design. This comparison is shown in Table 5.4.

Des ign 1: Burs t o f gas - f i l l ed cas ing

We consider burst of the production casing just below the wellhead. This scenario
could occur during both drilling and production. During the drilling phase, the worst
case is that the entire casing fills up with produced natural gas. After the well has been
completed with the production tubing, a leak in the tubing below the wellhead could
cause the same burst pressure. In both cases, the greatest differential between inside
and outside pressures are located in the very top of the casing. Inside the casing at
this depth, the pressure is equal to the reservoir pressure minus the hydrostatic head
of the gas column. Outside the production casing the hydrostatic pressure is equal
to 360 m of seawater in this subsea well. We consider in the following a leak during
production, and derate the yield strength of the C110 casing to 6750 bar because of
elevated temperature. Thermal expansion of the casing changes the axial load in the
casing at the wellhead from tension to 104 tonnes of compression. The resulting axial
stress is −634 bar as shown in Table 1.

From Equation (5.25), the general 3D solution, we obtain DF = 1.37. The uniaxial
model calculates an optimistic DF = 1.44 in burst since the effect of axial compression
is neglected.

Des ign 2: Burs t o f cas ing caused by leak ing tub ing

In this scenario we look at burst at the top of the production packer during production.
The production tubing leaks just below the wellhead, and wellhead pressure enters the
production casing on top of the packer fluid. This is the same situation described in the
previous case, the difference being that we now look at burst at the bottom of the well.
The proposed design calls for a 1.18 s.g. packer fluid. There is a significant compressive
load on the production casing caused by thermal expansion during production. Once
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the wellhead pressure enters the tubing/casing annulus, this compression is relieved
somewhat by wellhead growth. The resulting axial stress at the bottom of the casing
is −2140 bar as shown in Table 5.3. Outside the production casing, we have a sea-
water gradient. Inside the casing, the pressure is equal to wellhead pressure plus the
hydrostatic head of the packer fluid column.

The 3-dimensional model gives DF = 1.10. If this design is not considered accept-
able, one solution is to select a lighter packer fluid. Uniaxial burst pressure gives
DF = 1.17.

Des ign 3: L i ve we l l ent ry wi th snubb ing

A 460k snubbing jack is used to deploy a 5 in. pipe in this well with 683 bar wellhead
pressure. The maximum snub force is experienced while pushing the first joint into
the well. The concern is that the wellhead pressure will collapse the pipe, which is run
closed-ended and empty in the well. The compressive force working on the pipe below
the stripper rams is equal to the wellhead pressure multiplied by the cross-sectional
area of the closed pipe. The resulting compressive stress on the pipe is 1970 bar as
shown in Table 5.3.

For a design factor equal to 1.25, calculate the collapse pressure Po = 911 bar from
Equation (5.26). The biaxial design factor based on collapse pressure is equal to 1.64.

These examples show that the 3-dimensional analysis gives lower design fac-
tors in burst and higher in collapse. This difference is load-dependent. Considering
uncertainties and conservative assumptions, we advocate using the classical one- and
two-dimensional design methods for ordinary wells. For critical well designs it is
recommended to perform 3-dimensional analysis in addition.

The 3-dimensional model presented is simple and easy to use. Aasen and Aadnoy
(2007) have also included torsion and bending which makes the model generally
applicable.

  



Chapter 6

Design of a HPHT well

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will discuss the design of a high-pressure high temperature (HPHT)
well. It is actually a summary of the design and decision making process. First, we
will define this particular type of well. The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate defines
a well as a HPHT well if:

• it is deeper than 4000 m, or
• its reservoir pressure exceeds 10 000 psi, or
• the temperature exceeds 150◦C

It is readily observed that the conditions are more harsh in such a well compared
to a standard shallower well. A HPHT well is a critical well, where there are small
design margins, and where a well control problem is difficult to handle. This chapter
will identify the most important design premises. Usually, the definition of the design
premises and performing the well design requires several iterations because of the
narrow margins.

For readers interested in more operational details, the publications by French &
McLean (1993), Krus & Prieur (1991) and Seymour & MacAndrew (1994) are
recommended.

Specific nomenclature for this chapter is as follows:

Dsf depth from drill floor to sea floor
hf distance drill floor – sea level
δd difference frac. gradient – normal pore pressure gradient
dp normal pore pressure gradient referred to drill floor
d frac. gradient referred to drill floor
dmw mud density (s.g.)
h height of gas (m)
dwf fracture gradient
Pwf fracturing pressure
Pwf -normalised normalised fracturing pressure
Po pore pressure
σo overburden stress
NFG normalised frac. gradient
NLG normalised loss gradient
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6.2 DESIGN PREMISES

6.2.1 Design premises

The very first task to undertake in a well design process is to establish the objectives for
the well. Furthermore, alternative approaches may be derived to reach these objectives.
For the particular well in question the most important license requirements were as
follows:

• to perform a flow test in a Jurassic sandstone reservoir
• to drill through expected reservoir layers in upper or middle Jurassic
• or, to drill to 5000 m
• to core or collect other data in all prospective intervals according to governmental

regulations.

The objectives can briefly be condensed to:

• perform a flow test in upper Jurassic
• test hydrocarbon bearing intervals in lower Cretaceous

According to the definitions above, the depth of the well will be 5000 m deep, but
with a formation top uncertainty of ±100 m, the design depth is 5100 m. Evaluation
of possible flow test intervals limits the possible reservoir interval from 4700 m to
5011 m.

In the geological evaluation it was determined that the well would likely produce
small amounts of hydrogen sulphide. As this may cause hydrogen embrittlement in the
casing string, one decided to use sour service steel in the production casing and liner,
which is H2S resistant.

The cost of the well was also evaluated. Two different scenarios were compared:

1. Integrated design. The well is designed to handle both the drilling phase and the
testing phase. This will require expensive and strong production casing which can
withstand both the “gas-filled casing’’ scenario and the “leaking tubing’’ scenario.

2. Separate drilling and flow testing. The production casing is for this alternative
designed to withstand a “gas-filled casing’’ scenario during drilling only. This
string will not be sufficiently strong for flow testing. If flow testing is performed,
a tie-back string must be installed, which can handle the pressures if a “leaking
tubing’’ scenario arises.

It was decided to go for alternative 2. If the well was not tested, after all one would
save some of the cost of the production casing. If, on the other hand, flow testing was
decided to be performed, one had to take into account the installation of an extra
tie-back string.

The weight of the casing was another element that led to the conclusion of a
relatively light production casing with a light tie-back string. A single casing which
would handle both scenarios above would be considerably heavier, approaching the
practical weight limit of the drilling rig.
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Figure 6.1 shows the various scenarios the well is designed for. These can be briefly
summarised as follows:

Alternative 1: Drilling through reservoir. If no hydrocarbons are observed, the well
will be plugged and abandoned.

Alternative 2: Installation of a liner. The casing is not sufficiently strong to handle a
flow test.

Alternative 3: If a well test is to be performed, a tie-back string must be installed from
the liner to the wellhead.

Alternative 4: If unexpected borehole problems like significant circulation losses arise,
the production casing may have to be set shallower. In this case, the liner may not
be set through the reservoir.

Alternative 5: If alternative 4 is used, a 5-1/2 in. contingency liner must be used in the
reservoir interval.

Alternative 6: If the contingency liner is used, the tie-back string must also be installed
when a flow test is performed.

Although contingency strings may be needed at shallower depths, they are not
included in the analysis. The reason is that the most difficult and most critical interval
is covered by the alternatives above. The setting depth of the shallower casing strings
including the 14 in. intermediate casing were considered realistic, with no need for
contingency solutions.

6.2.2 Setting depth

Evaluation of three reference wells resulted in a preliminary setting depth evaluation.
When the design was carried out, some of the depths were slightly adjusted, with the
final results as follows:

• The 30 in. conductor casing was set at 210 m depth, that is a casing length of
100 m.

• The 24 in. casing was designed to be set at 580 m. This actually represents an extra
surface casing designed to isolate several possible shallow gas intervals.

• The 18-5/8 in. surface casing was set at 1000 m, mainly to isolate shallow gas and
swelling clays.

• The 14 in. intermediate casing was designed to be set at 3100 m, to isolate away
all clay before entering the chalk.

• The 9-5/8 in., 9-7/8 in. production casing was designed to be set at approximately
4700 m depth, to provide well integrity before entering the reservoir, and to isolate
possible lost circulation zones. This casing must be set as deep as possible before
entering the reservoir because the operational margins between kick and losses is
usually very small in wells of this type.

6.2.3 Pressure prognosis

Figure 6.2 shows the resulting pressure gradient prognosis for the well. The various
elements of the prognosis will be modelled and derived in the following.
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Figure 6.1 Casing string alternatives.
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6.3 GEOMECHANICAL DESIGN

6.3.1 Shallow fracturing model

In this evaluation we will simply apply the model derived in Section 3.3: Fracturing
Pressures for Shallow Penetration. In this chapter a number of leak-off data from
soil drilling and shallow casing strings were compiled, and normalised with respect to
water depth. Then a model was defined on the low side of these data. Using this model,
there is very little likelihood that the actual leak-off obtained in this well obtains lower
values. In other words, the model is conservative. One problem with shallow leak-off
data is the large spread. It has so far been impossible to model this spread, giving one
of the reasons for using the low side of the data only.

The model from the chapter referred to above is defined by the following equations:

d = 1.03(Dsf − hf ) + 1.276
D − Dsf

D
for 120 m > D − Dsf > 0 (6.1a)

d = 1.03(Dsf − hf ) + 1.541
D − Dsf

D
− 33.16

D
for 600 m > D − Dsf > 120 m

(6.1b)

For our particular case, we have 68 m water depth, and the drill floor of the jack-
up rig is located 42 m above sea level, resulting in a total distance of 110 m from the
drill floor to the sea floor. The frac. gradient from equation 6.3.1 is adjusted for the
drill floor elevation. The pore pressure gradient, which is normal hydrostatic sea water,
can be expressed from the drill floor as:

dp = 1.03
D − hf

D
(6.2)

Inserting the depth numbers into the equations above, the difference between the
leak-off pressure and the pore pressure can be expressed as:

δd = d − do = 0.246
D − 110

D
for: 230 m > D > 110 m (6.3a)

δd = 0.511
D − 174.9

D
for: 710 m > D > 230 m (6.3b)

Equation (6.3) above gives the shallow frac. gradient or leak-off prognosis for
depths down to 710 m penetration. This model will be plotted and shown on the
gradient plot for the complete well. A point to note is that we have chosen to plot
the difference between the frac. gradient and the normal pore pressure gradient.
Since the drill floor air gap introduces normal pressure gradients less than one (from
Equation (6.2)), it is observed that field personnel have difficulty handling this. By
using the difference as shown in Equation (6.3), we do not have to relate to gradients
less than one. Figure 6.3 shows this equation plotted and also a normal pore pressure
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Figure 6.3 Design frac. gradient for shallow sections.

gradient referred to sea level. By using this plot we actually obtain a higher frac. gra-
dient because the pore pressure gradient is not adjusted for air gap, but we chose to
do this in order to reduce some conservatism in the frac. gradient estimation process.

Figure 6.3 shows the resulting frac. gradient for this particular well. This will serve
as a design parameter for the shallowest casing strings.

6.3.2 Shallow kick scenario

During the well design process several kick scenarios were investigated. One reason
was that several possible shallow gas zones were identified from seismic surveys, specif-
ically at 600 m and at 820 m depth. At an early stage, a floating drilling rig was also
considered, and for this case one could drill the top sections with or without riser and
with or without a seabed diverting system. Obviously a number of pressure control
scenarios were investigated.
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It was decided to use a jack-up rig. This rig type has the pressure control equipment
at drill floor level, rather than at sea floor as floating rigs do. We will therefore limit
our discussion to scenarios relating to the jack-up rig type.

The 32 in. conductor casing is drilled out for and set with no fluid return to surface.
When drilling out the next hole section, a riser is installed providing mud return. On
top of this riser is a low pressure diverting system. After setting the 24 in. casing, a
low pressure blow-out-preventer is installed, making the unit capable of normal kick
control.

We will here focus on the two phases when drilling out below the 32 in. and the 24
in. casing. Assume the situation shown in Figure 6.4a, a normally pressured volume
of gas is entering the borehole, followed by a shut-in of the well. Since the bottom of
the gas has normal formation pressure, and the gas can be considered weightless, this
pressure also exists at the top of the gas.

Pressure on top and bottom of gas:

P = 0.098 × 1.03D

The pressure above the gas will be:

P1 = 0.098 × 1.03D − 0.098 dmw(D − D1 − h)

The previous casing shoe is considered the most critical point, and the fracturing
pressure at any depth is:

Pwf = 0.098 dwf D1

Now assume that the well is shut in, with a gas volume that just fractures the
formation. Equating the two previous expressions (P1 = Pfr) results in an expression
for the gas height h:

h =
(

dwf

dmw
− 1

)
D1 +

(
1 − 1.03

dwf

)
D (6.4)

Equation (6.4) is plotted in Figure 6.4b for two scenarios; at a well depth of 600 m,
and at a well depth of 1000 m.

First we will investigate the situation when drilling out below the 24 in. casing
shoe. Here we assume that the depth of next bottom hole section is 600 m, that is just
below the predicted shallow gas zone. Furthermore, we assume that the drilling fluid is
viscosified sea water with drilled solids that has a resulting density of maximum 1.12
s.g. Equation 6.3.4 becomes:

h =
(

dwf

1.12
− 1

)
D1 +

(
1 − 1.03

1.12

)
600

Using the design frac. curve from Figure 6.3, the above equation is plotted in
Figure 6.4b. Shown is the maximum gas height as a function of setting depth for the
32 in. casing. We observe that the setting depth of the casing is critical with respect to
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Figure 6.4 Shallow gas kick height versus casing shoe depth.

gas influx. If we accept a maximum influx height of 60 m, we place the 32 in. casing
at 220 m depth.

A similar evaluation was performed for the next hole section. Here the open hole
section goes to 1000 m, and the maximum mud density is 1.25 s.g. For this case we have
decided to place the 24 in. casing at 580 m to have a strong shoe before penetrating
the possible shallow gas zone at about 600 m. In this case we may safely handle a gas
height of 240 m.

The previous discussion focused on the maximum allowable gas height one can
handle and still maintain well integrity. If such a gas volume has entered the well during
the circulation out phase, higher loading can arise due to gas expansion. We will not
pursue this further here.
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Before leaving the topic of kicks, we will briefly investigate the effect of inadvertent
loss of circulation. During drilling one may suddenly encounter circulation losses. The
fluid level in the annulus may drop. In shallow layers, we assume hydrostatic pore
pressure. To the knowledge of the author, there is no reported lower pore pressure than
normal sea water pressure in the North Sea. If this can be assumed to be a lower limit,
one may say that the mud loss stops when the pressure in the bottom of the borehole
is equal to the normal pore pressure. This is defined by the following equation:

P = 0.098 dmw(D − h′) = 0.098 × 1.03(D − hf )

or: h′ =
(

1 − 1.03
dmw

)
D + 1.03

dmw
hf (6.5)

Figure 6.5 shows the critical annulus fluid level drop for various mud densities. If
mud is suddenly lost at for example 400 m using a 1.15 s.g. drilling fluid, the maxi-
mum annular level drop is 64 m. If the mud density is 1.25 s.g., the fluid level drop
increases to 105 m. The equation above can be used to estimate annulus level drops.
If losses actually occur during the operation, one should attempt to check the validity
of the equation above. If significant deviations occur, this should be tested against the
assumption of a minimum pore pressure equal to the hydrostatic head of sea water.

Another problem arises if the annular fluid level drops, and several shallow gas
zones or loss zones are exposed simultaneously. This is illustrated in Figure 6.6. Imagine
that the upper zone was drilled, but no problems encountered because a pressure
overbalance is retained inside the borehole. Drilling resumes, and at a deeper depth
a loss zone is exposed, causing a drop in the annulus level. The fluid level stabilises
when the bottom of the well reaches a pressure equal to the head of sea water. The mud
weight is somewhat more dense, which results in the fluid level drop. However, now we
observe that the borehole pressure at the shallow gas zone is lower than the formation
pressure. A inward flow potential is created, which may result in a shallow gas kick.

Multiple shallow gas zones and loss zones must be evaluated in a common context
in casing seat selection. In the particular design at hand, it was decided that the two
shallow gas zones were close, and that the well integrity had to be ensured before
penetrating these. Therefore the 24 in casing was set at 580 m.

Before closing this chapter, a general comment will be given.
If drilling without a marine riser, multiple shallow gas or shallow loss zones can be

exposed simultaneously with little risk of influx. The fluid level will never go below sea
level. However, when drilling with marine riser and weighed mud, annulus fluid level
may drop causing a shallow gas influx if multiple zones are exposed. For the latter
case, operational procedures should ensure that the fluid level never drops below a
certain limit.

6.3.3 Deep fracturing model for Central Graben

A number of HPHT wells have been drilled in the area for this new well. Despite this,
there was considerable difficulty in establishing a good fracture prognosis. The main
reason is that the allowable mud weight window is very small, and that the spread in
leak-off data from reference wells are larger. Therefore, an innovative approach was
chosen to improve the frac. prognosis.
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Figure 6.7 Leak-off reference data for Cromer Knoll in Central Graben.

The operator had previously performed a study over 70 HPHT wells in the south-
ern North Sea. Also, it was decided that the best placement of the production casing
was in the Cromer Knoll formation. It was further found that 36 of the reference wells
had fracturing information from the Cromer Knoll. These data were then used for
modelling.

Figure 6.7 shows the relevant leak-off data. We observe that the spread is in the
order of 0.24 s.g. Even evaluating the proximity between the wells, the spread is too
large to define a rational model.

From rock mechanics considerations it is well known that the fracturing pressure is
a function of the pore pressure and the in-situ stress state. These two parameters were
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Figure 6.8 Overburden stress gradients for the leak-off data.

therefore added to the analysis. The pore pressure gradients at each leak-off point were
found from final well reports. There is some uncertainty here, because the formation
is basically impermeable, with no direct pressure measurements. At these depths the
horizontal stress state is approaching the overburden stress. The overburden stress was
therefore used to define the in-situ stress state.

Figure 6.8 shows the overburden stress gradient data at the depth of the leak-off
tests. There is a considerable spread. Earlier overburden data were of varying quality.
In particular, at shallow depth poor correlations have often been used in the absence
of well logs. In the analysis, we used the data from Figure 6.8 to define an overburden
trend line which was used in the analysis.

Finally, Figure 6.9 shows the leak-off data plotted against the pore pressure gradi-
ents for each point. We observe a considerable variation in pore pressure, and suspect
that this is an important parameter in the magnitude of the leak-off data.
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Figure 6.9 Pore pressure gradient versus leak-off pressure.

At this stage we have the following data; leak-off gradients, pore pressure gradients
and the stress state (overburden stress gradients) for the same rock type. The problem
is to use these data constructively to derive a frac. model. Direct correlation between
these parameters was attempted, but did not yield improvements. Therefore another
approach was pursued.

Aadnoy (1991) derived a simple compaction model, which yielded the modified
leak-off pressure when the pore pressure was varied. Specifically, the model was ini-
tially derived to estimate the reduction in frac. pressure in depleted reservoirs. Since
the present leak-off data were clearly pore pressure dependent, and since the pore
pressure varied, all leak-off data were normalised to the same pore pressure gradient.
The compaction model is presented in the Section 3.2.4.

The data presented in Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 will be normalised in the
following way:

• The leak-off data will be divided by the overburden stress. It is assumed that
the horizontal stress is governed by the overburden stress, and that the depth
dependence is removed in this process. The leak-off/overburden stress ratio should
be a depth-independent number with a vertical trend. This is done to develop a
model suitable for predictions at other depths.
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• The leak-off gradients are normalised to a common pore pressure gradient by the
compaction equation. Since the leak-off data clearly are pore pressure dependent,
this process should make the data more comparable. For predictions, the expected
pore pressure gradient must be inserted into the model.

The average overburden stress trend from Figure 6.8 was found to be:

σo = 1.916 + 0.00006611D (6.6)

and the compaction equation for an arbitrarily chosen pore pressure reference gradient
of 1.8 s.g. (See Section 3.2.4):

Pwf −normalized − Pwf

σo
= 1.8 − Po

7σo
(6.7)

We have in the derivation of Equation (6.7) assumed a Poisson’s ratio of 0.30,
which gave the least spread in data.

The data from Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 were normalised using Equations (6.6) and
(6.7) above. The result is shown in Figure 6.10.

In Figure 6.10a the initial leak-off /overburden stress data are plotted. The spread
is large, again pointing to the difficulty of using these for rational prognosis. Since we
have divided each of the leak-off data with the overburden stress from Equation (6.6),
we expect a vertical trend.

In Figure 6.10b the same data are in addition normalised to a pore pressure gradient
of 1.8 s.g. by Equation (6.7). The result is that the spread in the data is reduced from
0.27 s.g. to 0.11 s.g., if the extreme data points are neglected. Comparison of the two
plots shows a considerable improvement. However a spread of 0.11 s.g is still too wide
a margin for direct practical applications.

The data of Figure 6.10b were split into three groups, one for low frac. gradient,
one for medium and one for high. These were mapped onto the map shown in Figure
6.11. The data from the three groups were not randomly scattered on the map, but
seemed to concentrate in certain regions. The physical reason for this grouping is not
fully understood, but one may relate it to the fault pattern and numerous salt domes
in the area.

The well we are planning in this chapter is located in the area with the group for
high frac. gradients (group III, Figure 6.10b).

The task that remains is to evaluate the fracture level of the well. The nearest
reference well is shown in Figure 6.10b. Due to proximity, but also due to geolog-
ical similarity, this is considered the best reference well. We therefore chose from
Figure 6.10a a normalised frac. level of NFG = 1.01. The resulting fracture prediction
equation then becomes:

Pwf = NFGσo − 1.8 − Po

7
or:

Pwf = 1.01(1.916 + 0.00006611D) − 1.8 − Po

7
(6.8)
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Figure 6.10 Comparison between depth normalised and depth-pore pressure normalised leak-off data.
a) Leak-off data normalised with overburden stress, b) Leak-off data normalised with
overburden stress, compaction, pore pressure (1.8 s.g.).

Figure 6.12 shows the predicted fracture gradient for our well, calculated from
Equation (6.8). We observe that the pore pressure dependence is clearly reflected in
the plot.

6.3.4 Deep lost circulation model

It is well known in the field of drilling engineering that mud losses often occur. Unex-
pected losses may create hazards with respect to well control, and should be minimised.
Since most casing string shoes are placed in competent rock, these often represent the
stronger parts of the system. Losses often occur during continued drilling, and at lower
levels than the leak-off positions.

We will adopt the philosophy that two fracture gradient plots are valid for the well,
one for strong shales, and one for loss zones, like sand stringers. We also compiled loss
data for the wells of the Central Graben area, and found twelve data sets that were
relevant. These were normalised and analysed the same way as for the leak-off data.

Figure 6.13a shows the depth and pore pressure normalised loss data. We have
arbitrarily made two groups, one high and one low. Figure 6.13b shows the area
distribution of these data. Two nearby reference wells have experienced losses. The
best estimate of this normalised loss gradient is NLG = 0.95, which yields the following
loss prediction equation:

Pwf = 0.95(1.916 + 0.00006611D) − 1.8 − Po

7
(6.9)
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Figure 6.11 Geographical grouping of normalised leak-off data.

This equation is shown in broken line in Figure 6.12. This figure now defines the
frac-loss window we want to design our well for. The difference between the frac.
curve and the loss curve is about 0.11 s.g.

6.4 DESIGN OF THE MUD WEIGHT SCHEDULE

The mud density is a critical parameter to minimise borehole problems. In this chapter
we will determine the mud weight schedule for the whole well. There are two basic
elements considered; evaluation of problems in reference wells and the application of
the median line principle. The latter will be applied, but for background information
see Section 2.1.

The operator has previously drilled three HPHT wells in the same area. These are
all drilled in a similar geological setting. Due to the similarities both in geology and in
the wells, we will in the following evaluate the problems encountered during drilling
of these wells, in order to minimise borehole problems for the well under planning.
We will call the three reference wells for A, B and C respectively.

Rock mechanical collapse analysis is not performed, but this chapter serves to
illustrate an alternative, but practical approach, which is very useful in a practical well
design.
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Figure 6.12 Prognosed fracture gradient at reservoir level.

Eva luat ion of we l l A

In the following is a short list of reported drilling problems from well A. The
information is taken from the daily drilling reports:

The 17-1/2 in. section: Depth (m): Problem:
931–1221 Tight hole, max. overpull 45 tons
1600–1700 Tight hole
1640 Tight spot, max. overpull 45 tons
2130 Max. overpull 85 tons
2125–2135 Tight hole, max. overpull 55 tons
2295–2334 Reaming, max. overpull 55 tons
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Figure 6.13 Analysis of loss data.
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The 12-1/4 in. section: Max. overpull 30 tons
3538 Stuck
3335–3388 Reaming
3388–3487 Reaming
3423 Kick-off for side-track
4038 Tight hole
4023–4048 Reaming

The mud weight schedule used is shown in Figure 6.14. We observe that relatively
low mud weights have been used, and that the problems reported are typical for these
sections in many wells. This is a typical exploration well mud weight schedule, where
the mud density is kept low, mainly for pore pressure mapping purposes. The low mud
weight gives low borehole pressure, resulting in an inward creep. By increasing the
mud weight towards the median line, the tight hole conditions should reduce. Since
the new well will be drilled in the same area, the most recent geological prognosis is
shown in Figure 6.14.

Eva luat ion of we l l B

This well is actually a relief well drilled to kill a blowout in well A. This well is
deviated, contrary to the other wells. Problems arose in the top hole sections, resulting
in several side-tracks. The following problems were reported from the daily drilling
reports:

The 17-1/2 in. hole section: Depth (m): Problems:
916–931 Reaming
1250–1280 Tight hole
1406–1426 Reaming
1483–1507 Reaming
1521–1536 Reaming, max. overpull 75 tons
1609–1807 Reaming, cavings observed
1798–1970 Reaming, cavings
1915–2077 Reaming, stuck
1943 Pack off, lost circulation,

max. overpull 100 tons

Side-track no. 1: 1283 Kick off
1980 Tight hole, reaming,

max. overpull 77 tons
2031–2110 Tight hole, ream, 68 tons overpull
2110–2197 Max. overpull 77 tons
2363 Pack off, circulation loss
1963–2040 Max. overpull 113 tons
1616 Stuck, circulation loss
2328 Stuck with underreamer
1350 Stuck
1262 Back off
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Figure 6.14 Mud weight schedule used in well A.
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Side-track no. 2: 1262 Kick off
1120–1160 Tight hole
1945–2100 Tight hole
1643–1850 Tight hole
2100 Max. overpull 68 tons, 170 tons,

200 tons

Side-track no. 3: 1730 Kick off
1739 Pack off
1755 Pack off
2068 Pack off, max. overpull 123 tons
1014–1040 Underreamer, overpull 114 tons

The 12-1/4 in. section: 3703 Max. overpull 120 tons

This well has experienced severe borehole stability problems. The deeper sections
were relatively problem free, while the upper sections had considerable problems. This
can relate to the mud weight, reactive clays and hole cleaning, in particular. Of course
each of these issues must be addressed separately. In this chapter we will only consider
the mud weight.

Figure 6.15 shows the various mud weights used. In the 17-1/2 in. section the
mud weight was initially low. Tight hole was reported, but also presence of cavings,
which is an indicator mechanical borehole collapse, caused by too low mud weight.
Also, hole cleaning problems are observed. The first side-track was also drilled with
a low mud weight, again going stuck. In the second side-track, a considerably higher
mud weight was used, but again the drill string went stuck. The third side-track was
successful, and the well gave little problems from there on.

In Figure 6.15 the mud weights used are shown. We observe that side-track no. 1
used a mud weight considerably lower than the median line, while side-track no. 2
used a considerably higher mud weight. This illustrates that overdoing may not solve
the problem. It is believed that the median line gives the most ideal mud weight, as
shown later. Comparison between side-tracks 1 and 2 is interesting. By going directly
to a high mud weight (side-track no. 2) one does not get the advantage of successive
“jacking’’ of the borehole wall.

Side-track no. 3 had mud weights close to the median line initially. The deeper
portion of side-track no. 3 had mud densities lower than the median line. This is
mainly due to a wish to tag and map the pore pressure increase above the reservoir. At
these depths, borehole stability problems have been relatively small.

Eva luat ion of we l l C

The two previous cases show a well that took a blowout and the relief well used to kill
it. The next well was not involved in these incidents, and is considered successful and
with few problems. The following problems were reported in the daily drilling reports:

The 17-1/2 in. section: Depth (m): Problem:
1269 Max. overpull 55 tons
1269–973 Stuck, jarring, overpull 140 tons
937–1335 Reaming
1380 Max. overpull 140 tons, cavings
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Figure 6.15 Mud weights used during drilling of well B.
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The 12-1/4 in. section: 3254 Max. overpull 60 tons
3370–3520 Washing and reaming

Figure 6.16 shows the mud weight schedule used for this well. We observe that
it is no longer extreme, but reasonably close to the median line. There were few
problems. Of course the mud weight schedule is not the only parameter which con-
tributes to this. In addition to other technical issues like hole cleaning and mud
inhibition, there is a practical learning curve which is reflected in the operational
practices.

Estab l i sh ing the mud weight schedu le for the new wel l

The previous three cases demonstrate how one can analyse borehole problems by com-
paring the mud weights to the median line. We also observe that there is a reasonable
consistency in the approach. The last well had a mud weight which was not extreme
as in the previous cases.

Actually, we will use the previous discussion to argue that the median line is a
reasonable design concept for the mud weight. We will modify this by introducing the
following guidelines:

• A low mud density is used when starting a new hole section because this may
reduce later loss problems.

• The mud density is increased in steps. Reduction is avoided as it may lead to tight
hole.

• A stepwise increase in mud weight by following the median line principle is
preferred rather than an instant large increase. It is believed that this stepwise
“jacking’’ of the hole counteracts tight hole and clay swelling.

Figure 6.17 shows the final result. The following considerations are taken into
account:

The 38 in. section (32 in. casing) is drilled with sea water without return to the
rig. After installing the 32 in. casing, a marine riser is installed, and the next section
will be drilled with weighed mud. Because of fear of shallow gas, the next casing string
is planned at 580 m. In all these shallow sections the mud density is kept as high as
possible, but restricted by the possibility of circulation losses.

The mud weight schedule for the 17-1/2 in. section is based on the information for
the reference wells. Well C is the best reference, but the schedule is adjusted towards
the median line. Also here, the fear of circulation losses have been an important design
parameter for both the mud weight and the casing seat selection.

The 12-1/4 in. section is being drilled in chalk, and swelling problems in the
formation are not expected here. Experience from well C showed little problem here.
We therefore decide to use a mud weight lower than the median line, primarily to be
able to establish the formation pressure at the bottom of the section. After the pore
pressure has been tagged, a stepwise increase is called for until the production casing
seat has been reached.
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Figure 6.16 Mud weight schedule for well C.
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Figure 6.17 Proposed mud weight schedule for the new well.
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6.5 PRODUCTION CASING CONSIDERATIONS

6.5.1 Setting depth based on mud weight and kick/loss

In the previous chapters the frac. prognosis for the well has been derived. This is used
as a key input parameter in the design of the well. Most casing strings will be set
according to the prognosis, with only minor modifications. The reason is that they are
not especially critical.

The production casing is the most critical casing string. Due to the rapid pore
pressure build-up at about 4700 m and the reduced difference between the frac. and
the pore pressure gradient curve, this casing location is very critical. The following
general criteria were identified:

• The production casing should be set as deep as possible before drilling through
the reservoir, to provide sufficient fracturing integrity.

• The Cromer Knoll group in the lower Cretaceous therefore gives the setting
interval.

• By setting the production casing in the deeper part of the Cromer Knoll group, a
good integrity should result, also reducing the likelihood of possible weak zones
or hydrocarbon-bearing intervals.

• Rapid pore pressure increase with depth is experienced in most Cromer Knoll
zones in the area. Therefore, the maximum pore pressure gradient of the well
should nearly be obtained before drilling out the reservoir.

Based on the above discussion, the production casing should be set as deep as
possible into the lower part of the Cromer Knoll group.

Set t ing depth versus mud weight used dur ing dr i l l ing

The prognosis in Figure 6.2 will be used to evaluate the production casing setting
depth. The 14 in. casing is planned to be set at 3250 m. When drilling out below
for the production casing, the 14 in. shoe location is probably the weakest point. At
this depth the prognosed frac. gradient is 2.08 s.g., and an assumed lost circulation
gradient of about 1.92 s.g. From these considerations we may use a mud weight range
of 1.8–1.9 s.g. when drilling out for the production casing. Even if a higher frac.
gradient is obtained at 3250 m, losses may occur in the Shetland formation below.

To study the tentative production casing setting depth further, a pressure-depth
plot is made and shown in Figure 6.18. The figure clearly shows that the production
casing must be set near the bottom of the Cromer Knoll if the reservoir is to be drilled
in one run. Here the prognosis uncertainty comes into play. If we obtain full integrity
in the whole interval below the production casing, it can be placed anywhere inside the
Cromer Knoll. However, if we encounter a lost circulation zone immediately below
the production casing, it should be placed below 4670 m if we proceed with a 2.14 s.g.
mud into the reservoir.

We will carry the mud density evaluation a step further. In Figure 6.18 the final
mud density before setting production casing determines the maximum depth. If we
record the depths at which the mud pressure curve matches the pore pressure curve,
we can plot the setting depth versus mud density. This is shown in Figure 6.19. This
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Figure 6.19 Setting depth versus mud density.
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Figure 6.20 Kick/loss scenario. (Formation fluid density assumed equal to 0.547 s.g.)

figure mainly predicts the minimum mud weight required to reach a given depth. In
the following we will determine this depth from a pressure control point of view.

Set t ing depth based on a k ick/ loss scenar io

Now we will assume that the production casing has been set, and we are concerned
with the drilling of the reservoir section. This is the most critical phase of drilling as the
margin between mud loss and pore fluid influx is very small. The most likely scenario
is that formation fluids enter the wellbore at a given depth, the well is shut in, and
the well fractures at a weak zone below the casing shoe. This is illustrated in Figure
6.20, where the density of the formation fluids is assumed equal to 0.547 s.g. From
this figure we observe that an open hole length of a few hundred meters can at most be
tolerated if a weak zone is encountered. The most significant element is the existence
of a loss zone. If however, no loss zone is encountered, there is a sufficient margin
between the pore pressure curve and the fracturing curve to allow for drilling of the
whole reservoir section and maintaining well integrity even if a kick is taken.

The most important reason for setting the production casing as deep as possible
is illustrated in Figure 6.20. A deep casing will isolate possible loss zones. Also, the
critical loss pressure is expected to increase with depth.

If we assume a kick is taken at 5000 m and the well is shut in, the formation
fluid pressure approaches the loss curve at about 4850 m and the fracturing curve at
4630 m. The maximum permissible open hole length is therefore between 150–370 m,
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Figure 6.21 Permissible open hole depth to avoid losses after taking a kick.

depending on which curve applies. In Figure 6.21 we have performed this evaluation
throughout the reservoir interval. The area between the two curves represents the
depths at which full well integrity can be maintained. As an example, setting the
production casing at 4620 m, we may drill to 5000 m if the fracture prediction is
encountered, but only to 4730 m if a loss zone is encountered below the shoe.

6.5.2 Operational strategy

In the previous discussion we evaluated the setting depth of the production casing
mainly from the point of view that the well should be capable of handling a kick
without significant mud losses. The obvious question is: What if reality deviates from
the prognosis?. It is the belief of the author that the analysis still applies, but the
prognosis must be corrected when new information becomes available. In other words,
a dynamic strategy must be implemented. This will be outlined in the following.

Cont inuous in tegr i t y eva luat ion

The models presented are depth and pore pressure normalised. This means that if
new information becomes available, this may change the reference level, but the same
equations apply. After each leak-off or integrity test is performed, the fracturing model
should be adjusted. Likewise, if losses occur at any time, this information should be
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used to modify the loss model. Adjustment of the pore pressure curve should also
be used for corrections. The main idea is that once the reference levels have been
established, the model provides a tool for the depth trend prediction. In addition to
the maximum open hole length, the maximum kick size should also be continuously
evaluated.

Kick s imulat ion

A kick will initiate very close to a potential loss zone in a HPHT well. From a kick sim-
ulation point of view this may simplify the evaluation since the casing shoe is covered
by formation fluids very early. However, since the kick/loss margins are very close,
it is of utmost importance to maintain a constant bottom hole pressure. Therefore, a
kick simulator should be dedicated to the drilling phase. Remember also that there are
significant frictional pressure drops in the annulus.

Another related element is the mud ballooning, which is caused by the pressure
drop and by the transient temperature history of the mud. This is an effect which
may cause problems during drilling of the reservoir, and should therefore be evaluated
continuously. This is addressed in Appendix B.

Dri l lab i l i t y ana lys i s

During drilling below the production casing a drillability evaluation should be per-
formed. This can either be done with the d-exponent method, or preferably, the mud
logger unit should compute a modified algorithm. The main purpose of the drillability
analysis is to identify weak zones. Comparative data from reference wells should be
established. (See Section 3.5).

Hydrau l i c moni tor ing

A post analysis of reference well C, discussed earlier, revealed that the pumping pressure
increased 50–90 bars above normal before taking the kick. This is believed to be a key
contributor to the well control situation that arose, but which was handled well. In
this particular case, mud gelling in the annulus was given the blame. Remember that
we are in these wells finding extreme temperature and pressures, which may lead to
unexpected events.

A simple hydraulic friction model can give valuable information about the state
of the drilling fluid and the hole, and abnormalities can be corrected at an early stage.
Furthermore, this can be a valuable tool to establish the bottom hole pressure if a loss
situation occurs. Another related case is pack-off of drilled cuttings, which may also
lead to losses.

In the previous discussion we have focused on obtaining good predictions, and
on an active follow-up during drilling. For the particular well under planning, we will
recommend the following operational procedures:

The 12-1/4 in. section:

• Drill the interval 2400–4400 m with 1.7–1.8 s.g. mud
• Perform a leak-off test.
• Increase the mud weight towards leak-off value.
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• Drill to the production casing setting depth using geological markers, vertical seis-
mic profiling and pore pressure indicators as casing seat selection criteria. Increase
the mud weight according to the pore pressure indicators, attempting to set the
casing as deep as possible without penetrating weak zones below.

• Set the production casing, cement and perform a leak-off test.

The 8-1/2 in. reservoir section:

• Increase the mud weight to just exceed the last registered pore pressure. Increase
the mud weight with increase in pore pressure.

• If potential loss zones are exposed, and the open hole length exceeds that allowed in
the model, intermediate integrity tests may be required before continuing drilling.
This to ensure that the well can handle a shut-in kick situation.

6.6 DESIGN OF SHALLOW CASING STRINGS

6.6.1 Design basis

Collapse, burst and compression and bending forces are usually not considered a
problem for the conductor casing. Therefore, no design calculations will be performed.

For the two surface casing strings, an evaluation of several collapse criteria were
performed. Fluid level drop assuming a thief zone was found to give lower loading than
the collapse during cementation criterion, which was therefore used for both strings.

Since the interval down to 1000 m may contain several shallow gas pockets, this
assumption is used in the burst design. The assumption is that a shallow gas pocket
of normal pressure is penetrated at the bottom of the next hole section for the 24 in.
casing string, and that the gas-filled well is shut in. For the 18-5/8 in. casing string
the burst scenario is a gas-filled, shut in well with the formation pressure acting at
the bottom of the next hole section. The burst is a post installation scenario, and it is
assumed that the cement is set and that the only mobile phase is water. Reference is
given to Section 5.1.7, where the effective pressure behind the casing is discussed. We
assume hydrostatic weight of salt water behind the whole casing strings.

The fracturing prognosis shown in Figure 6.2 consists of two curves, a high fracture
gradient and a gradient for weak zones. Normally the fracture gradient applies, but if
weak zones are encountered mud losses may occur. For the design of the 24 in. surface
casing, the low fracture gradient is used due to the unpredictability at shallow depth.
For all other casing strings, the ordinary fracture prognosis is used.

Tension design is only performed for the 18-5/8 in. surface casing. The tension
design is based on the weight of the casing in mud, bending effects plus the forces
when pressure testing the casing. Maximum tensile loading occurs during installation,
so the calculations have not been adjusted for later wear.

6.6.2 The 32 in. conductor casing design

A discussed in the design basis, no calculations will be performed for the 32 in. casing,
which has the main function of sealing off the soft material of the sea bottom.
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6.6.3 The 24 in. surface casing design

The most important design parameters are as follows:

Depth of casing: 580 m
Depth to seabed: 110 m
Depth to sea level: 42 m
Depth to top of tail cement: 480 m
Depth to next open hole section: 1000 m
Maximum density of drilling fluid: 1.12 s.g.
Lead cement density: 1.50 s.g.
Tail cement density: 1.90 s.g.
Minimum fracture pressure at 580 m: 1.39 s.g.
Mud weight in next hole section: 1.30 s.g.
Pore pressure at 580 and 1000 m: 1.03 s.g.
Formation gas density: 0.085 s.g.

The casing data are:

24 in., grade X-52, 0.625 in. wall thickness
Burst strength 168 bar
Collapse strength 60 bar

First we will calculate the collapse loading during cementation. The external load
is cement on the outside of the casing and sea water as a displacing fluid inside. The
pressures are:

External casing pressure at wellhead: = 0 bar
-at seabed: 0.098 × 1.03 (110 − 42) = 7 bar
-at top of tail cement: 7 + 0.098 × 1.50(480 − 110) = 61 bar
-at casing shoe: 61 + 0.098 × 1.90(580 − 480) = 80 bar

Internal pressure at wellhead: = 0 bar
-at seabed: 0.098 × 1.03 × 110 = 11 bar
-at top of tail cement: 0.098 × 1.03 × 480 = 48 bar
-at casing shoe: 0.098 × 1.03 × 580 = 59 bar

Since Chapter 5 on casing design is graphically showing these pressures, we will
shorten this process by using the computational results. The collapse load is the
difference between the outside pressure and the inside pressure:

Collapse load at wellhead: 0 − 0 = 0 bar
-at seabed: 7 − 11 = 0 bar
-at top of tail cement: 61 − 48 = 13 bar
-at casing shoe: 80 − 59 = 21 bar

The maximum collapse load will arise at the casing shoe, with a strength/load ratio
of: 60 bar/21 bar = 2.86, which is the design factor.
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For burst design, we assume sea water behind the casing and obtain the following
pressures:

External casing pressure at wellhead: = 0 bar
-at casing shoe: 0.098 × 1.03 × 580 = 59 bar

Since the hole below the intermediate surface casing will be exposed to a potential
shallow gas zone, a realistic burst criterion is that gas fills the hole at the bottom of
next hole section. The formation pressure at this depth is:

0.098 × 1.03 × 1000 = 101 bar

During this condition, the pressures further up the hole are
-at 580 m: 101 bar − 0.098 × 0.085(1000 − 580) = 97 bar
-at surface: 97 bar − 0.098 × 0.085 × 580 = 92 bar

The burst load at the shoe is: 97 − 59 = 38 bar
-at wellhead: 92 − 0 = 92 bar

The assumption is that the complete casing is gas-filled and the well shut in.
The burst design load is largest in the top of the casing string. Here we obtain a

strength/load ratio of 168 bar/92 bar = 1.83.

In tegr i t y eva luat ion

The gas pressure at the shoe is calculated to 97 bar. This corresponds to a gradient of
97 bar/(0.098 × 580 m) = 1.71 s.g. This is significantly higher than the frac. prognosis.
Therefore we actually have a reduced integrity case; the casing is sufficiently strong but
the open hole below cannot withstand a shut-in situation with a completely gas-filled
casing and hole. Therefore, we have to establish the critical kick margin.

The upper pressure limit at the shoe is (assuming a frac. gradient of 1.39 s.g.)
0.098 × 1.39 × 580 = 79 bar

Let us now evaluate the maximum gas height that can be allowed to enter the
bottom of the open hole by establishing a pressure balance between the fracturing
pressure and the formation pressure minus the hydrostatic weight in the open hole.

79 bar = 101 bar − 0.098 × 0.085 × h − 0.098 × 1.30(1000 − 580 − h)

This yields a maximum height of h = 265 m, which amounts to a maximum
allowable kick size of 65 m3 if the open hole below the casing has a diameter of 22 in.

The X-52 casing has a burst rating of 168 bar. Assuming a minimum factor of
safety of 1.18, the maximum allowable pressure is 142 bar. If this pressure exists at
the wellhead, the casing shoe would see a pressure of:

142 bar + 0.098 × 0.085 × 580 m = 147 bar

This corresponds to a pressure gradient at the casing shoe of: 147 bar/
(0.098 × 580 m) = 2.58 s.g. This means that the wellhead area will be the weak point in
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the system only if the frac. gradient exceeds this value. Since the frac. prognosis is con-
siderably lower (1.39 s.g.), the casing shoe will represent the weakest point in the well.

Since the casing string is very short, no tension design is performed. The test
pressure for the casing string is 92 bar.

Before closing the design on this casing string, a comment on the cementation
operation is required. We observe that the density of the cement far exceeds the design
fracturing pressure below the casing shoe. However, the design fracture gradient is
a minimum value, such that a larger value is expected during the actual operation.
Therefore, the cement operation may be performed without losses. Should losses occur,
then remedial cementation may be required.

6.6.4 The 18-5/8 in. surface casing design

The design parameters are:

Depth of casing: 1000 m
Depth to seabed: 110 m
Depth to sea level: 42 m
Depth to top of tail cement: 900 m
Depth of next open hole section: 3100 m
Maximum density of drilling fluid: 1.30 s.g.
Lead cement density: 1.50 s.g.
Tail cement density: 1.90 s.g.
Fracture pressure at 1000 m: 1.83 s.g.
Mud weight in next hole section: 1.70 s.g.
Pore pressure at 3100 m: 1.45 s.g.
Density of gas: 0.176 s.g.

The casing data are:

18-5/8 in., grade X-70, 84.5 lbs/ft
Weight: 1235 N/m
Burst strength 197 bar
Collapse strength 43 bar
Tension rating: 8000 kN
Internal cross-sectional area: 0.16 m2

A pre-evaluation concluded that the worst collapse loading arose during cementa-
tion. The cement is filling the outside of the casing up to the sea bed, while the inside
is drilling mud used as displacing fluid. It was found that sea water gave too high a
collapse load, therefore the cement has to be displaced with mud of density 1.15 s.g.

The pressures are:

External casing pressure at wellhead: = 0 bar
-at seabed: 0.098 × 1.30 × 110 = 14 bar
-at top of tail cement: 14 + 0.098 × 1.50(900 − 110) = 130 bar
-at casing shoe: 130 + 0.098 × 1.90(1000 − 900) = 149 bar
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Figure 6.22 Burst and collapse design for the 18-5/8 in. surface casing.

Internal pressure at wellhead: = 0 bar
-at seabed: 0.098 × 1.15 × 110 = 12 bar
-at top of tail cement: 0.098 × 1.15 × 900 = 102 bar
-at casing shoe: 0.098 × 1.15 × 1000 = 113 bar

Since the previous chapter on casing design graphically shows all these pressures in
detail, we will only present the results in Figure 6.22. The collapse load is the difference
between the outside pressure and the inside pressure:

Collapse load at wellhead: 0 − 0 = 0 bar
-at seabed: 14 − 12 = 2 bar
-at top of tail cement: 130 − 102 = 28 bar
-at casing shoe: 149 − 113 = 36 bar

The maximum collapse load will arise at the casing shoe, with a strength/load ratio
of: 43 bar/36 bar = 1.19.

For burst design, we have assumed a post installation scenario where the only
mobile phase behind the casing is sea water. Therefore, the external pressure is assumed
equal to a sea water gradient. The internal pressure is a gas column with a base pressure
equal to the maximum pore pressure at the end of the next open hole section. Since we
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are considering a long open hole section, we will take into consideration the weight of
the gas column. First we will evaluate the internal pressure at the casing shoe.

Pressure at bottom of next open hole section: 0.098 × 1.45 × 3100 = 440 bar
Weight of gas in open hole section: 0.098 × 0.176(3100 − 1000) = 36 bar
Internal pressure at casing shoe: 440 − 36 = 404 bar
External pressure at shoe: 0.098 × 1.03 × 1000 = 101 bar
Burst pressure at shoe: 404 − 101 = 303 bar

The burst rating of this casing string is only 197 bar, and we observe that the load
is significantly higher if the well is allowed filled with gas. This casing can therefore
not handle a full well integrity case (see Section 4.1). A maximum pit gain must be
defined. If an actual pit gain is less, full integrity is obtained, but if this critical pit gain
is exceeded during operation, the well may not withstand the load.

This casing will only be subjected to a partially gas-filled condition, and no flow
tests will be performed. For this case we know that the maximum load will arise just
below the wellhead. The burst strength here is 197 bar. Regulations require that the
actual load is less than 85 percent of nominal value, which gives a allowable burst
pressure of 197 bar × 0.85 = 167 bar. The operator also uses a minimum design factor
of 1/0.85 = 1.18. A surface pressure of 167 bar will result in a pressure at the shoe of
(adding the weight of the gas):

167 + 0.098 × 0.176 × 1000 = 184 bar

The pressure gradient at the shoe then becomes: 184 bar/(0.098 × 1000) = 1.88 s.g.
This means that if the well is taking a severe kick and shut in, the shoe is the

weakest point if the frac. gradient is less than 1.88 s.g. A higher frac. gradient moves
the weakest point in the system up to the top of the casing, which is unacceptable. The
burst load becomes:

Burst loading at wellhead: 167 − 0 = 167 bar
-at the casing shoe: 184 − 101 = 83 bar

This load curve is also shown in Figure 6.22.
The kick margin must be determined next. Assume that the bottom of the next

open hole section is filled with gas, with mud on top, and a shut-in well. For this
case the frac. gradient at the shoe will represent the weak point, and we will use the
prognosis of 1.83 s.g. If this gas height is called h, there is pressure balance between
the formation pressure and the frac gradient if:

0.098 × 1.83 × 1000 = 0.098 × 1.45 × 3100 − 0.098 × 0.176h
− 0.098 × 1.70(3100 − 1000 − h)

or: h = 595 m

The maximum allowable kick size for a 17-1/2 in. hole is then about 92 m3. Please
note that this kick limit is based on shut-in conditions. The loading when circulating out
the kick may be larger, and should be investigated further. However, it is established
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that the allowable kick is easily detectable with the current gain/loss measurement
accuracy on the rigs.

The test pressure must be established. Since the casing is landed in a 1.30 s.g.
drilling mud, the highest burst loading during testing will be at the shoe. If we assume
the casing tested to 85 percent of its nominal burst strength, according to regulations,
the surface pressure required is:

167 bar = P + 0.098(1.30 − 1.03)1000 or: P = 141 bar
or 167 bar if the casing is tested during cementing (bumping plug).

For tension design, the weight of the casing is:

1235 N/m × 1000 m = 1235 kN

Since the casing is landed in 1.30 s.g. drilling fluid, buoyancy reduces the effective
weight to:

1235 kN(1 − 1.3/7.85) = 1030 kN

Additional tension load from bending effects, if the casing must be lifted during
installation. This is estimated to 850 kN. If the casing is tested during installation
(cement plug bumping), the internal pressure will impose an additional axial load of:

167 bar × (100 kN/m2)/bar × 0.16 m2 = 2672 kN

All these loads will not arise simultaneously. The largest loading at one point
in time would be the buoyed weight of the casing plus the loading due to pressure
testing, giving a total of 1030 + 2672 kN = 3702 kN. The strength/load ratio in tension
is therefore 8000 kN/3702 kN = 2.16.

6.7 DESIGN OF THE 14 IN. INTERMEDIATE CASING STRING

6.7.1 Design basis

The collapse design for this casing string is based on a fluid loss scenario. Assuming
that drilling mud is lost at the end of the next open hole section, it is assumed that the
fluid level stabilises when a bottom hole pressure equals that of normally pressured sea
water. Because we are now considering a very long casing string with a considerable
axial load, biaxial force correction will be used in the design for casing collapse.

Since this is an intermediate casing string, the burst design is only considering
loading arising when a kick is taken. This casing string is therefore not designed for a
flow test. The kick scenario assumes the maximum pore pressure in the next open hole
section, and assumes gas condensate as formation fluid. This is based on geological
evaluation of the area, and on fluid samples taken from reference wells. The annulus
behind the casing is assumed to be loaded with mud down to top of cement, and
sea water as a mobile phase in the cemented interval. The well is defined as a short
time-frame exploration well, as discussed in Section 5.1.7. Support from cement is not
included because it may be difficult to verify.
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The tensile load design will comprise of the buoyed weight, bending loads and
loads arising during pressure testing.

6.7.2 Casing design

The design parameters are:

Depth of casing: 3100 m
Depth to seabed: 110 m
Depth to sea level: 42 m
Depth to top of cement: 2310 m
Depth of next open hole section: 4700 m
Maximum density of drilling fluid: 1.70 s.g.
Cement slurry density: 1.90 s.g.
Fracture pressure at 3100 m: 2.07 s.g.
Max. mud weight in next hole section: 2.00 s.g.
Pore pressure at next casing point(4700 m): 2.00 s.g.
Density of gas/condensate next section: 0.547 s.g.

The casing data are:

14 in., grade P-110, 86 lbs/ft
Weight: 1257 N/m
Burst strength 569 bar
Collapse strength 268 bar
Tension rating 12352 kN
Internal cross-sectional area 0.078 m2

First we will evaluate the collapse design load for the casing string. We assume that
this is a post-installation scenario, that is the collapse may take place when drilling
the next hole section. If mud losses occur at the bottom of the next hole section,
and the mud levels stabilise when a normal pressure is obtained at the bottom, the top
of the fluid column is:

0.098 × 1.03 × 4700 = 0.098 × 2.0(4700 − h)
or: h = 2280 m

If this scenario arises, we have an air-filled annulus down to 2280 m, and mud
inside the remainder of the casing string. The outside pressure of the casing is:

External pressure at 2280 m: 0.098 × 1.03 × 2280 = 230 bar
-at the casing shoe: 0.098 × 1.03 × 3100 = 313 bar

The inside pressure at the shoe is: 0.098 × 2.0(3100 − 2280) = 161 bar

The collapse load is then at surface: 0 bar
-at 2280 m: 230 − 0 = 230 bar
-at 3100 m: 313 − 161 = 152 bar
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Figure 6.23 Burst and collapse design for the 14 in. intermediate casing.

Figure 6.23 shows the collapse design load. The maximum collapse load is
found at 2280 m depth. The collapse strength must be derated however, because
of a significant axial load. Later in this chapter it is found that the axial design
load at surface is 3053 kN after installation. The axial load/strength ratio is then
3053kN/12352 kN = 0.25. Referring to Section 5.1.5, the collapse strength reduc-
tion is found to equal 86 percent. Therefore the collapse strength at surface is 268
bar × 0.86 = 230 bar. At the bottom of the casing string no correction applies since
here there are no axial loads. A linear collapse strength curve is obtained from these
two end points, as shown in Figure 6.23. We observe that the most critical point still
is at 2280 m, and here the collapse strength/load ratio is 258 bar/230 bar = 1.12.

For burst design we assume that a kick is taken at the bottom of the next open
hole section. The pressures are as follows:

Pore pressure of next section: 0.098 × 2.00 × 4700 = 921 bar
Pressure at shoe (3100 m): 921 bar − 0.098 × 0.547(4700 − 3100) = 835 bar
Pressure below wellhead: 921 bar − 0.098 × 0.547 × 4700 = 669 bar

The equivalent density gradient at the shoe is 835 bar/(0.098 × 3100) = 2.75 s.g.
Since this is significantly larger than the prognosed fracture gradient of the shoe
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(2.07 s.g.) the section will not have full well integrity, and we will have to design
the well for reduced well integrity which implies introducing a kick margin, and ensur-
ing that the weak point of the well is in the formation below the casing shoe. Also,
both the casing and the open hole cannot withstand the loading during a fully gas-filled
condition.

The burst strength of the casing string is 569 bar, and we assume again that we will
use only 85% of this value according to regulations. Therefore maximum allowable
casing loading is 0.85 × 569 = 484 bar.

We will now establish the condition that ensures that the weak point in the well
stays below the casing shoe and not below the wellhead. A surface pressure of 484 bar
corresponds to a pressure in the well of (if gas-filled):

-at 2310 m: 484 + 0.098 × 0.547 × 2310 = 608 bar
-at casing shoe: 484 + 0.098 × 0.547 × 3100 = 650 bar

A pressure below the shoe of 650 bar corresponds to a gradient of: 650 bar/
(0.098 × 3100 m) = 2.14 s.g. This means that if the weak point is to stay below the
casing shoe, the maximum acceptable leak-off value is 2.14 s.g. The prognosis gave
2.07 s.g., so this condition is accepted.

In order to establish the burst pressure profile, we need to calculate the pressure
behind the casing string. We assume mud density down to top of cement and sea water
pressure gradient in the cemented interval.

The external pressure at top of cement is: 0.098 × 1.70 × 2310 = 385 bar
-at casing shoe: 385 bar + 0.098 × 1.03(3100 − 2310) = 465 bar

The burst loads can now be established as follows:

Burst load at wellhead: 484 bar
-at 2310 m: 608 − 385 = 223 bar
-at the casing shoe: 650 − 465 = 185 bar

These pressures are shown in Figure 6.23. The highest loading arises just below the
wellhead, where we obtain the following strength/load ratio: 569 bar/484 bar = 1.18.

The kick margin must also be determined next. Assume that the bottom of the
next open hole section is filled with gas, with mud on top, and a shut-in well. For this
case the frac. gradient at the shoe will represent the weak point, and we will use the
prognosis of 2.07 s.g. If this gas height is called h, there is pressure balance between
the formation pressure and the fracture gradient if:

0.098 × 2.07 × 3100 = 0.098 × 2.0 × 4700 − 0.098 × 0.547h
− 0.098 × 2.0(4700 − 3100 − h)

or: h = 149 m

The maximum allowable kick size for a 12-1/4 in. hole is then about 36 m3. Please
note that this kick limit is based on shut-in conditions. The loading when circulating out
the kick may be larger, and should be investigated further. However, it is established
that the allowable kick is easily detectable with the current gain/loss measurement
accuracy on the rigs.
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The test pressure must be established. The casing is landed in a 1.70 s.g. drilling
mud, which implies that the test pressure will first be reached at the casing shoe. Con-
sidering the density difference on the inside and outside of the casing in the cemented
interval, the following surface test pressure then results:

484 bar = P + 0.098(1.70 − 1.03)(3100 − 2310) or: P = 432 bar

or the test pressure is 484 bar if tested during cementing (plug bumping).
For tension design, the weight of the casing is:

1257 N/m × 3100 m = 3897 kN

Since the casing is landed in 1.70 s.g. drilling fluid, buoyancy reduces the effective
weight to:

3897 kN(1 − 1.7/7.85) = 3053 kN

Additional tension load from bending effects, if the casing must be lifted during
installation is estimated to 670 kN. If the casing is tested during installation (cement
plug bumping), the internal pressure will impose an additional load of:

484 bar × (100 kN/m2)/bar × 0.076 m2 = 3678 kN

All these loads will not arise simultaneously. The largest loading at one point
in time would be the buoyed weight of the casing plus the loading due to pressure
testing, giving a total of 3053 + 3678 kN = 6731 kN. The strength/load ratio in tension
is therefore 12352 kN/6731 kN = 1.84.

6.8 DESIGN OF THE PRODUCTION CASING STRING

6.8.1 Design basis

The production casing has been subject to a number of constraints. The most important
will be outlined below.

A conventional 9-5/8 in. production casing would not handle the pressures that
could arise during production testing. It was investigated to see if a thick-walled 10-3/4
in. casing could be used instead. The advantage was that only one casing string was
needed above the reservoir both for the drilling and the testing phases, but the weight
was so large, that it was on the limit of the capacities of present drilling rigs. This
concept was therefore abandoned.

Instead it was decided to separate the drilling and testing phases. A lighter
9-7/8 in. × 9-5/8 in. casing was designed for the drilling phase only, but if a flow
test should be conducted, a tieback string would have to be installed on top of the liner
to serve as a production casing. Figure 6.1 illustrates the various combinations which
are covered in this design, and are meant to be contingency solutions to reach the well
objectives if problems arise.

The geological design premises defined possibilities for gases such as H2S. It was
decided that all production casing strings should be capable of resisting hydrogen
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embrittlement. Therefore was the upper production casing made of a sour service
quality. Because this problem is pronounced only at lower temperatures, ordinary
casing qualities were used in the deeper sections where the temperature make the
casing material more ductile. However, because of the high temperatures, all casing
strength data were derated for temperature.

The collapse design assumes that drilling fluid is lost to a thief zone; the burst
design assumes that a kick is taken and the well is shut in. Only the shut in phase is
covered in this design. Loading due to circulating out the kick should be evaluated sep-
arately. The tension design consists of evaluation of the buoyed weight, bending forces
and forces that arise during pressure testing. The well is defined as an exploration
well, as discussed in Section 5.1.7. External loading for burst calculations is there-
fore mud density to the cemented interval, and sea water density inside the cemented
interval.

6.8.2 The 9-7/8 in × 9-5/8 in production casing design

This casing is designed to handle the drilling phase only. No provisions for flow testing
is made. The most important design data are:

Casing depth: 4700 m
Pore pressure at shoe: 1.90 s.g.
Frac. gradient at shoe: 2.24 s.g.
Maximum mud weight: 2.00 s.g.
Maximum pore pressure at 5100 m: 2.11 s.g.
Minimum pore pressure at 5100 m: 2.01 s.g.
Maximum mud weight in next section: 2.20 s.g.
H2S service required above 85◦C or above: 2400 m
Depth to top of cement: 4000 m

The casing data are as follows:

9-7/8 in., SMC 110, 66.4 lbs/ft
Depth interval: 0–2400 m
Weight: 970 N/m
Collapse rating: 797 bar
Burst rating 914 bar
Tension rating: 9356 kN
Drift diameter: 21.59 cm

9-5/8 in. Q 125, 53.5 lbs/ft
Depth interval: 2400–4700 m
Weight: 781 N/m
Collapse rating: 581 bar
Burst rating 854 bar
Tension rating: 8640 kN
Drift diameter: 21.59 cm
Inner area, both casings: 0.037 m2
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First we will design the casing for collapse. A realistic scenario is that drilling
fluid losses occur during drilling of the reservoir section. We will for this case use the
minimum reservoir pressure as the lowest pressure that the fluid level can stabilise at.
The fluid level will for this case drop to:

0.098 × 2.01 × 5100 = 0.098 × 2.20(5000 − h)
or h = 440 m

The internal pressure at the casing shoe is then: 0.098 × 2.20(4700 − 440) =
918 bar

-and at top of cement: 0.098 × 2.20(4000 − 440) = 767 bar

The external pressure are:
-at 440 m: 0.098 × 2.0 × 440 = 86 bar
-at 4000 m: 0.098 × 2.0 × 4000 = 784 bar
-at 4700 m: 784 bar + 0.098 × 1.03(4700 − 4000) = 855 bar

The collapse load is then as follows:
-at surface: 0 bar
-at 440 m: 86 − 0 = 86 bar
-at 4000 m: 784 − 767 = 17 bar
-at 4700 m: 855 − 918 = 0 bar

We observe that the collapse load is very small, and that the nominal collapse
resistance/load ratio is 797 bar/86 bar = 9.27. Since this casing string is exposed to
a considerable temperature, and high tensional loads, a derating of collapse strength
for temperature and bi-axial stresses is required. However, these two effects arise at
opposite places in the string, the tension effect is largest at top, while the temperature
derating is largest at bottom. The collapse load is largest near surface, where only
axial effects apply. The maximum tension is 3074 kN. The axial load/strength ratio is
3074 kN/9356 kN = 0.33, which gives a bi-axial correction factor of 0.79. The derated
collapse resistance at the wellhead is therefore 0.79 × 797 bar = 630 bar. The corrected
collapse resistance/load ratio is therefore approximately 630 bar/86 bar = 7.32.

The burst evaluation assumes that a kick is taken at the very bottom of the well,
that is at 5100 m. A geological evaluation concluded that the expected formation fluid
in the reservoir zone would be a gas/condensate of 0.547 s.g. density.

The pore pressure at the bottom of the well is: 0.098 × 2.11 × 5100 = 1055 bar

The pressure at the shoe is: 1055 bar − 0.098 × 0.547(5100 − 4700) = 1033 bar
-at 4000 m: 1055 bar − 0.098 × 0.547(5100 − 4000) = 996 bar
-at 2400 m: 1055 bar − 0.098 × 0.547(5100 − 2400) = 910 bar
-at wellhead:1055 bar − 0.098 × 0.547 × 5100 = 782 bar

This corresponds to a pressure gradient at the shoe of: 1033/(0.098 × 4700) =
2.24 s.g.

We observe that the pressure gradient at the shoe is equal to the prognosed fracture
gradient. With reference to the prognosis evaluating loss zones, we therefore conclude
that this casing string has full well integrity.
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The external pressures acting on the casing are caused by the density of the drilling
mud above the cemented interval, and by sea water pressure in the cemented interval,
or more specifically:

External pressure at wellhead: 0 bar
-at 2400 m: 0.098 × 2.0 × 2400 = 470 bar
-at 4000 m: 0.098 × 2.0 × 4000 = 784 bar
-at 4700 m: 784 bar + 0.098 × 1.03(4700 − 4000) = 855 bar

The burst loads for this casing string are:
-at wellhead: 782 − 0 = 782 bar
-at 2400 m: 910 − 470 = 440 bar
-at 4000 m: 996 − 784 = 212 bar
-at 4700 m: 1033 − 855 = 178 bar

These loads are shown in Figure 6.24. This well will approach bottom hole tem-
peratures of 180◦C. Therefore the burst strength derated for temperature must be used.
Table 6.1 shows the results. Since both burst and tension depend directly of the yield
strength of the steel, a tension derating is calculated simultaneously.

These strength data are also shown in Figure 6.24. We observe that the largest
loading arises at the top of the casing string, yielding a strength/load ratio of: 914
bar/782 bar = 1.17, which was accepted by the operator.

This casing string has full well integrity because the loading from the kick is lower
than the burst resistance. However, the maximum fracture gradient to ensure a weak
point below the shoe is equal to the prognosed fracture gradient used in the design.
If the actual frac. gradient is higher, full well integrity is obtained. If the actual frac.
gradient is lower, the well may fracture below the casing shoe if a serious kick is taken.

For tension design, the weight of the casing is:

970 N/m × 2400 m + 781 N/m(4700 − 2400)m = 4124 kN

Since the casing is landed in 2.00 s.g. drilling fluid, buoyancy reduces the effective
weight to:

4124 kN(1 − 2.00/7.85) = 3074 kN

Additional tension load from bending effects, if the casing must be lifted during
installation is estimated to 400 kN. If the casing is tested during installation (cement
plug bumping), the internal pressure will impose an additional load of:

782 bar × (100 kN/m2)/bar × 0.037 m2 = 2893 kN

All these loads will not arise simultaneously. The largest loading at one point
in time would be the buoyed weight of the casing plus the loading due to pressure
testing, giving a total of 3074 + 2893 kN = 5967 kN. The strength/load ratio in tension
is therefore 9356 kN/5967 kN = 1.57.
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Figure 6.24 Burst design for the 9-7/8 in. × 9-5/8 in. production casing.

Table 6.1 Derated burst and tension strengths for the production casing.

Depth Temp. Derating Derated Derated
Casing string (m) (◦C) factor burst (bar) tension (kN)

9-7/8 inch SMC 110 0 – 1.0 914 9356
700 49 0.975 891 9122

1000 58 0.966 883 9038
2400 85 0.945 864 8841

9-578 inch Q125 0 – 1.0 854 8640
2400 85 0.952 813 8225
3600 118 0.931 795 8044
4200 145 0.920 783 7923
4700 164 0.908 775 7845
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6.8.3 The 7-5/8 in. l iner and tieback casing design

The liner and the tieback casing must be designed to handle the flow test phase. This
implies in addition to being able to handle a kick, the so-called leaking tubing criterion
must also be satisfied. Figure 6.25 illustrates this.

Assume that a well flow test is performed. We know that the highest burst loading
arises just below the wellhead, where there is least back pressure. The test tubing may
therefore burst in this location. If this happens, then the inside of the test tubing is
exposed to a gas-filled tubing loading. The outside of the test tubing is actually the
inside of the tieback string. This annulus is filled with mud. Adding a leaking tubing
pressure on top of this mud column creates a large pressure on top of the DST packer,
which is the highest loaded position. This is the scenario we will use for the designs to
follow. See also the chapter on well integrity.

The design parameters are as follows:

Liner:
Liner interval: 4650–5100 m
Depth to top of cement: 4650 m
Weight of mud ahead of cement: 2.20 s.g.
Assumed depth of DST(drill stem test) packer: 4950 m

Leakage during flow

Test tubing

2.20 s.g. drilling mud

PBR

DST packer4950 m

5100 m

4650 m

7-5/8 in. tieback string

Figure 6.25 Physical situation during flow testing.
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The tieback string:
Tieback string interval: 0–4650 m
Weight of fluid behind string: 2.20 s.g.
Weight of fluid inside during test: 2.20 s.g.

The liner/tieback ratings are:
7-5/8 in. SMC 110, 42.8 lbs/ft.
Weight: 625 N/m
Burst rating: 1005 bar
Collapse rating: 959 bar
Tension rating: 6826 kN

First we will evaluate the collapse loading of the liner. The most realistic scenario
is collapse loading due to plugging of the perforations during well testing, combined
with venting of the production tubing. The deepest point in the well, relevant to this
design is considered to be at 5000 m depth.

The external pressure on the liner is: 0.098 × 2.11 × 5000 = 1034 bar
The internal pressure, if filled with condensate is: 0.098 × 0.547 × 5000

= 268 bar
The collapse loading is: 1034 − 268 = 766 bar

Assuming a temperature derating of 88%, the collapse resistance is 0.88 ×
959 bar = 844 bar. The strength/load ratio becomes 844 bar/766 bar = 1.10.

Next the burst design will be performed. The tieback string from wellhead to
the DST packer, which also includes the upper part of the liner, will be designed for a
leaking tubing criterion. The part of the liner which is below the packer is not designed
for burst since no realistic burst criteria were established. The deepest point in the well
relevant for burst is 5000 m.

The external pressure at the wellhead is: 0 bar
-at the liner hanger: 0.098 × 2.20 × 4650 = 1003 bar
-at the DST packer: 1004 bar + 0.098 × 1.03(4950-4650) = 1033 bar

The internal pressure at 5000 m is: 0.098 × 2.11 × 5000 = 1034 bar
-at wellhead: 1033 bar − 0.098 × 0.547 × 5000 = 765 bar
-at liner hanger: 765 + 0.098 × 2.20 × 4650 = 1768 bar
-at packer: 765 + 0.098 × 2.20 × 4950 = 1832 bar

The burst load at the wellhead is: 765 − 0 = 765 bar
-at the liner hanger: 1768 − 1003 = 765 bar
-at top of packer: 1832 − 1033 = 799 bar

During well testing, a significant amount of heat is transported up the well. The
design premises set a upper limit of 130◦C at the wellhead. The test should be stopped
if this temperature limit is exceeded, and the well should be allowed to cool before
continuing flow testing. The whole tieback string must be temperature derated due to
this dynamic temperature profile. Table 6.2 shows the results.
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Table 6.2 Derated burst and tension for the tieback string.

Depth Temp. Derating Derated Derated
Casing string (m) (◦C) factor burst (bar) tension (kN)

20 1.0 1005 6826
0 130 0.900 905 6143

1000 144 0.887 891 6055
7-5/8 inch SMC 110 2400 150 0.885 889 6041

4650 170 0.880 884 6007
4950 180 0.880 884 6007

Both the burst loading and the derated burst strength data are shown in Figure
6.26. Clearly, the highest loading will arise on the top of the packer at 4950 m. The
burst strength/load ratio is here: 884 bar/799 bar = 1.11. Although this is lower than
the minimum requirement of 1.18, it was accepted since the casing strength has been
derated for temperature.

The tension load on the liner is negligible. The tieback string will hang freely
from the wellhead, and no load is transmitted to the liner because of a telescopic joint
(polished bore receptacle). For simplicity, we neglect buoyancy on the tieback string,
which weight is: 625 N/m × 4650 m = 2906 kN. The axial strength/load ratio becomes
6826 kN/2906 kN = 2.35.

The liner will be integrity tested prior to tieback preparations. The liner lap should
be tested to a pressure equivalent to the integrity of the casing shoe of the production
casing.

The liner and the tieback string should be simultaneously pressure tested prior to
flow testing of the well. The test pressure should be equal to or exceed the design burst
pressure from Figure 6.26 in the whole string interval. To obtain this test pressure sce-
nario, a procedure outlined in Section 5.2.2 should be employed. The wanted pressure
profile may be obtained by displacing the upper part of the well with sea water before
pressure testing.

6.8.4 The 5-1/2 in. contingency liner and tieback design

In the event that the 7-5/8 in. liner is used to handle borehole problems (alternatives
4, 5 and 6 in Figure 6.1), the 5-1/2 in. liner must be used to reach the objectives of the
well. The design loads for the contingency liner will basically be the same as for the
5-1/2 in. liner. We will here briefly check the design factors. The same tieback string
will be used, with only the bottom portion replaced by a 5-1/2 in. liner. The data are
as follows:

5-1/2 in. Q 125, 20 lbs/ft.
Design interval: 4630–5100 m
Burst strength: 989 bar
Collapse strength: 834 bar
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Figure 6.26 Burst design for the liner and the tieback string based on a leaking tubing scenario.

The burst derating for this casing quality is 0.90 at 170◦C, which yields a strength
of 0.90 × 989 bar = 890 bar. With reference to the previous chapter the strength load
ratio becomes 890 bar/799 = 1.11.

Assuming the same derating on the collapse resistance, the collapse strength
becomes: 0.90 × 834 bar = 751 bar. The strength/load ratio is 751 bar/766 bar = 0.98.
Clearly, this is not acceptable, so a minimum wellhead pressure condition must be
imposed. Assuming that the minimum design factor is 1.10, the critical collapse load
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Table 6.3 Summary of design factors.

Max. kick
Casing size (inch) Collapse Burst Tension size (m3) Max. frac. (s.g.)

32 – – – – –
24 2.86 1.83 – 65 2.58
18-5/8 1.19 1.18 2.16 92 1.88
14 1.12 1.18 1.84 36 2.14
9-7/8 × 9-5/8 7.32 1.17 1.57 – –
7-5/8 1.10 1.11 2.35 – –
5-1/2 1.10 1.11 – – –

is 766 bar × 1.10 = 843 bar. In other words, the minimum acceptable wellhead pres-
sure during a flow test operations is 843 − 751 = 92 bar. A lower pressure may result
in a collapsed liner if the perforations become plugged.

6.8.5 Design summary

In the following, various factors will be listed for the design. Please note that these
factors are valid only for the conditions they were derived for. In case of modifications
during the actual operations, a check of the design factors must be made. The criteria
for acceptance is for this case that the design factors for collapse and tension exceed
1.10, and for burst 1.18. If derated strength data are used, lower values can be accepted.
Various operators may choose other design factors. However, the design factors for
various operators are usually not directly comparable, as they may be based on different
assumptions.

Various operators use different design factors. However, when studying this exam-
ple well design one realises that the design assumptions and conditions are as important
as the design factor itself. In particular can be mentioned the fluid density behind the
casing and the assumed density of the formation fluid.

Often we assume mud density in open intervals behind the casing strings. In the
cemented interval a conservative assumption is that the only mobile phase after the
cement is set is water. Typically, support from the hardened cement is neglected because
it is difficult to verify.

In exploration drilling one often assumes that methane gas is entering the borehole
during kicks. This is considered the lightest gas occurring, and will provide a safe
design. In critical HPHT wells, the design is difficult using this assumption, and one
often assumes a heavier reservoir fluid. In our case, the geological evaluation concluded
that there is a high likelihood for a gas condensate of heavier density.

One other assumption is the lowest thief zone pressure as used in collapse design.
Common for all these design premises is the necessity of continuously improving
the predictions. Therefore, geological evaluation is one of the key areas for further
improvements in well design, in addition to improved post analysis of wells already
drilled.
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Prob lem

An HPHT well is planned in an unknown area. The following leak-off data are
available from adjacent wells.

Depth (m) LOT (s.g.) Po (s.g.) σo (s.g.)

4000 2.18
4200 2.10 1.80
4600 2.11 1.70
4750 2.17 2.06
5000 2.25

The new well is planning to set the production casing in bottom Cretaceous at
4400 m. The estimated pore pressure is 1.6 s.g. Please perform analysis as follows.

a) Plot the reference data.
b) Normalize the data to a common pore pressure of 1.8 s.g. Is there a better trend

now?
c) Find the normalized leak-off point for the new well from the figure. Calculate the

predicted leak-off value for the expected pore pressure gradient of 1.6 s.g.

  



Chapter 7

Drilling operations and well issues

7.1 PL ATFORM AND WELL TYPES

There exist a variety of platform types such as jackets, concrete platforms and subsea
facilities. We will not list every possible design but from a well design point of view
the wellheads have two locations, either at surface or at seabed. A brief summary is as
follows:

Surface wellheads:

• Land wells
• Offshore production platforms
• Jack-up drilling rigs
• Deep water semisubmersible (rare)

Subsea wellheads

• Semi-submersible drilling rigs

The wellhead here means the wellhead equipment plus either the Blow-Out-Preventer
during drilling or the Xmas tree during production. The placement of the wellhead
area makes a difference during the design of a well.

Surface wellheads have the pressure control point (BOP/Xmas tree) at the platform
level. This means that the well pressure is controlled from this location. Annuli behind
the production casing are also accessible and the pressure in each annulus is controlled.

Subsea wellheads are located at the seabottom. Typically there is no access to the
closed annuli behind each casing. These may therefore be subjected to pressures caused
by thermal expansion.

During drilling of the conductor and surface casing holes, the return is to seabed,
where a pump typically moves drilled cuttings away from the well area. After setting
the conductor casing the BOP and the marine riser is installed, and the drilled cuttings
are brought to the drill rig.

From a well design perspective there are some small differences. When computing
the pressure acting behind each casing string, the pressure is computed from sea level
before the riser is installed. After the riser is installed the reference level becomes the
drill floor. On a typical semisubmersible rig this difference may be in the order of 25 m.
In the worked example of Chapter 5 we have assumed a semisubmersible rig, whereas
in Chapter 6 we have assumed a jack-up rig.
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Figure 7.1 Surface and subsea wellheads.

There are other differences as well. For the subsea well the entire weight is carried
by the template and the cemented casings. For a jack-up rig often a mud line suspension
system is used at seabed to carry the weight of the well.

These issues above are presented to show that there are many differences between
wells. We will not exhaust this discussion, just point out the importance of identifying
the important design parameters before carrying out the actual well design.

7.2 SEQUENCES OF A DRILLING OPERATION

Following the design of the well the actual drilling operation can start. Drilling rig and
materials must be acquired, and various service companies are hired to deliver specific
services for the construction phase of the well. These are large processes involving many
people. We will not show all details here. In the following a typical well construction
operation will be described including the time of each operation. The times given are
obtained from typical daily drilling reports. Future work will be to reduce cost by
reducing time or optimizing operations.

The well used as an example is a subsea production well drilled in a water depth
of 350 m. The well is a horizontal. The following analysis covers the entire well
construction from start to when the rig leaves the well producing.
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The first two holes, the 36 in. and the 26 in. holes, are drilled with return to seabed.
At seabed a pump is installed which transports drilled cuttings away from the wellhead
area.

The 36 in. hole and the 30 in. conductor casing

Operation: Hours used:

Set anchors and pretension 24
Ballast rig down. Make up BHA no. 1 and 1300 m 20
drillpipe

Stab into well 1,3
Drill 50 m of 36 in. hole 9
Circulate hole clean 2
Perform wiper trip 1
Displace to hivis mud, pull back to mudline 2
Position rig using thrusters
Rig up for running 30 in. conductor 0,5
Make up 3,5 in. cement stinger and run in hole 2
Run in 30 in. conductor 6
Circulate and cement 30 in., wait on cement 4
Pull out cement tools and drillpipe 4
Position rig using thrusters 0

Total hours 32

The 26 in. hole and the 20 in. surface casing

Operation: Hours used :

Pull out and rack 36 in. BHA 1
Break down 36 in. BHA 1
Pull out and rack cement head in derrick 1
Make up 26 in. BHA and run to template 1,5
Position rig w/thrusters, stab in and run to shoe 1
Drill 150 m of 26 in. hole 12
Circulate hole clean 3
Wiper trip, run to bottom and displace to hivis mud 4
Pull out to seabed 2
Pull to surface and rack pipes 4
Position rig using thrusters
Rig up and run 145 m 20 in. casing 12
Circulate and cement 20 in. csg. 4
Release running tool and pull out of hole 2

Total hours: 49
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After the 30 in. and the 20 in. casing strings are installed and cemented all the way
to the seabed, the blowout preventer (BOP) is installed on the well. This operation is
described below.

Running BOP

Operation: Hours used:

Position rig using thrusters
Rig up for running BOP stack 4
Run marine riser and BOP 16
Land BOP 4
Rig down riser handling equipment 4
Prepare test plug for running in the hole 0,5
Run in hole with test plug 3
Test connector 1
Test BOP 3
Pull out BOP test tool 3
Lay down test tool 0,5

Total hours: 39

Drilling can now continue. Because the marine riser is installed, mud return goes up
to the drilling rig, goes through the mud cleaning equipment and back to the active
mud pit.

The 17.5 in. hole and the 13-3/8 in. intermediate casing

Operation: Hours used:

Make up 17,5 in BHA 3
Run in hole with BHA 3
Drill 20 in cement, plugs and shoetrack 3
Circulate contaminated mud and perform LOT 2
Pick up drillpipe 1
Drill 700 m of directional 17,5 in hole. 24
Circulate hole clean, wiper trip, pull out of hole 10
Run log 8
Rig up for running of 13-3/8 in. casing 3
Set back cementing head, retrieve seat protector 6
Run 500 m of 13-3/8 in casing 10
Circulate and cement 13-3/8 in casing 3
Set seal assembly and pressure test 1
Perform BOP test and pull out 6
Run and set 13-3/8 in wear bushing 6
Lay down 17-1/2 in BHA 3
Service cement head 1

Total hours: 93
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The 12,25 in. hole and the 9-5/8 in. production casing

Operation: Hours used:

Make up 12,25 in. BHA 4
Run in hole to 900 m 6
Drill 1100 m of 12,25 in hole 86
Circulate, wiper trip, circulate 8
Pull out and rack 12,25 in. BHA 5
Lay out 12,25 in BHA 2
Retrieve wear bushing 6
Rig up for running 9-5/8 in casing 3
Run in 680 m of 9-5/8 in casing 14
Circulate and cement casing, pressure test. 6
Set and test seal assembly 1
Pull out of well 3
Run in wear bushing. Temporary P/A. Establish barrier 4
Disconnect and secure BOP 8

Total hours: 156

In this well we will install a horizontal wellhead before drilling the reservoir and
completing the well for production. To ensure well control the BOP will be landed
on top of the Xmas tree.

Wellhead

Operation: Hours used:

Pull marine riser and BOP 8
Prepare for X-mas tree running 8
Run and install X-mas tree 24
Pull running tool 4
Run marine riser and BOP 9
Position and latch 2
Total hours: 55

Now the reservoir section will be drilled.

The 8.5 in. hole through the reservoir

Operation: Hours used:

Make up drillcollars and heavy weight drillpipe 4
Pick up and make 8,5 in BHA 6
Run in hole to 800 m 7
Drill composite bridge plug 2
Run in hole to 810 m 6
Drill shoe, circulate, perform FIT 12
Drill 1000 m horizontal section 160
Total hours: 197
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The last phase is to complete the well first by installing the lower completion, which
includes everything below the production packer.

Install Lower Completion

Operation: Hours used:

Clear rig floor 0,8
Make up scraper and magnet assy. 1,6
Pick up heavy weight drill pipe 12
Make scraper run 18,9
Rig up tubing tongs 3,1
Make up wirewrap screens, blanks and swellpackers 27,2
Install screen packer/hanger and running tool 1,6
Rig down tubing tongs 0,8
Run screens on drill pipe 15,7
Drop ball, pump down and set packer 3,1
Test packer from above 1,6
Release running tool and flowcheck 1,6
Displace well above packer to brine 0
Pull out and lay down running tool 7,9
Make up anchor packer assy. 4,7
Run in assembly on drill pipe 15,7
Orient and set anchor packer 1,6
Pull out and lay down running tool 7,9

Total hours: 126

The upper completion is the tubing and everything above the production packer.

Install Upper Completion

Operation: Hours used:

Pull bore protector 3,1
Install lateral zone assemblies 7,9
Splice and terminate el. cable 15,7
Make up main completion assembly 6,3
Run in 5,5 in. tubing 29,9
Install TRSCSSV, splice cables 6,3
Run in 5,5 in tubing 1,9
Make up tubing hanger 6,3
Make up THRT and STT?? 6,3
Run in on WOR?? 18,9
Install lifting frame, flow head 9,4
Land and lock tubing hanger, test seals 1,6
Drop ball, press. Tubing, set and test packer 3,1
Close TRSCSSV, inflow test, equalize and open 1,6
Rig up wirelin, pull packer setting plug 12,6
Pull plug 3,1
Press. Up annulus and test packer from above 1,6

Total hours: 136
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Finally, the well must be started to produce oil and gas. The drilling rig will be
disconnected and moved away from the well.

Start well for production

Operation: Hours used:

Prepare rig for well flow 3,1
Displace WOR to nitrogen 9,4
Flow out brine and mud and oil 12,6
Bullhead tubing with diesel and wax inhibitor 3,1
Displace WOR to brine 3,1
Close TRSCSSV 0,8
Install tubing head crown plug and test on wireline 12,6
Close HXT valves and test 3,1
Remove and lay-out WOR, SST etc. 12,6
Install tree cap, test, pull and lay down running tool 9,4
Pull BOP and marine riser 15,7
Install corrosion cap 6
Deballast and prepare to move rig 6,3

Total hours: 98

The table above shows the time distribution for the various phases of the well con-
struction. It is evident that the completion phases are very time-consuming amounting
to nearly half of the total well construction time.

For deeper waters, there is additional time spent on running/retrieving riser and
tripping in/out of the well.

Summary of well construction time

Operation: Hours used: Percent time:

36 in. hole 32 3.3
26 in. hole 49 5
Running BOP 39 4
17,5 in hole 93 9.5
12,25 in. hole 156 15.9
Wellhead 55 5.6
8,5 in. hole 197 20
Lower completion 126 12.8
Upper completion 136 13.9
Start well 98 10

Total hours: 981
40,9 days 100%
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7.3 TORQUE AND DRAG IN WELLBORES

7.3.1 Introduction

This section presents analytic friction models for application in petroleum wells.
Although very simple, they apply for all wellbore shapes such as straight sections,
dropoff bends, buildup bends, side bends or a combination of these.

The entire well can be modeled by two sets of equations, one for straight wellbore
sections and one for curved wellbores. The latter is based on the absolute directional
change, or the dogleg of the wellbore.

Three worked examples are given, a 2-dimensional well, a 3-dimensional well and
combined hoisting and rotation in the 3-dimensional well.

One main purpose is to provide a simple explicit tool to model and to study
friction throughout the well by separating gravitational and tensional friction effects.
For more details, please see Aadnoy, Fazaelizade and Hareland (2010) and Fazaelizade,
Hareland and Aadnoy (2010).

Symbols

α wellbore inclination
β buoyancy factor
φ wellbore azimuth
θ absolute change in direction
µ coefficient of friction
ψ angle between axial and tangential pipe velocities
ρ density
Ai, Ao inner, outer cross-sectional pipe areas
DL dog-leg
DLS dog-leg severity
Nr rotary pipe speed
V velocity
r pipe/connection radius
F force in string
T torque in string
N normal force
L pipe length
w unit pipe weight

7.3.2 The general wellbore orientation

Standard surveying techniques measure wellbore inclination and azimuth. These are
used to determine vertical depth and geographic reach. Furthermore, two slope param-
eters called dogleg and dogleg severity are computed. The dogleg is the absolute change
of direction, and the dogleg severity is the derivative of the dogleg. The dogleg is
determined by the following equations:

cos θ = sin α1 sin α2 cos(φ1 − φ2) + cos α1 cos α2

DL(◦) = 180
π

|θ (rad)| (7.1)
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Figure 7.2 The dogleg in 3-dimensional space.

where indexes 1 and 2 refers to two consecutive survey measurements, or to the
start and end of a longer wellbore section. Defining the distance between these
measurements as 
L, the derivative (called dog-leg-severity) is:

DLS = DL

L (m)

(degrees/m) (7.2)

It is customary in the oil industry to present the DLS as degrees per 30 m, or multiplying
Equation 2 by 30.

Although the inclination α is measured in a vertical projection and the azimuth φ

in a horizontal projection, the dogleg θ is measured in an arbitrary plane, as shown
in Figure 7.2. Inspection of Equation 7.1 reveals that it depends on both inclination
and azimuth. We will utilize these properties in the following when we present general
friction models that are not restricted to a plane.

7.3.3 The static pipe weight

The buoyancy factor

The effective string weight or the string tension in a fluid-filled well is the unit pipe
weight w multiplying by the buoyancy factor β. The buoyancy factor is defined as:

β = 1 − ρoAo − ρiAi

ρpipe(Ao − Ai)
(7.3)

where subscript o refers to the outside pipe area and subscript i to the inside. If there
is equal fluid density inside/outside the pipe, the buoyancy equation becomes:

β = 1 − ρo

ρpipe
(7.4)
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Equation 7.4 is most commonly used during drilling operation, whereas Equation 7.3 is
used in cases where there is a density difference between the inside of the string and the
annulus such as during cementing operations. During well intervention operations, the
wellhead may be shut in and an annular pressure applied. The same buoyancy equation
applies, but one must add end reactions caused by the annular pressure.

Stat i c hook load

The static hook load is equal to the buoyed pipe weight multiplied by the projected
vertical height of the well, regardless of wellbore orientation. Thus, a vertical depth
D1 has equal static hookload as a deviated well with the same projected height D1

(Aadnoy, Larsen and Berg, 1999). Another way of computing the static string weight
is to set the coefficient of friction equal to zero for the friction equation defined in the
section below.

7.3.4 The 3-dimensional friction model

The analysis to follow assumes a soft string model. This implies that pipe bending is
so small that bending stiffness can be neglected.

The equations derived here define the hook loads for hoisting and lowering oper-
ations and also torque for a string in a wellbore. There are two sets of equations, one
for straight well sections and another for arbitrary well orientation.

Drag for s t ra ight inc l ined wel lbore sect ions wi thout p ipe rotat ion

A characteristic of a straight wellbore is that pipe tension is not contributing to the nor-
mal pipe force, and hence not affecting friction. Straight sections are weight-dominated
as only the normal weight component gives friction. The top force F2 of an inclined
pipe is given by:

F2 = F1 + β
Lw{cos α ± µ sin α} (7.5)

where + means hoisting and − means lowering of the pipe.

Torque for s t ra ight inc l ined wel lbore sect ions wi thout ax ia l p ipe mot ion

The torque is defined as the normal weight component multiplied by the coefficient of
friction and the pipe tool joint radius. The result is:

T = µrβw
L sin α (7.6)

Drag for curved wel lbore sect ions wi thout p ipe rotat ion

For curved borehole sections, the normal contact force between string and hole is
strongly dependent on the axial pipe loading. This is therefore a tension-dominated
process. In e.g. a short bend, the tension may be much larger than the weight of the pipe
inside the bend. In the following derivation we will assume that the pipe is weightless
when we compute the friction, but add the weight at the end of the bend.
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Furthermore, the dogleg angle θ depends both on the wellbore inclination and
the azimuth. Because the pipe will contact either the high side or the low side of the
wellbore, its contact surface is given by the dogleg plane.

For buildup, dropoff, sidebends or combination of these, the axial force becomes:

F2 = F1e±µ|θ2−θ1| + βw
L
{

sin α2 − sin α1

α2 − α1

}
(7.7a)

where + means hoisting and − means lowering of the pipe.
For a buildup section, using the circle segment 
L = Rα, the above equation can

be expressed as:

F2 = F1e±µ|θ2−θ1| + βwR sin α1 (7.7b)

Torque for curved wel lbore sect ions wi thout ax ia l mot ion

The torque for the bend is:

T = µrN = µrF1|θ2 − θ1| (7.8)

Friction for any wellbore shape can thus be computed by dividing the well into straight
and curved elements. The forces and torques are summed up starting from bottom of
the well. Equations 7.5 and 7.7 give the drag, whereas Equations 7.6 and 7.8 give the
torque.

Combined ax ia l mot ion and rotat ion

The solutions above must be modified if a combined motion takes place. Aadnoy
and Andersen (2001) showed how the frictional capacity is decomposed into the two
directions, axial motion and rotation. The effect of combined motion is well known,
for example when rotating a liner. A high rotational speed reduces axial drag.

During combined motion, the axial velocity is Vh, and the tangential pipe speed is
Vr. These give a resultant velocity V . The angle between the two velocities is defined
in Figure 7.3 below.

The angle between the axial and tangential velocity is:

ψ = tan−1
(

Vh

Vr

)
= tan−1

(
60Vh(m/s)

2πNr(rpm)r(m)

)
(7.9)

The torque and drag for combined motion is:
For straight pipe sections:

F2 = F1 + βw
L cos α ± µβw
L sin α sin ψ (7.10)

T = rµβw
L sin α cos ψ
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Figure 7.3 Resultant velocity of axial and tangential velocity.

Table 7.1 Forces in the drillstring during hoisting and lowering.

Position Static weight (kN) Hoisting (kN) Lowering (kN)

Well 0 0 0
Bottom
Bottom 286 286 286
dropoff
section
Bottom sail 286 + 0.237 × 120 = 286 × 1.17 + 28.4 = 363 286 × 0.855 + 28.4 = 272.9
section 286 + 28.4 = 314.4
Top sail 314.4 + 0.237 × 925 = 363 + 0.237 × 1308 272.9 + 0.237 × 1308
section 314.4 + 219.2 = 533.6 (cos 45◦ + 0.20 sin 45◦) = 626 (cos 45◦ − 0.20 sin 45◦) = 448.3
Top buildup 533.6 + 0.237 × 120 = 626 × 1.17 + 28.4 = 760.9 448.3 × 0.855 + 28.4 = 411.7
section 533.6 + 28.4 = 562
Top well 562 + 0.237 × 335 = 760.9 + 79.4 = 840.3 411.7 + 79.4 = 491.1

562 + 79.4 = 641.4

For curved pipe sections:

F2 = F1 + F1(e±µ|θ2−θ1| − 1) sin ψ + βw
L
{

sin α2 − sin α1

α2 − α1

}
(7.11)

T = µrN = µrF1|θ2 − θ1| cos ψ

Bot tom end cond i t ion

At the very bottom of the string, tension is small and the weight dominates friction
also for curved bends. During tripping in and out of the well F1 = 0 is used as an end
condition. This will be shown in Case B to follow.
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Figure 7.4 Geometry of S-shaped well.

7.3.5 Application of the New Model

The models presented can be applied during drilling by computing the friction for each
survey point. Alternatively the well can be divided into a number of segments. Three
cases will be presented where entire wells are analyzed. These are based on wells where
the drillstring is in tension.

Case A: Ana lys i s o f a 2-d imens iona l S -shaped wel l

This example will demonstrate the application of the model, and also identify some
frictional effects.

Figure 7.4 shows an S-shaped well that is drilled in a vertical plane. The total length
is 2111 m, and the drillstring consist of 161 m of 8′′ × 3′′ drillcollars (2.13 kN/m) and
1950 m of 5′′-19.5 lbs/ft drillpipe (0.285 kN/m). The drillcollar radius is 0.1 m, and
the drill string connection radius is 0.09 m. The well is filled with 1.3 s.g. drilling mud
and the coefficient of friction is estimated to be 0.2. The bottom-hole-assembly starts
out just below the drop-off section, and is vertical. For this case there is no change in
azimuth, and the dogleg of Equation (7.1) becomes equal to the change in inclination.

The buoyancy factor is from Equation 7.4 (pipe density 7.8 s.g.: β = 1 −
1.3/7.8 = 0.833).

Assuming that the drill bit is off bottom, we will compute the forces starting from
the bottom of the well. For simplicity, the frictional factors of the bends are:

e±µθ = e±0.2(45 π
180 ) = e±0.157 =

{
1.17
0.855
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Table 7.2 Torque in drillstring during drilling and with bit off bottom.

Static
weight,
Bit off Static
bottom Torque, off weight, 90 kN Torque, in Torque in

Position (kN) bottom (kNm) bit force string (kNm) well (kNm)

Well 0 0 −90 0 22 − 13.0 = 9
Bottom
Bottom 286 0 286 − 90 = 196 0 9
dropoff
section
Bottom sail 314.4 0.2 × 0.09 × 314.4 − 90 = 0.2 × 0.09 × 9 + 0.2 × 0.09 ×
section 286 × π/4 = 4.04 224.4 196 × π/4 = 196 × π/4 = 9 +

2.77 2.77 = 11.77
Top sail 533.6 4.04 + 0.2 × 533.6 − 90 = 2.77 + 3.95 = 11.77 + 3.95 =
section 0.09 × 0.237 × 443.6 6.72 15.72

1308 × sin 45 =
4.04 + 3.95 = 8.0

Top buildup 562 8.0 + 0.2 × 562 − 90 = 472 6.72 + 0.2 × 22
section 0.09 × 533.6 × 0.09 × 443.6 ×

π/4 = 8.0 + π/4 = 6.72 +
7.54 = 15.54 6.27 = 13.0

Top well 641.4 15.54 641.4 − 90 = 13.0 22
551.4

The net weight of the bottom-hole-assembly: 0.833 × 2.13 (kN/m) × 161 (m) = 286 kN
The buoyed pipe weight: 0.833 × 0.285 kN/m = 0.237 kN/m
Figure 7.4 shows the geometry of the well.
When calculating torque, we will use two scenarios, 1) with bit off bottom, and

2) with a bit force of 90 kN. The static weight for the last example is simply obtained
by subtracting the bit force throughout the string.

From Figure 7.5 it is obvious that the buildup and dropoff bends have a dominating
effect on well friction. This is further seen in Figure 7.6, which shows the torque.
When the bit force is applied, the tension in the string decreases, leading to less string
torque.

Figure 7.6 shows the reduction in string tension that leads to a reduced string
torque. The numerical values are given in Table 7.2. When the bit force is applied,
the driller observes an increase in torque of 6.46 kNm, to a total value of 22 kNm.
However, due to reduction in string torque, the bit torque is actually 9 kNm. From
this example it is obvious that the bit torque is always higher than the torque increase
at surface for a deviated well.

The simplicity of the solutions presented comes from neglecting the friction caused
by pipe weight throughout the bend. As shown in Appendix E the simple equations can
be used because the BHA is in a straight section. Comparing the exact solution with
our simplified model, an error of about 1% for hoisting and nearly 0% for lowering
was found.
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Figure 7.7 3-dimensional well shape.

Case B: Ana lys i s o f a 3-d imens iona l we l l

Figure 7.7 shows this well. It is complex as its direction changes in 3-dimensional
space. The analysis is similar to the analysis of Case A, except that the bends are not
restricted to a vertical plane, but in a 3-dimensional plane.

The pipe data are the same as for Case A. Performing the analysis, the results are
shown in Fig. 7.8. Clearly, a different friction picture is seen in this well which has
3 bends. By increasing the total angle change of a well it increases friction significantly.

Case C: Combined mot ion in 3-d imens iona l we l l

Some well operations are performed with combined motion. For high inclination wells
it is common to rotate the liner in order to bring it to the desired depth. In the following
we will investigate the frictional picture during such events.

Again assuming the same pipe data we will investigate the effect of combined
motion in the well of Case B. The pipe is rotated at 100 RPM, and it is hoisted or
lowered at 0.27 m/sec. From Equation 7.9, the angle between the axial and tangential
pipe velocities becomes 30 degrees.

Using Equations 7.10 and 7.11, the friction for combined motion is computed. The
results are shown in Figure 7.9, which compares pure hoisting/lowering with combined
motion. A clear reduction in drag is observed.

Both when hoisting and lowering the string, a reduced axial friction is seen. It is
seen that both the hoisting and the lowering forces approached the static pipe weight,
with the limiting value ψ → 0◦, which is obtained with low hoisting speed or high
rotational speed. In other words, high rotation removes the axial friction.

Using Equations 7.10 and 7.11 the torque during hoisting and lowering is com-
pared to the static (bit off bottom) torque. See Figure 7.10. During hoisting while back
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reaming the torque decreases slightly, whereas during lowering the torque decreases
more.

The examples above serve to show the potential of torque and drag analysis using
the simple 3-dimensional models presented in this section. To determine the coefficients
of friction from field data, not only can the hoisting-lowering-rotation models be used,
but also the models for combined motion. This should improve the determination of
the frictional forces in a well, and is also applicable to any well operation.

The examples above show how bends in the wellbore affect friction. For more
details and derivation of the models please see Aadnoy, Fazaelizade and Hareland
(2010). Extended applications of these models are found in Fazaelizade, Hareland and
Aadnoy (2010).

7.4 ANALYSIS OF STUCK PIPE IN DEVIATED WELLBORES

7.4.1 Introduction

This section presents equations to determine depth to the stuck point in deviated well-
bores, based on pulling tests and torsion tests. Also methods to free a stuck pipe are
given. In particular it is shown that bends in the wellbore leads to more friction, which
results in a deeper stuck point in a deviated well compared to a similar vertical well.
The section is based on a method derived by Aadnoy, Larsen and Berg (2003). The
analysis is limited to differential sticking. Mechanical stuck pipe can also be analyzed
by replacing the term for the differential stuck force with a mechanical resistance.
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Three methods will be presented to free the pipe: 1) maximum mechanical force
method, 2) minimum density method, and 3) maximum buoyancy method. A detailed
field case study demonstrates these applications.

When a drill string gets stuck during drilling, operational procedures are applied
to release the drill string. These procedures include working the drill string up or down,
attempt to rotate the string, and pumping mud through the drill bit to aid pipe release.
One may also place different fluids around the stuck area, and use a drilling jar. Current
stuck point formulas used by the oil industry neglect well friction and deviation, and
are therefore strictly valid for vertical wells only. A free-point indicator can be run to
determine the stuck point, but this operation takes considerable time.

7.4.2 Forces in the dril l string

Ax ia l we ight and buoyancy

The buoyant weight of a string is defined in Section 7.3. Also defined in this section
is the axial weight of a string in a deviated well. This is called “the projected height
principle’’.

P ipe st rength

We are only considering axial pipe failure in this section. This case only considers the
axial stretching of the drill pipe at the rig floor, and is expressed as:

σa ≤ σyield (7.12)

7.4.3 Differential sticking

The two most common reasons for a stuck drill string is mechanical sticking due to
jamming in the hole and differential sticking. It is often difficult to determine which
type.

For a deviated well, the force needed to pull the drillstring can be expressed as
the sum of the pipe weight, the drag force and the differential sticking force, the latter
being:

F = µdh
P (7.13)

Figure 7.11 illustrates a differential sticking. Assume that the stuck-point is in a straight
hole section. The force normal to the stuck point is the component of the weight of
the pipe plus the hydraulic force that causes differential sticking.

From Equation (7.13), the stuck force is equal to the normal force multiplied by
a coefficient of friction. The pressure differential, 
P, is the difference between the
outside mud pressure and the pore pressure in the rock. The borehole pressure may
be the static mud pressure plus the surface pressure, if the well is pressurized in the
annulus.

If the string is stuck for mechanical reasons, for example if solids have packed off
the annulus around the stabilizers, Equation (7.13) must be replaced with a mechanical
resisting force. It is difficult to measure this. One can however assume values and
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d

P

Figure 7.11 Differential sticking in a wellbore.

perform simulations to investigate the forces throughout the wellbore. The two stuck
scenarios, differential sticking and mechanical, are very different. In the former it
is important to keep the pressures low, whereas this has no impact on mechanical
sticking.

7.4.4 Rig tests

Pu l l tes t

When a drillstring is stuck it is important to determine the depth to the stuck point.
Often the string has to be cut just above the stuck point before a sidetrack operation
can be initiated. To estimate the depth to the stuck point, the string is pulled with
an additional force dF, and the elongation dL is measured on the surface. Since steel
behaves linearly elastic, Hooke’s law describes the relationship between force and
elongation, dF = AEdL/L. The reference is the string hanging in its own weight. If the
well is vertical, and if friction is neglected, the depth to the stuck point becomes (if the
drillstring is composed of i different elements):

dL =
i∑

n=0

dLn = 1
E

i∑
n=0

Ln

An
dFi (7.14)

Assuming that the bottom-hole-assembly is negligible because it is much stiffer than
the drillpipe, and that one drillpipe size is used, the depth to the stuck point becomes
(for a vertical well):

L = EA
dL
dF

(7.15)

This is the equation currently used in industry. It is here assumed that there is no
friction in the well. This means that when a pull force dF is applied at surface, this
force is reflected all the way to the stuck point.
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Figure 7.12 Pull force at the stuck point for vertical and deviated wells.

If we introduce drag, some of the pulling force goes into friction. The pull-rate is
slow (nearly static), and it can be a reasonable assumption to neglect drag in a vertical
well.

Aadnoy, Larsen and Berg (2003), showed that curved sections of the borehole
amplify the friction. The vertical well shows the pull force all the way down to the
stuck point in Figure 7.12a. In Figure 7.12b (the deviated well), the pull force remains
constant all the way to the build-up section. Through the build-up section some of
the pull force is taken up as friction. Below the build-up section, a smaller pull force
occurs.

Assume that the well consists of a vertical section to the kick-off point, L1. A
build-up section of radius R builds up to an angle α. A sail section maintaining this
inclination continues to the stuck point. We assume that the pipe is pulled slowly with
a force dF a distance dL. This force dF is reflected down to the kick-off point. The
estimated length to the stuck point for this case is:

L = AEeµα dL
dF

− (eµα − 1)
(

L1 + 1
2

αR
)

(7.16)

Equation (7.16) is valid if one drillpipe size is used, and for a well consisting of one
build-up section and a constant sail angle in the section below. For two drillpipe sizes
the equation can be modified. Referring to the top pipe size with index 1, and the
bottom pipe size with index 2, the depth to the stuck point is now:

L = A2Eeµα dL
dF

− A2

A1
(eµα − 1)

(
L1 + 1

2
αR

)
− L2

(
A2

A1
− 1

)
(7.17)

Tors ion tes t

When the drill string is rotated at surface, an applied moment dM leads to a twist angle
dθ. The corresponding expression for the angle of rotation as a function of depth is
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similar to the pulling case:

dθ = 1
G

i∑
n=0

Li

Jpi
dM (7.18)

The shear modulus is: G = E
2(1+ν) and the polar moment: Jp = π

32 (D4 − d4). The elastic
modulus is 215 kN/mm2, and the Poisson’s ratio is 0.25 for steel.

If only one drillpipe type is used, the stuck point can be estimated from the
following equation:

L = JE
2(1 + ν)

dθ

dM
(7.19)

The equation may be expanded to the case of using two drillpipe sizes. The depth to
the stuck point now becomes:

L = J2E
2(1 + ν)

dθ

dM
− L1

(
J2

J1
− 1

)
(7.20)

The equations above are valid for well paths consisting of a vertical section to the kick-
off point, a constant build section and a constant inclination sail section to the stuck
point. For more complex geometries similar equations can be derived, but these will
become more cumbersome. A simple numerical routine may be used for these cases.

7.4.5 Field case study

During drilling of a long deviated well several stuck pipe incidents occurred. Two of
these stuck pipe incidents resulted in the bottom-hole-assembly (BHA) being left in
the hole and the well had to be sidetracked twice in the 12-1/4 in section. The second
incident, which resulted in the BHA being shot off, will be analyzed, due to better data
from this incident. Figure 7.13 shows the well path for this case.

The friction factor of 0.12 (which was measured during drilling), will be used in
the analysis below. The same coefficient of friction is assumed to be also valid after
the pipe was stuck.

Descr ip t ion of case

After sidetracking the hole (following the first stuck pipe incident), a sand reservoir
was entered. The washpipe started leaking, and it was decided to pull out to above the
reservoir for replacement. The first stand was pulled without excessive drag. Then pipe
rotation was stopped for 7 minutes to set back the stand and an attempt was made to
pull the second stand. It was not possible to pull the drillstring using 260 tons hook
load. The full string weight also was applied, without any effect. Combined torque
and pull was also applied without success. The jar did not go off in any of the attempts
to free the string.

Full circulation was maintained during these attempts, leading to the conclusion
of differential sticking. The 13-3/8 in. section (shoe at 2281 m) was drilled with a mud
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Figure 7.13 Well path of the well.

Table 7.3 Drill string data for the field case.

Pipe size (m) 5 in BHA
Quality S135
Length (m) 5693 155
Weight (kN/m) 0.336 1.344
OD (mm) 127.00
ID (mm) 108.6
t (mm) 9.19
A (mm2) 3401
J (mm4) 11.88 × 106

Tensile strength (kN) 2495
Torsional strength (kNm) 78.8
E (kN/mm2) 215
Friction factor: 0.12

weight of 1.65 s.g. for borehole stability reasons, and the pore pressure specific gravity
was determined to be 1.24 s.g.

First, we will estimate the depth to the stuck point in the well. Pipe data are shown
in Table 7.3. The following additional data are given from the stretch test on the rig
are given in Table 7.4.

Inserting these data into Equation (7.16), the depth to the stuck point is as follows:

First, µα = 0.12
68π

180
= 0.142 and: eµα = 1.153 and:

1
2

αR = 68π

2 × 180
840 = 498 m

L = 3401 (mm2)215 (kN/mm2)1.153
2.60 (m)
373 (kN)

− (1.153 − 1)(700 + 498) = 5693 m
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Table 7.4 Data for the pull and rotation tests.

Build radius (m) 840
Inclination (◦) 68
Friction coefficient 0.12
Pull force (kN) 373
Pull length (m) 2.60
Torque (kNm) 9.05
Pipe rotation (turns) 8

7000

Depth(m)

6000

5693

5097
5000

0 0.1 0.12 0.2 0.3 �

Figure 7.14 Depth to stuck point versus friction coefficient.

For comparison, the estimated depth for a vertical well is: 5097 m. This is found by set-
ting µ = 0 in Equation 7.16. The standard industry model which neglects friction would
give this value. The calculation above is repeated with different friction coefficients.
Figure 7.14 shows the depth to the stuck point for various friction coefficients.

The torsion test also provide important information. The drillstring was rotated
8 turns, with an applied moment of 9.05 kNm. Using data from Tables 7.3, 7.4 and
Equation (7.19), the estimated length of the drillstring is:

L = 11.88 × 106 (mm4)215 (kN/mm2)
2(1 + 0.25)

10−6 (m2/mm2)
8 × 2π

9.05
= 5675 m

Thus two independent tests can be performed to determine the depth to the stuck point,
both pull test and torsion test. The top of the bottom-hole-assembly was located at
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5691 m. From the two tests above we concluded that the drillstring was most likely
stuck in the top of the bottom-hole-assembly. There is at that depth a 22 m thick sand
stringer, and we assume that the string is stuck along the entire stringer.

7.4.6 Methods to free the pipe

The analysis below will demonstrate the effects of the various ways a stuck pipe prob-
lem can be handled. Forces in the drillstring are summed up starting from bottom to the
stuck point, and from the stuck point to surface. In this particular case the drillstring
is stuck in the bottom part of the drillstring above the drillcollar.

The force below the drillcollar is zero.
Force at top of drillcollar: (Equation 7.5)

F1 = βwDC
LDC(cos α + µ sin α)

Additional pull force at stuck point: (equation 7.13)

F2 = µdh
P

Force above stuck point:

F3 = F1 + F2

Force at lower end of build (top of 5 in. drillpipe straight section): (Equation 7.5)

F4 = F3 + βwDP1
L1(cos α + µ sin α)

Force at top of build section: (Equation 7.7b)

F5 = F4eµα + βwDP1R sin α

Pull force at surface:

F6 = F5 + βwDP1
LKOP

Maximum mechan ica l force

This simplest approach is to pull or rotate the drillstring towards the strength limit of
the drillpipe. For the present field case, the mud specific gravity used was 1.65 s.g.
and the pore pressure specific gravity in the permeable interval was estimated to
1.24 s.g. The projected area at the stuck position was estimated to be 0.05 m times
22 m. The differential pressure and the buoyancy is:


P = 0.098(1.65 − 1.24))2936 = 11.8 MPa = 11800 kN/m2

β = 1 − 1.65
7.85

= 0.79
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Inserting these data, the data from Table 7.1 and a stuck point of 5691 m we get the
following forces during pipe release:

F1 = 0.79 × 1.344 (kN/m) × 155 (m) = 80kN

F2 = 0.12 × 0.05 (m) × 22 (m) × 11800 kN/m2 = 1558 kN

F3 = 80 + 1558 = 1638 kN

F4 = 1638 kN + 0.79 × 0.336 × 3991 (m)(cos 68◦ + 0.12 sin 68◦)

= 1638 kN + 514 kN = 2153 kN

F5 = 2153 (kN)e0.12×68◦ π
180◦ + 0.79 × 0.336 (kN/m) × 840 (m) × sin 68◦

= 2482 kN + 207 kN = 2689 kN

F6 = 2689 kN + 0.79 × 0.336 (kN/m) × 700 (m) = 2875 kN

The axial strength of the drillpipe is 2495 kN. Therefore, this is not sufficient to free
the pipe.

Inserting the same data into Equation 7.24, the torque required is 181.3 kNm,
which also far exceeds the torque limit of the drillpipe of 78.8 kNm. The conclusion
is that by applying maximum mechanical force only, the string will remain stuck, and
a parted drillpipe may result.

Minimum dens i ty method

It is obvious from the example above that the dominating parameter is the differential
pressure that is the main cause of differential sticking. This can be reduced by displacing
the well with a lighter mud. We will repeat the analysis assuming that the well has been
displaced to a 1.3 s.g. mud. The differential pressure and the buoyancy now becomes:


P = 0.098(1.30 − 1.24))2936 = 1.736 MPa = 1730 kN/m2

β = 1 − 1.30
7.85

= 0.83

F1 = 0.83 × 1.344 (kN/m) × 155 (m) × (cos 68◦ + 0.12 × sin 68◦) = 84 kN

F2 = 0.12 × 0.05 (m) × 22 (m) × 1730 kN/m2 = 228 kN

F3 = 84 + 228 = 312 kN

F4 = 312 kN + 0.83 × 0.336 × 3991 (m)(cos 68◦ + 0.12 sin 68◦)

= 312 kN + 541 kN = 853 kN

F5 = 853 (kN)e0.12×68◦ π
180◦ + 0.83 × 0.336 (kN/m) × 840(m) × sin 68◦

= 983 kN + 217 kN = 1200 kN

F6 = 1200 kN + 0.83 × 0.336 (kN/m) × 700 (m) = 1200 kN + 195 kN

= 1395 kN
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Table 7.5 Summary of analysis of the field case.

Method Required pull force (kN)

Maximum mechanical force 2875
Minimum density 1395
Maximum buoyancy 2574
Pipe strength 2495

Now the required load is below the pipe strength. In other words, displacing the
well with a lighter mud is the best measure for freeing the drillstring. The buoyancy
decreases, but this effect is negligible to the effect of reducing the bottomhole pressure.

Maximum buoyancy method .

The last method analyzed is displacement of the inside of the drillpipe with seawater
to increase buoyancy. This is permissible providing that well control is maintained as
the seawater is later displaced up the annulus. For this case we assume the initial mud
of 1.65 s.g. in the annulus which results in the initial differential pressure of 11.8 MPa.
The buoyancy increases and is given by:

β = 1 − 1.65x1272 − 1.03x108.62

7.85(1272 − 108.62)
= 0.57

Inserting these numbers into Equation 7.23 leads to a required pull force of 2652 kN
and Equation (24) leads to a required torque of 174 kNm. Table 7.5 summarizes the
results.

This example demonstrates that there is some potential in increasing buoyancy
by displacing the inside of the drillstring with seawater. The most important measure,
however, is to reduce the annulus pressure by displacing the well with a lighter mud.

F1 = 0.57 × 1.344 (kN/m) × 155 (m) × (cos 68◦ + 0.12 × sin 68◦) = 58 kN

F2 = 0.12 × 0.05 (m) × 22 (m) × 11800 kN/m2 = 1558 kN

F3 = 58 + 1558 = 1616 kN

F4 = 1616 kN + 0.57 × 0.336 × 3991 (m)(cos 68◦ + 0.12 sin 68◦)

= 1616 kN + 371 kN = 1987 kN

F5 = 1987 (kN)e0.12×68◦ π
180◦ + 0.57 × 0.336 (kN/m) × 840 (m) × sin 68◦

= 2291 kN + 149 kN = 2440 kN

F6 = 2440 kN + 0.57 × 0.336 (kN/m) × 700 (m) = 2440 kN + 134 kN

= 2574 kN

This section presents a mechanistic analysis of differentially stuck pipe in a deviated
well. The following mechanisms are investigated; buoyancy effects, pipe strength,
differential sticking and well friction.
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Equations are presented to estimate the depth to the stuck point in deviated well-
bores based on pull and rotation tests. Due to friction in bends, the stuck point appears
deeper in a deviated well compared to a vertical well.

For derivation of equations and more details, the readers are referred to Aadnoy,
Larsen and Berg (2003). Here other scenarios are also developed such as combined
loading by both pulling, applying pressure and rotating at the same time.

7.5 WELL IN TEGRITY

7.5.1 Introduction

In recent years well integrity has become an important subject. It has become clear that
many wells suffer from leaks of various types. It is also evident that these problems are
not only related to old wells, but fairly new wells also. With the advent of the increasing
CO2 injection in the future, well integrity will be a challenge. Improvements in both
technology and understanding of subsurface processes is required. This section is based
on an early study by the Petroleum Safety Authority in Norway published by Vignes
and Aadnoy (2008).

A number of serious well failures in recent years led to investigations of well
integrity issues. The Petroleum Safety Authority Norway (PSA) performed a “pilot
well integrity survey’’ based on supervisory audits and requested input from 7 oper-
ating companies, 12 pre-selected offshore facilities and 406 wells. The wells were a
representative selection of production and injection wells with variation both in age
and development categories.

The pilot project indicates that 18% of the wells in the survey have integrity failure,
issue or uncertainties and 7% of these are shut in because of well integrity issues. The
selection of wells and the companies indicate that the statistics are representative. A
later study suggested that as many as each fifth production well and each third injection
well may suffer from well integrity issues.

The well incidents in the past and the results of “pilot well integrity survey’’
revealed that the industry needs to increase focus on the barrier philosophy. Con-
trol of barrier status is an important HSE factor to avoid major incidents caused by
e.g. unintentional leaks and well control situations. Knowledge of well integrity status
at all times enables the companies to take the right actions in a proactive manner and
thereby prevent incidents.

Nomenc lature

ASV – annulus safety valve
DHSV – downhole safety valve
GLV – gas lift valve
HSE – health safety environment
NCS – Norwegian continental shelf
P&A – plug and abandonment
PBR – polished bore recepticle
PSA – Petroleum Safety Authority Norway
SD&P – simultaneous drilling and production
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TOC – top of cement
WAG – water and gas injector

7.5.2 Status of wells on the Norwegian continental shelf

Active development wells are production and injection wells. The production wells
include water production, gas production and oil production. The injector wells
include gas injection, water injection and WAG. P&A wells are not included in this
survey.

Table 7.6 shows that the total number of active wells on the NCS at 1.1.2006 is
1908 wells and the number of active wells in the pilot well integrity survey is 406 wells.
The pilot well integrity survey includes 21% of active development wells at the NCS.

Table 7.7 furthermore shows the split between the injection and the production
wells on platforms, whereas Table 7.8 shows the split on subsea wells..

The pilot well integrity survey includes 24% of the platform wells and 16% of the
subsea wells with production and injection on the NCS.

7.5.3 Results of the well integrity survey

Figure 7.15 shows the number of production and injection wells with well integrity
issues. These are 48 production and 27 injection wells, and total is 75 wells.

Most of the integrity problems are within barrier elements as tubing, annular
safety valve (ASV), casing, cement and wellhead. Figure 7.16 shows a breakdown into
technical categories.

Table 7.6 Development wells in the pilot survey per 2006.

Active development wells in the “pilot survey’’ Total active development wells

Production 323 wells 1539 wells
Injection 83 wells 369 wells
Total 406 wells 1908 wells

Table 7.7 Active platform wells in the survey.

Active platform wells in the survey Total active platform wells

Injection 51 wells 244 wells
Production 249 wells 1011 wells
Total 300 wells 1255 wells

Table 7.8 Active subsea wells in the survey.

Active subsea wells in the survey Total active subsea wells

Injection 32 wells 125 wells
Production 74 wells 528 wells
Total 106 wells 653 wells
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Figure 7.15 Production wells, injection wells and total wells reported with integrity failure, issue or
uncertainty in this survey.
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Figure 7.16 Number of wells with integrity failure, issues or uncertainty and category of barrier
element failure.

• Reported tubing problems were leakage in prod. tubing above down hole safety
valve (DHSV), tubing to annulus leakage or internal leak in tubing hanger neck
seal.

• Problems with annular safety valve (ASV) are ASV leakage or that the ASV failed.
• Casing problems like casing leakage (non-gastight connections) or collapsed casing

were reported in the pilot survey.
• Cement problems such as no cement behind casing and above production packer,

leaks likely along cement bonds or leak through cement micro-annulus.
• Reported wellhead problems are leakage in wellhead from annulus A to B, because

of wrong seal type in the wellhead.
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Figure 7.17 Age and category of barrier element failure per 1.3.2006.

Figure 7.17 shows the age of the reported wells. The majority of the well integrity
problems occur in wells during the period from early 1990’s. The frequency of wells
with integrity issues in age group 0–14 years is twice as high as for well group 15–29
years.

The figure illustrates that tubing leak is one dominant failure factor (39%) in
wells from 0 to 19 years old. Wells from 0–14 years old have barrier element issues
like tubing, ASV and cement. Wells from 15–29 years old have barrier element issues
like tubing, casing and pack offs. One interpretation of the figure is that the recent
technological advancement may not have resolved old integrity issues.

A relatively low number of subsea wells have reported well integrity failure/issues
or uncertainty. This can be explained by the limited possibility of monitoring these
wells.

Examples of we l l fa i lu res

The PSA has also conducted a number of technical audits in the period from 2003 to
gain an understanding of the technical aspects of well failures. In addition to the techni-
cal and operational investigations, one also evaluated the design manuals, methodology
for data collection and the actual well design. These were compared to the actual well
construction and later problems.

A number of interesting observations came out of this work. In the following we
will discuss five of these well incidents to gain further insight.
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Wel l fa i lu re – example I

During workover of a well on a production platform, the load-bearing surface casing
collapsed, resulting in a wellhead that dropped onto the platform structure. The root
cause was severe corrosion near the top of the surface casing annulus. Corrosive sea-
water got access through a cement port that was left open during the drilling phase.
Temperature and tidal variations through platform shaft leaks were accompanying
factors. This particular well was shut in for approximately one year before production
commenced.

Wel l fa i lu re – example I I

The operator had installed a specially designed “slim’’ wellhead in a field. The casing
hanger had only 8 degrees taper as opposed to the usual 40 degrees. During pressure
testing the casing hanger was pulled through the wellhead. Later, the operating com-
pany experienced a similar incident in with a tubing hanger. The root cause of the
failures was axial overload as the “slim’’ wellhead tapers had limited capacity. The
wellhead capacity had been uprated from 350 tons to 600 tons. The investigation
report, however, showed that the manufacturer’s test had failed, leaving it incorrect
to allow such up-rating. The operating company have after these incidents limited the
load to the initial design value.

Another finding in this case was that the operator did not have in place an updated
well design manual. This was corrected after the audit.

Wel l fa i lu re – example I I I

During drilling of a depleted reservoir severe circulation losses arose, followed by a well
control problem. During pumping of a “gunk’’ plug, the drill string became plugged.
This complicated the well control situation. The problem was resolved. However,
during the well control phase the well was left open, contrary to regulations. The
operating company revised their well-killing procedures including field procedures for
lost circulation pills after the incident.

Another issue during the well control incident was annulus pressure build-up
exceeding MAASP. This downgrading was introduced after some years with production
falling due to depletion. After several years with injection and subsidence, the pressure
measured during the well control situation exceeded the new established/down-graded
pressure limit. This caused serious problems and a need to determine absolute max-
imum allowable pressure. The well-killing operation was at the end successfully
executed just below the new pressure limit. The operating company rechecked their
MAASP-limits in adjacent wells.

This is an example of the importance of lifecycle evaluations and continuous
monitoring and evaluation of well integrity rather than just at the well design stage.

Wel l fa i lu re – example IV

Tubing leaks were found in 14 production wells on an offshore platform. As the leak
rates exceeded the acceptance criteria, an investigation was initiated. It was difficult
to establish a root cause. However, the conclusion was that it was likely to be leaks
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through the PBRs (telescopic expansion joints in the tubing). These were considered
weak points in the production tubing. A possible explanation was wear damage when
the production tubing was tripped into the well. The operating company decided that
the PBR will be shielded during installation in future wells.

Wel l fa i lu re – example V

An offshore production well had tubular collapse in both the production casing and
the production tubing at the same depth. These had to be removed in one operation,
a task that was complicated and time consuming. During this operation a well con-
trol incident happened during perforation of the production casing. The investigation
revealed that the well control procedures were not applied. The root causes were leaks
from the reservoir to the outside of the production casing and installation of one sin-
gle casing joint (grade 47 lbs/ft) in a 53.5 lb/ft casing string. This wrong casing joint
collapsed.

Summary we l l fa i lu re I– V

There is a common denominator between these five examples.

• Operational decisions during abnormal situations often lead to well failures.
• Design issues such as long-term effects were not sufficiently considered
• The challenge is to account for rare events that may lead to major incidents. The

normal approach is to focus on frequent and low-consequence incidents.

Improvement Potent ia l

Figure 7.18 shows the issues for improvement from A–L and the number of compa-
nies. The figure shows that issue B: well documentation, C: handover documentation,
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D: regular condition monitoring, E: Comments related to NORSOK D010 compli-
ance and H: competence and training are issues for improvement for almost all of the
companies in the pilot well integrity survey.

B – Well documentation. Different approaches for transfer of well barrier responsi-
bilities, and insufficient transfer of critical information during operations and license
acquisitions, may result in reduced barrier control.

There is a need for improved and user-friendly access and visualization of key well
information.

C – Handover documentation. Several companies include pressure test verification
charts in their handover documentation, without interpretation. These data could be
several years old and do not necessarily represent the present status. Well integrity
or well barrier schematic illustrations, verifications and guidance on how to monitor
status, were not easily accessible.

While completion schematics are readily available, included in the handover
documents and kept updated at all times, the barrier schematic illustrations with
descriptions were often inadequate.

D – Condition monitoring. Consideration of and evaluations of initial casing design
for the lifetime of the well, and possible changes to the well usage (example, from
production to injection), are also difficult to obtain.

E – Comments related to NORSOK D010 compliance. The NORSOK D-010 defines
requirements and guidelines, including the established well barrier philosophy. It
appears to be less known and adhered to than PSA expected at the time when the
audits were conducted.

The lack of information on well names, dates and revision numbers complicates
easy overview of the status on well barriers. Color coding and descriptions of the barrier
envelopes varies from company to company, but also within the same company.

The barrier illustrations in several cases do not contain details of perforations,
Xmas tree, or cement presence, and in some cases are lacking barrier elements. Such
well details, with possible inclusion of dimensions and depth data, should be included
for updated versions.

Verification details of the casing cement barriers are often lacking. Hence, proper
planned top of cement (TOC), packer setting depth and later proper zonal isolation
for later plugging and abandonment (P&A) could imply uncertainties.

H – Competence and training. The questionnaire revealed a need for strengthening
knowledge, communication and requirements to well status. The companies generally
expressed high interest in sharing and exchanging training materials for practical use.

7.5.4 Summary

The results of the well integrity survey revealed that the industry needs to have an
increased focus on their barrier issues. Control of barrier status is considered an
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important HSE factor that could limit unintentional leaks, well control situations and
accidents. Known well status enables the companies to take the right actions in a
proactive manner and thereby prevent potential losses and expenses.

• 7% of the wells were shut in because of integrity failures/issues or uncertainty
• 9% of the wells were working under conditions/exemptions
• 2% of the wells had insignificant deviations for current operation

The integrity problems exist within barrier elements such as tubing, ASV, casing and
cement.

The well integrity problems occur most frequently in wells from the early 1990’s.
This indicates that the integrity problems often occur in more recent wells.

The improvement potential for the industry:

• Improve systems of reliability and condition-based surveillance for well barriers
and well integrity aspects, to improve well safety.

• Provide better visualisation of barriers for both onshore and offshore users to
improve the safety level and user-friendliness.

• Agree on standard ways of visualisation, technical qualification, documentation
and abbreviations.

• Consider developing a standard handover package containing basic well engineer-
ing data required to give a full overview of the well barrier situation from spud to
abandonment.

• The industry needs to further develop and acquire suitable technology for condi-
tion monitoring of wells, to improve on systematic and preventive maintenance,
and to keep better control on degradation mechanisms.

• Improved attention to verification and condition monitoring of well barriers and
well integrity is needed.

• Improve competence and training of involved personnel both from operators and
contractors.

• Start the process of updating the NORSOK drilling standards to include recent
experiences related to well barriers. This should include the qualification process
for barrier elements.

There is a common denominator between the examples of well failures (I–V).

• Operational decisions during abnormal situations often lead to well failures.
• Design issues such as long term effects are not sufficiently considered
• The challenge is to account for rare events that may lead to major incidents. The

normal approach is to focus on frequent and low-consequence incidents.
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A system for experience transfer

A.1 SELECTION OF ELEMENTS TO EVALUATE

Drilling of a well incorporates many elements. Of major concern is the expense of the
well. Some of the cost elements are listed below:

• Rental cost for drilling rig
• Cost of auxiliary transportation, helicopter, boats
• Cost of drill bits and casing
• Cost of services like mud logger and directional driller
• Cost of drilling crew, and operator’s personnel

This list can be expanded. However, we will in this chapter focus on the cost of the
drilling operation itself, and not on the auxiliary services, also because time reduction
in drilling directly reduces the auxiliary expenditures. A drilling operation is different
from many industrial processes, as its cost depends on one single element; whether the
drilling process is ongoing or not. If the operation stops for some reason, the complete
set-up is idle, and the cost is a loss function. The efficiency of the whole operation
depends on the state of the drilling process.

Another key element is the rig cost. In offshore drilling, the daily rig rate is a
dominating cost element. Usually, the contracts are written on a daily rate, rather than
as a lump sum. It should here be emphasised that the forms of future contracts can
become important elements in cost optimisation, not only for the daily cost/lump sum,
but also for the drilling contractor/operator split of responsibilities. The contract itself
is therefore an important element in cost optimisation.

We will in this appendix take a technical approach. We will study the time con-
sumption of various operations, with the understanding that it is a direct cost factor
because of the high rig rate. This analysis can be expanded, but we believe that a tech-
nical approach is an absolutely necessary step in minimising the total expenditures of
drilling a well, which form the basis for further work on contract forms.

A.2 TIME ANALYSIS OF FIELD DATA

A Norwegian operator pre-drilled six wells in the period 1990–1993 before installing
the production platform. These operations were later extensively analysed because
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a significant saving was visualised when drilling another 50 production wells in the
field, by systematically improving on a learning curve. The present chapter is a short
summary of the results from this study.

The casing strings of the six wells were set at approximately the same depths, but
the borehole inclinations were quite different, with reservoir sections drilled from 20
to nearly 60 degrees inclination. Obviously, the lengths of each section were different
because of this. To make the data comparable, we therefore length-normalised all data.
That is we divided each time element with the hole length it represented. In this way
we obtained data that were representative for all inclinations.

A.2.1 Breakdown of time used for each hole section

In the following time consumption for each of the hole sections will be compared. All
time data are length-normalised. The minimum cost/length factor gives the best result.
Therefore, for each operation listed, the best result is shown in bold numbers. The
data are taken from the operating company’s experience transfer data base.

The 24/26 in . ho le sect ions

Table A.1 is a summary of the specific time consumption for the surface hole sections
during various operations. We observe that all wells showed some optima. However,
some overall trends are:

• Time used on wellhead installations shows a definite improvement from the first
to the last well.

• Most other operations show improvement from the first three to the last three
wells.

• Landing and cementing of casing was performed with a minimum time in well E.
• Well D performed best in general, both under the total drilling time, and under

the total time which include other associated operations.

Table A.1 Specific time consumption during drilling of the 24/26 inch hole sections.

Specific time consumption (min/meter)

Operation Well A Well B Well C Well D Well E Well F

BOP activities 0.00 0.27 0.80 0.14 0.05 0.00
BOP/wellhead equip. 10.11 5.62 7.30 4.67 4.27 3.84
Other 0.09 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Casing 4.09 3.22 3.06 2.91 2.36 2.59
Survey – 0.15 – 0.10 0.27 0.10
Press detection 0.23 0.09 0.19 0.14 0.09 0.10
Circ./cond. 0.92 0.49 0.85 0.38 0.50 0.48
Drill 0.92 1.58 3.06 2.34 2.77 2.40
Open hole 4.41 0.00 0.57 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ream 0.46 0.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Trip 5.01 2.79 3.11 1.24 1.82 2.21
Underream 0.00 1.61 2.59 2.24 2.64 2.74
Total drilling 11.72 7.41 10.17 6.20 7.73 7.82
Total 26.23 16.79 21.52 14.17 14.77 14.45
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The 16 in . ho le sect ions

Table A.2 shows the specific time used during drilling of the 16 in. hole sections. A
quick comparison results in the following conclusions:

• There are no improvements regarding wellhead handling.
• The casing operation and the total time was lowest in well D, which was overall

considered the best well.
• Wells E and F performed best from a drilling operations point of view.

The 12-1/4 in ho le sect ions

Evaluation of the specific time consumption for the 12-1/4 in. hole sections shown in
Table A.3, results in the following observations:

• The wellhead operations were most efficient in well F.
• The casing operation was most efficient in well F.
• Well D seems best from an drilling operation point of view.
• An overall evaluation shows that well D performed best.

The 8-1/2 in . ho le sect ions

In wells A and F, a 9-5/8 in. casing were set through the reservoir. In these wells there
were therefore no drilled 8-1/2 in. sections. The remaining fours wells had this section
drilled, as shown in Table A.4. An overall evaluation of Table A.4 results in:

• Well D performed best when installing the wellhead equipment.
• Well E performed best under the casing operations.
• Well C has best total evaluation, followed by well B.

Table A.2 Specific drilling time for the 16 inch section.

Specific time consumption (min/meter)

Operation Well A Well B Well C Well D Well E Well F

BOP activities 0.16 0.15 0.49 0.58 0.84 0.72
BOP/wellhead equip. 0.56 0.56 0.27 0.18 0.88 0.84
Other 0.03 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Casing 3.26 2.95 1.96 1.75 2.78 5.15
Survey – – – – – –
Press detection – – – – – –
Circ./cond. 0.63 0.67 1.22 0.40 0.32 0.38
Drill 4.22 3.36 3.27 3.43 3.54 3.16
Open hole 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ream 0.30 0.11 1.22 0.21 0.02 0.00
Trip 3.59 2.47 2.69 1.72 1.37 3.16
Underream 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total drilling 8.74 6.61 8.40 5.76 5.24 6.71
Total 12.76 10.39 11.12 8.27 9.75 13.42
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Table A.3 Specific time consumption for the 12-1/4 in. hole sections.

Specific time consumption (min/meter)

Operation Well A Well B Well C Well D Well E Well F

BOP activities 1.58 0.10 0.81 0.69 0.38 0.30
BOP/wellhead equip. 0.43 0.54 0.35 0.27 0.44 0.22
Other 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03
Casing 3.03 3.04 2.53 3.12 3.40 2.45
Survey 0.74 0.10 – – 0.03 0.03
Press detection 0.03 – – – – –
Circ./cond. 1.12 0.54 0.54 0.30 0.76 0.87
Drill 7.39 0.51 4.83 2.82 4.75 6.28
Open hole 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ream 0.79 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.21 0.14
Trip 7.61 4.61 2.69 2.16 3.37 4.05
Underream 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total drilling 16.91 14.66 8.40 5.28 9.08
Total 22.72 18.43 12.08 9.36 13.36

Table A.4 Specific drilling time for the 8-1/2 in. hole sections.

Specific time consumption (min/meter)

Operation Well A Well B Well C Well D Well E Well F

BOP activities – 1.56 2.23 1.06 1.46 –
BOP/wellhead equip. – 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 –
Other – 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 –
Casing – 6.12 5.16 9.60 4.79 –
Survey – – – – 0.14 –
Press detection – 0.06 – – 0.05 –
Circ./cond. – 1.02 0.27 0.86 1.05 –
Drill – 3.24 4.95 10.93 9.13 –
Open hole – 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 –
Ream – 1.14 0.76 0.13 0.18 –
Trip – 5.34 4.02 7.98 7.53 –
Underream – 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 –
Total drilling – 10.74 10.00 19.60 17.90 –
Total – 18.90 17.39 30.26 24.34 –

A.2.2 Total time and interruptions

We will now briefly repeat the time consumption from the previous tables, and expand
the discussion a little. In Table A.5 the total time per meter drilled is shown for the
wells. We observe that there is some spread. However, well D is clearly the best well,
with minimum time spent for both the 24/26 in. section and the 12-1/4 in. section.

Table A.6 includes drilling, and the other operations listed in Tables A.1 to A.4.
For this case well D was best in three sections, and well C in one section. We will come
back to the specific time spent when deriving a prognosis later.
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Table A.5 Comparison with specific drilling time for the six wells.

Specific time consumption (min/meter)

Well A Well B Well C Well D Well E Well F

24′′/26′′ 11.72 7.41 10.17 6.20 7.73 7.82
16′′ 8.94 6.61 8.40 5.76 5.24 6.71
12¼′′ (16.91) 14.66 8.40 5.28 9.08 (11.33)
8½′′ – 10.74 10.00 19.60 17.90 –

Table A.6 Comparison with total specific time for the six wells. In addition to drilling time, other
operations like casing setting and cementing are included.

Specific time consumption (min/meter)

Well A Well B Well C Well D Well E Well F

24′′/26′′ 26.23 16.79 21.52 14.17 14.77 14.45
16′′ 12.76 10.39 11.12 8.27 9.75 13.42
12¼′′ (22.72) 18.43 12.08 9.36 13.36 (14.35)
8½′′ – 18.90 17.39 30.26 24.34 –

Table A.7 Time consumption due to interruptions in hours.

Specific time consumption (min/meter)

Well A Well B Well C Well D Well E Well F

24′′/26′′ 204.5 330.5 106.5 169 25 13
16′′ 45 1.5 25 230 477 66
12¼′′ 488.5 6.5 37 29.5 56.5 33
8½′′ – 61 181 57.5 207 –

738 399.5 349.5 486 765.5 112

The experience data base also contains information about interruptions. These are
unforeseen events. One common example is the storms off the coast of Norway during
the winter season. Sometimes drilling must halt, and the marine riser disconnected.

Table A.7 lists total time spent on interruptions. Well E destroys the trend of
improvements. On an average basis, 475 hours were spent on interruptions for each
well. Waiting of weather accounts for only 89 of these hours on an average basis.

Tables A.8 to A.11 show more details about the interruption time. A lot of the time
is spent on equipment repair. We will not discuss the details of these tables further, only
point to the observation that this type of comparative analysis is important in order
to determine the correcting activities. To reduce down time, compensating activities
should be planned before the well is drilled.
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Table A.8 Interruption time in the 26/24 in. hole sections.

Interruption

Phase Well A Well B Well C Well D Well E Well F

Fish 138.00 50.50 4.00
Lost circ.
Maintain
Maintain/rep. 2.50 1.50 2.00 0.50 1.50
Other 9.50 2.00
Sidetrack 123.00
Strike
Subsea equip. f. 113.00 8.00 13.00 99.50 5.00 13.00
Subsurface equip. f. 7.00 37.00 17.00
Surface equip. f. 17.00 7.00 1.50
Wait 62.50 46.00 39.00 28.00
Well control
Well control meters, section 653.00 988.00 637.00 629.00 660.00 625.00
Total (hrs) 204.50 330.50 106.50 169.00 25.00 13.00

Table A.9 Interruption time in the 16 in. hole sections.

Interruption

Phase Well A Well B Well C Well D Well E Well F

Fish 139.00 65.50
Lost circ. 16.50
Maintain
Maintain/rep. 1.50 41.50 2.50 2.00
Other
Sidetrack 15.50
Strike
Subsea equip. f. 38.00 1.00 205.00 5.50
Subsurface equip. f. 4.00 24.00
Surface equip. f. 7.00 1.50 18.50 9.00 45.50 1.00
Wait 143.00 57.50
Well control
Well control meters, section 910.00 803.00 982.00 979.20 1425.00 787.00
Total (hrs) 45.00 1.50 25.00 230.00 477.00 66.00

A.2.3 Time consumption related to hole stability

A borehole stability analysis has also been performed outside the scope of the experi-
ence transfer data base. In the following a short review will be given, and the time lost
due to borehole stability problems will be assessed.

The field is located in a highly faulted area. The tectonics give rise to anisotropic
stresses. In the southern part of the field, the maximum horizontal stress exceeds the
overburden load. Some practical consequences are:

• The tectonic stresses are probably worsening the borehole stability problems.
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Table A.10 Interruption time in the 12-1/4 in. hole sections.

Interruption

Phase Well A Well B Well C Well D Well E Well F

Fish 44.00 2.00
Lost circ. 281.00 13.00 20.00
Maintain
Maintain/rep. 0.50 3.50 2.50 10.00 1.50 1.50
Other
Sidetrack
Strike
Subsea equip. f. 121.00 33.50 7.50
Subsurface equip. f. 2.00 1.50
Surface equip. f. 30.50 3.00 32.50 4.50 1.50
Wait 7.50 22.50
Well control 4.00
Well control meters, section 1178.00 612.00 782.00 1000.00 1024.00 1104.00
Total (hrs) 488.50 6.50 37.00 29.50 56.50 33.00

Table A.11 Interruption time in the 8-1/2 in. hole sections.

Interruption

Phase Well A Well B Well C Well D Well E Well F

Fish 31.00 47.00 13.00
Lost circ. 37.50
Maintain
Maintain/rep. 3.50 1.50 4.50 3.00
Other 1.50
Sidetrack
Strike
Subsea equip. f. 7.50 152.00
Subsurface equip. f. 16.50 3.00 18.50
Surface equip. f. 10.00 23.50 8.00 0.50
Wait 67.00 24.50 33.00
Well control
Well control meters, section 500.00 552.00 453.00 657.00
Total (hrs) 61.00 181.00 57.50 207.00

• The in-situ stresses controls the fracture propagation directions. If the field will
later be stimulated through fracturing, the efficiency of production or injection is
directly tied to the in-situ stresses.

• Knowledge of the stress levels and orientations may aid the well path selection
process by planning to minimise borehole stability related problems.

In the following several borehole stability related elements will be discussed.
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Boreho le e longat ion

During the last 10–15 years a number of exploration wells and production wells have
been drilled in this field. Moderate borehole collapse is a common feature in all these
wells. In the reservoir sections the hole increase in the shale layers is typically 2–4
in., while the sand stringers in between are typically in-gauge. This is not an ideal
situation with respect to cement placement, and is believed to have resulted in poor
zonal isolation in several instances.

The collapse problem is clearly time-dependent. If a hole section can be cased off
within 4 days after drilling, little collapse results. However, logging and coring and
interruptions often prohibit this.

The mud weights used today are higher than those used during earlier exploration
drilling. Although this may have had a positive effect on hole collapse, the wells are
now highly inclined which make them even more prone to enlargement. Circulation
losses often set a upper limit on the mud weight.

The operating company have also used several mud systems in an attempt to
reduce the collapse problems. In the earlier exploration wells gypsum/polymer mud
was used, while now KCl/polymer mud of various salinities are used. Again, there are
no significant improvements with respect to borehole collapse.

Circu la t ion losses

Circulation losses were experienced in several wells. This is believed to be governed by
the minimum in-situ stress. Also, under several of the loss incidents, there were signs
of pack-off due to insufficient hole cleaning. Under these circumstances, the formation
may have sufficient integrity under normal circumstances, but an excessive pressure
builds up in the borehole due to plugging.

Table A.12 summarises the reported circulation loss incidents. Most of these
occurred during the cementing operation, but before the cement was displaced behind
the casing. It is therefore probably tied to the hole cleaning problem mentioned above.

One particular experience observed during this pre-drilling phase was the connec-
tion between hole strength and mud quality. When using new mud during leak-off
testing, a lower leak-off gradient apparently occurred compared to when using used
mud with a higher solids content. The procedure during leak-off testing was therefore
altered and now requires used drilling mud during testing.

Table A.12 below summarise the reported losses during the pre drilling phase.

Dif ferent ia l s t i ck ing

In five of the six wells differential sticking was reported. The basic mechanism is that
the pressure over balance inside the borehole forces the bottom hole assembly toward a
permeable formation. The three key elements are the differential pressure, the existence
of permeable formations, and a large projected area which the pressure can act on.
The following number of incidents were reported:

1 in well A
1 in well B
5 in well C
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Table A.12 Summary of circulation losses reported in the six wells.

Depth interval (mTVD) Loss gradient (s.g.)

Well E 1741–1872 1.75
2281–2547 1.81–1.84

Well C 2705–2759 1.81
Well A 1138–1146 –

2327–2552 –
2826 –

Well B 1167–1231 –
Well D 1143–1187 1.55

1876 – 1918 1.64
2407 – 2701 –

Well F – –

3000

Depth (mTVD)

2000

1000

50
Diff. pressure (bar)

Well E
Well C
Well A
Well B
Well D

Figure A.1 The differential pressure recorded during the pipe sticking events.

1 in well D
2 in well E
0 in well F

Figures A.1 and A.2 shows the pressures and the gradients recorded during the reported
differential sticking incidents. However, inspection of the lowest recordings question
the identified mechanism. It is likely that some of these incidents are mechanical
sticking rather than differential sticking, and, probably tied to the issue of hole
cleaning.
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Figure A.2 The overbalance gradient during the pipe sticking events.

Tight ho le

Tight hole conditions can be taken as a measure of the state of the hole. If significant
tight hole exist, it may be an indicator of a hole that may be subjected to a later collapse.
Section 2.1 in this book covers the optimal mud weight selection to minimise collapse
and tight hole conditions.

When tight hole arise, the hole has to be reamed and washed, which is a time
consuming process. Figure A.3 shows the specific reaming times for the six wells. After
the third well was drilled, a new mud weight design principle was introduced, called
the “median line principle’’. This principle is derived in Section 2.1. We observe that the
reaming time was significantly reduced for the last three wells, with the last well having
only negligible reaming. It should also be emphasised that this improvement shown in
Figure A.3 also contains an element of a learning curve for the drilling personnel.

Summary

Table A.13 lists the various types of borehole stability problems recorded during
pre-drilling of the six wells. Although well F had only minor problems, it is not
representative for future wells as no coring took place, and only a limited formation
evaluation program was performed.

Finally, Table A.14 gives a overview over the time consumption related to borehole
stability.

Before closing this discussion on borehole stability, it should be observed that if
the average time to drill each well is 60 days, unforeseen borehole stability problems
account for 15% of the time consumption. This percentage has not seen a dramatic
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Figure A.3 Specific time consumption during reaming.

Table A.13 Summary of borehole stability problems for the six wells.

Hole section: Well A Well B Well C Well D Well E Well F

24′′ FS
16′′ TS TH, FS TH, FS,TS TH, DF,TS
12¼′′ TH, FS TS FS,TS TH, FS TH, FS

DF,TS
8½′′ TH, FS TH, FS TS TH, FS,TS

DF,TS

TH =Tight hole; FS = Stuck drillstring/casing; DF = Differential sticking;TS = Loss of circulation.

Table A.14 Time consumption related to borehole stability.

Event Time used (days)

Circulation losses 15
Tight hole 2
Squeeze cementing 15
Stuck casings 20
Fishing 2
Total 52 days
Per well 52/6 = 8.7 days
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improvement the last decade, and for future wells, borehole stability is going to become
an even more important issue.

A.2.4 Generating an ideal time prognosis

The previous discussion comprises many elements, which have to be addressed sep-
arately. We will focus on the main elements from a well design point of view, and
demonstrate how to utilise some of the information available.

During well planning it is difficult to estimate time consumption due to interrup-
tions. In the time plan one must also incorporate contingency planning. Therefore,
the time curves have often no common reference, and are therefore not directly
comparable.

Earlier in this chapter we have analysed the time consumption for various oper-
ations. This included the drilling time and the total time to drill a well including
tripping, casing setting, formation evaluation and interruptions. We will now use the
best times from each section, and generate an ideal time consumption. This ideal time
is achievable if no problems arise. We know, however, that some time loss will always
occur.

From tables A.1 to A.4 we can define the best achievable time consumption as
follows:

In the 24/26 in. hole section well D performed best
In the 16 in. hole section wells D and E performed best
In the 12-1/4 in. section well D performed best
In the 8-1/2 in. section well C performed best.

These best data are listed in Table A.15 below.
An example demonstrate the application of the time prognosis.
Figure A.4 shows the time curve for well D. Also shown is the minimum prognosis

derived from the best data of this evaluation. We observe that even if this well probably
had the best performance of all six wells, considerable time was spent on unplanned
events such as interruptions and hole stability problems. In fact, as the actual drilling
time was 57 days compared to the minimum prognosis of 33 days, time consumption
was 73% higher.

This example demonstrates the nature of a real drilling operation, where many
factors influence the progress. The ideal minimum time is not realisable, but by careful
planning the above percentage should be kept at a minimum.

Table A.15 Lowest time consumption achieved for the drilling
progress.

Hole section (inch) Drilling rate (min/m)

24/26 6.20
16 5.24
12¼ 5.28
8½ 10
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A.3 A SIMPLE SYSTEM FOR EXPERIENCE TRANSFER

Studying the statistics, one finds that 10–20% of the rig time is spent handling unfore-
seen problems. This statistic has not improved significantly in the last 10 years. We have
of course made some progress, but the wells have to some extent changed character.
During the last 10 years long reach and horizontal wells have evolved into lengths
never achieved before.

The industry is continuously changing. Currently there are trends towards deeper
sub-sea wells, and new technology like slim-hole drilling is under development. There-
fore, even if we make progress in one area, we will still be faced with new challenges,
because the limits are always extended. An important way to improve is to learn from
failures, therefore experience transfer is important.

The aforementioned problems are frequently of borehole stability type. Casing
landing problems, stuck pipe, hole cleaning problems and cementing problems are
often a result of borehole stability problems. These are difficult to handle, and it is fair
to say that we do not yet possess a full understanding of them. My approach is to try
to analyse all problems and to evaluate each well design in light of these.

There is considerable potential in evaluating past failures. Yet, many operators
have built large databases with various degree of improvement. The data quantity is of
little help unless we perform quality evaluations. The drilling process is very complex
and contains many elements, but in this chapter we have focused on the well itself.

4000

2000

1000

m
RKB

Tot. days

Planned
Actual

2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46 50 54 58 62

Figure A.4 Minimum time and actual time for well D.
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DATE: TIME: REPORT NO: NO OF PAGES ENCLOSED:

DEPTH INTERVAL:HOLE/SECTION:

TIME INTERVAL/SECTION:

WELL:

RIG/PLATFORM:

Surface casing
Conductor casing
Intermediate casing
Production casing
Production Liner

Waiting on weather

Drilling

Mud
Mudlogging
Cementing
Logging equipment
Casing equipment
Directional drilling
Hydraulics
Drillstring
Wireline
Topside system (specify)
Other syst. equipment (specify)
Ref. ERF report No.

Los time accident
Near miss
other safety (specify)

Coring
Logging
Casing
Completion

Loss/Gain
Differential sticking
Tight hole
Cavings
Well control

Other time delay (specify)

Other operation (specify)

Other hole stability (specify)

Exploration
Appraisal
Production

CASING TYPE:

KEY WORDS:
System, Equipment:

Safety:

Time delay:

Operations:

Hole stability:

Remarks:

WELL TYPE:

INSTRUCTIONS:
• Drilling engineer: Mark out key words below that closest describes the reported events
• Library (SAD): Store copies in well file

Figure A.5 Experience Summary Form.

In the following a simple experience transfer system will be proposed. The main
function is as follows. In Figure A.5 is a form which identifies certain problems causing
rig downtime. This form is filled out for every hole section drilled. The forms are stored
and used to identify certain problem types. For example, during planning of production
well number 11 a check in the Experience Summary Form book revealed that there
had been lost circulation problems in wells 1, 3, 4 and 7. The reports from these wells
were then checked out for further analysis.

Although a very simple system, it provides information very quickly, and can
improve the efficiency of the well design process significantly.

  



Appendix B

Evaluation of ballooning in deep wells

B.1 INTRODUCTION

During drilling of wells it is sometimes difficult to analyse observations about the
drilling operation. One example is the excess gas often observed in high pressure wells.
The decision making process is tedious and difficult since we do not possesses a full
understanding of the underlying mechanisms. In this appendix we will shed light on
some of these odd observations, but we realise that we do not yet have all the answers.

During drilling it is often observed that the return mud volume varies to some
extent, giving either a too low or a too high return rate. Field personnel know this
effect, which is considered normal. This effect is often called ballooning. Under critical
circumstances, however, it may be difficult to separate this ballooning effect from
responses such as having a mud loss or taking a kick. Therefore, if we manage to
understand the physics of ballooning, we may separate this effect out, and evaluate
the residue as a potential well control problem.

Gill (1987) and(1989) has published a number of papers about ballooning. Since
Gill describes the field observations rather well, we will quote some of his observations:

Symptoms of ballooning include:

• Loss of mud (30 to 100 bbl), at less-than-measured fracture strength, while
circulating.

• Gaining mud back (30 to 100 bbl), if it is allowed, with pumps off.
• Reading about 300 psi shut-in-drill-pipe-pressure, if the well is shut in immediately

after pumps are stopped and the pressure differential induced around the borehole
is not allowed to relax and flow the lost mud back.

• Unnatural amounts of “reflex gas’’ milked temporarily from newly drilled sands
after connections and trips, leading to still further mud weight increases.

In simple terms, a total volume change of 100-200 bbls may take place during
a drilling operations due to ballooning. This volume is of the same order as a kick
potentially leading to a blowout.

Although Gill describes the behavior well, physical interpretation will be expanded
in this section. He mainly explains the phenomenon as being caused by ballooning
shales, that is, he assumes that the borehole wall can flex in either direction due to
pressure variations. In the following we will propose an alternative explanation.
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B.2 RESULTS FROM SIMULATION STUDIES

A Norwegian operator was planning a deep high pressure well. To reduce the element
of uncertainty in the critical phases, it was decided to undertake a study of ballooning.
The study was composed of the following elements:

• pressure drop versus flow rate modelling
• temperature dependent mud behavior
• compressibility modelling of the drilling mud
• pressure related volume expansion of casing and open hole

Each of the elements above is built into a simulator, which will not be described
here. We will, rather, study the results. Two scenarios were investigated.

Figures B.1 and B.2 shows the well design for the two cases. Ballooning case 1
is designed to address the critical phase of positioning the production casing without
penetrating into the reservoir, and ballooning case 2 is designed to investigate effects
during drilling of the critical reservoir section.

15 k wellhead section

5 k wellhead section

3 k wellhead section
Top of 32� conductor at approx 16 m

32� conductor at 220 m

24� intermediate surface csg at 580 m

18-5/8� surface csg at 1000 m

TOC at 2250 m

14� × 13-3/8� intermediate surface csg at 3250 m

12-1/4� open hole to 4700 m

Sealevel at 42 m

Seabed at 110 m

RKB at 0 m
All depths are mRKB

Figure B.1 Wellbore schematic for 12-1/4 in. open hole.
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15 k wellhead section

5 k wellhead section

3 k wellhead section
Top of 32� conductor at approx 16 m

RKB at 0 m

Sealevel at 42 m

Seabed at 110 m

32� conductor at 220 m

24� intermediate surface csg at 580 m

18-5/8� surface csg at 1000 m

TOC at 2250 m

14� × 13-3/8� intermediate surface csg at 3250 m

9-7/8� × 9-5/8 production csg at 4692 m

8-1/2� open hole 5000 m

TOC at 3692 m

All depths are mRKB

Figure B.2 Wellbore schematic for 8-1/2 in. open hole.

B.2.1 Pressure effects

Using the well designs shown in Figures B.1 and B.2 it was first investigated what
effect the mud flow has on the mud expansion. When the mud pumps are stopped, the
frictional losses inside the hydraulic system cease, resulting in a slightly smaller mud
pressure, which again allows for volume change within the mud, casing and the rock
of the open hole. The results are displayed in Table B.1.

Table B.1 shows that the volume expansion taking place when the mud pumps are
stopped is mainly due to the compressibility of the drilling mud. The volume increase
due to rebound of casing and open hole amounts for only 5 and 14% for the two cases
considered. The result is reasonable, since the casing and the rock are relatively stiff
bodies, but the mud has a certain compressibility.

From the above example we will conclude that the volume increase seen during
drill pipe connection operations is mainly due to expansion of the drilling mud.
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Table B.1 Short-time volume increase in the total hydraulic system if the mud pump is stopped.

12¼′′ hole (Case 1) 8½′′ hole (Case 2)

Flowrate (l/min) 2500 1500
Volume increase, mud (l) 220 160
Volume increase, open hole (l) 5 9
Volume increase, casing (l) 7 18

Temperature Temperature

Temp. profile
in annulusTemp. profile

during pumping

Temp. profile
inside drillstringStatic temp.

profile

Depth
a)

Depth
b) c)

Figure B.3 Static and dynamic temperature profiles.

The pressure effects discussed above are relatively simple. In the following we will
look into a much more complex mechanism, namely the effects of temperature.

B.2.2 Temperature effects

Before looking into the actual results from the simulations, we will discuss the tem-
perature process. In Figure B.3a a static temperature profile in the well is shown. If
the well is left static for a longer period of time, this is the expected profile. However,
during drilling we are pumping mud into the drillpipe with return up the annulus.
Since the mud is exposed to the temperature profile of the formation, it will become
heated while going down, and cooled on its way up the annulus. The drilling fluid
coming out of the annulus is usually warmer than the fluid pumped in.

We realise that the drilling fluid transports heat from the bottom of the hole and
up the hole. During continuous flow we will therefore obtain a profile as illustrated in
Figure B.3a. Since the drilling mud has a cooling effect, it may actually lower the bottom
hole temperature as well. The hydraulic system is actually acting as a counter current
heat exchanger, as illustrated in Figure B.3c. Figure B.3b illustrates that the outside
and the inside of the drillpipe may have a slightly different temperature profile as well.
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Corre et al (1984) give an early attempt to model the system thermodynamically. The
solution is very complex.

The well as a thermodynamic system has certain properties. The formation tem-
perature is acting as an infinite source, and the convective heat loss is rather small.
Therefore, the change in temperature is rather slow, and the process is nearly always
transient or pseudo steady state. This is an important property of the system, which
we will address in the following.

Several scenarios were constructed around the same two cases of Figures B.1 and
B.2, to investigate the temperature effects. The temperature effects behave as slowly
varying, or transient, in time. That is, the volume change is mainly a direct result of
the heating or cooling. To simulate a realistic case, we will assume the scenario of
Figure B.1. Furthermore, we assume that mud has been circulated at a constant rate
for 10 hours. Then the pumps are stopped, and we observe the changes for the next
ten hours.

The input flow rate is shown in Figure B.4a., showing first 10 hours pumping,
then 10 hours of no flow. The temperature of the return mud is shown in Figure B.4b.
We observe that continuous pumping leads to a non-linear heating of the active mud
system. This is well known from practical well operations. Furthermore, we see also
that even at the end of the cycle (20 hrs), the surface annulus temperature is still 43◦C,
which implies that the mud system is not identical to the initial temperature profile.

In Figure B.3a we indicated that the bottom hole temperature is actually low-
ered when circulating. For case 1, the simulated profile is shown in Figure B.4c. The
predicted minimum of 60◦C is reached after about one hour. After that the bottom
hole temperature increases because the temperature of the whole active mud system is
increasing. However, after 20 hours, the bottom hole temperature is still not equal to
the static temperature of 170◦C. The bottom hole temperature is an important calibra-
tion point for this type of simulation. At present we have little data, but we do know
of a well where a bottom hole temperature drop from 180◦C to 110◦C was recorded.
We therefore believe that this is a realistic case.

Figure B.4d shows the “ballooning’’ effect of the mud due to these temperature
changes. After about two hours there is nearly 600 litres less mud in return compared
to the input. After about seven hours, the mud volume is in balance, but at 10 hours
there is 400 litres in excess. The additional 150 litres at 10 hrs. is due to expansion
when the frictional pressure drop is removed, as the mud pumps are stopped.

Finally, Figure B.4e shows the equivalent density below the drill bit. The non-
linear behavior of the previous curves are reflected here. Also note that the static
density gradient has decreased from 1.80 s.g to 1.77 s.g.

The complex and time-dependent nature of the temperature effects on ballooning
are clearly observed in the previous example. In the following we will make a brief
comparison of the two cases of Figure B.1 and B.2, assuming first 10 hrs. pumping
followed by 10 hrs. with no pumping.

Table B.2 illustrates the somewhat confusing picture. The temperature effects on
the drilling fluid show in this case a variation in the order of −550 l to +660 liters, a
total variation in the order of 8 barrels.

However, when comparing Gill’s observations (Gill, 1989) we observe that Table
B.2 demonstrates a behavior very similar to the observations. However, the field obser-
vations from the reference show a much larger variation in volume than the examples
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Figure B.4 Long-time behavior of the mud system due to temperature effects. a) Inlet flow rate, b) mud
temperature at outlet, c) mud compression and expansion, d) equivalent circulating density.

Table B.2 Volume changes at various times.

12 ¼′′ hole (Case 1) 8 ½′′ hole (Case 2)

Flowrate (l/min) 2400 1500
Volume change after 2 hrs (l) −550 −460
Volume change after 5 hrs −200 −520
Volume change after 10 hrs +380 −500
After the pumps are stopped:
Volume change after 10 hrs +660 −320
Volume change after 20 hrs +620 −70
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shown in Table B.2. The simulations were therefore repeated with a flow rate of
4000 l/min for case 1, and now the volume increase was 12000 liters or 75 bbls.

It is believed that the physics of the ballooning process is described with the previ-
ous examples. However, as the heat transfer process is both significant and complex,
more work must be performed to establish more general criteria.

In the following, we will look into a simple way to estimate some of these effects
in the field.

B.3 COUPLING BETWEEN PIT GAIN AND MUD DENSITY

On a floating rig the volumetric measurement accuracy is in the order of cubic metres.
This is mainly due to rig motions, and level height sensor location in the mud pit. On
fixed platforms such as production platforms and jack-up drilling rigs, the volumetric
accuracy is higher. At present, rig personnel claim to measure the return mud volume
with an accuracy down to 100 litres. If this is the case, we can use this information to
calculate the effective density of the drilling mud.

Figure B.5 shows a conceptual picture of the ballooning concept. To the left is a
well shown with a given volume. In the middle a too low return case is illustrated.
If we had only one well volume of drilling mud at our disposal, the annulus volume
would have dropped a height h. Likewise, the excess mud case is shown to the right.
Receiving more mud in return can be visualised as a hypothetical annulus extended to
a height h.

First of all, a given mud volume can be converted into an equivalent annulus height
as follows:

h = Mud gain or loss/Annular capacity of the borehole. (B.1)

Performing a mass balance on the mud in the well, we will first consider the too low
return case. We pumped down a mud measured at surface conditions with a density
of ρ. After some time we would have obtained the situation shown in the middle figure
of Figure B.5, if we had only one annulus volume at our disposal. The mud in the well
is now more dense than initially. However, the well is full, such that the additional
pressure exerted by the height h can be approximated as:

0.098ρh (B.2)

and the effective pressure at the bottom of the well as:

0.098ρD + 0.098ρh (B.3)

Expressed with the effective density at the bottom of the well:

0.098ρ1D (B.4)
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D D

000

D

Initial volume
in well

Too low
mud return

Excess
mud return

h

h

Figure B.5 Conceptual model to estimate the effective mud density.

Equating Equations B.3 and B.4 yields the approximate expression for the effective
mud density as a function of too low mud return:

ρ1 = ρ

(
1 + h

D

)
(B.5)

Performing a similar evaluation for the excess mud return of Figure B.5, we obtain a
resulting effective mud density which is lighter than initially. The resulting equation
becomes:

ρ1 = ρ

(
1 − h

D

)
(B.6)

We will in the following use the above simplified equations to estimate the effective
mud densities during the previous cases 1 and 2, and to compare these to the results
from the more complex simulators.

Examples

Example 1. For the 12-1/4 in. hole evaluated in case 1, we obtain the following data:

Flow rate: 4000 l/min
Maximum pit gain: 12 m3

Mud density at surface: 1.8 s.g
Capacity of well: 1/15.78 m3/m
Depth of well: 4700 m

The excess mud return is equivalent to the following height in the well:

h = 12 m3 × 15.78 m/m3 = 189 m
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This is equivalent to a reduced effective mud density equal to:

ρ1 = 1.80
(

1 − 189 m
4700 m

)
= 1.73 s.g.

The simulator predicted an effective mud density of 1.72 s.g. for the same case, so
the two methods are in reasonable agreement.

Example 2. Here we want to investigate the mud density during drilling of the 8-1/2
in. hole section as defined in case 2. The following input data are given:

Flow rate: 2500 l/min
Maximum pit gain: 1.4 m3

Mud density at surface: 2.12 s.g
Capacity of well: 1/41.77 m3/m
Depth of well: 5000 m

The excess mud return is equivalent to the following height in the well:

h = 1.4 m3 × 41.77 m/m3 = 58.5 m

This is equivalent to a reduced effective mud density equal to:

ρ1 = 2.12
(

1 − 58.5m
5000m

)
= 2.095 s.g.

The simulator predicted an effective mud density of 2.08 s.g. for the same case, so
the two methods are again in reasonable agreement.

The above density correction can be valuable to adjust well data towards more
realistic values. Also, we observe that considerable errors can be introduced if we are
not correcting our density data.

Finally, the method shown directly couples the mud return rate to the effective
density in the well. By introducing the element of ballooning we may reduce the element
of unknowns in critical wells. We also have a tool to redesign the operation if difficult
situations arise.

B.4 THE GAS PROBLEM

In the introduction, the problem of excess gas was mentioned. During drilling of critical
wells, often more gas is brought to surface than expected. Sometimes abnormal events
take place, for example the excess gas may increase after the mud weight is increased.
Gas reading is probably the single most important pore pressure indicator in high-
pressure wells, and we understand the difficulties of interpretation when such events
take place.

We cannot provide a complete picture of mechanisms associated with gas readings,
but will in the following address a few.

• The effective mud density is lower due to the effects described in this chapter.
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• Surge and swab pressures arising during tripping may “milk’’ gas from the
formation into the wellbore.

• An abnormally high mud weight will compress the borehole wall in an attempt to
increase its diameter. This may give rise to a higher pore pressure in the vicinity of
the borehole.

• Creep or compaction effects coupled with fluid flow may locally alter the pore
pressure.

• The gas readings used today are only qualitative. Future work should quantify
these to establish the correct amount of drilled out gas.

B.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter we have looked into volumetric changes within the mud system, usu-
ally called ballooning. The extent of ballooning is large in certain instances, with a
magnitude large enough to mask pore pressure responses.

A simulator was built to investigate the ballooning phenomenon. It was concluded
that most of the ballooning was due to compression and expansion of the drilling mud,
and that the volume change associated with the borehole and casing is relatively small.

Short-time volume change, as for example back-flow during connections, can be
explained as expansion of the mud when the frictional pressure drop of the hydraulic
system vanishes. This is a relatively small effect, up to a few hundred liters.

Long-time volume gain or losses are due to thermal effects within the complete
hydraulic system. This can in certain instances amount to many cubic metres. This is
a transient or a pseudo-steady state effect with a time factor of hours. In other words,
short-time effects are mainly pressure relief, while long-time effects are mainly due to
a slowly changing temperature profile.

Finally, a simple field method was proposed to estimate the effective density at the
bottom of the well.

Other aspects and discussions of practical applications of mud cooling are
discussed by Maury & Guenot (1993) and Corre & Guenot (1984).

Problem

A kick was taken during drilling of a HPHT well. After successfully bullheading the
kick, the well was shut in and observed. The wellhead pressure increased slowly over
a period of a few weeks, and when opened some mud returned to surface. At that time
the conclusion was that there was a very high pore pressure in the well. However, we
will investigate if temperature expansion is another explanation.

The 8-1/2 in. hole section is drilled to 4500 m. Mud density at standard conditions
is 2.10 s.g. A volume imbalance is seen of 10 m3. Calculate:

a) The effective mud density if there is excess mud in the active pit.
b) The effective mud density if there is less mud in the active pit.
c) Discuss if this is a realistic explanation of the well behaviour. Propose alternative

explanations.
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